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QUALITY P.D. FOR ATARI COMPUTERS (ST/STE/FALCON)

••••SOFTWARE AT REALISTIC PRICES • • • •

• PD Disks: £1 -50 each*
•
•

HD Falcon disks: £1 -75 each •

BUDGET RANGE PD DISKS ONLY £1 -00 •

U. 66

G.355 WING LORD: Aerialduellingame in the styleof the classic 'Joust'SAV.
G.352 JEWEL BUGGY: Arcadediamond mininggame. SAV.
G.342 UTOPOS:A two player rotate and thrust'Grav' type arcade game.

U. 65

U. 67 ST TOOLS: An exhaustive collection of Atari ST utilities.

•k Commercial Games Software from only £2-99 *
* Same day service, quality virus free disks *
• PLEASEADD 50p P&P ON ORDERS UNDER £5-00 •

U. 20 FASTCOPY 3: Excellent disk copier for cover disks.

A fullrangeof softwarefor the AtariFalconcomputer is now availableon Ml)disks,
including:

HD. 32 NETHACK: Hugefantasy rale playinggame. 2Mb+ (£1-75)
\-\D.1 POV RAYTRACE: The best Raytrace programaround.Unzipsto 3xHDdisks(£175).
HD. 9 JPEC COLOUR PICTURES:True colour picture (£175)
HD. 21 JAPAN:Photo-quality slideshow of XGApictures (2 disks/£3-50)

HD. 19 HUMANS:Demo of the commercial game (2 disks £3-50)
HD. 2 UTILITIES: includes programs to run STE/STFM Programs (£175)
HD. 12 MAINLY MUSIC:Includes Desktracker, Pro-Tracker,Star Player etc (£1-75)
HD. 13 MORE MUSIC: includes Winrec, a direct to disk recording system (£175)

Our full range of softwarefor the ST/STE is currently undergoingcompatibilitytestingfor
the Falcon.If you are considering any title from our ST range contact us and we'll let
you know if it's compatible.
(ask for our FREE Falcon catalogue)
* * * All disks below are £1.50 unless otherwise stated -k -k -k

LICENCEWARE GAMES
L. 64 STORM: Aliens meet Gauntlet for superb blasting action. A must have for all
arcade fans. (£3.00)

L. 79 DARKLYTE II:(! mb) Sequel to the highly-rated 'Space Crusade' type game
(£2-50)

L. 84 WORD WIZARD: Word puzzle game with a gamble feature from Nice Bytes

G.308 WALLS OFILLUSION: the ultimate dungeonmaster clone... but ifs inGerman.
A knowledgeof the language is a distinctadvantage but not compulsory.
G.343 BLUDGEON: Solofantasy adventureusingthe Blugeon combatsystem (SAVI
G.288 DARKLYTE: 'SpaceCrusade' type droids wargame.
G.284 BIO-HAZARD: Twolevelsof brilliant Sci-fi 'Dungeonmaster/Captive' gameSAV

G.262 ALIENS! SpaceMarines v Aliens stategycombatgame.
G.198 OMEGA: A largeand complexwildernessand dungeonexplorationgame. 1Mb
C.l 15 MYSTIC WELL: Complete 'Dungeonmaster1Styleadventure game.

L. 83 ZIGCY:A memory and strategy game from Nice Bytes. (£275)
L 69 BIO-HAZARD: FULLversion of the sci-fi "Dungeonmaster" clone (1Mb
£3-00)

L. 72 STORM: As above - now available for 1Mb STFM 's tooll! (£3-00)

I.. 66 HEARTBREAK: Highly addictive shape placing game. (£3.00)
L 67 LOGIC PROBLEMS III:Ben Weston's back with more challenging puzzles
(£3.00)

L. 22 GRAND PRIX MANAGER: Grand Prix management sim/ employ drivers,
mechanics,etc, test cars, then race in a full Grand Prix season! (2 disks £4.00)
L. 31 THECURSE OF AZRIEL: Fantasy trading/adventure game (2 disks/£4.00).
L. 60 CONQUEST: A 'God' game in the style of 'Populous ' (£3.00).
L. 19 THEYSOLD A FEW:Three games from Ben Weston: LogicProblems, Wild
West Shoot Out and Clan, a kingdom game. (£2.50)
L. 58 NICE BYTES #1: Gridword, a word game & Rega, a tile flipping game (£2.50!
L.30 DEMON: Fantasy game with 3D view, monsters, magic, teleports, traps,
secret walls, etc. (£3,00)

L. 52 ENERGETIX:Puzzle game from Nice Bytes.Save the nuclear reactor (£2.50)
L. 48 DELUXE NOSTRAM (1Mb): Arcade platform action through 70 rooms. (£3.00)
L. 45 HUNCHY 1066: Arcade action with the Hunchback, multi-levels, traps,
puzzles, etc. (£3.00)

I. 41 MURDERON THE ORION EXPRESS: Murder solver game set on an
interstellar cruiser. (£3.00)

L. 21 DEADOR ALIVE....?: Large, complex and challenging text adventure. (£3.00)
L. 11 PISQUARED:Challenging puzzle game with increasing difficulty levels

PUZZLE

QUEST KNIGHT: Fantasy quest for the Rose of Questoria (£2.50)
OUTWORLD: Take control of a space colony arcade/strategy game (£2.50)
HOT DOG: Greyhound racing and betting game for 1-9 players (£2.50)
MARIO'S QUEST: Cute platform game to rescue the princess (£2.50}

MUSIC
OMEGA II: Collection of files for DR. T's music software.

YAMAHA PSS:Palch editor and facility to print tablature music,
EKSEQ 1: A rack, 240ppqn sequencer with many features.
OPTRONIXMUZAK:Rip and play music from other programs.
NOISETRACKER: Soundtracker .MOD player with eight starter tunes.

5.141

REAL TIME MIDI ANALYSER: Indicates MIDI event occurrence

S. 73

BADSTARS SAMPLES: #1: Over 80 .SPLsamples for use with Noisetracker
HIGH FIDELITY DREAMS: 8 super pieces of music from Auro.
IMAGE FACTORY DICl-SYNTH 1: Ripped Amiga mods with 'Lemmings' menu.

S. 87
S. 85
70

S.

7

S. 19
S.

13

S.117

S. 54

ADVENTURES

.

G.356 ENDURANCE: Afuturistic 'virtualreality'adventure.
G.321 INVESTIGATION (2disks/£3'00) Graphicadventurein the styleof Sierra On-Line
G.200 ANARCHY ACADEMY: 3D graphicadventureto blowup school!
G.140 A NIGHTON THETOWN:An adventurewith the opportunityto meet the
girlof your dreams and ... well, the rest is up to you..
G.222 GRANDAD ANDTHE QUEST... 3Dgraphic adventure byIanScott. SAV 1Mb.
G.303 GRANDAD ANDTHE SEARCH FORTHE SANDWICHES: sequelto 'Quest
for the Vest'(1Mb 2 disks/3-00)

G.215 BLACK DAWN:The Earthis under threat(again)and it's up to you to save it.
G. 99 DRAGON SLAYER: Canyou, a lowlybeggar,gain richesby slayingthe dragon.
G. 91 QUEST FORTHE HOLY GRAIL: Pythonesque madcaphumour
G.202 UNNKUUAN UNDERWORLD: Highly ratedlargescale textfantasy
adventure.

G.344 CHESS-MATE: Chessand draughtsgame analysistool. (SAV)
G.332 CAESAR: Strategy game set around the Mediterraneanin 200BC(S/W)
G.330 GNUCHESS: French chessplayingprogram forall levels.
G.329 PEGASUS: A massive space strategy game. Seek out and colonise planets,

LONE WOLF SAMPLES: Voiceand instrument samplesforthe TCB Tracker.
MAD MAXCHIP MUSIC:35 pieces of sound chip music from Mad Max.
ACCOMPANIAST: 16 voice Henry Cosh sequencer (fullinstructionson disk)
ALCHIMIE )R: Impressive 5wiss multi-window, multi-task sequencer. (1Mb)
TCB TRACKER PLAYER: Displayyour own picture whilstplayingTrackerMods.

G.l 31 STAR TREK - THE GAME: Defeatthe Klingon threatto the galaxy. (1Mb)
G.299 TERRAMOON: Sharewaredemo versionof a detailed 'STAR TREK1 type game.
G.287 THECOARSE ANGLER: Anglingsimulationgame. (1Mb)
G.237 CHAOS:Madcapgame of battlingwizardsby MartinBrownlow(1Mb or 5Mb)
G.324 IMPERIAL CONQUEST: Complex ancientMediterranean gameofconquest (SAV)
G.325 SOCCER MANAGEMENTS complex simulationof soccer management(SAV)
G.290 SOFTWARE PROJECTS: Manage a softwarehouse in this businesssim.
G.217 THE MAZE: 3D adventuregame loosely basedon 'THE CRYSTAL MAZE'
G.l 73 PENGUINS: Moveyourpenguinsaroundthe screen'Lemming' fashion.
G. 10 VEGAS: Roulette,poker, blackjackand slots ... without the Nevada sand!!
G.l 18 COMPANY: Business simulationthat puts you at the head of a corporation,
G.124 SPECTRAL SORCERY: An excellentspeilcastinggame of battlingwizards.
G.147 THE MANAGER: Managea top football teamthrougha toughseason(SAV)
G.l 52 TAIPAN: A tradinggameset aroundthe Orient.(1Mb)

S. 56
S. 90
5.104

U. 35
U. 34
U. 52
U. 30

U, 57 ALICE : A GEM based text editor.

PROGRAMMING
P. 44 CFA BASICV.2: Full version of popular language with extensive
tutorial. (NBThisdisk is not PD - LAPD have permission to distribute it.)
L. 68 SPRITEWORKS: New commands for games writers using GFA V3+
(2 disks/£7.00)

M.107RAMWORLD 2: Three dimensional object creator and viewer program.
P. 37 HEAT'N'SERVESOZOBON: A friendlier sort of Sozobon.

DSP.1 SOZOBON C: A complete C compiler with documentation.
P.24 MENU-MAKER:A French program that allows you to make your own
menus with music, sprite and scrolling message. Excellent.
P. 35 JCMECA MENU: Menumakerwith smartfonts,music,programselector,etc,
P. 33 ZXSPECTRUM EMULATOR: Emulate theoldSpeccy on your ST/STE. (Imb)
P. 17 68000 PROGRAMMING COURSE: 10'How to do it1 document files.

P.
P.
S.
P.
P.
L.

19
18
65
16
41
46

CFA EXPERT: Massive text file and help routines for GFA-Basic 3.0. D/S
STOSTUTORIAL: Helpsmakeclearsomeof the STOS commands.Needs STOS.
XBIOS MUSIC KIT:Include superb music in your own programs.
C ADVENTURETOOL KIT:Write professional quality adventures in C.
STOS ADVENTURE CREATOR: Create your own text adventures with ease,
STOS GRAPHICADVENTURE CREATOR: make your own point &
click adventures "with ease.(£3.00).

AUDIO WIZARDRY #1: Apology, Imagination Flight, Outrun, Megamix, Titan.
MOD FILES: Axkold, Follow, Dreaming, JJackson, Radio & The Edge.
HAYNES MODS #1: Legend,So Hard, Madmix, Pandora, Suburban C & C (1Mb)
PRITCHETT MODS: Airwolf, Barock, Gaslight, lackknife, Legacy, Pyrax, Retro.
SLMOD COMP#7: Benny Hill, Bruce, Humanoid, IMF, Technotronic Insp, etc,
Many, many more available, sec our catalogue for details

M.106 ACCOUNT-ABILITY: Fully featured accounts program. 10 accounts. 2,000
transactions-

M.148
M. 13
M. 83
M.116

INVOICE MASTER: Excellent invoicing system for small businesses.
OPUS 2000: A superb spreadsheet program (Imb)
INVENTORY PRO: A stock control system.
COMPACT OFFICE MANAGER: demo of accounting program for the small
business.

U. 23
U. 33
M.139
M. 74
U. 6
W, 3

DOUBLE SENTRY: Impressiveaccounts package for the small company (no VAT)
FASTBASE:A powerful and flexible data-base.
BANK ACCOUNT MANAGER: Maintain up to 5 accounts for instant access.
BUSINESS LETTERS: 84 pre-written letters to ease the clerical burden.
DBASEONE: Excellent GEM driven database. Simple to set up and use.
FIRSTWORD: Word processor that set the standard for others to follow.

MISCELLANEOUS
M.155
M. 167
M. 19
M.161
L. 17
L. 18

ROUTEFINDER: Routefindingprogramfor England,Wales and Scotland
DIABETES DATABASE: A useful program for anyone who is diabetic.
AIRWARRIOR: Flight Sim with World War II aircraft.
THE GARDENER:A special database for gardening enthusiasts.
ADDRESS BOOK: Neat & easy database for names & addresses (£2.50).
CIRCUIT: Easyto use electrical circuit diagram producing program(£2.501
M.154 RUNES: Mystical interpretation of the stones.
M.143 PONDS & WATERGARDENS: A "how-to-do-if instruction disk.

M.150 TIP TOP HORSE:A working demo of a horse race prediction program.
M. 82 ROLE PLAY CREATOR: Create characters for 'Traveller' and 'AD & D'

M.136 DUNGEON DESIGNER: Design dungeon floor plans for AD & D and
similar games.
M.142 ZONK!: Psychedelic pattern creator program from Dave Henniker (1Mb)
M. 93 STITCHMATRIX: Pattern making program for knitting machines.
M.135 CROSSWORD CREATOR:Design your own word puzzles.
M.111 NORTHERN & EQUATORIALSTARATLAS: Superb serious astronomy
program SA'V.
M. 77 THE BIBLE: King James authorised version. 4 D/S disks/£.6,00.
M. 76 FORM-FINDER:Proven horse race analysis and prediction program.
M. 81 NEWSDISK:Construct your own newsletters and magazine disks.
M.103 ULTIMATE CHEAT GUIDE: 320+ game cheats, plus hidden screens on
20 demos!

M.100
M. 98
M. 26
M.108
L. 17
M. 5
M. 17

GERMAN TRANSLATORS: Three programsto translate German text to English.
FILOFACT:Electronic filofax - diary, calendar, alarms, addresses etc.
GENEALOGY: 2 programs for the family historians to trace their forebears.
CALENDAR: A calendar program that allows you to attach events to days.
ADDRESS BOOK:Neat database for storing, sorting, etc. (£2-50)
YOUR SECOND ATARI ST MANUAL: Text files about your ST.
WORD PUZZLE:Stuck with word games? Then this disk may help.

M. 30 EXTRA WORD LIST: 70,000 extra words to use with disk M17.

RIPPEDMUSIC: Over 50 pieces of interrupt driven music.
ESION SOUNDTRACKER:Player for -MOD files with ST & STEversions.

SOURCE CODE

MOD FILES
S. 41

U. 47

BUSINESS

G.323 SPOTIT:An electronicversionof the Spot the Differencepuzzle.
G.318 BRAIN DAMAGE (SAVhTrivia/puzzle game. 15 stages in 8 games.
G315 SKULLS: Addictive up to dale reworkingof Landmines/Minefield. (1Mb STE)
G.306 LOGIC PROBLEMS IIThree more logic problemsfrom BenWeston.
G.310 DOMINOES: Playabledemo versionof domino playingprogram.
G311 JIGSAW: A computerised jigsawpuzzle,fl Mb)
G.280 COLOURCLASH: Adventure/Maze game with puzzles by Animalsoft. SAV
G.269 QUIZMASTER: Multi-choice answergeneralknowledge quiz. (STE only)
G.258 GALACTIC FRUIT BOWL: TriviaQuiz meets the fruitmachine (1Mb)

(lMb2disks/£3.00)

S. 95

U. 44

Software (SAV)
G.341 FISTFUL OF PROGRAMS:: Halfa dozen assortedgames from DuncesCap

STRATICY& OTHERS

(£3.00)

8

PREMIER PACKERS: 13 of the best program packers, plus a de-packer. D/S.
PICTUREHUNTER: Rips picture screens from other programs.
THE DUPLICATOR:High speed copier program.
PROBE ST: Handy utility. Grabs music/graphics, disk/memory editor, etc.
PICTURECONVERTERS: Convert many formats to other formats.
SAGROTAN: Super virus killer to protect your disk collection
VAULT & TURTLE: Fast hard disk back-up utilities.
GEMINI: Good alternative desktop from Germany (1Mb)

U. 42

Software.

L. 80 MUNCHKIN: Classic pacman action (£2.50)

S.145

TERADESK(1Mb): Replacement Desktop for the ST/STE (1Mb).

U. 48

G.357 QUEST FORKNOWLEDGE: Mazeexploration gamefromDuncesCap

(£275)

!. 85 ZUFFERS: (1 mb, STE) Puzzle game of guiding the 'Zuffers' to shelter (£3-00)

S.144

U. 53

C.l 10 LLAMATRON: 100 levels of fast arcade action with wicked sound FX.(SAV)

C.144 REVENGEOFTHE MUTANT CAMELS:Morefastarcade action JeffMinter
mayhem (SAV).
G.l 50 COLUMNS: An impressiverelativeof the Tetristumbling blockgame (1Mb).
G.201 BLAT! Tetrisstylethree in a row, fallingblockswith many added features.
FANTASY/ROLE PLAY
G.351 TOWERS: First-person view roleplaying fantasy adventuregame(2
disks/£3-00)

G.l 97 DUNGEON LORD: 3 levelsof Dungeonmaster typeadventurefromIheStates. IMb

S.

U. 60

G.333 SUPER PSYCHO KART: High speed platform game to rescue piglets (1Mb SAV)
C.316 H-MEC 2: Sequelto the tremendouslypopular H-MEC. (1 Mb STE or Falcon!
G.3I4 IT'SA MUG'S GAME: Funone or two player boxinggame.
G.302 REBOUND: A bat & ball game requiringdetermination,stamina and patience!
G.293 H-MEC: Theultimate Pac-Man? (1 Mb,STE only).
G.292 CASTLE CAPERS: Superb platformarcade action across 10 screens. (1 Mb).
G.285 KUBES: Fallingblockgame wilh a noveltwist.
G.286 ROCKFALL-SPECIAL EDITION. Tunnelling/diamond collecting puzzlegame.
C.281 PSYCHO PIG: Platform shoot'emupwithRambo-esque pig.(2disks £3)(SAV).
G.279 OPERATION GARFIELD: Frantic 'Operation Wolf typeshoot emup action.(STE)
G.268 MEGALINET Mb 'Tron' lightcycles game for 1-4 players.(STE only).
G.250 CYBERNETICS: Good, challenging'Defender' type arcade game. SAV.
G. 80 TETRIS & PILE UP:Twoverygoodversions ofthe 'Tetris' arcade game.
G.171 HACMAN II: 1 megabyte version of Pacman.100 new levels!
G.221 GRAV 2: Follow up to highly praised'Oids' typerotateand thrustarcadegame.

FALCON SOFTWARE

S.

U. 62

BEFORE DAWN: Animated screen saver that will use your own animations.
HARD DISK UTILS: A collection of useful programs for hard disk owners,
MENU-HACKER: Replace a picture in almost any menu/demo/game/intro.
MINT: Multi-tasking for the ST in the style of the Falcon.

* Licenceware disks from £2-50 to £500 *

* Overseas customers [outside Europe) please add 50p per disk -k

L. 33
L. 42
L. 53
L. 38

UTILITIES

GAMES
ARCADE

P. 36
L. 23
L. 24
L. 47

UNT SOURCE#1: Code from the Wild Boys, UNT. Pixel Twins, etc.
GRAV 2 SOURCE: All the code for the top rated ST game (5.00)
CHAOS SOURCECODE: All the code for the top rated ST game (£5.00)
HUNCHY: Full source for the 'Hunchback' game on disk L45 (£3.00)

M. 40
M. 62
M. 72
M. 73
M.117
M. 14
M. 84
W. 5

STICKER III:An excellent label making program.
LEAGUETABLE: Maintains league tables for soccer and similar sports.
ASSISTANT CHEF #1: 42 mouth watering recipes.
ASSISTANT CHEF #2: Another 125 tasty recipes. (1Mb)
TRIP-A-TRON: A light synthesiser by JeffMinter.
PICTURESFROM SPACE:Photographsof the earth as seen fromsatellites.
ASTRO 22: Calculate position of planets, cusps and zodiac.
to W. 8 CALAMUSFONTS: 20 fonts approx on each disk.

RECOGNISED WORLDWIDE FOR SERVICE,

L.A.P.D., PO Box 2, Heanor, Derbys, DE75 7YP
TEL/FAX: 0773 605010/761944
Voice and Fax on both numbers

DEMOS
D.375
D.371
D.373
D.372
D.374
D.367

BRUTALTECHNO: Techno rap and dancing lemmings from Adrenalin.
TRAQU'NINTKET BET ... Stunningdemo by Adrenalin (2 disks/£3.00 1Mb)
DREAMS: Dentro by Animal Mine of Holland
REALITY IS A LIE:Good first demo from Psychonomix (1Mb)
BURNING ILLUSION: Sequentially running demo by DNT.
EXTREME KAGE: Sinecurves, Shadowbos, etc, from Anatomica of
Sweden (1Mb STE)

D.363 GROTESQUE: Psychedelic techno music demo (1Mb, STE).
D.366 BIRDS OF PREY: Inlro to the commercial game that never made it to

COMMUNICATIONS
C. 22

TEDD YTERM:

C.

7

VAN!

ERM V.4: Excellent multi-function comms program.

C.

13

FREE/

2MO

E DRIED TERMINAL: Excellent comms prog. Includes
DEMfacility.
iP: Room based BBSsystem.. Requires hard drive.

C.

14

ST KE

C.

15

KM-T :RM:

D.324 CROSSBONES: STE demo (also known as RED SECTOR DEMO)

An invaluable computerised aid for the golfing fanatic!
Keep track of your next game, what you must buy, who you must
contact, the courses you play on and their holes, your handicap,
caddy details,
golden shots etc, etc.
Print options supported.

Comms prog that can act as a mini BBS. Includes JEKYL

ORDER DISK No. I.83

prog.

the ST (1Mb STE).

D.360 DREAMZONE: Mega-demo from the Wild Boys (2 disks £3.00)
D.347 COSMIC ]AM: Good multi-vector demo from Imagina of Finland D/S.

A superb multi-function communications program

PERSONAL GOLF DATABASE !

C. 17

QSO- 3ASE:Database for radio hams to store QSO information.

M.1.38

MOR

ONLY £300

)E CODE TUTOR: Practice and perfect your skills.

D.287 HARDCORE DANCEfLOOR: Sampledhousemusicby the Wild Boys.DS
D.323 SLAM- HARDCORE DANCEFLOOR II - More house music from the

D.3M
D.322
D.306
D.291
D.236

Wild Boys.
DIGITAL EXTAZY: Mega -demo by TTK
MENTALHANGOVER: Scoopex demo converted from Amiga (STE).
TOM & JERRY: Animated cat and mouse cartoon sequence.
LIGHTNING: Mega-demo from the Pendragons.
ELECTRA: Biggest re-set demo ever.

EDUCATIONAL
M. 20 GCSESTUDYAIDS:help with Algebra, Trigonometry and Geometry.
M. 1 PLANETARIUM: Excellent, easy to use, astronomy program.
M.153 WORLD WAR II: Home front study pack for Sec. school work.
(3 disks/£4.50)

M.

7 HISTORY FILE: Investigate a historical murder in Scotland
(3 disks/£4.50)
M. 41 GEOGRAPHY TUTOR - EUROPE: Facts and figures on European
countries. S/W

M. 64 SPANISH VERB TUTOR: Helps you learn correct conjugation.
M. 86 DEATHOF A PRESIDENT: Investigate the Kennedy assassination
(3 disks/£4.50)
FRANGLAIS 1 & 2: French language tutor programs.
FRANGLAIS 3 & 4: French language tutor programs.
ROMANMYSTERYTeaching programs on Roman times. (3 disks/£4.50)

96
M.114
M.101
M.102 RIP IT UP: Working demo of Highway Code tutor. ' '
M.123 C.I.A. WORLD FACTBOOK: Facts and figures on countries.

THE BBS DIRECTORY

BUDGIE U.K.
Full range of BUDGIEU.K software available including the following:
BU.122
BU.121
BU.119
BU.113

BU.112
BU.111
PRO.20
BU. 50
BU. 90
BU. 89
PRO. 1
BU. 30
BU. 70

BU. 17
BU. 22
BU. 9
BU. 53

Details and locations of over 450 bulletin boards around the U.K.
Point and click interface.

WORLDCUP: Mouse driven football management game (£2.75)
SUPERSCRAMBLE: Fast action arcade shoot 'em up. (£2.75)
FOOTBALLTACTICIAN1: The original £19.")5 version!! (£2.75)
FOOTBALL TACTICIAN: 1st Div. football game for up to 24 users! (£2.75)
(Money back offeron BU.113& BU.119 if you upgrade to the full)
GO-MOKU: Ancient lapaneseboardgameagainstcomputeror friend. (£2.75)
INTERNATIONALCRICKETII: Animated 3D game. (1Mb) (£2.75)
VIDEO MASTER:Excellent video titling program. (£2.75)
SPACE INVADERS:Classic arcade action by Robert Leong. (£2.75)
MATCH IT:Possibly the most addictive game ever devised. (£2.75)
HORSE RACING SIM: Quality sim from the sale ring to the track. (£2.75)
ELECTRONICBANK STATEMENT:Computerise your accounts! (£2.75)
QUEST FOR GALAXIA:The 'Galaxians' return to your ST. (f 2.75).
PACMAN ST: The definitive version by Robert Leong. (£2.75).
MAKE A BREAK: Snooker based general knowledge quiz. (£2.75)
BANDIT:An electronic slot machine with holds, nudges etc. (£2.75)
TYCOON: Mineral exploration business game. (£2.75)
FROM LITFLE ACORNS: A delightful adventure set in goblin country.

L.A.P.Dproudly support the concept of Licenceware and pay top rate
royalties to their authors. Disks with an 'L' prefix in our advert are
Licenceware disks and as such a proportion of the price you pay is
passed on directly to the author. In the last quarter we paid almost
£1,000 to our authors. If you have produced any good software for

(£2.75)

the ST, STE or Falcon and would like to know more about

BU. 71 DARKWARS:Role play adventure with a 3D view. (£2.75)
BU. 86 QUATRIS:A Tetris variant with rotating cubes. (£2.75)

Vanterm, Uniterm, Freeze Dried and Teddy Term, compatibility
Cut your 'phone bills - know exactly where you're ringing!!
Order disk no. L. 82

Only £300

LICENCEWARE

Licenceware then please contact us.

BU.116 SPITTING FISH: Arcade game with educational slant. (£2.75)

SHOESTRING EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

PROTECT YOUR DISK COLLECTION

(4 disks/£6.00)

M.144
M151

WORKOUT: A general purpose learning and revision aid.
U.S.A. HISTORY:20th century American history. (2 disks/£3.00)

L 01

ROBOT MATHS: Maths tutor for child

L. 02

MOON LETTERS: Spelling game for ages 5+ (£2.95)
PICTUREMIX: Jigsaw puzzle type game for ages 6+ (£2.95)

L. 03
L. 04

KIDS EDUCATIONAL
L. 20
L. 37
G.266
G. 83
M. 95
M. 28

SUPERSPELL: Teaching program for 4 to 9 year olds (£2.50).
SUPER FUN: More teaching games for the 4 to 9 year old. (£2.50)
WITCHES, MICE & FAIRY TALES: Games for younger users.
NOAH'S ARK:Collect the animals, two by two - addictive for adults too!
ABOUTTHEHOUSE: Excellentcollectionof programstor young children.
KIDZ EDUCATIONAL:Alphabet, Math Test, Numerical-Go-Round &

M. 37
M. 42
M. 67
M. 94
M.104

KIDZ DISK# 1: Colouring Book, Spell Pic, Word Pic and Flash Card.
KIDZ DISK# 2: Dot to Dot, Keyboard Capers & Matching.
BODYSHOP: Graphic quiz-type human anatomy tutor.
PROFESSOR CLEVER: Maths tutor program for children aged 5 to 11. SAV
SOLAR SYSTEMGEOGRAPHY: Effects of the sun & moon, on tides,

Number Maze.

L. 06

ROBOT WORDS: Hangman in a modern format (£2.95)
ALPHABETMIX: Jigsaw puzzle game wilh large pieces for
youngsters (£2.95)
WORD RACE:Hangman type word guessing game with athletes.

Ifa virus gets free in your disk collection it can do irreparable
damage in a very short time. Don't let it happen to you.
ULTIMATE VIRUS KILLER by Richard Karsmakers. £12-99:
Identifies 70 virii types and over 650 other bootsectors. Repairs
damaged or destroyed BIOSparameters blocks.

(£2.95)

L.

12

L. 29

ALLBLOCKEDUP: Mathematical puzzles for the young. (£2.95)
DROPDOWN WORDS:Spelling/memory game for youngsters(£2.95)
MATHS FUN: Maths for children 4 to 7 years.(£2.95)
MINI-JUMBLE: Word puzzle game - get higher points for longer
words.(£2.95)
COMPILATION # 1: ROBOT MATHS & MOON LETTERS from

above on one disk. (£3.95)

TEACH YOURSELF MACHINE CODE
Learn to program like the professionals with ZZ Soft's book and
companion disk 'INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE'. Be

led, step by step, into the secrets of programming the ST in its native
68000 assembly language. Allyou need to get started right away.
ONLY £19.95

seasons etc.

POWERFIST LICENCEWARE

M.105 MAGICSPELLER: Computer speaks the word and challenges child to spell it.
M. 16 KIDZCOMPILATION: Kid Graph, Grid, Music, Notes, Piano, Publisher,
Sketch and story .,. all on one disk!

M. 31 SHIPWRECK: Save the stricken mariner by answering maths questions.
M. 97 COUNTING: count the objects on the screen correctly to move the cyclist.
M. 71 WOLF & 7 KIDS: a point and click first adventure for youngsters.
17 SUPER FUN: Excellentteaching educational program for youngsters. (£2.50)
L. 20 SUPER SPELL:Teaching program for 4 to 9 year olds by Lexisoft. (£2.50)
PRO.27 EARLY LEARNING MATHS 2; by Philip Rankin for 9-12 years (£2.75)

ART & GRAPHICS
AUTO-STEREOGRAM : Create computer versions of '3D' pics (1Mb) (£3-00)
GEMVIEW:Load, view, convert just about any picture format (1Mb)
FRACTAL ENGINE 2^1: Multi-functional fractal image generator.
ARTIST FREEHAND:Excellent art package, multiple screens, (£2.50)
ROYAL PAINT: Finnish art package with all the usual features.
ELECTRIC IMAGE ARTPACK: Drawing/painting programwith fullmanualon disk.
MINI-PICS:Reduce images up to 64 to a screen! Ideal for cataloging.
CRACK ART:Demo version of the excellent German art program.
KOZMSC 4: Latest version of the stunning psychedelic pattern creator
PAD V2-4: Comprehensive mono art program with English documents.
POLYFILM by Martin Brownlow.Make filmsfrom multiple 3D polygon objects.
COMIC BOOK HEROES: 22 Neo pictures of your favourite superheroes.
ART OF DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS: Superb collection of pics from
Dragonlance. D/S
ANI ST: Commercial quality animation program (once cost £60.00to buy!)
FULLSCREEN: Display your pictures in stunning full screen format! 1Mb D/S.
FANTASY SLIDESHOW: Spectrum 512 pictures on fantasy theme (over 16's
only)
PICTURECONCEPT: Do weird and wonderful things with your pictures
ATARI IMAGE MAKER: Experiment with digital image processing.
L.27, L.2B TYPEWRITECLIPART:4 disk sets of quality clip art in IMG format,
£10.00 per set with a free printed catalogue of the art work on the disks
included.

i. 43
L. 65
L. 44

SNOTT 93: Save the world platform arcade game. (£3.00)
EE'SLOST HIS MARBLES: Large humorous text adventure. (£3.00)
SEVEN GALAXIES: Large shoot 'em up with puzzles. (£3.00)

L.
L.
L.
L.
L
L.
L.

HUNCHY 1066: Re-working or the'Hunchback'arcade game (£3.00)
CHALFAONE: Arcade action on an alien planet (£3.00)
DE LUXENOSTRAM: Arcade adventure in a Dark Tower. (£3.00)
POWERCUT: Locate and destroy arcade game. (£3.00)
LOCATION UNIVERSE 3D: 3D virtual reality adventure. (£3.00)
CA5TLE CAPERS:Platform game around a haunted castle. (£3.00)
LORD RAMSEY IN THE 25TH CENTURY:Arcade action on an alien planet

45
47
4B
51
55
56
57

AUTHORS
L.A.P.D are always on the look-out for new material to be included i
their comprehensive catalogue of P.D. shareware and licenceware
titles for the ST and Falcon. If you have produced anything that you
consider worthy of release either as P.D., shareware or licenceware
then get in touch to discuss it with us. We can guarantee you

worldwide exposure for your program if it makes the grade.

HOW TO ORDER

(£3,00)

BUDGETPRICE DISKS ONLY £1.00 EACH!
B.56 SUPER GALAXOID: Gaiaxians return
B.50 STAR TREK: Save the Federation
B.45

FIGHTING SAIL: Naval battles

B.42 CYBERSNAKE: Top rated action game
B.15

ROLL'N'NUDGE: Fruit Machine

B.54 CENTIPEDE: Good arcade conversion.

Please list the disk number and title as a double check. You can

either post your order to the address above, telephone us at either of
the above numbers or with a credit card or fax your order and credit
card details to either number. Always include with your order details
of your computer, memory size etc.
Please make cheques and postal orders payable to L.A.P.D.Sending
cash through the post is not recommended.

B.33 BLASTER: fast 'Defender' action

B.41 MR. DICE:Falling dice puzzle
B.21 CONCENTRATION: Kids matching game

FREE CATALOGUE

B.47 ROCKFALL: Boulderdash clone

B.53
B.51
B.44
B.39

LASERBALL: Laser reflection puzzle game
COLOSSAL CAVE: The original adventure
FLYROBIN: Cute shoot 'em up
ASTEROIDS: A loving restoration

B.20

HACMAN: Pacman action

B.14 ROBOTZ: Superb arcade game

For a FREE copy of our latest, user friendly catalogue disk just send a
blank disk and s.s.a.e to the address above and we'll send you one by return
complete with a selection of quality PD. Alternativelysend us £1 -00 and
we'll send you the same catalogue and free programson one of our disks.
(Please quote STR).
PRINTED CATALOGUE, now available listing hundreds of
PD/Shareware/ Licenceware titles. Only £1 -00 including P&P or 50p if

B.27 FROGCY: The arcade classic

ordered with disks.

B.36 8 BALL POOL: Bar game simulation.
8.34 LAPD GAME: Shoot'em up

B.35 NOVA: Vertical shoot 'em up

Please state if you have a Falcon
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MASTERING THE VIDEO
Get to grips with our great Videomaster giveaway.

24

VIDEO GAGA
Weget the first glimpse of what is probably the
cheapest video digitiser ever.

27

THE OMNIPOTENT ST?
Give your ST a UNIX mainframe operating system!

Games news, previews and

reviews from the Atari games
world starting on page 53
54

GAMES NEWS
A special report from the European Computer Trade
Show plus the latest ST games releases.

ISSUE 59 •

31

PUBLISH AND BE DAMNED!
Discover all there is to know about DTP. Almost.

59

PREVIEW: FOOTBALL TACTICIAN
Howis BlackLegend'slatest ST creation shaping up?

46

DIGITAL MANIPULATION
Get more out of last month's Quartet giveaway.

60

PREVIEW: WOLFENSTEIN 3D
Rebellion have already finishedthis classic for the Jag.

89

DSP DECODED
Just what is the DSPand why's it so special?

PREVIEW: FLASHBACK

90

THE ANCIENT ART OF FILE

61

US Gold's classic revisited better than ever.

61

PREVIEW: KICK OFF 3
The Jag's first footie sim's nearly ready to kick off. Hoho.

62

PREVIEW: REDLINE RACING
Previously Chequered Flag 2, this has been revamped.

64

REVIEW: TEMPEST 2000
Earning 97%, T2K is the highest scoring game ever.

68

MANAGEMENT
Practical tips to make your ST function effectively.

6

REVIEW: ROCK 'N' ROLL CLAMS
REVIEW: BATTLE OF BRITAIN

11

NEWS
All the hot news and gossip about everything related to
Atari and a preview of a new music program from CGS.

22

REVIEW:

Another classic rereleased on budget.

73

REVIEW: MUZZY
The Falcon version of this cute puzzler. Is it any better?

73

REVIEW: JIMMY WHITE'S
WHIRLWIND SNOOKER
Ball potting makes a reappearance on the ST.

COVER DISK
Guides to help you get the most out of this month's
fantastic Cover Disk.

The first game from ST specialists Caspian Software.

72

38

42

• Get the gold talisman with our Lemms 2 cheat.

54

CHARTS
Whichgames have you been buying this month?

HAMA TRILOCK GENLOCK
Is the only ST genlock around any good?

74

GAMEBUSTERS
An excellent solution to Lemmings 2 as well as cheats

PUBLIC SECTOR
The latest releases into the Public Domainare given a
good going-over by STFORMAT'S tough new writer.

74

CAPTAIN BLUNDER
Your favourite man in tights is back with more answers

to other popular ST games.

to your gaming problems.

REVIEW:

PERSISTENCE OF VISION 2
Check out the latest version of this glorious Shareware

79

raytracing program.

• Hours of fun are

yours with Mouse-Ka-

with you?

REVIEW: STRAIGHT FAX! 2
A fax and a modem cunningly combined.

80

SUBSCRIBE!
Guarantee your copy of STF!

45

REVIEW: QUILL
Just like using a real pen on paper!

82

ST ANSWERS
Techie questions and answers about eveything ST-

49

REVIEW: DESKJET 520 PRINTER
Another amazing printer from Hewlett Packard.

94

SPECIAL OFFERS
Pick up bargains and past issues of ST FORMAT here.

REVIEW: EASY STITCH
A novelprogram for creating cross stitch patterns.

96

FEEDBACK
Your rants and ravings about ST FORMAT!

98

ESSENTIAL CONTACTS
Where is that vital number? We can help.

50

50

REVIEW: EXTENDOS
If you have a CD-ROM drive, you need this!

53

SCREENPLAY
Details of the latest Atari games in one huge section.
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PRESENTING
Whoare IDSoftware - and what have they got to do

44

Mania 2 (left) and
Pothole 2 (above)

JUNE 1994

related including a special feature on Before Dawn.

98

SMART BUYING ADVICE
Make sure you take steps to protect yourself.

Your guarantee of value
STFORMATE AmigaFormat• PCFormat
• Amiga Power • Sega Power
• GamesMaster • Commodore Format

uiure

• Mega • Superplay • Amstrad Action
I Edge • Amiga Shopper • Total
I PC Gamer • PC P!us • PC Answers

Thismagazine comesfromFuture Publishing, a company founded justeight
yearsago but nowsellingmorecomputermagazinesthan any other publisher in
Britain. We offer:

BETTER ADVICE. Ourtitlesarepacked withtips,suggestions andexplanatory
features, written bytheverybestinthebusiness.

STRONGER REVIEWS. Wehavea cast-iron policy ofeditorial independence anc
our reviewsgive clear recommendations.

CLEARER DESIGN. Vouneedsolidinformation fast.Soourdesigners highlight
keyelementsby usingcharts,diagrams,summaryboxes,annotated
photographs,andso on...
GREATERRELEVANCE.

AtFuture, Editors operateundertwogoldenrules:
1 Understandyourreaders'needs.• Satisfythem

MORE READER INTERACTION. Wedrawon readers'contributions, resulting in
the liveliest letterspagesandthe bestreadertips.Buying one ofourmagazines
islikejoining a nationwide usergroup. More pages,moreintelligent staff,bette
quality- magazinesyoucantrust.
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Videomaster

QPlay 3

The latest version of Microdeal's

Brilliant Quartet player enabling
you to show off your musical tal
ents to your friends.
Size: 162K
Page 9

digitiser software, with a demo
equence. 1MByte recommended.
Uncompressed size: 497K
Page 8
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Cover Disk Cheats
Get even more fun from previous

starting on page 17
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Check out our video features
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ST FORMAT Cover Disks.

Size: 25K
•
Gamebusters
and
Blunder start on page 74

Mouse-Ka-Mania 2

Banish the busy bee pointer for
ever and replace it with a stop
watch, or one of hundreds of
replacement pointers.
Uncompressed size: 241K
Page 7

Page 8
Captain

Supercard 3 upgrade
Upgrade Supercard 3 from Cover
Disk 50 to the latest version.

Size: 57K

Page 9

Morph
Generate Terminator 2 type effects
on your ST with this great morph
ing program.
Uncompressed size: 90K
Page 6

Pothole 2

Fast and furious Boulderdash clone

Cover Disk Backup

guaranteed to keep you playing for

Yup,it's time to back up that Cover

hours and hours.

Disk with our easy-to-use utility.

Size: 97K

Page 6

Size: 13K

Morph's got nothing to do with

MORPH

nun
IIIHIii

cute Plasticine men animated in

MACHINE: ALL STS

Bristol, it's a cleverly written little
morphing program for the ST that
enables you to transform one pic

MINIMUM MEMORY: 1 MBYTE

ture into another over 20 frames of

FILE: MORPH.TOS

animation. The best way to use the

HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

program is to load in two similar
Degas pictures, select morphing
points and start generating the

BY: KARL MANNING
RESOLUTION: LOW

UNCOMPRESSED SIZE: 90K
GET STARTED WITH:

MORPH.DOC, SEE RIGHT
I a video ^!&Ob»?»S'X*XsZr&

• A couple of grabs to use as start

copy

VideoMaster video file.

or press <F3> to see the end image.
And press <Help> to see the help
page. Marvellous.

double-click

on

it

to

Run MORPH.PRG and wait for

C'mon, you must have played

POTHOLE 2

Boulderdash - or a similar game -

MACHINE: ALL STS

by now. If you have then you'll be
pleased to see this excellent clone
of the game, if haven't then you're

MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K

in for a treat.

BY: PAUL GRENFELL
RESOLUTION: LOW

FOLDER: POTHOLE

Pothole 2 is a fast and addic

FILES: POTHOLE2.PRG,

sequence. You can see the images
are a bit squashed so... press <F2>
to see the start image in more detail

and

the file selector to appear, select
one of the pictures as the start

can then save the animation as a

and end points of the morphing

MORPH.TOS to a blank disk

plied the Morph program
along with a couple of Degas
images to use as start and end
frames for your first animation.

in the Edit menu of the Vid card. You

eiiiEiJ.'JLrif

lisyeuioaiflai iismusjunKin

MORPH.TOS. We have sup

your Morph animation frame by
frame using the Load pic command

•-• //''M

"tween" frames between the

unpack it, after it has decom
pressed
you
can
erase

I You can use VideoMaster to load in

nr—rri

first and last picture as a
series of Degas pictures.

Getting started
First you have to

tive collection game where you

image and select OK. When the file
selector pops up again select the
other image, both images are then

displayed on-screen side by side
ready for you to start selecting
points. If you want to do a test
morph straight away then press the
<M> key, a small box appears ask
ing how many frames you want to
have to collect all the jewels and
fruit on a large grid area. You may
think it sounds simple, but it's not!
As you move about the screen you
tunnel through the bowels of the
earth leaving a handy trail behind
you. The only problem is that all
the jewels, bonuses and boulders
fall down into the gaps you

POTHOLE2.TXT

saKKSs make so it's dead easy to get

HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

JOYSTICK REQUIRED
SIZE: 97K

GET STARTED WITH:

POTHOLE2.TXT, SEE RIGHT

• Ha ha ha, it's loads of fun

I'V • Thafs morelikeit, just zoomto . jOfflSS?!

-^

. the left and get that jewel there.

playing Pothole 2. Clive's so. *«L*!»

Acorner singing "I like traffic ir *
lights" in a monotonous^,/'
#" #

0

•-

• -, left. Left.'
*„-,™„,

■♦leu

**-i

J

squashed by falling objects.
You do get five lives, but once
you're dead you have to start
the level from the beginning OK if you're a games genius
but if you're rotten at games like Clive - then you get more
and

wound up he's sitting in the ,V'^V

drone. Sad.

Page 9

BEE3

mK,

more

frustrated.

Then

there's the problem of oxygen,
you're underground so it's
going to run out at some point

GUIDES

I S

COVER

K

wmam

MOUSE-KA-MAIMIA 2
i*t?i.n

BY: CHARLES F JOHNSON

rlib-

jiwj

mumrrs-

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM OR HIGH
MACHINE: ALL STS

Jse the left button to drau o

editing grids, the right to erase. ,
> To set the hot spot, hold Control i
uhile clicking in the Data grid. '

MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K

> Click the title of the color

FILE: MKMJI.TOS

selector to switch fron dataOnask.
)> Click the color nunber to set the

HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

nask/data color globally for all
franes in the current anination.

UNCOMPRESSED SIZE: 241K
GET STARTED WITH:

O^pot

MKMJI.TXT, SEE BELOW

Way back in the late '80s a
handy program called Mouse-KaMania was created enabling you to
design and install new mouse
pointers to replace the eight stan
dard Atari offerings built into GEM.
Now the program has been
completely rewritten and updated

for the '90s, with the ability to cre
ate standard

UNDO

:ToaT|:ftmtiHnu!j

pointers and

ani

mated pointers similar to those

• If you get stuck when using the
program then press the <Help> key
or select the Help button for six

pages of information on using
Mouse^Ka^mania.

found on the Apple Macintosh you can replace the busy bee
pointer with a revolving wheel or a
hand "counting down" on its fin
gers. Best of all, you can save your
newly designed set of mouse

KEYBOARD COMMANDS
ESC: Exit from your morph back to

F5: Decrease grid brightness.

pointers as a special program that
you can stick in the Auto folder of
your boot drive - it enables
your customised pointers to
be installed in memory and
used with any program even
if you don't load the MouseKa-Mania Desk Accessory.
We've got the very latest
version of the program for
you - version 2.21 - and the
author has kindly given us
exclusive permission to use it
on our Cover Disk.

HELP:
F1: Display both images on-screen
side by side so you can match
points easily.
F2: Displays the start image as a
full screen picture to enable fine
point positioning.
F3: Displays the end image as a
fullscreen picture.

This

displays

keyboard

information.

L: Load grid information from disk.

M:

Start

morphing

calculations,

enter the number of frames and
click on OK.

S: Save grid information to dii

W: Adjust mesh size for
control of point placement.

F4: Increase grid brightness.

use in your animation. Remember
you can only fit about 20 Degas
pictures on a double-sided disk so
enter a number between 10 and 20

for your animation, when generat
ing the frames they are written
directly to disk.
Your only problem now is
running your animation, you can
use Animtool from the Cover Disk
of ST FORMAT 43 or use a stan-

dard slideshow program. Another
alternative is to load your anima
tion frame by frame into Video-

has unpacked you can delete
MKMJI.TOS. To install MKM you
must reset your ST, the program is
a Desk Accessory and can only be
used from the Desk menu of the

Desktop or any GEM program.
After resetting, call Mouse-

Cadaver

problem once more. It's great
fun and you get hooked after
only a few minutes playing.
To get up and running
just copy the POTHOLE folder

you among that lot. Select the load

button and you are asked whether
you want to load a single frame, an
animated frame or a complete set
of eight pointers in an Automouse
set - we've supplied one ready
made Automouse set for you to
load in and test.

you play. Enter your passwo

on the grid to set or reset them.
Desk

File

Uieu

Optic

-,•1-Ar-u-Ki-'J»All•hBBLJii3LI_^k;

"T~TI
I Once the design of your pointer is
complete, go to the Install button
and click on it once. This installs the

pointer at the current position as

part of the set you are working on.
Desk File

view

Optio

• After installing the pointer, click on
the Automouse button at the bottom

of the screen to go to the
Automouse screen. The top row of
pointers are the new designs and
the bottom row are the Atari

defaults they replace.
Peak

File

Uieu

Options

loads your new designs into mem
ory when you boot your ST. To get
the most from your program it's
best to read the document file sup
plied with the program, that should
have.

presented with a password so you don't
have to struggle through it the next time

with ease, just click on the squares

ing screen. This is where you
design your own mouse pointers or
load in some of the 128 pointer
designs supplied with the program.
There are 65 single frame pointers
and 63 animated designs, there
should be something to interest

ally about 14 or 15K in size - that

• When you clear a level you are <

• Mouse-Ka-Mania's editing screen
enables you to design your pointers

you are presented with a large edit

sort out any difficulties for you may
leaving you with a

iTotT)iffitaiofeF]:TWrf^:T^fTFa'sF[ffjrHFJJaiirf!_

file to a blank disk or the root direc

your morphing sequence using the
VIDIPLAY.TTP as a player pro

you out, so get ready because it's
time to change.

Opt

tory of your hard drive and double
click on it to decompress it, after it

The Automouse program is a
small Auto folder program - usu

tips in the MORPH.DOC file to help

view

It's compressed

Master and save it as a video file
or film file. You can then distribute

gram. There are loads of hints and

File

Yes, Mouse-Ka-Mania (MKM) is
compressed. Copy the MKMJI.TOS

Ka-Mania from the Desk menu and

the Desktop.

Desk

Remember that Mouse-Ka-

Mania is Shareware, so send off

i Clicking on the Save button saves

a new set of pointers as an Auto
mouse program, you can save the

that cash because MKM really is

program with any name and with

worth it!

many edited pointers as you like.

to a blank disk or a hard drive

SHAREWARE

partition, open the folder and «

Mouse-Ka-Mania 2 is Shareware, that means that if you decide to use the

double-click

on

HOLE2.PRG

icon.

the
When

POTthe

game loads and you press your
fire button to get started, you
are presented with the bizarrely
named "GET SEX" option, it's
nothing that Roger Cook would

MMM ~LS& IH33I.

investigate, it just determines
whether you use a male or female
character in the game. Cute, huh?
Basically you just dash about

or die! If you press the fire button
before moving you can push a sin
gle rock or clear a space beside
you - handy if you want to get a
rock out of the way. With 20 levels
it's going to take you some time to
finish the entire game, so just sit

using the joystick until you have

back and have a bit of mindless

cleared all the jewels from a level -

fun for a while. It's great!

program on a regular basis then you are morally obliged to send the
Shareware fee to the author. The fee for Mouse-Ka-Mania 2 is $15 (about £10)
and the address to send it to is in the program info window and the accom
panying text file.

• Yup, you do have
to pay for Mouse-

Ka-Mania 2 if you
use it - even if you
only change one
mouse pointer.
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Martin

COVER
DISK
CHEATS

Pugh

hand-crafted

a

sat
dozen

down
cheats

and

The following instruction
assume a single drive
setup set to medium

for

some of the favourite games ever
to appear on the ST FORMAT

appears, now click on OK to start
the copy.

H A n alert box appears telling
you to put Disk B into Drive A.

resolution

Cover Disks. Some of the cheats

Do so, and click on OK. Your ST now

are for games that appeared on
very early disks.
To use the cheats just copy
the relevant cheat program to the
folder or disk that you normally run
the game from, the cheat must be

H

then put it into the disk drive. This

HWhen the file is copied put the
Cover Disk away and close all

FOLDER: CHEATS

in the same directory as the game.

is your source disk.

of the windows on screen. Put Disk

FILES: 12 CHEAT PROGRAMS,

The instructions for each cheat and

BY: MARTIN PUGH
MACHINE: ALL STS
RESOLUTION: SEE
README.DOC
MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K

Format a blank disk and mark
it as Disk B. This is the desti

tells you when to swap disks, follow
the instructions on screen and don't

nation disk.

mix up the disks.
"1 Get your backup copy of your

J Cover Disk, mark it as Disk A

B

H

Click on the Drive A icon, a

into the drive and click on the

Drive A icon.

READ_ME.DOC

a description of the extra features

SIZE: 25K

and how to use them are listed in

window opens with the fold
ers on the Cover Disk displayed

GET STARTED WITH:

the READJV1E.DOC file on the disk.

within it. If you can't see the Drive B

So dig out those old ST FORMAT
Cover Disks and get playing.

I ble-click on the TOS file to

READ_ME.DOC,

icon, move the window so you can

start the extraction process, after a
few minutes a message tells you to
press <Return>.

SEE RIGHT

see it.

H

on

the

folder

STF Cover Disk 44

containing the file you want
to copy so you can see the con
tents. Click on the file you are going
to copy and keep the mouse button
pressed, now drag the file over the
top of the Drive B icon.

MEGAROIDS: STAF Cover Disk 2

~Z~| When the Drive B icon turns

FIND THOSE DIS
Have you got any of the
games on your old ST FORMAT
Cover Disks? If you have then
there is a cheat for you on this
month's packed disk. If you
haven't got some of the games
on the older disks you can find

Double-click

MTOMBED:
GRAV 2:

STFCover Disk 30

~r~1 When the window opens dou-

~T~\

instructions in the magazine for the
particular program you are using
and read all doc files on the disk.

"TZ\ Repeat as necessary for any

I other self-extracting TOS files

——I black release the mouse but
NOVA:

ton. The Copy

STFCover Disk 54

Files

dialog

box

You can now delete the TOS

I file from disk B. Follow the

on the Cover Disk.

them in most PD libraries, more

recent games are available from

PRENSORIUM:STFCover Disk 51

our back issues pages, turn to
page 94 to order a copy

PUNT 2:

STF Cover Disk 50

Uid ff"flud"|"s'eq j Sys
q

w

e

r

BALLS:

STF Cover Disk 46

SPOOKS:

STAF Cover Disk 5

tyui

CENTIPEDE:

STFCover Disk 43

SQUISH:

S7FCoverDisk49

9 h j k

DROID

STF Cover Disk 37

STOMP:

STF Cover Disk 55

b n n ,

a s
z

x

d f
c

v

VIDEOMASTER
BY: MICRODEAL
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

MACHINE: ALL STS
MINIMUM MEMORY: RUNS IN

Videomaster is just about the
best video utility ever to be devel
oped for the ST, it enables you to
create animations and sequences

512KBUT1MBYTE

using images grabbed using the

RECOMMENDED

Videomaster cartridge or you can
make animations yourself using

FOLDER: VJWASTER

FILES: VJVIASTER.TOS,
VIDIPLAY.TTP, DEM02.TOS
HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

UNCOMPRESSED SIZE: 697K
GET STARTED WITH: SEE RIGHT

Degas and

created in an art package.
You really need 1MByte of
RAM to use Videomaster and cre
ate some worthwhile animations,

• Run VIDIPLAY.TTP and wait for

FLOPPY DISK

Neochrome pictures

:

• Using the sequencer menu in Videomaster you can create long sequences

using as little as 20 images. You can also add AVR format sound samples
to a sequence.

the software does run on a 512K ST

the

but you aren't left with very much
room - you can only load about six

sequence

this box to appear, enter

mi

DEM02.SEO. and wait for the

10546 bytes used in 1 selected i
U HflSTFR TllS

OPEN APPLICATION
FLOPPY DISK

Nane: UIDIPLftV.TTP
Paraneterss

deno2.vsqj__
Cancel

TRASH

ST

FORMAT

ISSUE
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play

on

the

VIDI

PLAY.TTP and enter DEM02.VSQ

512K, which isn't a lot.

box. After watching the sequence

play press the Spacebar to exit.
Time to unpack

You

can

also

play

the

sequence from within the Video-

a blank disk and run it

master software, double-click on

by double-clicking on

VJVIASTER.TOS and wait for the

its icon. After a cou

program to load. At the top of the

ple of minutes the file
unpacks into a mon
ster
400K
plus
sequence, when it's
completely unpacked

screen

delete

Videomaster. Click on the play icon
to run the sequence through from

DEM02.TOS

from the blank disk.
i.

To

into the command line of the alert

Copy DEM02.TOS to
54436

disk.

double-click

or seven frames into

flisoflSTERs*,*;;;;^W

UlUili!

sequence to load and run.

blank

there

are

four

buttons,

select SEQ to go to the sequencer
menu. Select the LOAD command
from the menu and use the file
selector to

load

the

demo

into

Now
open
the
VJV1ASTER folder on

start to finish.

your Cover Disk and
copy VJVIASTER.TOS

on how to make the most use of

the Videomaster software, turn to

and VIDIPLAY.TOS to

page 18.

For more detailed instructions

GUIDES

COVER

D

I S

BY: DYAD SOFTWARE, SAUL
FRANCIS, NICK KENT

your tunes in a variety of ways and
manipulate them, adjust the
tempo and playback frequency
and view the song in a variety of

BY: BRIAN TILLY

backups of last month's Quartet

MACHINE: ALL STS

different ways. You can use four

MACHINE: ALL STS

disk too because we didn't have

MINIMUM MEMORY: 1 MBYTE

different types of sound output,
standard soundchip, Stereo Play
back cartridge, Replay 4 and 8 and

RESOLUTION:

enough space to squeeze Backup

ALL RESOLUTIONS

in. Sorry.
Run BACKJJP.TOS from the

QPLAY3

FOLDER: QPLAY3

FILES: DELTA.4V, QPIII.DOC,
QPLAYV3.PRG, SANXION.V4,
SANXI0N2.SET, SONOFGOD.4V

Replay Professional.
To run the program just dou

COVER DISK BACKUP

MINIMUM MEMORY: 512K
FOLDER: BACK UP

FILES: BACKJJP.TOS

Cover Disk and have a couple of
blank disks standing by - it's
always best to make at least a cou

HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

ble-click on the QPLAYV3.PRG file

HARD DRIVE INSTALLABLE

SIZE: 162K

in

SIZE: 13K

GET STARTED WITH: QPIII.DOC,

ple of backups of any important

backup copy of your Cover Disk,
the program automatically loads
the first Quartet song and voiceset
it finds and starts playing it. Using
the various keyboard commands
you can call up the other displays
built into the program, including a
notation display, oscilloscope dis
play and multimeter. Pressing the
<Help> key at any time displays a
full list of keyboard shortcuts you
can use in QPlay 3.

GET STARTED WITH: SEE BELOW

software

SEE BELOW

So you've got Quartet up and
running from last month's Cover

Disk extravaganza and you've writ
ten some brilliant tunes, the only
problem is giving them to your
friends to listen to. Well, QPlay 3
solves the problem in spades!
QPlay 3 is a Quartet tune

player that enables you to present
DPLRtl

r'ER

5I3N 5

the

Ey 5FUL

QPLAY3

folder

on

FRRUCI5 D= CbRC
~

m

Q

'i/rjITESEMD.XMETroi
<Viz

| |

as

_E:-J M-l=taCH

TJNE

TEMPO

KHZ

EEPl

EH

LE""*

the

|

••

K

-

and

follow

the

on

gram to make working copies of

screen instructions. It's really easy,
honest! Backup cleverly tells you
when to swap disks and stuff like
that, so it really is simple to safe

your Cover Disk before you do any

guard your software. Do it now,

thing else. While you're at it, make

before it's too late.

Use our fabulous, impossible to

cock up, Cover Disk Backup pro

SUPERCARD 3

SOFTWARE
FREES HELP
FOR RLI/ILE
DN KEU5

1=1=11=1=1

U^iRU

UPGRADE
BY: BWARE SOFTWARE

added bells and whistles and sev

MACHINE: ALL STS

eral minor bug fixes sorted out.

RESOLUTION:
MEDIUM OR HIGH

BWare Software have sent us an

MINIMUM MEMORY:

sion 3.01 from our Cover Disk to

512K

version 3.10 using a few simple

FOLDER: UPDATE.SC3

steps. If you don't have Cover Disk
50 then you can order from the

upgrade program to convert ver

FILES: UPDATE.PRG,
READJV1E.TXT

address in the READJV1E.TXT file.

SIZE: 57K

new copy of Supercard 3.01.
2. Run the UPDATE.PRG on this

ECUIIDIHIF
E-TEFEC

FEPLRU H----E
FEPLRU P^C

• O.PIay 3 in action, use the <Help> key or read the doc file for a full list of
OPIay 3's large list of functions and features.

1. Use Cover Disk 50 to generate a

READ_ME.TXT,
SEE BELOW

DLTFUT

•UilSiiJ

GET STARTED WITH:

Supercard 3

on

month's Cover Disk.

STF

Cover Disk 50 is one of

3. Put the new copy of Supercard in

the most powerful and

Drive A.

comprehensive card file
databases around, that's

4. Press the Spacebar.

why we gave it to you.

5. Wait while Supercard is updated

Now there's

a new version with

to version 3.10.

TEN TIPS FOR COVER DISK SATISFACTION
HWHte-protect your Cover Disk by slid

have a faulty disk - it happens sometimes.

ing the black tab so you can see
through the hole; this prevents you from
accidentally erasing data.

Send the disk and a padded self-addressed
envelope to:

~| Make a backup copy using the

We pay the return postage. Don't send

ably short that you think really deserves to go on STF's Cover Disk, send it with this

faulty disks to our Bath or Somerton offices

form and

able on all previous Cover Disks, or order a
copy of ST FORMATfrom page 94,

because we don't keep stocks of Cover

30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

J

Always read the instructions for the
program you are using on the Cover
Disk pages and any document file that is on

J

the disk.

the disk. If you still can't get the program

3

Hotline on » 0225 442244 on Wednesdays

ST FORMAT June Disk Returns, PO Box 21,
Daventry, NN1 5BU

J ST FORMAT Back-Up program, avail

WE WANT YOUR PROGRAMS!
We pay for your software - so ifyou've got anything that's good, original and prefer
full

documentation to

Clive

Parker,

ST FORMAT,

Cover Disk,

Disks there.

If you are having problems with a
Cover Disk program go back and read
the Cover Disk pages and any DOC files on
running, call the ST FORMAT Cover Disk

Never run software directly from the
Cover Disk except the Back-Up pro
gram, and always use your backup disk.

between 2pm and 6pm only - we can't
accept calls at any other time.

~j Nevertry to decompress self-extractI ing TOS files on the Cover Disk,

„ j If you have other hardware or soft1 ware queries, contact the manufac

l

always copy them to a blank disk.

turer or publisher. Alternatively, ring the

a

If you have any general problems with

official Atari Helpline on ^ 031 332 93233
between 6pm and 11pm Monday to Satur

your ST, consult your manual. If you

day and 8pm and 11pm on Sundays.

are still stuck then write to ST Answers, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW.

TT1

' n

I sided, if you have an old STFM and
cannot read the Cover Disk then you should

If you can't load, copy or back up your

• _l Cover Disk programs then you may

ST FORMAT Cover Disks are double-

upgrade your ST to a double-sided drive.

Daytime phone_

_Prbgram title_
Total size in K

On a separate sheet, explain concisely what the program does and why you happen to
think it's so brilliant. Remember to: • Include on-disk and paper documentation
• Write your name and address on the disk • Use a virus-free disk • Keep a copy of your
program, because we can't return any programs.

Please sign the following declaration: This program issubmitted for publication in
STFORMAT. It iswholly my own workand I hereby agree to indemnify Future
Publishing against any legalaction should copyright problemsarise.
Signed

ISSUE
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ST

FORMAT

•

To ensure the highest possible

D

ata

technicians.

All drives are ready to 'Plug in
and Go' when you receive them.
When you first boot up your hard
drive you will find a wealth of Public

yjjjpasjjjjf

K >,

K. J.

33 OrmskirkRd,
Preston, Lanes,

' Very quiet, no fan necessary
• Dual SCSI port
• Internal Power Supply

PR12QP

• Device Number Selector

Ladbroke

International are one of

the longest established home computer
dealers in the U.K. We have developed an
extensive customer service policy which
involves testing of all hardware prior to
despatch to ensure that goods arrive in
working order, offering free advice and
support over the phone and keeping
customers informed. Although our prices

are not always the cheapest we do
endeavour to offer consistently good
service and backup.

All prices are correct at copy date 29/3/94
(while stocks last), and are subject to
change without prior notice. All prices
include VAT but exclude delivery.
How to Pay
You can order by mail Cheques/Postal
Orders made payable to Ladbroke

Computing. Or give your credit card details
over the phone.

Delivery
Postal delivery is available on small items
under £40 (Normally £3, phone for details),
Add £7 for courier delivery. Next working
day delivery on mainland UK subject to
stock (£20 for Saturday delivery).

Domain Utilities which have been

selected by our support staff.

* 2Mb PD software free

Computing

All

• Free HD Turbokit

Fax: (0772) 561071
Tel: 9.00am-5.30pm (5 Lines)

integral PSU ideal as a monitor

these Autoparking Autobooting
mechanisms means that they can

stand.

All Data Pulse Plus Drives now

operate well within their safe

come configured with industry
standard 50 way SCSI Centronics

operational temperature ranges
without the need for fan cooling.

sockets which allows connection of

This coupled with the design of the
case results in probably the quietest
Hard Drive range available for the

the ICD LINK (no clock) for use on
the ST or a SCSI II cable for use on
the Falcon etc.

^^falco0030

Dataview Mono ST
Screen Beat Speakers

•

QualityMono monitor with Sound Limited Offer
The Dataview Monochrome monitor

Multisync Monitor
Microvitec 1438
ST Switch Box

£289.99
£19.99

Falcon VGA adaptor
£9.99
The Microvitec 1438 is a multisync

monitor compatible with both the Atari
ST and the Falcon. Utilising the ST
switch box it is possible to display all
three ST resolutions on the same

monitor. Also compatible with screen
blaster for the FALCON.

• 360 dpi resolution
• Emulates Epson LQ 860, IBM
Proprinter & NEC graphics
Star
Star LC100 Colour

E129.99

Star LC24/30 Colour

E209.99

StarJet SJ48 Bubblejet
SJ48 Ink Cartridge

£210
£19

Citizen
Citizen Swift 240 Colour

Citizen ABC 24 pin Colour

Hewlett Packard
HP Deskjet 520
HP Deskjet 310
HP Deskjet portable
HP Deskjet 550 Colour

£260

£179.99

Dataview .28 SVGA

£239.99

This high quality SVGA colour monitor
comes complete with Falcon adaptor.
The .28 dot pitch gives the highest
quality picture (Falcon will only display
256 colours in high resolutions).
ST-SVGA adaptor
£19.99
Falcon-Composite
£9.99
Falcon Scart

£13.99

Falcon-ST Mon adaptor

£9.99

SCART STE cable
SCART STFM cable

£9.99
£9.99

Modems

HP DJ500 Colour ink cart

£26

FALCON
FALCON
FALCON
FALCON
FALCON

1 Mb
4Mb
4Mb
4Mb
4Mb

RAM No HD
No HD
64Mb HD
127Mb HD
209Mb HD

£499
£699
£799
£899
£999

Hball

lege*1* Tra

Economically designed Trak Ball. 320Dpi

2400 Baud Voyager
£69.99
2400 baud pocket modem, MNP 2-4
error

correction,

MNP5

data

compression
14400 Baud Pegasus Fax Modem £159.99

Data Pulse+170Mb

£270

Data Pulse +240Mb

£360

D/P+128Mb Optical
D/P + 230Mb R/W Optical

£670

CD ROM Drive

£180

£890

Phone for further details on CD ROM

Please note all prices quoted are for main
drive unit only. Add ICD LINK for use with
ST or SCSI cable for use with FALCON

ICD LINK (ST)
SCSI Cable (Falcon)
128Mb Optical disk
230Mb R/W Optical disk

£79.99

ICD PRO Utilities

£39.99

£39.99
£29.99
£69.99

•
•
•
•

100,200,300,400 Dpi Resolution
1 letter mode, 3 photo modes
105mm scanning head
Includes Cartridge through port with
switch box

• Supplied with Scanlite Accessory.
Compatible with any graphics package
whichsupports accessories.
• Allows scanning directly into compatible
packages, such as Silhouette.

Hand Scanner+
Scanlite £99.99
Hand scanner supplied with Silhouette
V1.4 Autotracing vector package (mono
monitor only). £119.99

resolution, 2 microswitched buttons. The

Legend Trak Ball is very easy to use. Unlike
normal Trak balls the LEGEND is operated
with the thumb freeing the fingers to click

buttons

ONLY £29.99

Ladbroke's 3.5" External Floppy drive.
Includes own external power supply.

Mil

fiep*'se'
The Only ATARI
Authorised Repair
Centre in the UK
Our Atari trained technicians can repair

ST's at competitive rates. We can arrange

£59.99

elt,ipse M°»se
High quality 300 dpi mouse with
microswitched buttons ST/AM.

£11.99

for fully insured, courier pickup and return
delivery of your machine to ensure its
safety. We even have a same day service
which will ensure your machine is given
priority and subject to fault, completed the
same day.
We offer a Quotation service for £15 for

s

Marpet upgrades for the ST are "plug in" and
require no soldering. They are compatible
with most motherboard layouts and come
with full fitting instructions. These boards
accept SIMM boards and are upgradeable at
a later date. Please check that MMU and

Shifter are "socketed' before ordering.

71_*iLr>4a
£279.99
£239
£199
£429.99

16MHz 32 bit 68030 Central Processor,

16MHz Blitter, 32MHz 56001 Digital
Signal Processor
• 1.44Mb 3.5" Floppy, up to 14Mb RAM.
Displays 65536 colours from 262144
palette at 768 x 480 resolution
• 8 Channel 16 bit, high quality. Stereo
sound sampling

Scart TV
(Requires SCART Lead)
Samsung C13352X
£179.99
The Samsung C13352X is a 14"
SCART input TV with remote control
and on-screen displays.

second.

^ ^ scanner

%f B*te<»°' """"

"Microvitec1440... Highly
recommencled"-Atari ST User

128Mb with access time of 30ms

and a data transfer rate of 600K per

ST.

I Monitor*/**'*
£109.99
£12.99

Re-writeable Optical Drives offer
staggering density with hard drive
speed. Each 3.5" optical disk stores

Drives

The low power consumption of

includes a tilt/swivel stand.

paper.

Plus

drives features a full metal case with

reproduction. The monitor/adaptor

thermal wax transfer printer which
gives glossy colour output on normal

Pulse

The Data Pulse Plus range of

combination is fully compatible with all
ST high resolution programmes and

StarSJ144
E369.99
The Star SJ144 is a Colour/Mono

Data

include 12 months warranty and
free phone advice and support by
genuine Data Pulse Plus users.

comes complete with our custom
designed adaptor. The adaptor
incorporates a small beeper and also a
2.5mm output for better sound

Open Mon-Sat 9.30am to 5,00pm,
Ladbroke Computing Ltd trading as
Ladbroke Computing International.

"DataPulse is astonishinglyfast"Andrew Wright, ST User

reliability, the drives are tested at
every stage of assembly by skilled

which we will examine your machine and
report back with an exact price for repair. If
you do not wish to go ahead with the
repairs then just pay the £15. However if
you do go ahead then the charge is
included in the minimum charge.
Please note: The minimum charge
covers labour, any extra parts are
chargeable.

Unpopulated Marpet Board £24.00
See SIMM prices below
Forget Me Clock II
£13.99

Minimum repair charge
Same day service
STFM(E) PSU

£35.25
£15.00
£34.99

512K SIMM'S
2MB SIMM'S

1Mb internal drive
TOS 2.06 + Switch STFM

£39.99
£65.00

Courier Pickup

£11.00

Courier Return

£7.00

£7.99
£49.99
£99.99

4MB SIMM'S

14400 Baud Modem, Auto Dial, Auto

answer, Lifetime limited warranty, MNP

Lasers

2-4 error correction, MNP 5 data

Ricoh LP1200
£699
Panasonic KX-P4400 Laser £499.99
Seikosha OP104
£479.99

compression, S/R Class 1 & Class 2
commands, Group 3 S/R fax modem
(compatible with Straight FAX™)

Add £3 for cable. Add £7

"With reduced call rates there's never been

for delivery

a belter time lo invest in Communications"

240 PPQ Midi Standard file format

compatible. 100 tracks.
arrangement. Very easy to use.

£9.99

Phrase

iJlpC En***0'*
• Check configuration before ordering
PC Speed STFM or STE (XT)
£49.99
AT Speed STFM (8MHz) £139.99

THE

LATEST

NEWS

ATARI EXPECT TO
STAY IN THE RED
Atari

have

reported

big

losses

last

for

year's
opera
tions, although
they didn't lose as much as they
did the previous year.

try is a rare one - this wasn't much
of a surprise.
Sam

Tramiel

magnitude of our losses in the
fourth quarter and in 1993 as a

computers

although
still

to

products"

-

Sam Tramiel

they

for a very low price with three year's
worth of development costs that
time might be quite considerable.

whole, we believe that we have

the

consoles

Bearing in mind that the Jaguar sells

commented:

"While we are disappointed in the

substantially com
period
was
pleted our transi
widely acknowl *We believe we have tion
from
our
edged at Atari to
older technology
completed our
be
a
time
of
products and the
restructuring and transition from older consolidation
of
changing
their
our
worldwide
technology
main focus from
operations.
Since

I Sam Tramiel expects Atari to remain
unprofitable for some time to come.

"As a result of

increased

spend

ing for marketing

remain

activities and until

this

sale

would

be

used

to

expand the Jag through the US.
They are quite obviously
expecting sales of the Jaguar to
bring the company back into credit
- and if they don't then it's very
likely to be the end of Atari. How

ever, their stock market price con
tinues to increase and with Time

Warner's continued investment, it

confidence

in the

company to

adamant that they haven't com

such times as shipments of Jaguar

ensure it stays around for some

pletely pulled out of the computer
market the sight of any positive

products are made in substantial
volume, we do not expect to
achieve profitability."

years to come.

action towards the computer indus

Atari have also
sold

some

shares

to

million compared to $25.5 million
for the same period in 1992. For the
fourth quarter, 1993, Atari incurred

looks as if there is still sufficient

a net loss of $22.6 million com

pared to $21.9 million in the same

The details of Atari's financial

quarter 1992. For 1993 sales value

reports for the fourth quarter and
for the year ending 31 December

is $28.8 million compared to $127.3
million in 1992. For 1993, Atari

more

1993 are as follows. Net sales for

incurred a

Time

the fourth quarter 1993, were $8.5

compared to $73.6 million in 1992.

loss of $48.9 million

Warner, taking Time
Warner's

interest

in

the company up from

GAMES NEWS

25% to 27%. Tramiel

explained that the
money made from

All the games news, whether to

• Atari reckon the

do

Jaguar's going to put

with

ST,

Falcon

or

Jaguar

games can now be found in the

them on the road back

to profitability. Well,

new and improved Screenplay
section, starting on page 53.

something's going to
have to as their

performance is hardly
outstandingly good.

SNIPPETS
Spotlight tickets available

Silica expansion

Join a user groupl

Last month's ticket giveaway to the
Spotlight 1994 show organised by

Silica Systems are opening new
branches of their computer shops

There are Atari user groups through

Gasteiner was such a success that

nationwide,

most to

they've found another 300 tickets for
anyone who rings and requests one.
The Spotlight show, which nor
mally costs £5 to get into, is to fea

Debenhams

stores.

ture loads of software and hardware

at giveaway prices, as well as much
more expensive items which you
could just go along and drool over.
The show is on the weekend of

28 and 29 May from 10am at the

be

based

Within

a

in

few

months Silica expect to have 20 out
lets - including a new Oxford Street

shop open by the beginning of May.
If you want to get yourself a new
STFM Discovery pack then Silica Sys
tems are the people to go to, they are
selling the pack for a bargain £149.
All STFMs in the Discovery packs are
1MByte machines, and Silica are

out the country that you should join
if you want some hands-on assis
tance with any of your ST or Falcon
related problems.
Joining a user group is an ideal
opportunity to meet people who
have the same interests as you and
they can be inspirational as well as
very useful. The only problem is that
you might not know whether there is

Cheshunt Computer Club you could
try - call Derryck Croker on ^ 0923
673719 who can then send you
details. Or, if you're into program
ming, try Ictari, the Atari program
mers

group,

now

based

in

Hampshire. Send an SAE to ICTARI,

63

Woolsbridge

Road,

Ringwood,

Hants BH24 2LX for more info.

If there are any other user groups
around the country who would like
some publicity, send your details into

one in your area. Just get in touch
with Ken Ward on ~ 0603 661149,

us and we can collate them.

throwing in their own Productivity
software pack and Tenstar game
pack as part of the deal. Give Silica a

who's involved with the Association

Daze Marketing...

your free ticket, ring -a 081 345 6573
and say you read about the offer in

of Atari User Groups and he can put
you in touch with a local group. If

Are on rr 071 328 2762, not the num

ST FORMAT.

ring ons081 309 1111.

you

inconvenience caused.

Novotel Hotel in Hammersmith. For

live

near

Herts

there's

the

ber we've been printing. Sorry for all

•

NEWS

THE

LATEST

NO FALCO
SUPPORT
FROM ATA
Falcons that were sold early in
1993 then you may have prob

this subject before when we had
reports of buggy DSP (Digital Sig
nal Processor) chips in some Fal

lems with certain types of software.
In fact, if you want to use DSP

with the hardware of the audio

based music software with your

sub-system itself rather than the

Falcon then you're likely to have a

actual DSP chip.

I f you have bought one of the

bit of

trouble

running

the

cons, but it seems that the fault lies

The

that they had

prob
most

followed the offical

likely to arise if
you have older

fix the audio system hardware bug

claimed that the
reason programs

- TOS 4.03 was also fixed but
never released - but Atari won't

is that Atari have chosen what
seems to be the scarcest ROM chip
in the world for TOS 4 - a 4MByte

using

DSP

confirm what changes have been

audio

made. This means that developers
like Hisoft are unable to write soft

defi
••mi

nitely doesn't like

the
the

sub-system
problems

guidelines"

Falcon:

4.01

he

and

Atari programming

versions of TOS

TOS

between TOS 4.02 and TOS 4.04 to

problems,

asked Darryl Still

"Hisoft confirmed

in your

at Atari about the

When we

software at all.
are

copy the latest version of the OS to

^^^^^

sound side of the

lems

to them when writing software for
the Clarity 16sampling package.
The operating system has
been
changed
substantially

had
was

be erased and the new version of

Falcons because they haven't got
the information they need.
So what can you do if you

TOS copied onto it, if you don't

Clarity 16 from Hisoft doesn't work

lines.

at all on TOS versions before 4.04.

unlikely in Hisoft's case; Hisoft are

This is because of bugs in
tem hardware. We've touched on

If you already have an
EPROM chip in your Falcon it can

grams to run correctly on older

official Atari programming guide

early versions of the audio sub-sys

of such EPROM chips.

programmers are

audio software being released, and

This

PLCC chip with 44 pins - and it's
almost impossible to find supplies

because software

not following the

some of the new

ware patches enabling their pro

blank EPROMs, then you can
remove the old TOS chip and plug
in the new one. The problem here

seems

extremely

renowned for their strict adherence

to all of Atari's programming rules
and confirmed that they have stuck

DON'T MISS OUT ON 57 FORMAT
Banish those l-can't-find-my-copy-of-STFOfflW4Tblues by

ordering your copy of the magazine direct from your

newsagent. As well as ensuring that you get your copy with
out the fuss of having to search all over town for it,

™ you get a completely pristine copy - nobody's
going to have had the chance to get their grubby
fingers all over it. All you have to do is what thou
sands of other people are already doing - just fill out
the coupon below and give it to your newsagent

who's happy to keep hold of STFOfl/WATfor you.
You could even have it delivered to your front door,
making life even easier for you.

So go on, fill out the form and take it to your
newsagent today. Alternatively, you could always
I take the even better option of subscribing - see
page 80 for details.

have an early version of TOS 4 in
your Falcon? Well, the easiest solu

beginningwith the July issue, which is on sale Tuesday 31 May 1994.

con - it took six weeks for us to

tion is to replace the operating sys
tem. Compo run Atari's official

find a replacement chip and we
had to swap ours with one from a

upgrade service and are licenced to

broken Falcon.

STF CRABS 53% OF ST
MAG MARKET!
T M •••

Latest ABC (Audit Bureau of Cii

•'

i-tssa

tionl figures for the period Jul, .
December last year reveal that ST
FORMAT has increased its share of

the market to a significant 53%
while "competitors" ST Review and
ST User have experienced major

FORMA

falls in circulation.

ST Review falls dramatically by

31% to a poor 17,933 and ST User
drops by 19% to a marginally less
abysmal 19,579 copies. This means
that STF has increased its share of

the ST magazine market to a very
impressive 53%.
While

Cut out this form or a photocopy and hand it to your newsagent
Please reserve/deliver ST FORMATmagazine each month,

have an EPROM you're stuck with
what you've got. We found this out
when we tried to upgrade our Fal

ST FORMAT'S ABC

of

43,469 reflects the decline in mass

popularity of Atari computers, 1'
can be no doubt that we are

most popular magazine by far.
It's not surprising that model

Name
Address

A publisher speaks

Sarah loots

Simon

the front of the world's

Stansfield,

ST FORMAT'S

publisher commented: "Despite an

so chuffed, nhr?: cm

best-selling ST mag.

overall decline in the ST market, ST

Phone number.

To the newsagent: STFORMATis published by
Future Publishing » 0225 442244

FORMAT has once again shown

FORMAT team, who make it such a

remarkable resilience and remains

great mag, but to you, our readers,

the number one magazine for ST
users by a long way.
I'd like to send a personal mes

for continuing to support us. Rest

sage of thanks not only to the ST

RESERVE YOUR COPY
NOW!

assured we intend to continue to

improve STF and
more, your magazin

/

<&p,ecicU
)"Ike, jbideouerf GLtb

JOIN now from just £4.00

L* i trJJ

K>i DEAD Special Reserve Magazine
9 48 Page colour club magazine sent bi-monthly tomembers

' '*'

9

only. The latest Reviews, Charts & Release Schedule

2,3

(H00SE from our Huge Selection
Disks, CD's, Cartridges, Utilities, Education, Home Office,
New Technology and Hardware. 16 Page colour catalogue.

SENSI SOCCER

15.49

BUfat Best Possible Prices

p>yjHH
'ilJP

SAVE with our Special Deals
Always hundreds of Special Reserve Offers. Top games at

prices you won't believe and hardware at amazing reductions

IH

SAVE MOBf with our XS Coupons
Money-off coupons worth over £180 a year off top games

) You'llfind them on the back page of each club magazine.

PRINCE OF PERSIA

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY

HEIMDALL

7.99

12.99

i

i Just one purchase from Special Reserve wili normally
: save you the cost of joining. Top discounts on all products.

F16 FALCON + DATA DISK'S

IMPORTANT

15.99

F19 STEALTHFIGHTERD/S (1 MEG) ...13.99

PLEASE HOTE
11 MEG =requires al least I megof

FACE OFF ICE HOCKEY

9.99

FANTASTIC WORLDS

POPULOUS, WONDERLAND)
D/S (1 MEG)

IHs Doublesilled disks

24.49

FINAL COMMAND

.-- NEW if em

4.49

FIRST SAMURAI + MEGA LO MANIA

D/S(1 MEG)

ATARI ST GAMES
A320 AIRBUS (USA VERSION)

D/S(l MEG)
ADDAMS FAMILY (1 MEG)
AIR BUCKS D/S (1 MEG)

23.49
9.99
20.49

ANOTHER WORLD

13.99

AWESOME

4.99

B17 FLYINGFORTRESS D/S(1 MEG) ...24.49
BART Vs THE WORLD
CADAVER •

18.99
14.49

CAESAR D/S (1 MEG)
CAMPAIGN D/S (1 MEG)

19.49
24.49

CANNON FODDER D/S

21.99

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 93

UPDATE DISK (1 MEG)

6.99

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 93/94

D/S(1 MEG)

14.49

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER

COLLECTION (93/941 UPDATE DISK)
21.49
D/S(1 MEG)

CHAOS ENGINE D/S (1 MEG)

15.49

CHAOS STRIKES BACK

3.99

CIVILISATION D/S (1 MEG)

24.49

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)

7.49

CRAZY CARS 3

9.49

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE (1 MEG)

12.49

CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY
DEJA VU

14.99
6.49

DOGFIGHT (1 MEG)

24.49

DREAMLANDS

(TRANSARCTICA, STORM MASTER,
ISHAR) (1 MEG)

20.49

DYNA BLASTERS D/S

21.99

ELITE 2 (FRONTIER) D/S (1 MEG) ...20.99
F1 (DOMARK) D/S
19.99
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2 D/S (1 MEG)

9.99

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP D/S
OPERATION STEALTH D/S
PANG
PARASOL STARS D/S

(REALMS, PIRATES, MEGA LO MANIA,

iMMforan.

AND EHm our FREE competitions

14.49

13.99

(LIGHT PHAZER GAME)
(LIGHT PHAZER GAME)

PLAYER MANAGER

12.49

POWER UP

21.99
19.99

GOBLIIINS 2 D/S

19,49

GRAHAM GOOCH
WORLD CLASS CRICKET D/S
GRAHAM TAYLOR'S

20.99

11.49

(CHASE H.Q, TURRICAN, X-OUT,
ALTERED BEAST,
RAINBOW ISLANDS) D/S

10.99

POWERDRIFT

3.49

POWERMONGER +
WW1 DATA DISK D/S
PREMIER MANAGER D/S

PRINCE OF PERSIA D/S (1 MEG)

SOCCER MANAGER D/S (1 MEG) ...9.49
HARLEQUIN

9.99

HEIMDALL (1 MEG)

14.49

IK+

7.99

IMMORTAL D/S (1 MEG)

12.99

INDIANA JONES ACTION

5.99

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2 D/S
RAINBOW COLLECTION

ROBINSONS REQUIEM (1 MEG) • ...21.99
ROBOCOP 3 D/S (1 MEG)
11.49
ROCKET RANGER
RORKE'S DRIFT D/S

6.99
7.99

20.99

LASER SQUAD •

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND

D/S(1 MEG)

12.99

SENSIBLE SOCCER

LEMMINGS DATA DISK - OH NO! ...6.99

('92/93 SEASON) D/S

15.49

LORDS OF CHAOS •
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS

SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2
SHADOWGATE

10.49
4.49

D/S(1 MEG)

13.49

M1 TANK PLATOON D/S

13.99

SHADOWORLDS D/S (1 MEG)
6.99
SHUTTLE D/S (1 MEG)
14.99
SILENT SERVICE 2 D/S (1 MEG) ...11.99
SLEEPWALKER (STE)

20.49

MANIAC MANSION D/S

12.99

SPACE QUEST 1 •

14.99

MICROPROSE 3D GOLF D/S

23.99

SPECIAL FORCES D/S (1 MEG) ...10.99

MIG 29 D/S (1 MEG)

11.49

MAGICLAND DIZZY

7.99

CLUB SHOPS

OPEN 10am TIL 8pm SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

SAWBRIDGEWORTH - The Maltingi
200 yards from the train station
18.99
AMIGA CD32 CD BASED CONSOLE
DANGEROUS STREETS PACK

17.49

WITH WING COMMANDER, OSCAR,

SPEEDBALL 2

9.99

DIGGERS S DANGEROUS STREETS

...259.9S

AMIGA CD32 DANGEROUS STREETS PACK
PLUS ELITE 2 & TRIVIAL PURSUIT
279.9S

FOR A FREE 16
PAGE COLOUR
CATALOGUE
PLEASE CALL

AMIGA CD32 DANGEROUS STREETS PACK
PLUS MICROCOSM & CHAOS ENGINE

...279.9!

ATARI JAGUAR 64-BIT CONSOLE
WITH JOYPAD AND CYBERMORPH GAME
FIRST SUPPLIES EXPECTED IN JUNE
FIRST COME FIRST SERVED

GENUINE UK VERSION

MEMBERSHIP FEES

6 MONTHS
MEMBERSHIP

ONE YEAR
MEMBERSHIP

UK MEMBERS

0279 600204

STREETFIGHTER 2 D/S (1 MEG) ...13.99

NIGEL MANSELL'S

CHELMSFORD - 43 Broomfield Rd
just around the corner from the bus statioi

16.49
16.49

MICRO GERMAN

(EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
FOR CHILDREN AGED 3+)

SCRABBLE (US GOLD)

9.99
9.49

OPEN to 8pm DAILY or by Fax on: 0279 726842

FREE 16-PAGE COLOUR CATALOGUE - JUST ASK

8.49

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1 MEG) ...12.99
9.99

FUN SCHOOL 4 (5-7 YRS)
FUN SCHOOL 4 (7+ YRS)

10.99

17.49

15.49

0279 600204

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

21.49

SCRABBLE

..,12.99

8.99
17.49

NEW ZEALAND STORY) D/S

10.49

LEMMINGS 2 D/S (1 MEG)

14.49

BUSINESS LEVEL. CONFORMS

SABRE TEAM D/S (1 MEG)

LEISURE SUIT LARRY2 (1 MEG)•

7.49
9.49

WINTER GOLD-

WWF WRESTLING D/S
ZOOL D/S

(BEGINNER TO GCSE AND

REACH FOR THE SKIES
REALMS

9.49
8.49
24.99
12.99

10.99

TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)

NODDY'S PLAYTIME

D/S(1 MEG)

KICK OFF 2 D/S
KILLING GAME SHOW
KINGMAKER D/S
KINGS QUEST 2-

...7.99

Just send in the form below or phone. There's no obligation to buy

7.49

TROJAN - THE ENFORCER

(LIGHT PHAZER GAME)

TO NATIONAL CURRICULUM)

INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE D/S...11.99

11.49
4.49

13.99
11.99

We only supply members but you can order as you join

7.49

TROJAN - FIRESTAR

(BUBBLE BOBBLE,
RAINBOW ISLANDS,

ISHAR 2 - LEGIONS OF CHAOS

D/S(1 MEG)
JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

10.49

2.99
10.99

POLICE QUEST 1 •
14.99
POPULOUS « PROMISED LANDS

7.99

9.49

TITUS THE FOX

TROJAN - CYBER ASSAULT

20.49

D/S(1 MEG)

GENESIA (1 MEG)GOALfl MEG)

STUNT CAR RACER

SUPER CARS2

PATRICIAN D/S (1 MEG)

FLAMES OF FREEDOM

10.49

8.99

PICK 'N' PILE
PIRATES D/S

(MIDWINTER 2) D/S (1 MEG)
13.49
FORMULA 1 GRANDPRIXD/S (1 MEG) 24.49
FUTURE WARS D/S

18.49
12.49
7.99

Six reasons why aver 200,000 people have joined
Special Reserve, the biggest games club in the World

4.00

7.00

OVERSEAS EC MEMBERS

6.00

OVERSEAS WORLD MEMBERS

7.00

9.00
11.00

229.95

TWO YEARS «
FREE HARD BINDER
18.00
22.00

WE ONLYSUPPLY MEMBERSBUTYOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN.

§

All prices include VAT and carriage to UK mainland. See base of order form for

g

overseas surcharges. We supply hardware orders to UK mainland addresses only. £
(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

SONY KVM1400 14" FST COLOUR
TV/MONITOR WITH REMOTE CONTROL.

MINI

Name_

60 CHANNEL TUNING, REAR SCART INPUT, HEADPHONE SOCKET, TWO
POSITION TILT, BLACK TRINITRON SCREEN & LOOP AERIAL.
^Postcode _

FREE SCART LEAD (state amiga, st, megadrive or snes or cd32).
GIVES PIXEL PERFECT PICTURE - SUPERB QUALITY

SONYTV(GREY)
SONY TV (WHITE)

194.99
194.99

SONY TV + FASTEXT

244.99

Enter membership number (if applicable) or
NEW MEMBERSHIP FEE (ANNUAL UK 7.00)

item

ALFAMEGAMOUSE2

CITIZEN SWIFT 90C
COLOUR PRINTER

FOR AMIGA OR ST.

260 DPI, HIGH
QUALITY MOUSE

9 PIN, 80 COLUMN, 240CPS/54NLQ,
6NLQ FONTS, 2 YEAR WARRANTY,
FREE PRINTER LEAD. A 9 PIN PRINTER
WITH COLOUR FACILITY AND FULL
PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS.

154.99

item

BLANK DISKS

FOR A BUDGET
PRICE.

PACK OF 10 SONY DOUBLE DENSITY

11.99

3.5" DISKS + CASE WITH LABELS AND FREE
PLASTIC FLIP TOP DISK BOX

item

PACK OF 50 SONY DSDD 3.5" DISKS
WITH LABELS

MOUSE MAT

WITH SPONGE BACKING

6.99
22.99

PACK OF 10 TDK MF-2DD 3.5" DISKS

(DSDD BRANDED)

CONSOLES

COMPETITION PRO EXTRA

JOYSTICK (CLEAR BASE, MICROSWITCHED,

7.99

DELUXE DISK BOX 3.5' (80 CAPACITY)

ALL GENUINE UK VERSIONS

MEGADRIVE 2

LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS

9.99

3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER

4.49

SONIC 2 AND 2 SEGA
SWIFT TP200 JOYPAD

FOR AMIGA/ST. TURBO
FIRE AND AUTO FIRE.
9.99

^

CONTROL PADS

109.99

MEGA CD 2 UNIT
WITH SOL FEACE,

COMMODORE AMIGA A1200
LEMMINGS PACK

(MICROSWITCHED, AUTOFIRE)

SUPER NES MARIO
ALL STARS PACK
TRANSFERS

WITH 6 GAMES

FOOT PEDALS. IDEAL FOR

FLIGHT AND CAR SIM'S.
COMPATIBLE WITH MOST ST GAMES AND CAN WORK IN
CONJUNCTION WITH JOYSTICK OR STEERING WHEEL.

18.99

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH
Overseas Orders Surcharge (EC or World)

Order/Confirmalion/Receip! sent for every order.

We onlysupply official UKproducts. Official suppliers o! ail leading brands.

FREE SCOPE 6 LIGHT GUN

ANY JOYSTICK FUNCTIONS TO

Signature

We sell games and peripherals all at amazing prices for Megadrive,
Mega CD, Master System, Game Gear, Super NES, Gameboy, NES,
Lynx. Amiga, Atari ST, PC, CD ROM, CDi, CD32 and Apple Mac.
"inevitably some aarr.es listedmaynot yet be available.

4 GAME CARTRIDGE &
ONE JOYPAD

QUICKJOY
FOOT PEDAL

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa (Switch Issue No_

Card expirydate

Software orders please add £2.00 per item. Non-software items
please add 25%. Hardware items supplied to UK mainland only.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

COBRA COMMAND AND THE
SEGA CLASSICS PACK
219.99

CHEETAH BUG JOYSTICK

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

AMIGA A1200 2/0 LEMMINGS PACK

114.99

COMPUTER WITH 2 MB RAM, 32 BIT 68020 14 MHz

Please phone sales on 0279 600204 to check availability before ordering.

PROCESSOR, MOUSE. BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR

Wo reserve the ight to change prices and otters without p*.o: notification.

FOR A PIXEL PERFECT PICTURE,

AND 1 YEAR IN-HOME SERVICE WARRANTY.

CHOOSE A SCART TV ABOVE

WITH LEMMINGS AND DELUXE PAINTS

—~;S CORRECT AT TiME CF GOING TO PRESS 6 *.$-i E .& O.E.
275.99

i Ud. 2 South Block Tne Mailings. Sav.br.dgewo'th, Herts CM21 3PG.

UleServe

of Hampshire established 9 years

Printers

Rtaris

Falcon

Canon BJC-600
Noui Printer
Colour
new

£492.33

lMram No Hard Disk....
4Mram No Hard Disk ....
4Mram 64Mb Hd

€xc

Inc
VflT
£175.07

BJ200 Inc Sheet feed £185

£217.38

BJ230 uulcle carriage
BJ300 360dpl
BJ330 uulcle carriage

£285

£334.88

£329

£386.58

£379

£445.33

BJC800 fast 5. colour

£1115 £1310.13

BJIOsx 360dpl

fill Citizen printers have
a 2 year warranty

Citizen

& &

120D+ 9pln Mono
Swift 90 9plnMon
Swift 90 9pln Colour
Swift 200 24pln Mono
Swift 200 24pln Colour
Swift 240 24pln Mono
Swift 240 24pln Colour

£96
£126
£136
£156
£166
£174
£196

£112.80
£148.05
£159.80
£183.50
£195.05
£204.45
£230.30

New Citizen Projet II

£203 £238.53

PN48 Portable
Notebook 2 Col. Port.

£189 £222.08
£235 £276.13

300dpi, mono or colour.

6xc

Laser quality print

VflT VflT

Deskjet
Deskjet
Deskjet
Deskjet
Deskjet
Deskjet

£30

Piezo

Inc
VHT

VAT

LX100 9pln+Sheetfd
1X400 9plnMono
LX850 9plnMono
LQ570+ 24pinMono

£109 £128.08

Stylus 300 Inkjet
Stylus 1000 Inkjet A3

£156 £183.30

6PL5000 6ppm Laser
€PL5200 6ppm Laser
€PL8100 lOppm Laser

£439 £515.83

£94 £110.45
£139 £163.33

£353 £414.78

£495 £581.63
£699 £821.33

£118+vflT
£138.65

Panasonic m ft
KXP1170 9plnMono
KXP2180C 9pin Colour
KXP2123C 24pln Colour
KXP2023 24pln printer
KXP2624 24pln printer
KXP4400 4ppm L6D
KXP4410 5ppm Laser
KXP4430 5ppmLaser
KXP4440 llppmPS
KXP4500 4ppmPScL€D

£199
£299

Above 520's are supplied with
IstOlord, NEOchrome, Anl ST, + 4

GAMCS: Mlssle Command, Crystal
Castles, Sattlezone & Super Breakout.

HP Lasers exc inc
VflT

V2M Simm

VflT

£469 £551.08
£715 £840.13
£745 £875.38

£975£1145.63

£95
£139
£149
£135
£268
£375
£429
£529
£769
£615

Sheet Feeders %
Canon BJ10 series

£44

Citizen Swift range

£67

HP DeskJet 310

£46

Star LC range
Panasonic KXP range

£51
£72

£111.63
£163.33
£175.07
£158.63
£314.90
£440.63
£504.08

£621.58
£903.58
£722.63
Inc
VflT

£51.70
£78.73
£54.05
£59.93
£84.60

6xc

Inc

VAT

VAT

£119 £139.83
£102 £119.85

LC24200 Colour24pln £195
LC24-30 Colour24pln £159
LC24-300 Colour 24pln £191
£165
StarSJ48 InkJet

Star LCI 00

£229.13
£186.82

UlESerVB

£8.50

2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

100.00
200.00

0.5M Xtra ram Deluxe
2M Xtra ram Deluxe
4M Xtra ram Deluxe

39.00
130.00
239.00

Atari ST Printer cable
Atari ST to ST serial lead

New £&

4.70
5.88
6.99
10.95

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)..

4.95

Mouse House

2.95

£224.13

We have over 100,000

£193.88

satisfied customers, lire

Star SJ-144
£285+vat
£334.88

360dpi thermal (suitable for transfers)

Ink Refills
BJl 0 twin refill varolus colours

15.90

13.90
14.90

Mouse/Joystick flutoswitch

12.95

floppy Drives

ZudeklM3.5"
Very quiet slimline design. (_P\f\ OQ

(LUestock 200 types of ribbons)

Internal 1M Drive

Printer Pocks

£47.00

fl starter pock for all printers consisting of
printer paper and a connection cable costs

OH/LI £5 (£5.88 Inc WIT)
fl stand Is an additional £5.00 -AflT

UUorkCentre

expansion System
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

Strong metal construction made from
14SLUG steel epoxy coated. No Cables

r r\~t rn

Special price £i27.50

Best for service

Aecord/Platback/edlt any mldl keyboard

LUhlle stocks last

£59

Fir5T Basic - HiSoft
The most popular Basic Language

£9.90

Organiser - Triangle
Database / Spreadsheet / Diary
/ editor for the Atari ST

Whlie stocks last

£9.90
9.90

Atari Basic Source book & Tut.

2.00

HyperDraw by Atari

9.90

Music Maker

9.90

FlexIDump 9pln Mono

13.90

NeoDesk 3

28.70

Protext V4.3

49.00

Aces (Blue Max Aces of GtUJar)
19.50
We stock the full range of St software

ViewTekvT12
12" Mono monitor

£59

stereo sound

SONV

Mice

1M external floppy. High quality build.

Deskjet twin refill various colours 15.90

24 track music system

DISK€TT€S

Manhattan Mouse
TrueMouse

from £4.70

£28.70

SONV branded
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error Free)

12.90
12.90

For Printers, Monitors, Computers

Both of above £79

NeoDesk 3

you one of them?

Golden Image Mouse
Genius Happy Mouse

Dust Covers

£44
£37

Monitors

Joystick/Mouse twin extension
4 Player adaptor lead

£119.85

1st Word Plus
TimeUUorks 2

ASZool by Microdeal

£102+VAT

9pin colour

are Included.

UIJ/

Accessories

Star

most types In stock

C 1 7Q

Upgrades

500C Colour £258+VAT £303.15

Special Offers

LUhlle stocks last

Atari 520 FME2EE23
(FM only model)

£10

package for the ST

to abovefor

DISCOVERY XTRfl Software

300dpl colour InkJet printer.

LUhlle stocks last

Display & print music, fleal time control

START€R PACK Software:

0.5M ram 1M Disk

+ 4 GAMCS: Sim City, 9 Lives, Final
Fight, Robot Monsters

Steinberg Pro 24 v3

Phone to check stocks

£199 £233.83

Panasonic KXP1123
Probably the best 24pin
mono printer available.

FAMILY CURRICULM PACK
1040ST6 IMram
1040ST€ 2M ram

f\d<3 £> 1 0

Inkjet £191+vat LC2420mk2 24pin
LC24100 Mono24pln
GDSOft Printer £224.43

6pson

£299

resident at the same time.

Laserjet 4L 4ppmPCL5
Laserjet 4P 4ppmPS2
£124 £145.70 Laserjet 4ML 4ppm4M
£144 £169.20 Laseijet 4A/IP 6M PS2

compat.

520ST<E2Mram

£35.25

HP 500C VZr
Deskjet 500C

Now in stock I

with STARTC-R PACK software
520ST€512kram
£199
520STeiMram
£199

All deskjet prices Include 3 year warranty

Citizen RBC

360dp'P2
Styl us 800 escape

Atari STC's

520 Mono 300/600dpl
N€W
560C Colour 300/600dpl
N€UU
*560C hasColour &black cartridges

fl neuj 24pln Citizen printer
with optional cobur

ABC 24plnMono
ABC 24pln Colour

Inc

Portable mono £165 £193.88
520 mono
£195 £229.13
500C colour
£258 £303.15
560C colour* £385 £452.38
1200C colour £1089£1279.57
310 mono
£179 £210.33

Colour kit for 310

£459
£639
£729
£829
£919

4Mram 127Mb Hd
4Mram 209Mb Hd

HP Deskjets

Softuuare
Discovery Xtro Pack
1ST Basic, NCOchrome, ST Tour,

1-14Mram, 8 channel sound

360dpl InkJet printer. Visit out showrooms
compalr Canon/€pson/HP/5tar

WIT
£149

sales only

16MHz 32blt CPU, 1.44M floppy,

£419+VAT

Canon Inkjets

maris Counter

lOx
3.5" DS/DD 135tpl .
50x
3.5" DS/DD 135r.pl.
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi ....
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi ....

7.50
32.30
59.93
141.00

P/SM€TT€S
SONV/DVSttN bulk
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
lOx 3.5" DS/DD 135r.pl
5.95
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100x3.5" DS/DD 135r.pl
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpl

21.86
39.60
94.88

40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock
50x3.5" Disk box with lock
100x3.5" Disk box with lock....

5.49
5.99
7.50

Carriage on 50+ disks £6.00+\at£7.05

70 page catalogue. Rllprices Include 17.5% VFIT unless stated otherwise
eDUCRTIONflt FIND GOV€RNM€NT ORDERS LUaCOMe

8

All hardware has 30 day money back & 12 month warranty,

ft
3

Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.
Please phone for express clearance of cheques. Credit APR 29.8%

£

established 9 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. Free parking.

%_
9-

Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday& 9 to 5 Saturday. Carriage/order.
Post £1.60+VHT £1.88

Securicor £8+VHT £9.40

UleServG
LargerItems delivered
by Securicor

AM £14+VHT £16.45

ST/Formctt Dept.
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants
POU9UW

Tel: 0705 647000

^

Telephone 0705 647000

THE

LATEST

NEWS

•

PREVIEW:
MUSIC MON 2
A new version of the Galactic
Music Mon tracker software is

now available in the UK, the

English language version of
Music Mon 2 is being distrib
uted by CGS Computerbild,
along with the rest of Galac
tic's music software.
Music

Mon

2

is

a

sound

tracker program that enables you
to use your ST's sound chip as a
real synthesizer where you can cre
ate your own instrument sounds
using the sound editor, copy them
from the demo songs provided or
load them from a disk of sampled
^ I cssincD rassann
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• How's this for an easy to use
control panel? Music Mon 2 is
certainly blessed with a multitude of

options on the sound editing page.

pitch bend noise, frequency modu
lation noise, amplitude modulation
and arpeggio. Your own sounds
are created with an FM (Frequency
Modulation) sound generator.
Music Mon 2 songs you cre
ate can be included in your own
software, Galactic supply routines
with the program so you can use
songs in assembler, GFA Basic and
Omicron Basic but it's quite easy
to write your own routines in other
languages that enable you to call
machine code routines.

All Music Mon 2 songs run in
interrupt mode so your program
can be getting on with other func
tions while the music plays in the
background, this makes Music
Mon 2 songs ideal for you to use
as music in any games software
you are writing.
Because

the

software

uses

your ST's internal timing Music
Mon only runs correctly on STs
running at 8MHz; if you have an
accelerator card you must disable
it to run Music Mon 2 songs.
The software runs on all STs

with at least 1MByte of memory
and works in both low resolution

instrument sounds. The sound disk
contains

100

instrument

sounds

and is sold separately. You can
also sample your own sounds and
use them with Music Mon 2.

There

are

loads

of

sound

modification functions enabling
you to tweak the sound of your
instruments including pitch bend,

colour and high resolution mono
modes. Music Mon 2 is also fully
Falcon compatible.
No firm price has been fixed
yet for Music Mon 2 but is is
expected to sell for £30 with the

The structure of the ST

games industry is about to
undergo some radically
positive changes discover what they are
and bow they're going to
benefit you in next
month's issue of
ST FORMAT!

instrument sound disk for £15, call

CGS Computerbild on a 081 679
7307 for more details.

BECOME A FAMOUS
PROGRAMMER!
If you've always fancied yourself as the programmer of those brilliantly-sell
ing and FORMAT Gold winning games but don't know where to start, why

• What do you need to look for
when you're choosing a word
processor?

not consider doing a degree in games production? Middlesex University are'
offering a one year Master of Arts cousrse starting from this September
with a three year Bachelor of Arts starting in September 1995. The degree's
called "the design and production of interactive games" and it is expected
to cover all aspects of games design from software engineering, graphics
and design to music and audio.

•

Cover Disks tutorials on

Quartet, Mouse Ka Mania 2
and Videomaster

Industry involvement
It's going to be closely linked to the industry's software publishers so there
are work experience opportunities as well as the necessary software and
hardware. One of the companies behind the course is Domark, their devel
opment manage, Russell Ferrier explained: "The games industry was in dan
ger of becoming stale and tired and the only solution is to seek out new
blood and bring it in. Setting up a degree course provides us with this new
industry with educated design-trained graduates who can bring fresh cre
ative thinking to the whole area of consumer software."
So if you think you have the quality of blood that they're after, get in
touch with Middlesex University or Domark on n 081 780 2222.

• We celebrate five years as
Britain's most popular ST mag
• Plus a special Cover Disk
jam-packed with software!

N e x t i s s u e o u t on

Tuesday 31 May
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Til: 0811416000
Fax: 0S1 MS 1868

SOFTWARE

ATARI FALCON 030

Personal Finance Manager

HISOFT PRODUCTS

LANGUAGES

DevpackST3

£77.95

Power Basic

£27.95

HiSoft Basic 2
Hisoft C
Lattice C5.6 ST/TT/Falcon

£97.95
£37.95
£167.00

£27.95

PFMPlus

£37.95

Master CAD
Concerto

£27.95
£37.95

Quartet

£47.95

NEW PRODUCTS

High Speed Pascal ST/TT
FTC. Modula-2 Developer

£97.95
£97.95

Nevada COBOL

£47.95

Devpac DSP

£57.95

WORD PROCESSORS

Modern Atari System SAV
The Atari Compendium

£17.95
£37.95

Wordwriter
1st Word Plus V3.2

Papyrus
Truelmage

£127.00
£27.95

A 16MHz 32 bit computer for fast processing,it comes with a
1.44Mb floppy disk drive, with built in speaker.

Falcon 030 1Mb ..VP/j,
Falcon 030 4Mb
i"*-iv*u

POA
P0A

Falcon 030 14Mb + 85Mb Ha.-.: IYiv£'B»..>.

POA

Falcon 030 4Mb + 120Mb Hard Drit'd

POA

Falcon 030 4Mb + 210 Mb Hard Drive ™t

POA

Falcon 030 4Mb t 85Mb i; :rd On..-

Falcon Eagle Sonic 32 (32MHz)

£45.00
£39.95

Accelerator for Atari Falcon 030

DTP SOFTWARE

£199

Calamus 1.09N

UTILITIES
WERCS

..£22.95
..£22.95
..£22.95
..£57.95
..£22.95
..£17.95
..£37.95
..£47.95
..£32.95
..£32.95
..£47.95
..£47.95

Knife ST
Turbo ST

Harlekin 3

Tempus 2
Savedl
Diamond Back II

Diamond Edge
XBoot 3

SpeedoGDOS
MultiTOS
DataLilc!

£95.00

Pagestream V2.2

£149.00

Calamus 5
Timeworks Publisher 2

£325.00
£39.95

Calamus SL

£545.00

OCR Software

£49.95

Touch Up (upgrade)
Easydraw (supercharged)
CyberStudio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Truepaint (for Falcon)
Human Design Disk
Future Design Disk

£27.00
£29.95
£19.00
£5.00
£5.00
£32.95
£9.00
£9.00

3D Fonts 1

MTSCF.1.I.AMF.OUS

TruePaint

£37.95

ProFlight

£27.95

Atari Works with Speedo
Atari Works without Speedo

£127.00
£97.95

BUSINESS

Superbase Professional
K-Spread3
K-Spread4

£97.95
£57.95
£97.95

K-Data

£37.95

K-Graph-3

£47.95

AVR PRODUCTS
Mastersound 2

£17.95

Stereomaster

£37.95

Replay 16

£127.95

VideoMaster
Video Master Falcon
ColourMaster
Video Master RGB

£67.95
£97.95
£67.95
£107.95

Video Master RGB Falcon

£137.95

Clarity 16 Falcon

£97.95

£9.00

Cad 3D

£9.00

NeoDesk3

£28.00

That's Funface

£9.00

Signs & Banners
Calendar + Stationery
Greetings Cards

£15.00
£15.00
£15.00

£27.95

price of

£14.95

Optical Penmouse

£34.95

Optical Mouse 300DPI
Replacement Optical Mouse Pad

129.95
£10.00

Alia Data Trackball

£29.95

Alfa Data Crystal Trackball

£34.95

BITS AND PIECES
Internal Power Supplv for
AlarKST/STF/S'lTMSII-'
Atari Internal Disk Drive

1.12 95
£45.00

Keyboard Atari STFM-.STr'

£59.00

ST'E Motherboard No RAM

£99.00

D.M.A. Chin
TOS 2.06 STL7STFM
l/2Mb STFM Motherboard
Outercasina STE/STFM

P.O.A
P.O.A
£69.00
£28.00

Atari Original Mouse

240Mb
540Mb

Cubeat
Cubase Version 3

£150.00
£319.00

2Giga

£170.00

Cubase Audio

P.O.A

SCSIII Cable

£15.00

£15.00
£43.99

Truepaint

£33.99

Cubase Audio

P.O.A

Notator Logic

P.O.A

400 DPI Mouse

£17.95

mounting bracket and IDE cable

£29.95

40Mb

£119.00

Midi Cable

£12.95

Stereo Speakers
Stereo Headphones

£29.95
£16.95

65Mb
85Mb
120Mb
170Mb
209Mb

£139.00
£149.00
£209.00
£269.00
£329.00

A

GASTEINER HARD DRIVE

Falcon with
14Mb RAM

Due to the massive popularity of our Gasteiner Hard Drives which we
have been manufacturing for the past live years, and the demand for our
cases, we are now producing a choice of cases ranging from 3.5" half

height to 5.25" full height which can take a massive 1.2 Gigabytehard

drive. We also have in stock the latest in hard drive cases which enable

you to have up to 8 SCSI hard drives fitted internally all in one case.
Compatible wilh all Atari ST/STF/STFM/STE/Mega'ST/Mega STE com

£999

puters.

£379.00
£199,00

ATARI MEMORY UPGRADES
Increase voui memurv: ST/'STF'STFM • Mega ST -Falcon
£24.95
£29.95

£75 00
£125.00
P.O.A

£499 00
£49.00

GASTEINER STE UPGRADES
SIMM l,.Sll'l'..Viaplors

£.1.00

1Mb
2Mb
4Mb

£4.95
£50.00
£100 00

Alan Ml SMI, I ;

,lc

P.O.A

FORGET-ME-CLOCK H
Clock Cartridge for ST/STF./Falcon
Clock Carliiclgc No Thru Port

£1 1.99

Clock Cartridge with Thru Port

£14.99

Colour Scanner lor Falcon
Mono Scanner tor Falcon

VISA

ACCESSORIES
Mono-Colour Monitor Switch box

£14.95

Multi-sync Switchbox

£29.95

Printer Cable

£6.00

Modem Cable

£6.00

£399.00
£99.00

£269 00

170Mh
270Mb

£299.00
£349 00

1.2 Gigabyte

£899 00

Floptical
Optical 128Mb
Optical 128Mb Disk

£379 00
£950 00
£50.00

Null Modem Cable
Serial Cable

£6.00
£6.00

Philips/Atari Cable

£10.00

Also available in Mini's

Scart Cable

£10.00

as System Solutions

3.5" External Drive

£50.00

3.5" I.44Mb External Disk Drive for Alari/Mega STE/TT

£99.00

Blitz Turbo

£25.00

Power Cable (kettle lead)
Mouse Pad (picture)
Blank Disk (branded)

Spike Protectors

£6.00
£5.00
£4.49

£30.00

Dusl Covers (all sorts)

Soldering Irons

£10.00

SCSI Cable

£34.95

Hard Drive Fans
Midi Cables

£5.00
£10.00

D.M.A Cable

PLEASE CALL

AUTO MOUSE/JOYSTICK SWITCH
Allows you lo Instantly select either vour mouse or joystick bv a simple click on

your mouse. You won't need to tumble around under or behind \ our computer
lo swap your mouse and joystick cable ever again, and also it saves your joy
stick port
AT A GIVEAWAY PRICU

Casing

£35 00

£6.00

45 Watt P.S.U
SCSI Cable
DMA Cable
Power Cable
SCSI to Centronics Cable

£35 00
£6 00
£6-00
£6 00
118 00

£4.95

Atari to TV Cable

£9.99
BUILD YOUR OWN HARD DRIVES FOR ATARI
COMPUTERS

£6.00

£10.00

Disk Box (40 capacity)

£10.00
£9.95

Auto Printer Switchbox

£14.95

Disk Box (80 capacity)

£6.95

G.E Soft Host Adaptoi

£59.95

SCSI II Cable for Falcon

£34.95

Top Link Controller

£75.00

Official purchase orders welcome from Educational establishments and major corporates. (Strictly 14 days net). Please phone for approval.
All prices include VAT. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. E&OE.
All goods under £50 please add £3.50 p&p and all goods above £50 please add £10 Courier Sendee. Next day service please call

126 Fore Street, Upper Edmonton, London N18 2AX
allmajor credit cards accepted

mtc

IF YOU REQUIRE A FLOPTICAL WITH THE ABOVE HARD DRIVES

£6.00

Printer to .Switchbox

System Requirements 2Mb RAM +Hard Drive

I *»'

127Mh

Optical Mouse Pad
£119.00
£149.00

f°r,

85Mb

SCSI Cable

ALFA DATA HAND SCANNER
Alfa Data Plus
.Alfa Data OCR

I prhoac

52Mb

Commodore 108 4SD Colour Monitor

Virtual Memory

FALCON INTERNAL HARD DRIVES
High quality internal 2.5 IDE hard drives for ihe Falcon, includes

40Mb

Micro Vitec Cubscan 1440 Multisync

Falcon 14Mb Upgrade

OFFICIAL ATARI REPAIR CENTRE

Microphone

£129.00

Uplo2Mb
Up to 4Mb

£439.00
£799.00

£1,300.00

£34.95

SVGA Monitor Cable
Musicom

MONITORS

8MB For Atari ST

£249.00

New service centre/repair for most Atari computers. We offer a
quotation service of £ 10 for which we will examine your computer
and report back wilh an exact quotation price for the repair, if the
repair is carried out the £10 is then deducted from your bill.

ST Monitor Cable

Limited stocks available

X-RAM Board 0Mb...
512Ku> 1Mb

£99.00
£129.00
£179.00
£199.00
£219.00

£70.00

Notator Alpha

P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A

Gasteiner GM14 8 with sound

Price

170Mb

£279.00
£179.00
£230.00

£8.00

1Mb
2Mb
4Mb
12Mb

Best

540Mb + SCSI II Casing
1.2 Gigabyte + SCSI II Casing
Floptical

Emagic Notator SL
Emagic Creator
Emagic Unitor 2

ATARI
1040 STE
1040 STE
1040 STE
1040 STE

127Mb + SCSI II Casing
170Mb + SCSI II Casing
240Mb + SCSI IlCasinn

40Mb
52Mb

Auto- Mouse luvslick Switch

Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari

SCSI II Casing
40Mb + SCSI II Casing
52Mb + SCSI II Casing

85Mb
127Mb

FALCON 030 EXTRAS

billions, small, lits nice and snug in ihe palm of vourhand. All alan affordable

An economical enclosure designed to mount a single, half height,
3.5" device. Features a 40 watt power supply with a universal AC
input for use throughout the world and a low noise 15C.F.M. fan
to provide device cooling. Also includes the Falcon SCSI II cable.

SCSI BARE HARD DRIVES

MICE AND TRACKBALLS
NewfromJapan. The401) DPI mousewilh Hi-lech mechanism, microswilch

FALCON 030
EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE

MUSIC SOFTWARE

Cubase Light
MICRODEAL PRODUCTS

3D Calc Spreadsheet

POA

Y^^

VIDEO

with vide

t
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Discover how to edit

and produce animated

films which you can star

in, a genlock to add titles
to your films and a digitiser

•f

for under £30 in ST FORMAT'S

special video issue!
over the page. We've given you
on

Once you've created your
sequences you're going to want

wood? You want to

the Cover Disk - you don't even

to add titles to them for that

be able to do all the

need the

really professional effect and
for that you need a genlock.

S o , you want to be
like

Clint

East

things he does like direct films,
star in them, pick up Oscars,
ride horses brilliantly and be
very successful with women?
Well, all you need to do is
read our special video and ST
features and your dreams will
come true. Probably. We've got
three separate video features
lined up for you starting just

the

Videomaster

software

hardware

to

create

animations
and
sequences
because you can use any Degas
or Neochrome pictures. And if
you do want the hardware so

Genlocks for the ST have been

pretty thin on the ground for
the past couple of years but at

haven't got unlimited amounts
of money to spend on your ST.
So when we heard about a digi
tiser that was likely to retail for
under £30 we got very excited.
In fact, we got so excited we
sent Clive off with a camera to

that you can film yourself and

last JCA Europe have signed

see exactly what this revolu
tion in bargain technology was

star in your movies, there's a
special offer on page 20. We
tell you exactly how to use
your Cover Disk in Mastering
Video just over the page.

the

all about.

distribution

rights

for

a

new one which we review on

page 22. Finally, we know that
you're probably not a million
aire and that you probably

Read all about this

new project on page 24.
Enjoy the features and
playing around with Videomas
ter. Let the cameras roll!
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VIDEO

BE

CREATIVE

SHaBBaVataHnaV

So you've got the Videomaste
software with this month's

Cover Disk but you don't
know what to do with
it. Here's Clive Parker

with some ideas...
Y o u probably think that it's
a bit silly having the
Videomaster

software

and not the hardware to use it with.

In fact,

however,

you

can

use

Videomaster to create great anima

tions and sequences using Degas
pictures and sound samples.
All you have to do is get
together a series of Degas or
Neochrome pictures - either scans,

PD images or pictures you have
ftud 1 Sea I Sys •

• Using the Editing card you can

created yourself - load them into
the

software

in

Videomaster's

video

Cut block

card to load individual

Cut r e s t

images into memory
and use them as part
of your sequence or

Reverse

Delete

fc

Extend

Load pic
Grab O
Toggle

[Lood_

and

You can use the Edit menu

Endil

Exit

• If you want to insert a Degas or Neochrome low resolution picture at any
point in your animation, click on Insert at the Edit screen, this creates a
space in the sequence where you can insert a title. Select Load and you can
use the file selector to choose your picture.

Videomaster

create your own animations.

Start:l

Insert

or add framas to a video

cut and pasts blacks of Imagon and reverse the order of a sequence.

animations.

Functions and
features

To make things sim
ple, Videomaster is
split up into a series of
function "cards" cover

ing the four main areas of
the program - these are the
video card, the audio card, the
"V
sequencer card and the system
card. The two main cards that you

SEQUENCING: IT'S EASY TO CREATE YOUR OWN SHORT SEQUENCE FOLLOWING OUR
BHri.-iTgFi.Ea!y:ur»
Ins
0:00.0 )Qb
0:00.1
0

: 00 . 2

S!{EHi3H5JQ|Gr3|liuW-l|

IriilillSSSM off
•BUT]

•I

Run Videomaster, go to the Sequencer

I card and load DEM02.SEQ. You can use

••I

the images supplied to form the basis

of your own sequence. Click on the New

«ST

U

Click on the frame slider and move it to

frame 20 - the start of the car sequence
- and then click on the Start button.
Now move the slider to frame 45 - the end of

I

Next, click on the Prog button. A small
question mark appears next to the
mouse pointer, move the pointer and

select the Q button at the top of the screen.

button and select OK, this clears the sequence

the car sequence - and click on the End button.

Your sequence is now assigned to the <Q> key

commands from memory. The next step is to

To set the time between frames, use the - and *

- press it and the sequence plays at four

assign short stretches of images to keys.

buttons above the End button and set it to 4.

frames per second. On to the next step.

FORMAT
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VIDEO

MASTER CONTROL
you have to do is point

Using Videomaster is
dead easy; everything is

and click to create and

mouse controlled and all

edit your video sequences

m rsfei B5?i B?bi

the video and sequence cards. A

to get an idea of how to use the
sequencer card to best effect, it

useful addition is the audio card,

contains full

which enables you to load AVR for

your own

use to create your sequences are

mat sound sampies

into

B^BBBBJ

"You can use the

enhance your ani

You
save

sound

and

vision

sequence

as

great animations
and sequences"

a

film file from the
video

card

or

^^^^^

^^^^

a

look

at

the

you

to

do

is

in

guide

the

to

work

with your
pictures.

own
Displays

The video

card

is

walk

through at the bottom of the page

mainly

used for grab

Selects

video

Selects

au

Size:

Save current screen

mode screen.

Play video data only.

mode screen.

Sequencer

12

System

"^1

mode screen.

C3DI

Go to the Edit screen.

current frame or animations.

bing
images
directly from a video source, but
you can use the other functions to
set the playback speed of your

a

sequence from the sequence card.
Take

Cover

All

dures

create your own

the

combined

Disk.

adapt the proce

software to

can

supplied
the

have

VidBomaster

with

music and sound
then

demo
on

master so you can

effects.

BSBBBBBBi

Video-

mations

details for creating

sequences using the

EBjI E53
Flip sign

Play video and
1 sound data.

settings screen.

3175642

Record using Video1 master cartridge.

Amount of RAM used '

Load video or film files.

current data.

NRight
Select

Fader

Uolune

Squash

record

and

Save video or film files.

playback speed.

8 kHz CJJ

Move back and

FRAiU

~^\

Sound sample display

1 window.

ugh video.

Listen
video or film files and use the Edit

function to load and save images
to disk and also to change the
order of sequences.

master using the VidiPlay program
supplied, VIDIPLAY.TTP.
The easiest way to use
VidiPlay
is
to
copy
the
VIDIPLAY.TTP (TOS Take Parame

Standalone demos

• You can add AVR samples to make a more effective film or sequence, the
audio card enables you to manipulate the sound sample at will.

Once you have saved your video
(.VID), film (.FLM) or sequence
(.SEQ) files to disk they can be
played independently of Video-

ters) program to the disk contain
ing
your
animation
and
double-click on it. When the com

mand line appears just type in the
name of the animation file. There

SIMPLE STEP BY STEP WALKTHROUGH BELOW
m

m

fti n

Move the frame slider to 45 and click

on Start, then move it to 20 and click

on End. Select the Prog button and
click on the W button, press <W> on your

., Move the frame slider to frame 52 and

I click on both the Start and the end
buttons, change the frame rate to 5s,
select Prog and assign the sequence to the E

To link sequences click the Q button
and then click on the time code

window. Select the play symbol from
the tape controls then select the W button and

keyboard and your sequence plays - it uses

button. When you press <E> it displays the

click in the time window. You can build up

the same frames as the first sequence

image for five seconds. Program some keys of

long sequences using relatively few images in

backwards. Play around a while with the keys.

your own; it never hurts to experiment.

this way. Have fun!
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ST

FORMAT

VIDEO

BE

CREATIVE!

are several special effects you can
use to enhance your animation
when it plays on-screen, all you
have to do is create a small script
file using a text editor and type in
the commands. All you have to do

'gS^ga^Bjgftimni Esm

folder. Here's an example script file
to get you started.

Clear nertory

PICTUKE=A: \PICTUKE. PI1

SEQtTENCE=A: \DEMO. VSQ
FORMAT=3

then is to enter the name of the

script file instead of the animation
when you want to be able to play
your animation.

You

can

This script loads an introduction
Degas file and then loads your ani
mation using the format
com-

_^_^_^_ BBjBjBBBSi

mand,

also set up your
demo

and

to

boot

run

from

that

file when you want
to play your

and put it into an

describes

how the image is

name of the script

to VIDIPLAY.PRG
folder

shown on-screen.

The

numbers

have

the

follow

ing effect.

on

animation"

your demo disk.
Put
your

0 Full screen

script file into the

t^ma^m

1 Quarter screen

ensuring it is named DEMO.CON, if

2 Four quarters
3 Picture in picture

it

same

folder

can't find

then

it

4 Full screen interleaved

looks for an animation which

is

5 Split screen diagonals
6 Opposite spilt screen diagonals

called

is

between 0 and 6

"Just enter the

disk. Change the
name of VidiPlay

Auto

this

simply a number

DEMO.CON

DEMO.VSQ

in

the

Auto

AMAZING VIDEO OFFERS
We've arranged some special offers with Microdeal so
you can get even more from Videomaster. Just glance
over the choices below and make your decision
Get the complete Videomaster ST kit enabling you to grab pictures
from TV or video for just £49.95 - that's £20 off the recommended price

• You can use the system card to set up the
memory of your ST to leave space for sound
and vision or just vision. If you're sampling
sound you can use several types of car
tridge using the Videomaster software.

You can play .VID, .FLM and .VSQ
demos with these display com
mands, you're not just restricted to
using sequence files for animations
slthough they can last a lot longer
if you're creative enough, stf

SEQUENCE CONTROLS
The Sequencer card is
where you build up long
sequences us"

as fifty images. Here's a
tour of the Sequencer con
trols

of £69.95.

«| UidecHfcEp

• Or you can get Videomaster ST and the Colourmaster RGB splitter
that enables you to grab 512 colour still video images for £69.95 - it
would normally cost you £109.95.

0:11.3L?Ji
[0:11.4 e]|
0:11.5

• If you have a Falcon then you can get Videomaster Falcon with
TruePaint tor the bargain price of £69.95 - a saving of £30.

Clr

u

1

d

f

j k
c

v

3=<Q

Net

• Our final bargain is Videomaster Falcon and Colourmaster enabling
you to grab full screen true colour images - at £99.95 you save £40 on

Uid^kflud^llRecl
Profl^EB
&||Rec| |I ProgTUB

55jfejhljg^EP

the recommended price of £139.

lEDEnd:52

•j Rec. filw $>

ST FORMAT/HISOFT OFFERS

Zoon

Reset -

ILoa<H»E ISave-MS]

a Audio te^&i^^^ta^

Jame_
Address

Postcode

I.

VIDEO: Video display window.

|._| Aud: Loops a section of audio.

TIMECODE: List of sequence in

."] REC: Create sequences by
L"—I pressing programmed keys.

(aytime telephone number
ASCRIPTION

RRP

'ideomaster ST

£69.95

£49.95

'ideomaster ST and Colourmaster

£109.95

£69.95

'ideomaster Falcon inc TruePaint

£99.95

£69.95

'ideomaster Falcon and Colourmaster

£139.95

£99.95

OFFER PRICE

lus £2 for packing and postage

£2.00

GRAND TOTAL

/lethod of payment - please tick appropriate box •
access •

Visa •

Switch G

Connect •

Please make all cheques payable to Microdeal

Tick here if you do not wish to receive direct mail from other companies G
Send this form to Hisoft, The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford Nk45 5DEI

Dffers only valid until 24 June 1994 (pre-summer madness!) Customers must quote
reference SVFM392 when ordering.
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in the
~| INS:
INS: Insert
Insert a space in

|.-| PROG: Click on this to assign a

—J sequence.
sequence.

I

~~"| KEYS:
KEYS: These are the program
program-

r^l THE FRAME SLIDER.

I

I mablekey
mable key buttons.
buttons.

"1 DEL:
DEL: Delete
Delete step
step before
before the
current position.
J current
position.
CLR:

Cheque • Postal order •

lard number: CGCDDGDCCCII[jGGlCl

ixpirydate: C D C CI

1—I minutesand
minutes and seconds.
seconds.

Remove

the

current

1 sequence to a key.

L—

H^j SPEED: Enables you to adjust
I 1 the frames per second.
"^Tl START: This is the beginning

sequence command.

—J frame of your sequence.

TAPE: VCR style control but
tons 'cos they look pretty.

1G END: End frame of a sequence.

NEW:

17 LOAD: Enables you to load a
1 sequence from a disk.

Erases

your complete

sequence.

VID: Loops a section of video.

flTTl SAVE: Save a sequence to disk.

MT SOFTWARE TEL: 0983 756056
Public Domain FAX: 0983 755800

T^fn^/^^n^ ^/•\^flp«s?«
1 NORTH MARINE ROAD, SCARBOROUGH, NORTH YORKSHIRE Y012 7EYTEL: 0723 376586
SUN CROSSWORDS

7.

BILLARDSS1M

7

LITTLE PUFF

5-99

THE ART OF WAR IN THE SKIES

BUBBLE DIZZY

5

LIVERPOOL

899

THE SIMPSONS - BART VS THE

BULLYS SPORTING DARTS

6> 99

MANHUNTER SAN FRANCISCO 2

CJ'SELEPHANTANTICS

5

MATCH OF THE DAY

5

NIGEL MANSELL

ALCATRAZ

8.99

ADDAMS FAMILY

OINTHEUSA

9-99

CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY

PANG

5-99

DALEK ATTACK

PARASOL STARS

7.99

DIZZYPANIC
4 99

ENGLAND
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP

99

F29 RETALIATOR

PICTIONARY

6-99

POPULOUS/PROMISED LANDS

999

POTSWORTH & CO
POWERMONGER WWI

6-99
10.99
10.99

FLIGHT OP THE INTRUDER

6

PREMIER MANAGER

FIREHAU/K

6

ROBOCOP 2

GAUNTLET3

9 99

GODFATHER

5

GOLD OF THE AZTECS

7

SHADOWORLDS

9-99

5-99
6-99
5-99

VIDEO KID + KID GLOVES
WORLD RUGBY

999
5-99

A692 ...Palnlpot
A736 ...Gomvlew

A737 ...Pad (Mono)

G164

ZOOL fnot boxed)

8-99

THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE I&2 . .12.99
FUN SCHOOL 2
6.99
6.99
NODDYS PLAYTIME 3-8
MAGIC STORYBOOK 5-14
9.99
fWRITE, ILLUSTRATE, ADD SOUr- DS

1-99

HARLEQUIN

7

SPACE 1889

9-99

OFTHEWITCH LORD

10

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK RACING

5

9.99

ANIMATE YOUR OWN STORIES)

VOYAGE BEYOND

15-99

STRIKER

PACMAN WPACl>\ND

6-99

BOARP GENIUS

aUATRQ FIGHTERS

CLUEDO/SCRABBLE/RISK

19-99

6177 ...Easter Egg Hunt

A50

Atari Image Manager

ASS
A24

Plctare Converters
Anl-ST

AS

Degas Extras

BMX, ITALIA 1990, ADVANCED SKI, PRO TENNIS

G744 ...Hammer to Fall

Disks

£7.95

P882
P23

Advaatara Dmlopmaot Sys
Tarbo Assembler (1Mb)
Sozoboo C (2 Disks)
...Heat N Servo C
C Tutorial

P49

C Database Programming

P4B

Gemdos Users Guide

P43

Hitchhikers Guide to BIOS

P652 ...GFA Basic Graphics Cads
P653
P38

B288

1 = £2.50

PROGRAMMING
P52
P54
P19

6253 ...Gone to the Dogs
...Hauntod House

Ship Breakout

M7

G74S ...Underworld 112
9-99

music + samples

6658 ...Tower Power

62

ADVENTURE GAMES

SUPER ALL STARS

...Software Projects
...Psycho Pig 2
...Course Fishermen (1Mb)
...Money Mania

MUSIC & MIDI

PRO TENNIS/WORLD CUP SOCCER/
RUN THE GAUNTLET

6685
6714
6657
6659

G199 ...GCSE Mains

SPORTS COLLECTION

9.99

G741 ...Grav2
G742 ...Card Games

G743 ...MatchplayDarts
G747 ...Hypnotic Lands

G673 ...Franglais 1 -6

TREASUREISLAND DIZZY,CJ'S ELEPHANT ANTICS, SLIGHTLY
HOLLYWOOD

5 disks full of Quartet

6730
GNU Graphical Chess(1Mb)
G728 ...Building Trouble/SubHunt
6732 ...Spin the Wheel

GBS4 ...2nd World War (3 Disks)
G392 ...USSR History
G391 ...USA History(2 Disks)

CAHTOON COLLECTION

MAGIC, SPIKE IN TRANSILVANIA, SEYMOUR GOES TO

...Roland DSD Librarian
...Raised MT32 Editor
...Yamaha PSR400 Utilities
...Yamaha O.Y10 Loader

M72
M58... ...Yamaha DX/rx Voices
M13 .......Yamaha PSSSSWW Editor
M10... ..Yamaha FB01 Editor
M9 ... ..Yamaha TX812 Editor
M767 ..Midi Dram Files

6760 ...Rocktall

8709 ...Chunnel - French

SAS COMBAT,MIG 29, KAMIKAZE, GUARDIANANGELS.-.4-99

...Roland D1 Patches

...Rolaed D10/29 Editor

G7S1 ...Crime Wave (1Mb)

G710 ...Sounds Exciting
G6SS ...Magic Story Book

399

H754

....torn M1Editor (Horn)(1Xb)

QUARTET PACK

COLOUR GAMES

G701 ...Pictures & Weather
G731 ...Scramble

3-99

M72...
M691
M49.
M17.
M8 .

6179 ...GhottTown

G686 ...Master The Time

PRO POWERBOAT,NITROBOOST,
SAS COMBAT,PUBTRIVIA
OUATRO SPORTS

View Gltt
Fractal Chaos

G733 ...Palming a Colouring Book

COMPILATIONS

PURPLESATURN DAY,TIN TIN ON THE MOON, KRYPTON EGG,

6169 ...FastLane

A66
ASS

G73S ...School Not School

RESOLUTION 10!, SEYMOUR GOESTOHOLLVWOOD, SNOUOTRIKE, SUPERSTAR SEYMOUR SUSPICIOUS CARGO. TUSKER,
VENUS FLYTRAP VOODOONIGhTTMARE, GEMX,TOPEANANAS ACTION SERVICE. INFESTATION, 0VERLANDER,
TMTINON THEMOONDISK WORLD S0CCERMR0. CHAMPIONSHIP RUN. 16 EftMACHINE - SUPER CARVK1DZ/SWITCHBLAIJE/AXELS ETC

STIRCRAZY, CAPTAINBLOOD, SAFARIGUNS, HOSTAGES,
TEENAGEQUEEN, JUMPING JACKSON, BUBBLE + ...12-99

PCnroma
Crack Art
Art Tutor

G765 ...Nursery Rhymes
G7S2 ...Playtime

7-99

BIG BOX

A73
A72
A71

G75S ...Clocktlmo

WIZARD SPECIAL ANY 3 FOR £10.00
FAST FOODDIZZY FIRST SWUM, GUARDMS, HOVERSFRIWI KWlCK SNACK DIZZY MWIXMIG 29. MIINDBENDER. NEIGHBORS, NITRO BOOST

...Sir Ramie Hobos and the

HighLevel Gorilla
G16S ...OuestfortneHolyGrall
6166 ...Dragon Slayer

EDUCATION

DOUBLE PACKS

SPACE CRUSADE +

HERO QUEST + RETURN

...Black Dawn

6-99

PLAYDAYS 3-8 YRS

4.99

G661

A684 ...Ramworld 2

6-99

7-99

SOFTWARE)4-6 YEARS

A680 ...Clip It

W'W-F

9-99

SIM CITY TERRAIN EDITOR

...Shadow otUis Gallows

6738 ...The Obscure Naturalist
6650 ...Treasure ol New Kingdom
6682 ...Pegasus (1Mb)

WWF2

RUBICON

8

G739

ART & GRAPHICS
A703 ...Printing Press (Mono)
A704 ...Printing Press Extras

G1S8 ...Pyramid oi Muna
G160 ...UndergroundAdventure

SABRE TEAM

!4

WORLD CLASS CRICKET

5-99

TIMES CROSSWORDS
ULTIMATE GOLF

6-99

G TAYLOR SOCCER MANAGER

Shareware

6-99

THUNDERBIRDS

SHOE PEOPLE |EARLYLEARNING

GRAHAM GOOCH

Greensward House, Broadway,Tolland, I.0.W P039 0BX

18-99

MUTANTS

999

10-99

6-99

TERMINATOR 2

\^^Q

Li censeware

FROM WIZARD GAMES
KIDS ACADEMY (READING. SPELLING,
PATTERN PUZZLES) 4-8 YEARS
9-99

.Accompany ST Sequencer
ST Scorn Scorewrltino

M59
M42
M71

Kawal K1 Editor
Kawal K4 Editor

...GFA Basic Music Code
GFA Basic Tetorlal

P62
P727
P720
P875
P7S
P34

GFA Expert
...How to write STOS EX
...STOS Extensions
...STOS STE Source Code
STOS Rasters A Borders
8T0S Command Reference

P53

STOS Digitised Speech

P47

STOS Sooad Tracker

6+= £1.80 each ,

2 - 5 = £2 each

MAGIC LAND DIZZY/CAPTAIN DYNAMO/ROBIN HOOD/

TETRIS/TRACKER/JOE BLADE/TAU CETI

5-99

LEGEND QUEST/CJ IN THE USA/STEG THE SLUG

DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES

THE GREATEST

DIZZYPANIC, BUBBLE DIZZY, DIZZYPRINCEOF YOLKFOLK,
SPELLBOUND, DIZZY, KWIK SNAX
9.99

JIMMY WHITE/LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS/SHUTTLE

COiyiMEWCIAtThe Beginners Guide to STOS Basic
Mr Smarts Big Time (90% Rating)
Easy Text Professional DTP
Easy Text Professional Vector DTP
Introducing ST Machine Code
Imprint Colour

ACTION MASTER

HIGH ENERGY

F16 COMBAT PILOT/WELLTRIS/TURBO OUTRUN/

NORTH & SOUTH/TIN TIN ON THE MOON/FIRE AND

ITALIA 1990/DOUBLE DRAGON II

FORGET/TEENAGE QUEEN/HOSTAGES

9-99

19-99

9.99

10.99

LOTUS

MAX

TURRICAN II,STDRAGON, SWIV, NIGHT SHIFT

TRILOGY

LOTUS 1-2-3

9.99

£24.95

£29.95
£34.95
£18.95
£14.95

(RRP
(RRP
(RRP
(RRP

£39.95)
£39.95)
£19.99)
£15.95)

C14.99

QUATRO ARCADE

THE A-Z OF PP. LICENSEWARE & SHAREWARE
Our printed A-Z guide details hundreds and hundreds of disks on all sorts of subjects.
It is supplied free with all orders but if not ordering please send 3x1 st class stamps.

GAMES SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. PLEASE NOTE - A PHONE CALL RESERVES YOUR ORDER. ORDERS UNDER £5.00 ADD 50P

POSTAGE + PACKING. CHEQUES + POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO WIZARD GAMES. PLEASE ALLOW 7 DAYS FOR

DELIVERY. OVERSEASORDERS PLEASEADD £2,00 PER ITEM. EECOR WORLD.

?TArr r-[-OF\
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Very quiet Slimline design Cooling Vents
smoothest, most responsive
Sleek, high quality metal casing Full 1Mb
and accurate replacement
mouse you can buy for your Atari Unformatted Capacity Quality Panasonic / Citizen

RAM upgrade path • Suits almost any 520ST model (not suitable for

ST. Excellent performance, with a
300dpi resolution. Amazing low price!

STE machines) # Requires no soldering or technical know-how

£49.95
minority of boards in
existence which may
require a little soldering.

The Quiet Matrix Printer

£14.99
£14.95

520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade (2 x 1Mb 9-chip SIMMS)

E100.00

Trackball

£29.95

For STF/STFM/STE machines

E4.95

ZY-FI Amplified Stereo Speaker System
VIDI-RGB automatic colour separator add-on for colour input

£39.95
E64.95

StarLC 100

£123.38

Star LC 24-100

£170.38

Super Letter Quality printing and
extensive paper handling features
in a reliable and trusted design.
A winning combination at an
-~

Star LC 24-20

£199.75

Star LC 24-200C

£233.83

Star LC 24-30

£202.10

Star LC 24-300

£233.83

* J^r—

crisp graphics easily by utilising the KX-P2123's choice of 7 vibrant colours.

• Quiet Printing Super quiet 43.5- 46dBAsound level(mostmatrixprinters
are typically in excess of EDdBA).

Flexible Paper Handling Acceptssinglesheets, continuous paper,labels,
envelopes and multi-part stationery.

B9 Fast Printing Speeds I92cpsdraft,64cpslq and32cpssi.o.
• 7 Resident Fonts Create over 152.000type styles by combining fonts,
character sizes and an assortment of enhancement modes. Resident fonts are

using Sans Serif, Super LO, Courier, Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, and Script.

24 PIN Diamond Prlnthead high qualityoutput.

Pliji^^^^^^^^^^^

Cut Sheet Feeder (or above please state mode!

£314.90

Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 310
NEW! Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 520
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 550C COLOUR
NEW! Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 560C COLOUR

£217.38
E245.58
£386.58
£480.58

SPECIAL OFFERS & CLEARANCE ITEMS (limited stocks)
£14.95
£ 19.95
£39.95

Includes 1 black and 1 colour ribbon

STproducts are now available from selected

IJBTAJ'L. S'hlO'WIiOOlVlO
Normal opening times: Monday — Saturday 9.00 - 5.30
Late night opening until 7.00 Wednesday — Friday

Unit 9 St. Richards Rd, Evesham, Worcs WRl 1 6TD
Tel: 0386 - 765500 Fax: 0386 - 765354

251-255 Moseley Rd, Highgate, Birmingham B12 0EA
Tel: 021 - 446 5050 Fax: 021 - 446 5010

for location either

side of computer

INCLUDES ITS OWN
EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU
jj Beware oVothermakes otdrive /ho/take therpower fromthejoystickport!

400dpi HANDY SCANNER,
Representing
outstanding value for
money, this package
combinestop quality
scanning hardware with the
distinctively powerful
DAATASCAN PRQFSl
software.
At a genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this new scanner
produces truly superb quality scans, Has a full 105mm

£99.95

scanning width, variable brightness control and 100 / 200 /

£34.95

300 / 400dpi resolution. Daatascan Professional scanning
and editing software allows real-time scanning in either line
art or in grey scales. Provides powerful editing features and
excellent compatibility with most
DTP and Paint Packages, eg.
Deluxe Paint, Touch-Up.

£49.95

£ 19.95

ONLY £186.83

connection cable

£64.95

Star LC 24-15

LYNXGames Ring fortitlesavailable
Zy-Fi Active omplilied stereospeakers
Vidi'ST Including Vidi Chrome
VIDIComplete Colour Solution Videodigitising pocka;
STFMPC Speed PCen-l"™
STFMAT Speed PC en

^£57.991
-

Long reach

520 STE 1Mb upgrade (2 x 256k SIMMS)

The KX-P2123 offers quiet operation, t

• Colour Printing Createcolourful,

Convenient

on rear of drive

Joystick / Mouse ports accessibility adapter

-.f?rTr?gr?rrr^ rrrrrergg

Drive Mechanism

On / Off switch

N.B. Due to the large
vari.n ice in design of the
Atari ST, there is a small

;RP\

VE GUARANTEE that this is the

Allows easy upgrade lo a total 1Mb RAM# Simple, fast and affective

affordable price.

PRODUCTS
E32.95 (RRP £42.95)

£44.95

ndh

'

£99.99 J

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
Government, Education and PLC orders welcome. All products covered by 12 Months Warranty.

MAIL, OMDER DEPARTMEN1
Monday-Friday, 9.00 - 7.00; Saturday, 9.00 - 5.30
Technical support (Mon-Fri, 10.00 - 5.00): 0386-769403

Fax: 0386-765304 Call US now On © 0386-7655C
Dept. STFO, Unit 9, St Richards Road, Evesham, Worcs WRl 1 6TD
Sameday despatch wheneverpossible-Deliveryon aBitems up to £175.00 value isfive ofcharge. AMitems
above this value are shippedby insuredExpress Courier service at £7.64 per order-normally next working
day after despatch (UK mainland only, others please call). Please allow 5 banking days for cheque
clearance. Immediate clearance on Bank Drafts and Building Society cheque*.
wmmmmmmmMmMmwmtmmmwwmmmMmmmmmmwmwmaaammmmtmmm^ammmmn m 111—m— ii• xm.'imawmae

goods subject lo availability. Details correct at time of.going to press. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 6 & 0 E

HHHHHH^^BBBMiH^HliBBIHHHHBHMHNHMHHLI

REVIEW

HARDWARE

HAMA

C^IMuJCK
It's always been a problem getting decent ST
images and animations onto video tape,
Clive Parker takes a look at a new genlock that
solves the problem

N

ow you can mix graphics and

Genlocks have been around for the

quality for other

video quickly and easily using

ST and other computers for a few
years, but there has never been a
good quality, reasonably priced

around £500.

What does it do?

device available.

The first use that springs to mind is

a new genlock from Hama.

That's all changed with the
Hama Genlock from First Computer
Centre, £325 may sound like a lot of
money just to mix video and com
puter images, but genlocks of this

using the genlock is to add titles to

your latest holiday video so everyone
knows exactly what's going on, you
could even add sub-titles to a video if
• You can use blocks to just
display certain areas of the

captions or titles using just plain

• If you are creating a presentation

text over an image. The lettering is a

or training video then it's a good

bit fuzzy here, we need to adjust the

idea to use visual imagery such as

key level.

logos to give the video more impact.

PACKPI
For a compact little box the
TRiLock is packed with useful
features to enable you to get
the best from your ST and
video setup, all accessible
from the front panel

video transfer select Convert mode,

Fade: Depending on the mode,
pressing the fade button either fades
the computer image to black or
fades between the computer image
and video image.

for synchronising to other video
equipment select Genlock mode, for
overlaying video images and com
puter images select Overlay mode
and for fading between computer
display and video select Mix mode.

Freeze: Freezes the incoming com
puter image while the video image
continues, the image is stored in an
internal memory framestore.

Key Level: This controls which parts
of the computer image are "trans
parent" when the image is overlaid
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onto

video.

It

enables

the

video

image to be seen through the trans
parent colour.
Mode:

Four

different

modes

are

available; for direct computer to

Overscan: Stretches the incoming
computer image so that it fills the TV
screen, getting rid of the black bor
der around the image.
Source: Switch between composite
and S-Video input. Output is always
available in both modes.

conceals a wealth of powerful

genlock functions catering for your
every video need.

computers cost

video image for spot effects.

• It's dead easy to create simple

• Hama's tiny little black box

• One day desktop video is going to
be like this. Just an example of how
things end up if you get carried
away with videos and monitors.

HARDWARE

REVIEW

B
you wanted to. You can
also use a genlock to
transfer

VIDEO JARGON BUSTERS

animations

There are so many different
acronyms flying about when

from your ST to video,
including
sequences,
videos and films you
create using the VideoMaster software on this
month's

Cover

Disk.

ware for training or pro
motional purposes - if
you have a new piece of
software then you can
create a training video
showing how to use it, mixing live
action and computer graphics.

To make a video of your own
just using computer imagery you only
need a single video recorder, if you
want to create titles or overlay video
and

it comes to TV and video

S-VHS: The VHS version of S-Video.

that we're almost up to our

S-VHS-C: Compact VHS version of S-

knees in 'em

Video for camcorders.

Composite video: The video signal
output from video recorders using
the SCART socket or a phono socket.

Finally, you can create
taped demos of soft

RGB: Red, Green, Blue, the monitor

output from your ST.

S-Video: Superior method of record
ing video signals, used in newer
camcorders and VCRs.
SCART:

Standard

Connector

Hi8: The Video 8 version of S-Video.

Audio, Radio and Television.

NTSC: National Television Standards

640x480 PC and Falcon output.

for

VGA: Video Graphics Array, standard
• You can fade smoothly between
video and graphics by... pressing the

Committee, 60Hz TV standard used

in the USA and Japan.

VHS-C: Compact version of VHS
for camcorders.

fade button! You can also fade text

PAL: Phase Alternate Line, 50Hz TV

on and off the screen depending on

standard used in the UK and Europe.

Video 8: Alternative compact video
tape format for camcorders.

which of the overlay modes you are
using on the genlock.

computer graphics then you

need either two video recorders or a

video recorder and a camcorder.

Getting started

When you order your TRiLock from
First Computer Centre you must tell
them which computer you use so
they can supply the correct lead. Set
ting up is dead easy, all you have to
do is connect the output of your ST
to the genlock's computer input port
and the genlock's computer output
to your monitor.
Now you have to connect your
video inputs and outputs, these can
either be composite video, S-Video or
a mixture of the two. For instance,

you can take the composite output of

• You can use fills to make

patterned backgrounds for special
effects, remember that you can

adjust the genlock so either white or
black are transparent in your

computer images. Making black
transparent is best for titles.

to create some excellent title and text

modes are indicated by LEDs on the
front panel, so there's no chance of
you getting confused about what
you're doing when you're using it, it's
all simple stuff.

fact you can use the TRiLock with any
of the main computers is a big advan
tage, so if you upgrade from an ST to
a Falcon you are not going to lose
compatibility. No software is required
to use the genlock, you're only

Verdict

restricted by what you can create
using your ST. Even using standard

effects, and once you start creating
your own animations there's no limit
to what you can do.
Using the genlock couldn't be
any simpler - that's always an advan
tage with any hardware - and as an
introduction to desktop video you
couldn't ask for any more features in
a medium price genlock. If you want
started your own ST based animation
studio then this is the perfect way to
get your work onto tape. We highly

GDOS fonts with Degas enables you

recommend it. s t f

• Because a TV image is really two images interlaced together, you are
always going to get some flickering when you overlay images. Built-in flicker
compensation keeps the TRiLock image as steady as possible.

a standard VCR or camcorder and

connect it to the video input of the
genlock. You can then take the

"Using the genlock
couldn't be any
simpler - always an

advantage with
any hardware"

Hama have developed a versatile and
genuinely useful genlock that puts
more expensive computer
specific devices for the

Hama
TRiLock
Genlock

Mac and PC to shame. The

S-Video output from the genlock and
take it to the S-Video socket of a TV
or S-VHS video recorder.

Getting up and running is sim
ple, you almost literally just plug in
and switch on. There's no software to

sort out, the genlock is completely
mechanically operated. A series of
push buttons on the front panel
enables you to select the current
operating mode, you can toggle the
computer image between live and
freeze frame modes and you can use
a special overscan mode so your ST's
output fills the display without those
horrible black borders. There are also

controls for selecting the video source

type, overlay and genlock modes and
a great fade feature. All enabled

• You can use large or
small text in your

First Computer Centre

overlays for spot effects.

•a 0532 319444

For a company video you

Call for availability

may want to use a small

Highs

company logo in the

Easy to use.

corner of the screen like

Compatible with ST

cable and satellite TV

and Falcon.

companies do.

— Loads of video options.

No special software
required.
Lows

Quite expensive

for amateur use.

j|

What else?

cope with both PAL and NTSC com
posite video input and output signals
or S-Video input and output. Com
puter input can be either RGB from

an ST or VGA input from a Falcon, ST

to standard composite video output.
The TRiLock is fully compatible with
the input and output signals of VHS,
VHS-C, S-VHS, S-VHS-C, Video 8 and
Hi8 video cameras and recorders.

Graffiti Genlock

from Titan Designs
coming soon. Call
k 021 414 1630 for price
and availability.
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• DIGITISER

VIDEO GA-CA
You may think you can't
afford to buy a video digitiser.

Digital designs
Designing the digi
tiser and the soft
ware

has

taken

Phillip round about
a year to complete,
roughly six months

Clive Parker looks at a new

digitiser under development

each for the hard
ware and the soft

that won't cost you
any more than a

ware, working in
his spare time, in
the evenings and

commercial game

Software is almost bars have a purpose. They enable you to adjust your

at Weekends. The I Although the title screen looks rather bare, the shaded
Complete With jUSt monitor to tjet the best range of greys on-screen.
a

S o o n everyone with an ST
will

be able to afford

a

video digitiser using a
new system under development
that is going to sell for just £30. We
visited Bristol to look at the preproduction prototype of the new
digitiser and to find out why it's
being developed.
The DV3 Digitiser has been
created because its inventor, Phillip
Green,

thinks

that

using standard parts available from
any electronic store, all he had to
do now was design the board and
write the software. Simple, huh?
gothic

*4

canera

\M \%

minor cos
tiser takes almost 13 seconds to

version, and you can use it on any

grab a fullscreen image from the
input. This means that unless you
have a video with a perfect - or

ST-evena520STFM!

Using the DV3 Digitiser is sim
ple, you just
shuttle
hongk2
plug in the car
J**T
tridge, connect

IL

the

video

source, run the
software
CHINA

PI 1

1

CHINflE
Tl'SOHP
DESKFI

commercial

video digitisers for the ST are too
expensive - so he decided to
design and build his own from
scratch. After doing some research
into the way TV images are made
up and displayed on-screen and
taking a good look at the ST's hard
ware, Phillip realised that he could
assemble a working video digitiser

few

metic tweaks needed for the final

P

I

1

P

I

1

: . p i
HHRLE.PI 1

DIGITISE

N E W S . PI

1

1

FRENCH.PI

afford a video

and

you're ready to
grab images off

digitiser using a

air. There are a

new system under

inherent in

I1

HONGKE.PI1

[=3

an ST will be able to

few restrictions

1

PROGS.PI1
H O N G KG . P

"Soon everyone with

hardware

development **

the
that

mean you have

• Across the top of the screen are icons representing the

contents of the picture buffer and the four frame stores.

to

use

a

still

video source for

The other icons enable you to grab, save, load, print and

your grabs be

cut areas from the image.

cause the digi-

almost perfect - pause function,
you are going to find it pretty
hard to get a perfect grab from a
videotape.

VIDEO SOURCES
The DV3 Digitiser grabs a full
screen image in just under 13 sec
onds from any composite video
source. If
you use a video
recorder, you need one with a
perfect freeze frame facility or
the ability to position the noise

bar generated by the colourburst flyback to be positioned
at the bottom of the screen.

Most new videos have got rid
of the flyback noise bar prob
lem and offer almost perfect
freeze

frame

functions.

You

• Another weird and wonderful grab created with Digital Images. Er, we're
not quite sure what to say about it really.

• This is a grab from a live broadcast showing a group of Daleks
surrounding a renegade pile of packing crates. You can see where the
image changed when the scan was almost complete.

can grab from a live TV broadcast
as long as the picture doesn't
alter very much over the time
period of the grab - a difficult
task to attempt at the best of
If the image changes
ay through a grab then you
end up with a split image.
Another
source is a

common

video

standard video cam

era, you can either use a cam

corder or - if you are working on
a tight budget - a cheap black
and

white

CCTV

(closed

circuit

television) camera from a security
system. You can get new CCTV
cameras for about £125 or sec
ond-hand cameras for about £50.

Finally - and potentially the
best source for video digitising you can grab still images from
CD, either perfect still frames

D I G I T I S E RUM
mmmm

Digital Images grabs the fullscreen
image and stores it in the screen
buffer as a full 180K of data, obvi

ously this is much larger than the
screen resolution of the the ST in
low resolution mode. The PAL

(Phase Alteration by Line) system
used by TV in the UK has a total
vertical resolution of 625 lines, 50

of these lines do not contain pic
ture information because they are

was

a

home

computer

designed as direct com

petition

to

the

Acorn

BBC B computer but was

because he thinks the ST is a

destined

great computer that has never
been exploited to its full poten
tial. Phillip is a full-time physi

oblivion along with the
Enterprise Elan (AKA the
Flan) and the MSX range
of Z80 based computers.

cist who works with his ST and

to

fade

into

the ST in low resolution, the soft
ware can use two different modes

written in Z80 assembler for the

time - and he has a

to

converts

Memotech because he wanted to

full-time job too.

every two lines of information to a
single line on the ST, the resulting

play fast games. The Memotech

Busy chap.

of picture data to be converted and
stored in the 200 lines available to

do

this.

Mode

One

=*T

<

BACKROOM BOY
Phillip Green has developed the
DV3 Digitiser and the Digital
Images software over the last
year in his spare time, mainly

electronics as a hobby in his
spare time.
Phillip first became inter
ested in programming when he
was studying physics in the early
'80s, his first programs were

used for other information such as

Teletext data. This leaves 575 lines

r

• Phillip Green works on
his software and

hardware development
for the ST in his spare

image is slightly stretched verti
cally. Mode Two converts every

• This is the prototype of the

three lines of information to a sin

hand-built so it looks a bit

gle line and gives a slightly
sguashed version of the picture.
Any image you grab can be saved

rough and ready at the

DV3 Digitiser board, it's all

moment. The final

pre-production version is almost
complete and is a much more

in either mode and be modified in

professional looking design.

a paint program later. Unfortu
nately there is no simple way
• Taking a grab from a video is very
straightforward. Here we've frozen a
map of China on the video recorder...

• ...and here is the digitised
version after being captured by the
DV3 Digitiser.

around the problem.
There are four separate pic
ture stores where you can keep
images before saving them to disk.
Any one of the images can be
printed, copied to another frame

Digital Images is an easy to use
piece of software with large
friendly icons on-screen, GEM is
completely bypassed and every
thing is controlled by point and
click operations of the mouse.

store or have blocks cut from them

There is still some work to be done

to be saved to disk as Image files
or printed out. The software tells
you the physical size of the block
and enables you to position it in a
specific area when you print it, so
with a bit of practice you can print
an image in a gap left on a page of
text created in a word processor.

on the software before it's com

pletely finished, but what we have

seen so far looks very good.
Coining soon
Negotiations are under way with
several large companies concern
ing sale and distribution of the digi-

tiser. Ideally Phillip wants the DV3
Digitiser to be available in two sep
arate versions, a ready assembled
version costing £30 off the shelf
and ready to use and a do-it-your
self kit version costing quite a bit
less - perhaps as low as £20 or £25
- although nothing has been con
firmed or finalised yet.
If everything goes according
to plan, DV3 Digitiser and Digital
Images software should be on sale
within the next few months. Keep
an eye out for details in future
issues of ST FORMAT, s t f
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On sale now!
The magazine that helps you discover multimedia for PC and Macintosh • £4 95

CD*°M
Today

Issue 1 April/May 1994

Action!
Come with us to a new world of

entertainment and discovery!

Fun, fantasy and facts! , / ...
Dozens ofexciting discsreviewed full test of multimedia encyclopedias
Dual-format CD-ROM packed with PC and Macintosh goodies

rnROM

^^Today

Not to bo aold soporololy

Unbelievable!

Weknow you'llbe amazed
by this stunning packed disc!
• Thehottest, newest game demos
Star Trek (PC), Myst (Macintosh)
• Living Booksdemos: the best on CD!
• Ourunique interactive reviews
• Video,photos and music to use
• See back cover of magazine NOW!

650Mb!

• Discs to keep kids quiet!
• Music, movies and more

• The bright future of games!
• Snap happy with Photo CD
• Win a multimedia computer

perb dual-format PC andMacintos

L

This is theJJEHSEIof a new magazine which is guaranteed to
become a part of your life - if you own, or plan to get, a CD-ROM
drive for your Mac or PC.

And it's[j^22E2EH|^EI!iBiIE~'its a wnole package,
complete with an amazing 650Mb dual-format CD-ROM disc to

give you hours of fun, interest and information. Try it - buy it!

SMS2

HARDWARE)

Can the ST run the worlds most powerful

THE

operating system? Clive Parker investigates
one possible future for the ST

OMNIPOTENT ST?
Imagine
biggest

the scenario. The
corporations in the

world have trashed their main

frames running UNIX and other
powerful "professional" languages
in favour of a new multi-tasking
operating system running on a
bunch of Atari STs!

You may think that the very
idea is just a fantasy, but the ST
actually has the potential to
become one of the most powerful
computers in the world using a
standard 68000 processor running
at 8MHz. The operating system
actually exists and you can buy it
today, it's called SMS2 and is sup
plied on a cartridge that simply
plugs into the side of your ST.
Amazingly, the actual core of
the system consists of just 7K of
data - a true micro-kernel - the rest

of the software on the Program

able Erasable Reader Only Memory
(PEROM) in the cartridge takes up
about 150K and consists of device

"Five STs with

20GByt.es storage,
running SMS2, can
process the daily
transactions of

cMs2 seriously V°u
^"ai"
ST with ahigh
need a iividy
oper-

mainframes in major

drivers for the screen, parallel port,
SCSI

hard

drive

dri

vers and so on. Also

SMS2Tah„ev°sPpare^
up
""rtRAVSrsks.
eachasRAM
to e.ght RAW

disk expand.ng ore

dynamically as data

I or removed from it-

behind SMS2.

written. SMS2 is doing computing
in a different way to the big SQL
file servers used by large corpora
tions, five Atari STs with a couple
of GBytes of storage space can out
perform some of the big modern

devel

ment based on Xwindows as used

W!
Pd a vital addition
to
sidered a vn
svstem

masterminds, Graham Goodwin and

Philip Gutteridge are the brains

oped by the major
developers are typi
cally 1MByte or more,
not small enough to
be used in anything
but a computer.
Also included on the PEROM

fl°TadhaVrd drive can be con-

• Left: Every creation has its

included as part of the
OS are built-in applica
tion problems enab
ling you to use the
operating
system.

is a complete windowing environ

tern i

going to replace UNIX
corporations around the world?

Micro-kernels

The system

Can this small cartridge change

the face of computing? Is the ST

Barclays Bank"

by UNIX machines, cramming all
this information into just 160K is an
real achievement. When any part of
the OS is upgraded all you do is
load the new versions and update
the PEROM.

mainframes that are used in banks,

to the developers of SMS2, Philip
Gutteridge and Graham Goodwin,
to discover what the reasoning was
behind the development of SMS2
and what the advantages are over
traditional operating systems.
SMS2 is a highly accessible
and easy to use system, everyone
can get it and use it. Beyond that,
this is an OS that's at least an order

tract-ing
Technicalities and trivia
We visited Furst Ltd at their UK

of magnitude, possibly two, more
efficient than any other OS ever

office in Southampton and talked

Why develop a new operating system?
• One of the first

accelerating increase in the development of elec- graphjcs programs for
tronics, the problem is that software - especially

SMS2 is a brilliant

system software - has not developed at the same
rate. This is because developing software is such

vector graphics
package displaying

an enormous task compared to developing hard-

ware, so all existing operating systems are based

tne j0|ler. The real

jokers are those w"

on technology that was well established in the aon., recoanjse a go
late '60s.
thing when the
What Furst have done is develop software
that's on a par with modern hardware and
doesn't have to rely on brute force to run on mod-

can't affor
DOS and Win

ern electronic hardware. Because the big companies have such a large established user base they

operating system,
OS/2 on the PC, and that's why nobody uses it.

capable of processing more trans
actions per second than the main
frames are capable of. Five STs
with 20GBytes hard drive storage
running

SMS2

can

process the

daily transactions of Barclays Bank
for the UK.

It's not just a good operating
system, the reason it is so much
better is because it is different in

almost every respect to any other
operating system that has ever
been written. The only part of the
system a traditional soft
ware author might recog
nise, if he looks at the
code, is the scheduler,

the rest of it is unrecog
nisable to authors of con

ventional systems, they
just wouldn't understand
how it's working.
Furst looked at GEM

multi-tasking systems for
the ST, MultiTOS, Magix,
MultiGEM

and

Geneva,

the best any of these can
achieve s to produce something
like System 7 on the Macintosh.
System 7 cost millions of dollars to
develop and it is not what Furst
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SMS2

• A small network

set up In tho Furst

SMS2S MULTI-TASKING SYSTEM

office In

nee

's version of multi-taskin

Southampton, tfisre
are two other STs

is different from MultiTOS, Win

on the network In

dows and System 7 because all
open
windows
are
always

other offices In

other

the building.

multi-

sking sys
tems

only
one

you

have
active

menu

bar

on-screen at

only

active task.

With SMS2 each window is

active, if you move the mouse
pointer over a text editor win
dow you can type text directly
into it, if you move the pointer
over another program you can
enter keyboard input directly
into that one without selecting
the window first.

consider to be a multi-tasking sys
tem by any stretch of the imagina
tion, the Mac was designed to be a
single-user, single-tasking system
using multiple windows, that's just

directory of a
245MByte hard

• SMS2 running a PD fax program, a spreadsheet

drive

program is always active.

not the same as a multi-tasking

onds. In contrast, our Mega STE
takes ten seconds to read a single
25MByte partition under TOS. The

~SMS2 is highly
accessible and easy
to use system,

everyone can get it
and use it"

on

MegaSTE

and a disassembler/monitor at the same time - each

a

in

under five sec

only limit on the drive access
speed is the time it takes to read

manufacturers are try

ing to produce small,
embedded, intelligent
operating
systems

data from the hard drive, tests have

that can be distributed

proved that SMS2 accesses drives
at within five per cent of their theo
because the operating system puts

- that's what they're
all aiming for. These
systems
must
be
small enough that you

so little overhead on data transfers.

can

SMS2 can access data at about 50

phones,

retical mechanical limits - this is

use

it

in

TVs,

tele

video

multi-windowing
system.
Just
adding bells and whistles to an
operating system doesn't make it

times the speed of a typical main

recorders and so on.

frame system.

The systems that have
appeared so far have

multi-task.

What's in it?

all been so gigantic that they only

Disk access using SMS2 is
very fast and can read the entire

One reason for the development of
SMS2 is that all the giant computer

work with hard drives - try sticking
one in your telephone!
SMS2 uses just 160K of code
including the main kernel, all the
device drivers for floppy, RAM and
hard drives, the MIDI network, the
serial port(s), the parallel port, the
DMA devices, the keyboard, the
screen and the ROM. There's a

graphical user interface built into it
and enough application programs
built in to do some sensible work.
160K is considered a micro-kernel

unless there is some real interest in

what they've already done with
SMS2, it's impossible to continue
as a pure R and D (research and
development) company
unless
people look at SMS2 seriously and

needed to extend it. SMS2 contains

nies, typical reactions range from
glazed eyes and blank expressions

to

can cope with large screen monitors
and 256 colour displays.

THE ADVANTAGES

For example, using LBasic - the current title of

Furst have plans for building some

amazing systems in the future, but
they can't indulge in these plans

to several major computer compa

MegaSTE has a graphic card and SMS2

for around £150 and you have an inexpensive and
powerful setup.

more versatile if you do.

on board and has all the objects

• Calling the STF BBS using a PD
comms program written in SMS2. The

pick up a 1MByte ST and a high resolution monitor

you don't need hard drives to use
SMS2 but the system is obviously

consider it as an option.

have been paying millions
develop - and runs on an ST.

dows for the PC - and that doesn't even come in
hardware form. Add to this the fact that you can

1040ST with high resolution monitor,

by modern standards yet SMS2
has a complete operating system

everything that the industry giants

SMS2 is a very low cost system to buy and install,
the price is comparable to buying DOS and Win

• SMS2 running on a standard

ware developers. SMS2 inherently understands the
differences between different types of storage
media, device drivers are built into the operating

system itself. UNIX and similar operating systems
have a real problem understanding the concept of
removable media such as optical drives and
CD-ROM drives. SMS2 supports the ICD Link and
other ICD SCSI host adaptors with full support for

The system has been offered

to SMS2 being regarded as a joke
One company rep thought that it
was some kind of simulation game
and another was convinced that

the inkjet printer, being used as
part of the demo, contained a pow
erful mini computer or a parallel
processor and tried to dismantle it.
A couple of Japanese companies
have expressed real interest and
can see the potential, then again,
the Japanese usually spot the good
stuff first.

So could SMS2 be the first of

a new line of powerful operating
systems for the ST with the capa
bilities of a mainframe computer?
Fantasy? Perhaps not, the main

the BASIC language under development - it's possi
ble to write networking E-mail systems in about 20

5.25inch SyQuest drives.

lines of BASIC code, the same sort of software that

messing around with configuration files and stuff.

only had the processing power of

large companies spend millions of pounds develop
ing to run on their mainframes using teams of soft-

When a new driver is developed the PEROM is
updated by loading the new data into it.

the ST and typically used a maxi
mum of 2MBytes of RAM. stf
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All this is built in to the hardware, there's no

frames in use at the end of the '70s

SMS2

REVIE Wl
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SMS2
SMS2 is the powerful new

cartridge based operating
system for the ST, but virhat is
it good for?
• You Just plug the SMS2 cartridge Into your ST In
It's

claimed

to

be

the

most

powerful and versatile multi
tasking operating system in
the world and it runs on your ST. In
fact, you can only run it on your ST
- there's no version for any other
platform yet.
SMS2 doesn't physically look
like much, it's just a standard little
cartridge you plug into the side of
your ST. Inside the deceptively nor

mal case is an operating system
that's on a par with UNIX, VMS and
other powerful mainframe operat-

ing systems, all crammed into 160K
of code and running on a standard

ttis usual way and It takos over the system whan you
power up. If you want to use your standard Atari

1MByte ST with a high resolution
monitor. The cartridge completely
takes over the system of your ST,
in fact, the ST's own operating sys
tem is bypassed and SMS2
accesses the ST hardware directly.

software than prass <Ese> as you power up and the
cartridge la Ignored.

It's really fast
Because SMS2 interfaces directly
with the ST hardware, all opera
tions run at a phenomenal speed.
Disk access, printer operations and
the built-in networking are as fast
as you're ever going to see on any
system whether it's on a main
frame, mini or micro computer.
The built-in MIDI networking is so
efficient that its speed is on a par
with ethernet systems used on
mainframes and office networks,

• SMS2 comes packed in an
unprepossessing cartridge with no

indication of the powerful operating
system lurking within.

even though the ST's MIDI ports
have an abysmal 32K per second
throughput rate as standard. Every
part of the SMS2 operating system
is optimised to such an extent that
• Furst have used PEROM

technology and squeezed

Each application is loaded into
memory as an executable
object - or Thing - and appears
as a button across the top of
the screen, you can decide how
many or how few of the appli
cations you want to load.
SMS2 uses a CLI (Com
mand Line Interface) for many
of its functions - but don't cry
out in despair, it's not as compli
cated as MS-DOS or any of the
hoary old PC style systems. In fact,
the CLI instructions are quite easy
to get used to after a couple of ses
sions with the OS and you're soon
bashing away at the keyboard like
a lifelong CLI addict. The fact that

standard sized cartridge.
cartridge is the best
we've ever seen.

it runs at speeds rivalling
that 66MHz processors all

this

on

a

standard

8MHzST.

Using the new oper
ating system is quite dif
ferent
more

like

SMS2 has been around in one

machines.

form

functions

another

for

around

two years, and has been in
development for around five
years. This long development
period means that there is

already
base

a

of

quite

PD,

substantial

Shareware

and

commercial software available

ranging from spreadsheets to
fax software. More software is

being

developed

SMS2 users.

the

GEM

Desktop you are used to, it's much

SMS2 software
or

from

by existing

Xwindows
Most

of

of

GEM

on

the

UNIX
familiar

windows

are

retained although some of the win
dow gadgets perform some unex
pected functions.
There are none of the familiar

drop-down menus of GEM, instead
there are around a dozen built-in

application programs stored in the
PEROM that you can access from
the keyboard using hotkeys or by
selecting the program's button.

different applications running at the
same time, and each one is active.

All you do is move your pointer over
a window and you can enter data
directly into the application - you
don't have to select the window

because it is already active and
recognises that the pointer is over it.

with a smattering

ing system, but there is no clear
idea as to what to do with it if you
are just a run-of-the-mill ST owner.
You can plug it in, switch on and
have a multi-tasking environment
running immediately, so that's ten

of software "*

out of ten to Furst for technical

"SMS2 is a powerful

operating system

everything onto a
The build quality of the

• An SMS2 screen packed with

all the commands are clearly
explained in the manual is a big
reason why it's so easy to get to
grips with the CLI.
Is it worth it?

SMS2 is a powerful operating sys
tem with a smattering of software
converted from UNIX already avail
able. There's not a large choice of
software available for it as yet, but
you can always revert to your ST
operating system by holding down
the <Esc> key when you boot your
ST. SMS2 is designed to be used
as a basis for a powerful process
ing system using your ST as a
dumb terminal, you can use SMS2
to develop your own software or
use it for an office-wide networking
system using one ST with a hard
drive as the main file server.

SMS2 has great potential as
an alternative - and powerful business and development operat-

innovation, but only about six out
ten for general usefulness. It's a
hell of a system just waiting to be
exploited, so exploit it! stf

SMS2
£135 per cartridge from
First Ltd « 0489 894674.

Mono monitor required,
minimum 1MByte
recommended

Highs
Just plug-in and go.
Built-in networking.
Fast and powerful.
Simple to learn and use.
Lows

Not much software yet.
Expensive as a
one off.

What else?

UNIX computers
contact IBM for details
«

0705 561000.
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IRNING TO DRIVE?

250 Qldtown Road, Hilton, Inverness, Scotland, IV2 4PT - Tel: (0463) 225736

Public Domain & Shareware Services for Atari Computers

Then you need,
~mi» i t oi»j
The one program that
can help you pass your
driving test.

Commercial Titles Available
Personal Database Plus
£19.95
Invoice/StatementGenerator
£29.95

Pools- Expert Results Predictor
Easy Text PlusDTP
Easy Text ProDTP
Introducing Atari Machine Code

£15.00
£18.99
£39.95

Book and disk tutorial

£18.99

DTP & GRAPHIC PACKS
GIF Pack

Contains over 500 high quality, 256-colour pictures
on 22 disks. Ideal forusewith Pagestream DTP and
other graphics applications.
Great Value Set! All Disks Double Sided.

"RIP IT UP' is THE program that no one should be without.
It is designed with over 150 questions to teach and test your
knowledge on road signs and symbols from the highway code.
As used by learners and driving instructors

Save Even More on PD

Pot Luck (10 disks) = £15.00

With the Caledonia PDL^'^

Complete 22-Disk set = £38.00

Discount Card!

Glamour Pack

Atari ST Med Res, Colour only £19-95

Join the UK's fastest growing PD
discount club and get
20% off all PD & Shareware

FORMFINDER

.Just send your subscription for the 1st

disks!

Horse Racing Analysis Program
FORMFINDER was designed with the sole aim of selecting winners, yet
make data entry as quick and easy as possible. A race with 20 runners can
take as little as 5 minutes of input time, and all you need is a daily paper.

year, and get 6 tree disks of your choice,
your own personal ID card and pin number.
Plus priority over

34 diskscontaining 140 HighQuality GIFs ofvarious
glamour girls including ClaudiaSchiffer, Cindy
Crawford, Elle McPherson, Tyra Banks and many
more beautiful supermodels. May beviewed &converted
with Photochrome. These pictures are photographic
quality, and do not contain nude shots!! All disks
are Double Sided.

Pot Luck (10 disks)

non-members!
1st Year Subscription

Included are details on how to bet and when to bet, what races give better

£15.00

Complete Set of 34 disks

£15.00

NEW! Life Membership

results etc. Everything you need to know to get yourself started even if you

£55.00

£.25.00

are a complete novice to horse racing.
But dont take our word for it, here's what our customers have to say.
Your program is the best one that I've got... it's now the only one I use on my Atari'

HIGH QUALITY INKJET REFILLS FOR HP & CANON PRINTERS^

'A most excellent program...'
'I have used Formfinder regularly over the last few months with a lot of success.. .the program today

gave three value bets, Beyton 1st- 14-1, Shambo 2nd- 16-1, Tne lllywacker- 1st 12-1'
'I find the program very user friendly, simple, but more importantly effective, congratulations on
producing a high quality piece of software'

PRICES

•Postage

Add£1.60

Standard Kit Each Pack Fills BJ10 twice or HP high capacity once I
1

QUANTITY
Black
Colour

Posia3°
4

- 3

- 9

£7.50 each
£8.50 each

£8.00 each
£9.00 each

High Capacity Kit Fills HP High Capacity twice

'I am currently showing a 1407% profit!!!!'

Join the increasing number of users who are turning to Formfinder to help
them beat the bookies

Add £1.50

it can be done.

1

QUANTITY
Black
Colour

4

- 3

- 9

£13.50 each
£15.50eocli

£14.00 eoch
£16.00 each

Colours include Blue, Red, Green, Brown, Gold, Silver, Purple, Orange & Burgundy

Atari ST High & Med Res £39.95

Once you have the kit, you need only buy ink. Call for our ink prices

Please make Cheque/Postal Order payable to Aztec Software.
Send all orders to:

CAtEDONIA PDL PRICES & POSTAL CHARGES

AZTEC SOFTWARE (STF)

1-4 disks

11 Beaulieu Place
Peel Common

£2.50

UK - No Postal Charge

37 CROSSALL STREET, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE SK11 6QF

Mon-Fri 9am-8pm, Sat 9am-5pm for orders and technical support.
Same day service available for upgrades and most repairs.
Please ring before you bring.

UPGRADES AND REPAIRS

XRAM UNPOPULATED
520 TO 1Mb
520 TO 2Mb
520 TO 4Mb

£28.99
£37.99
ECALL
ECALL

1 Mb DRIVE £77.00
FOR OTHER VARIATIONS PLEASE CALL

-*™

POWER SUPPLIES FOR STF(M). STE
New plus in replacement
INTERNAL REPLACEMENT DRIVE KIT

High quality mechanism with instructions and standoffs.
1Mb or 2 Mb drive supplied
£39.99

Overscan for ST, STF(M)
Remove the border and get more workspace....£39.99
TOS 2.06 FOR ANY ST

£57.00

PC SPEED EMULATOR ST, STF(M), STE
AT SPEED EMULATOR ST, STF(M)

£60 00
£139.00

AT SPEED EMULATOR STE

£149.00

REPLACEMENT 290 GPI MOUSE

520 TO 1Mb

£9.99

520 TO 2Mb

ECALL

520 TO 4Mb

ECALL

REPAIRS
At affordable prices, fully trained engineers for a reliable
repair. No fixed charge, all jobs are quoted for individually,
standard 3 month warranty.
We also supply and fit high density modules and drives,
accelerator cards, PC Emulators, TOS 2.06 etc.

Fitting service only £10.00

£9.99

MONITOR SOUND BOX

All STE kits include comprehensive fitting instructions and
a ramtest disk. Same day fitting available for only £5.00

Give your silent mono monitor sound

£20.99

MONITOR SWITCH BOX
Switch between mono and colour mode

£17.99

with sound

£25.99

._

Computers

THE UPGRADE SHOP
1 year warranty on memory and other
products. 3 months on repairs.
Prices subject to change without notice

Full ranse of high quality SCSI hard
£33.99

Good quality very smooth

STE KITS

All prices include VAT @ 17.5%
but exclude delivery (see below)
Please make cheques payable to

TUS HARD DRIVES

SUNDRIES

Update your operating system
DOUBLE UPGRADE 1Mb XRAM AND

.£1.90

Non-EC - Add 25%

over 2000disks. Free to New Customers

The Upgrade Shop tel 0625 503448

MARPET XRAM DELUXE KITS

10&over

Catalogue disk wilh Free Games and Utility Programs, plus details of

Hants POl 3 OOP

For STF/STFM. These kits use Simms to Upgrade to a
maximum 4Mb. Same day fitting service available for only
£10.OO. If you have any problems fitting a kit, return it to
us and we will be happy to do it.

£2.25

EC-Add 10% tototal

Gosport

fAc^ssl

5-9 disks

ATARI STFM and FALCONS

RING FOR AVAILABILITY

NEW HIGH DENSITY

drives available for the ST & Falcon.

From bare enclosures,cables
drives, etc, to complete systems, we
can supply the one for you.
Please phone or write to the above
address for a brochure of products.

T.U-S 14" MONO MONITOR
The TUS mono monitor can be used on
the ST.
Falcon or PC without

modification. Displays from 640 x
400 (ST - overscan compatible) to
1024 x 768 (Falcon or PC). Supplied
with ST adaptor cable and Enhanced
Warranty Support (ring for details)
New Low Price

£109.00

DELIVERY CHARGES:

DRIVER MODULE FOR TOS 2-06 USERS
Fully automatic switching. Supplied with full fitting instructions

only £25.00
High Density module and 2Mb Drive only £63.00

Postaldelivery for small HemsC3.00.

NEXT DAY courier delivery C7.00 (fully insured)
Courier pick upand return delivery service for upgrades and repairs C13.00

You've seen

tips on how to get
into desktop
publishing on your ST watch that white space,
don't use too many fonts
and so on and so forth - but

what equipment should
you use and what else

do you need to know?
Darren Smithson
reveals all
Whether

you're

new or old to
the world of the

ST, you proba
bly spent the first few weeks
ploughing through the games that
came with it and then, having got
round to using the utilities and

applications that were
also
bundled
with
it,
realised that there is far more to

our ST than just beat-'em-ups.
The ST paints, is a musician's
dream and is more than capable of
word processing with the best of
them. But why stop there? The ST

is

one

ot

the best work

horses

around,

and to use it simply for writing the
odd letter is a criminal waste of

Who is this so-called DTP expert anyway?

massive power. Your ST can do
almost anything you want it to do,

Darren Smithson is a I

and there's no doubt that the ST

ST user and evangelist. When
he's not enthusing to anyone

mature audience, the first title,

"Rogue's Warriors" is written by

who can bear to listen to him

Darren himself. His STE - named

about his STE, he works in the
computer industry, as he has

"Stacey" - is an essential part
of this venture because it is "the

done for six years, as a market
ing consultant. He is just about

most versatile, easy to use, and
downright friendly computer"

to

he has ever used.

launch

a

line

of

creator-

was made for desktop publishing.
Even an entry level ST can help
you produce some great work,
potentially earning some useful
dosh or at the very least saving you
a small fortune. Forget where Atari
took the ST with their games dri
ven marketing - even they origi

nally envisaged the ST as a serious
Apple Macintosh competitor.
Aha, I hear you cry - the Mac
intosh with a decent printer costs
well over £1,000, and that's before

you pay the £500 for a desktop
publishing package like Page-

maker. How can a lowly £200 ST
hope to compete? The answer is
quite simply, it can.
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BEGINNERS

little clip-art, a headline creating
utility like TextStyle at £19.95, (also
from the FaST Club) and a little

patience on your part, and you can
save yourself a whole lot of dosh,
or for around £75 you can start
with the more advanced - at least

The minimum selection of gear

you need to start desktop publish
ing in earnest consists of a 1MByte
unit with two floppy disk drives, a

Philips CM8833-II colour monitor
and a Canon BJ10 printer. The first

A

File Frane

n terms of features and flexibility Calligrapher Pro.
And that's just about all there

thing you need to know is that
making your ST capable of DTP

and you want to invite all your

takes much less effort and dosh

occasion. Have you any idea how

than you'd probably expect.
Let's imagine a scenario: you
are soon to be 21 years old (old!?)

much it would cost to have these

is to it. Honest.

invitations

__

Options Text Font Graphics 0ptions2

nearest and dearest to this grand

Sure,

OK, there are a

few things to bear in

produced by a
good
design
and
printing
house?

±

^^^h^^m

mind.
With
just
1MByte of memory

"Making your ST

capable of DTP takes

and
als

off-the-shelf

|

| Copy IIPaste |

|Delete |

cards

dosh than you'd

from

your local WH
Vou are cordially invited.

Smiths,

to the

probably expect*

KFron Here |K jQ

Easy Text*

More

Less

Im

Show (jjjjortjj Text

|Update |
Save Text

you have to call up a separate window. Editing what you've scribed
afterwards is also a convoluted process. However, you can import '.DOC files
from word processing packages like First Word or STWriter.

like

a

scanner

scanner until you've
saved

or

earned

enough money to advance your
basic ST configuration first - that
is, having bumped up

an invitation for this special day
that was totally unique? Well, you
can't get a more unique offer than
something you've produced your
self, and this is where your ST

your

memory

number

comes into its own.

• The method for entering text is the worst part about Easy Text Plus because

drive,

shouldn't invest in a

^^^^^^^

better to send

Cancel

hard

aren't a real option.
It's possible, but you

but

wouldn't it be

Clear

no

you could buy much less effort and the use of peripher

To get started, all you really

of

and

drives.

You

won't

be

./'**"'

tion is Easy Text Plus (£19.75 from

able to pro
duce large complex

the FaST Club, ^ 0602 455250), a

newsletters or colourful

need to add to the basic configura

/""•

disk

,*'' ..**»,

-

" -:-z I -

CREATING SOME SIMPLE INVITATIONS FOR AN EXCITING YET VERY
Desk

File

Edit

Forwat

Find

Insert Tags Hiscs

Idea Box Art

I Desk File Edit Find Font Fomat Insert Tags hiscs Idea Box Art

Desk mB Edit Find Font Fornat Insert Tags Hiscs Idea Box ftrt
Close
Save

Save As,,

Select Barker:

lie
...J

Superscript
Subscript

jUnderline *flo Script
Outline

of Damn Smith

Strikeout

lo take place al
at3P Moninoull:

Eg Left Tab

3 Left Align

\£\ Right Tab

V- Right Align

@Centre ^b

W Centre Align

[^Becifial Tab

SB Justify
a Line rg™
EJQ Nev Colunn

gj Single Space
0 Double Space

Insert Docunent,,

I

loidially invited to lie
Party
)arren Smithson

To take olacc at 7.30dih on 22nd of April

H Custon Spacing

ST

U A t first sight, Calligrapher Pro looks
like any other GEM-based word
processor application- But look closely
and you notice that unlike 90% of ST word
processors, we're able to scale text to any
size, and create a series of text effects. Once

U...highlight it and then double-click on

you've got the text right...

FORMAT
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the "Ruler" at the top of the page. This

at 30 Monmouth Rd, Bath
I

So far so good, but we want to make
the invitation a little more interesting.
- -'raw attention to text

brings up a nifty dialog box which
enables you to format many aspects of the
text layout. In this case we want to centre the

easy as a mouse click or two. Simply place the

text but you could also alter the tabs or the

cursor anywhere in the text you want to box

spacing if you wanted.

and choose box from the menu bar.

is to "box" it. In Calligrapher, to box text is as

BEGINNERS

flyers either,
balance
realistic

nvitations,

view

and

for

Given

£34.95

a

moment,

remember

cakes - you name it and it's there.

Two clubs who

^^^^

from

various

PD

libraries, with everything from
symbols, scenery, borders, people,

^^^^^

ated

them

"The ST is blessed

(o 0272 553758)
and NewAge PDL
(w 0702 480691).

of word processing

Easy Text Plus
is never likely to

manipulation

means still more

be a threat to the

packages**

cash that you can
spend on your

with a whole host

and graphic

^^^^m

^^™™

ST.

Of

Utilise

so-called

"white

Don't use loads of differ-

I ent fonts - not only on the

applications available are STWriter
for word processing, and GEMview
for converting graphics from one
file type to another (both are avail
able
from
WarpZone
or
^

NewAge). Alternatively, for

£9.95 you can get the ^k

comes in - so remember to convert

very good, but most aren't. The ST

any images first. Still, it does bring
limited DTP power at a price that

word

inputting text by calling up a sepa
rate window to type into is a pain.
It can only import Degas graphic
files too - and even then it's a little

is

(the

processing

packages

FaST

Club

many features, they give many
dedicated DTP applications a run

blessed with a whole host of

and

some

for their money! Although £75 may
seem a lot for an entry level pack
age, Calligrapher works from two
floppy drives and 1MByte of mem
ory, and possesses its own in-built
vector font technology.

^^•^A The vast majority of
f cheaper

[ tions,

.p^*

flaky and that's where the patience

others - for example, its method of

while

tion of colour.

again)
which
is
absolutely superb for
graphics converting.
For true text processing
there's Calligrapher Pro, one of the
so-called document processing
applications. These are not true
DTP applications but souped up
word processors that have so

is simple and easy to use in some
ways, although a little quirky in

white

ument! Settle on two or three.

ware. The best of PD or Shareware

course,

and

benefit greatly from the addi

graphic manipulation packages,
and many of them are PD or Share

Which

messages are better suited to
black

same page, but in the same doc

get a little more creative, say, pro
ducing a single or double sheet
newsletter for your local parish,
then you may find that Easy Text
Plus just isn't able to cope. What's
more, DTP packages in general are
not very good at text or graphic
manipulation - some are actually

ever, a competent application that

Don't think that colour is

any more effective than

entry level member of
the ImageCopy family

what would you expect? It is, how

0

black and white. It isn't. Some

you're not limited to this kind of
work, even on a 1MByte ST.
However, once you start to

as Calamus SL, but then at £19.75

you are going to do. Should
your leaflet be A4, fold-up, or
A5, for example?

space" to your advantage.

yourself
and
when they decide
to have a party,
who do you think
they're going to
ask to produce
them?

likes of true DTP

text.

all

are
particularly
good at this are
Warpzone
PDL

such

~ Don't clutter your page
with loads of graphics and

that

apart from the invitations, there
are going to be thank you notes for
the prezzies! Your friends will also
be impressed to hear that you cre-

choose

packages,

DTP dos and don'ts

And returning to that
party
scenario
for
a

mountain of clip-art disks for you

well ahead on what it is

times but here is a few

Professional.

use a scanner isn't an issue,
especially because there is

Make sure that you plan

They've been said lots of

you can purchase Easy
Text's big brother Easy Text

point, the fact

to

PI

BEGINNING TIPS

capable of producing someling relatively easy like party

with

your ST's coi
tion.

T

doesn't hurt, and it's more than

you

ambitions

D

DTP

applica-

Timeworks for

I example,
can't
and
doesn't. If you have the
money this is a good pack
age for a starting point, if not,
then as soon as Easy Text has
earned you £100 or so, upgrade
your 1MByte ST to 2MBytes and
buy Calligrapher. Remember that
Calligrapher can run in 1MByte, but
2MBytes give you a great deal
more flexibility.
The beauty of Calligrapher
Pro is that you can purchase the
core package, and then add mod
ules to it as and when you need
them or can afford them. What's

Desk

FLOPPY

File

Uieyj

Options

;;;;;;;;;;;; triage copy 2"
Inagecopy
File
Options

DISK

Free
FLOPPV

more, the print quality that Callig
rapher produces is superb. This
truly is a stunning package for the
price - the only other document

n en o r y

Resolution
Colours
Palette

DISK

3695218
646 x
4
4096

processors that are so feature filled
are Papyrus, the new document
processor from Hisoft (£129, Hisoft

bytes

206

s

0525 718181) and Word 6.0 for

Windows

on

the

PC -

and that

I Make sure that you have a graphics utility available - and preferably one that can be used as a Desk Accessory. Easy
Text Plus, for example, only accepts Degas (*.PI?) graphic files, so you have to convert any other type of graphic files

costs a stunningly huge £395!
(And, of course, you need to buy

(for example, TIF, PCX, IMG) if you want to use them. ImageCopy and GEMview are two such conversion utilities.

the PC as well).

IMPORTANT AND PERSONAL OCCASION WITH CALLIGRAPHER
Desk

File Edit Find Font Fornat

Insert

Tags

Tags Hiscs Idea lilTlArt

Mists

KTIME^
'rtlte

Page Break
Col win

Idea

Box

. . T. .

I

Break

Page Hunber

Art

Desk vHrVf tdlt Flnd Font Fornat Insert Tags Kiscs I< ca

[x

.,,. ^
t

-

~~ *" r

m

'.v.,

r

-,

=

______^

1 tin Pale 1

.

Next nipha W^M ''.'.

Ins Merge Field •

at 30 Monmoulli Rd, Balli

;

Duestion
^

Merge Test

i^"^™5.

i

I

j
|.|

lEiont P»eI

211 Fyfeb-ff* ft-

First niph:! •

To lake place al 7.30pm on 22nd ol April

•i

Page 11

Next Nunber •
First Ronari H
Next Ronan I I

oi Darren Smitlison

Art

M

Ins First Hunber H

Vou are cordially invited lo Hie
21sl BirtJaday Parly

Bex

PrevicH

m

Vo. in a*otuUj *•.* J lo ih.

1

a

Uojatc

I

.
1

.•|!..„,„.J|

1 !.]

EJEJuXlE]

<:,

rummm
1

Cancel

1 I

u

Now, you could leave your invitation
like that, but you may want to make it

even more interesting by importing a
graphic or two. In Calligrapher Pro, once again,
adding a

I I To divide the page into three invites,
I use the Ins Ruler command from the
Insert menu. Copy the text from the
first box and then choose Copy from the Edit
iu. Then place the cursor in the new box,

Finally, to make sure that you have
indeed got three copies per page,
choose Preview from the File menu. Of

course, something like this is easy for Callig
rapher Pro, and it is capable of much more

click. Sometimes though, less is best. See iff

and from the Edit menu again, click on Paste.

complex layouts! Spend some time experi

you can keep a minimalistic view.

Repeat and you have your invites on one page.

menting and see what you come up with.
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INTERMEDIARY

A mid-range ST system
consists of a 2MByte ST, a
high res monitor, a BJ10
printer, an external disk

'\

greyscale unit (£99, Power Com
puting on o 0234 843388).

drive and a hard disk drive.

The hard drive is important
because it enables you to be
much

more

adventurous

a scanner like the Power handy
scanner, an award winning 400dpi

in

your designs - a 720K floppy disk
rapidly fills up when it comes to

You've

^

done

invitations

| and parish newsletters until
I they're coming out of your
ears, and now you want to
try something different.
With a mid-range configu
ration you can approach

DTP files! You could also invest in

YOUR ST HAS THE POWER!

local

small

nesses (such as the

mailer to drum up business in the

local community,
them a small for

tune by doing it
for them yourselfinstead

of

take advantage of

the power of your

that

the

small

user interface (GUIs) like the ST,

for
number
crunching,
not
graphic manipulation so a five
year old STE can be actually

Mac and Amiga. These GUIs are
designed from the ground up to
be a true operating system,
unlike

Windows

on

the

PC

processor was designed

faster at DTP work than a mod
ern 386sx/25 PC!

application that can

away,

business

Intel

DTP

miles

sees,

an Intel 80x86 processor. The

that

"Look for a

bureau that's sev

which is a bolt-on for a charac

called DOS, and which runs on

Plus has given up, and even Callig-

^^^^^

eral

ter

system

^^^^

power of your ST's configuration.
You're likely to find that Easy Text

and offer to save

heart of your ST - was specifi
cally designed to manipulate
graphics, as the chip fits into
machines that use a graphical

operating

Just some of the features in Papyrus.

local hairdresser), and try and per
suade them to organise a leaflet

The 68000 Motorola chip - the

based

busi

and

never

ST's configuration*

rapher Pro may
be finding it hard
to cope with the
kind of stuff you
want to

what

do,

do

choose? Well, a
year

ago

charges the earth.
^^^^
You only have to break into
one local business, and very soon
word of mouth should open up
more opportunities.
When looking for the best
DTP application to use, look for one
that can take advantage of the

we

would have recommended
Timeworks

that

so

you

lisher -

Pub

it was a

powerful package at a very inex
pensive price. You can probably
pick it up for under £50 these days.
But that was a

year ago.

Since then SpeedoGDOS has been
released. Speedo is probably the
most important development for

GET RICH QUICK(ISH) WITH CALAMUS AND THEN YOU COULD
Franc special functions I

h\

mmm^r^^ni

ft:

I Text

view

Page operation

Extras

ii

D: \ CflLflrtU S\ DOC UtlEHT\ PRINTER. CDS.

Other;

I

] | R3 | | B5 | |Letter | I Legal 1IDouble I I Half I
I Htdth: H.BSJcn I Height: 21.BB en |

Orientation

Resulting page s

•

Single pages

[J Double pages

Margins

I Left:
, U™i ^W

I

As soon as you load Calamus, you just
know you are about to use a quality

package with a wealth off features. Off

ST

j

I hairdresser drum up some business.
The easiest way is to produce a leaflet

to be posted through letter boxes, and the

insubstantial amount of dosh for it. It's worth

probably easier to create the text files you are
going to use in a word processor first.

FORMAT
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I You need to create text and graphic

I I OK - so you want to help your local

course you might already have got that
general idea after you've shelled out a not
it though, you know it makes sense.

•

D.CO r.n | | Right:... D,.00_.cn

Itickltas

easiest format is a one sided A5 sheet. It is

!

I frames. Click on the Frame Toolbox
icon (the highlighted arrow symbol)

from the top line of icons and the General
Frame menu page (the pair of pliers
underneath). Choose the Text Frame or Graphic

Frame icons, and draw a frame on the page.

NTERMEDIARY

Object

Options

FIVE BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS
memory, upgrade now!
1MByte is a start, but you
should go for at least 2MBytes,
and possibly 4MBytes if you can

| Delete furnat

DIN AS
DIH BS
3.5" disk label

printing capabilities and your
font handling (and only pur
chase applications that support
SpeedoGDOS).

afford them.

E

Uar

Start building up a collec
tion of clip-art disks from
PD libraries, although beware,

. Buy an Atari high res mon-

3.5" disk label (sn «

j itor. Its quality is superb,
it's easy on the eyes, and for
finely-tuned DTP it is essential!

* 25?

some collections leave a lot to

be desired! A couple of the best
ST PD companies are Warpzone
and New Age PDL - call them

E B u y a hard drive - or at
the very least a second
external floppy drive.

Label Spacing —

ill colunns spaced

apart

I | Cancel I

DT

| adjust I

• One of the "nice" (that is, well thought out) aspects of Papyrus is the ability
to have multiple dialog boxes open at the same time - useful for making sure

and ask for their advice first.

Remember, all this may sound
rather expensive but you can

H l f you have a hard drive
and 2MByt.es of memory,
buy a copy of SpeedoGDOS

actually do all of the above for
under £500.

you're not setting contradictory information about your document format!

the ST in years, completely revolu
tionising the ST's font handling
and printing capabilities and intro
ducing vector fonts to the ST's

operating system

^^^^

going to issue a fix for Timeworks
ST, concentrating solely on the
Windows market place. For GST to
turn their back on the ST is quite

^^^^^

amazing since it

for the very first
time (remember,
some
applica
tions,
such
as
Calamus and Cal

ligrapher

have

their own

vector

font technology,
so
they
don't
need
SpeedoG
DOS).

A

vector

"Papyrus started life

was largely ST
users who paid
for

as a document

the

com

pany's expansion

processor and has

into

developed into one

arena! Besides, a

the

PC

range package is Cala

mus 1.09A, an old and '
trusty
First

workhorse
Computer

you adapt and import files
into

them.

As

a

mid-

range package, Cala
mus is just about the
best you can get.

fix for Timeworks

heck of a flexible

almost exists -

I

have a beta copy

DTP application"

-

••••

PAPYRUS

Mm Ml

ciples won't allow me to recom

•toriw

and flexibility. SpeedoGDOS also
vastly improves the ST's output
rate to your printer.
The only drawback is
that an
application

Edit

Text

TrT^

so how much

WW MO

use into memory first. This frees up
valuable RAM for extra creativity

File

Style
-»•

v

Special

mend any GST product until they
honour the ST community that
made them who they are.
Hisoft have released Papyrus,
a package that started
ife

must
support
SpeedoGDOS

a

docu

^"

oped into one
heck

DTP

of

a

Quality
Sjpeedo
t

Pafym:

_//2£ Cgiiick Hlovsn ZJl
Cooper Bitstreajn
Dutch 801

Monospace 821

<*oom.twio,$gg*

youfufl
Swiss 721

Sam; Bai fair

VBde

eaaly.t

i Id

Hht$o\ Novo
VAG Rounded

BSWtNBOlil

H/H

O^alGmiiOTdSiii-foHauiMV

SdUtia
D*i801Mr»iHMMc

I

IShON

| Mark

OK

| | Cancel

•o
I Load...

|

I Apply I | Revert
&n*no RctUN Gome

flexible

application.

And

joy of joys, Papyrus fully
supports SpeedoGDOS!

Zoon Options
Font Panel

but has devel-

get

and
despite
many
promises, GST are not now

as

ment processor

M Centennial WfcssName &Number

Object

mv

would it cost to

put a finished version into PD? Not

benefits

mus is much faster in how

Calamus is probably the stan
dard ST DTP application, and it's
easy to see why. Although it has a
few quirks - and it certainly doesn't

a lot. So, sorry, I'm afraid my prin

these

frames like Timeworks, Cala

this country by JCA Europe.

font means that you can scale a

to

(£88;
Centre.

*r 0532 319444) distributed in

font to any size instead of having to
load all the sizes you might wish to

for you

win prizes for word processing
capability - the ease in which you
format a page is breathtaking to
see. Although it relies on

Another excellent mid-

• Papyrus is fully SpeedoGDOS compatible (supports vector fonts) and also
uses Signum and GDOS bitmap fonts too. The addition of a Font Panel enables
you to view text before you change it in your document.

RETIRE AND LIVE HAPPILY EVER AFTER IN THE BAHAMAS

iSrffi.-:I Once you've added a couple of either

I type of frames, import your text and

To input either the text or the graphics

I onto your page, simply click on the

graphic files. You could use TextStyle
to create a couple of banners, although you

itself and choose Import. Although Calamus is

can manipulate the text with Calamus should

a complex program with loads of functions,

Frame Edit icon, then click on the frame

I Once you've started to import the

I various bits of text and graphics you
can start to see the results of your

you want to. TextSryle can also utilise

it's generally quite intuitive to use. Importing

handywork. Fiddle about with where they
should to go on the page for the best effect to
sell the services of your hairdresser and make

Calamus fonts too.

graphics and text is one such example.

it look most attractive.
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FORMAT

DTP

HIGH

END

Calamus SL
(from £495,
also
First
Computers)

more icons you get! Both systems
have their advantages and disad-

- although I

vantages, but you might find
a menu system much more controllable than having dozens of

think

icons everywhere!

Cala-

mus is by
far

You need a 4MByte

ST, two disk drives,
a

hard

drive,

scanner,

a

a

laserjet

printer or a colour inkjet
and a multisync monitor if

cards from Systems Solutions),
and the new Marpet Xtra Ram
Plus 8 taking your ST up to
a massive 12MBytes of
memory!
Your
now

you're going for the top end of
DTP work, though you only need a
multisync monitor if you have a
graphics card - otherwise your
mono monitor is perfectly ade

setup

also

has

the

capability to use multi
ple scanned images - even scans
made in colour! By this stage you

quate. You can improve the config

should be earning enough money
to invest in the Epson GT6500

uration still further by adding an

colour scanner. This is a full colour,

accelerator card (the T28 or T36

A4 flatbed scanner and is amazing

quality

How much and where from?
Product

Retailer

First Computers

£800. Shop around
- it may be cheaper.
As far

choice

Zydec external

floppy drive

at around

£57.95

of

as the

desktop

publishing
pack
ages for this config

CM8833-II monitor Gasteiner

£199

Multisync monitor Gasteiner

£349

uration

High res monitor

Silica Systems

£129

two best ones are

50MByte drive

Analogic

£249.95

Canon BJlOe

Dixons

£200

DeskJet 550c

Gasteiner

£630

LaserJet printer

Silica Systems

£419

goes,

the

Pagestream

v2

(£169,

First

Com

puter

Centre

Calamus

the

handles

SL

colour

stronger of
the
two.

separations so the ^
production of colour-

Pagestream

ful

2 is exceptional value for money,

large

posters,

books and magazines is

especially as the application han-

easy.

It uses

tt-^.
\tfco

>}A\k.

\^"™

virtual

dies both four colour separation

memory, so if your ST

techniques and PostScript, the
page description language. But
Calamus SL is the desktop publish-

runs out of physical memory,
SL sets aside a swap area on
your hard disk, and SL has font

ing package for the ST - and
although it may seem rather

caching, so that you don't have to
wait until the screen redraws itself

expensive,
this
package is truly

—i...——a^..——
mi^^mm^^m^

when
chan9e
your y0U viewing

aimed at the pro- "Calamus SL handles aspect ofa page,

fessionall
Also, colour separations
..biggest
\he advanf9'6
unlike its rather *"»"«**"
•*
cheaper

prede- SO the production of tage of SL over

cessor,
7.094, slCalamus
is more

c0|0urful
larae
colourful large

a"
other ST
DTP
pgckages
though

menu-driven, as posters, books and
opposed
maoa_:npq :_
easv»
driven. slto icon
also magazines
is easy

isthat Calamus is
the
dgrd:de-fact0
most stan"
ST

enables you to
load just the fea-

bureaus
have
standardised on

tures you need as and

when you need them.

•••.^HMMaaB

*^"-:"~J?l

["}. L/.J

Obviously, the more /»' £^?.*---/
features you load, >jy^ '[. '

on

the more memory

v 0532 319444) and

you use - and the

^'

Calamus so when you get

to the stage where you are

using your ST to produce
glossy brochures and

leaflets for your local businesses, SL gives you more

DESKTOP PUBLISHING IN COLOUR - THIS IS THE SORT OF QUAL TY
UIEH

jSL ^x^j

IMAGE

Directory:

xtaTDEQ
Selection:

FEMME

. TTifl

B
PCSCLICK
PCSVIEW2

BIRDS

..,___,•"'''_

HBIR
HRIR
PCHROME

c

D

E

F

G

H

I

J
[_

.IMG
.TS_
.DOC

K

M

H

PCHR0ME4.PRG

0

P

RERD

.ME-

| Cancel
U T h e Falcon's colour ability is truly
superb. Just keep looking at this

picture and realise just how lovely it is!

After the success of the one sheet

I flyer, your local hairdresser is about to
| launch a new salon and wants your

With a Falcon and Calamus SL (and a

little help from a graphics utility like

I ImageCopy) creating such a flyer is a

For a start there are all those colours and the

help to produce something a little more

doddle. First, choose your layout, and the pics

quality is quite wonderful. If you're still not

adventurous to announce the opening, say an

that you want to use. Then convert the file into

sure, turn to the review of POV 2 on page 42

A5, four page brochure in full colour! Don't
forget, there could be dosh in this...

a Calamus importable graphic... as shown in

for some really gorgeous pictures.

ST

I

FORMAT
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the picture above.

HIGH

terms of on-screen

FASTER, FASTER FASTER...

whereas

speed! Although only available

start that all kinds

cards available from Systems

for STFMs now, if you have an
STE wait for a couple of months

of rumours are fly
ing about regard
ing its future. We

average

890%

increase

in

Solutions (»
0753 818816).
These cards make your ST run

because the STE versions are on

at

the way!

28MHz

or

an

incredible

choice of production houses. In

similar, but what about the cost of

recommend
you
go for the Falcon
(a 4MByte version

effect, with SL and the high-level
ST configuration, there is very little

all the software and add-ons and

with

add-ins? Do you really want to

hard drive is avail

that you cannot do in terms of DTP.

waste the investment you've made

able

The only thing that limits you is

in your Atari DTP platform? True,

Systems for

your experience!

^mmmm
So, where

-Go for the Falcon,

next?

When you get to
the stage where
you have work
piling in faster
than you are

shifting

it, you

and brings true
colour to the eyes of

may decide that

you

need

first time!"

move to an even

from

Silica

• As can be seen from this shot. Calamus SL Isn't cluttered

just •with Icons. Instead, the program Is mora menu driven.
true colour to the

eyes

of

the

Atari

user for the first time!

So what? Well,

in VGA mode, you

possible
upgrade

can
now
produc
finely-tuned DTP I;

to
the

-

many

outs with fully colourei
digitised images positic

developers

for full effect. Already pr

have

like TruePaint and Prism Paint 2
are available, while Calamus SL

already
out

more powerful setup, and it's very

either Falcon compatible appli
cations or fixes.

so

a 209MByte

but it may be

tempting to fall into the PC sales

OK,

Select All

you waiting for?) - its quality is
superb, and the single biggest fac
tor in its favour, is that it brings

brought

man trap and go for a pretty new

m^BBsaasm

£999. So, what are

now

to

Systen Paths

Virtual Henory

Miscellaneous Settings

definitely
needs
tweaking or replac

application

the Atari user for the

•CPU, Page 1

Macro Recorder

some ST software

ing to work on a
TT or Falcon,

its quality is superb

Statistics

Key Bindings

an

and T36

T28

Sane Systen Setup [5.2.3.111 i

Refomat Document
Set Document Paraneters

choices

DT

iga na pi
>Q5

Select Copy type

the Falcon has got
off to such a shaky

tor card to your ST, the only real
the

Calanus File lil.L4l.Mf CDK
•/ Help Messages

colour,
ny enaoies

are

END

is more than happy on the Fal
con. The Falcon's DSP and true

you're staying

486 DX2, or a Macintosh, instead of

with Atari. What's it to be: a

comparable TT or Falcon systems.
But just think for a moment - true,
the costs of all these computers are

multi-tasking capacity means
that rendered or newly created

or Falcon? Well, the TT is a real
powerhouse, but it is a little
over-priced and still limited in

documents on the fly - no more

images can also be added to

closing down an application simply bring up another window

PRODUCTION HOUSES AND THE ST
By the time you are moving up
through the mid-level DTP sce

nario and into the more profes

sional side, you are going to
need professional printing, often
on different stocks of paper and
with

colour.

That's

where

a

bureau fits in - a company that
can take your finished designs
and produce the hardcopy for
you. Although most production
houses have standardised on the
Mac or PC, there are a few that

can accept ST output, and some
that even specialise in it. There
are at least three in existence:

Silicon Quill (call w 0923 248576
and ask for Paul Archer), CY Ser
vices (call s 0602 605377 and
ask for Jane), and Castle Print
and Design (call » 0635 522449
and ask for Paul Hruza).

All three companies are bull
ish about the ST's place in the
DTP

arena.

Castle

Print

and

Design art department, for exam
ple, is centred around a TT030

consisting of 12MBytes of RAM
and a 455MByte hard drive, and
mainly uses Calamus software.
Output is to a 300dpi laser
printer for proofing or masters

courtesy of MultiTOS and launch
TruePaint or Persistence of Vision!

for leaflets and so on. If higher
resolution is required, files are
sent by modem to The CY Ser

vices Bureau in Nottingham. Cus
tomers range from
multiple
one-man businesses through to a

There's really isn't any doubt
that the Falcon is a machine years
ahead of anything in its price
range,
sales

ing

second

Silicon

Quill

arriving, all this goes to prove
that the humble Atari can hold

its own when competing with
other platforms.

been

healthy

to

like

recent

very

large hospital authority up to an
international shipping company,
with a geographic spread as
far afield as Norway, Portugal
and Italy. And with new ST print
houses

and
have

indeed,

thanks

the

cians

musi

among a,

us. So can the
wave

of

purchases
because to

asingly

be
incre

confident

DTP'ers? s t f

YOU CAN EXPECT IF YOU USE A FALCON
f^cdr-/

•YeFdonMnaveiows™

Supermodel

to look and feci good. .

U

Place the graphic inside a graphics
frame making sure that you keep the
aspect ratio in the right proportions

I

Add a text frame and type a few choice
words... Or alternatively if you find

1typing into a DTP program frustratingly

And then use the Text Effects module

to colour and style up the text and

girlie look far thinner than she should be or

slow you could create your text in a word
processor and then import it in the normal

much fatter than is healthy. And that won't

way. Make sure there are no typos and you

whoopeel you have the flyer's simple
but effective cover. The most stunning aspect
of all this is how quickly the Falcon processc
all the information - blink and you've missed

encourage the customers.

know your possessives, or else it looks tacky.

it! Amazing if you're used to an ST.

otherwise you're either going to make the
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FORMAT

•REVIEWS

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

j—') J_J _Tj _\_^ J .^y
OFF

Who shot JFK? Here's some

r ICO!

BOO

3 00

e i ght IKE! I cons . [

Public Domain software instead

of any attempt at an answer
EDUCATION
Elegantly presented - the boxy screen

WORD WIZARD

hardly inspires confidence, but with

LAPD - DISK L84

Criminally offensive alliterative title
aside, this straightforward quiz game
for either one or two players works

each new choice the mouse is limited
to that area of the screen, so there's

no chance of accidentally choosing

the wrong option - Word Wizard is

rather well. After specifying the maxi

surprisingly verbose, challenging you

mum length of the words used and
deciding whether you want to gam
ble points, you enter a head-to-head
contest of synonym identification.

to match a hearteningly obscure
word with one of three diabolically

plausible alternatives. And that's it.
Simple but effective, like a famous

QUEST FOR
KNOWLEDGE
LAPD - DISK G3S7

Educational games. We love
'em. This is an obvious lie. All

too often the mantle of self-

improvement and splendid
things is used to excuse a

• It's a sinister man holding a large ball of
fluff in his claw-like and off-centre hands.

• Craftily, the second alternative is invisible. Or did the author die before
typing it in? But that would fail to explain the third possibility. Baffling.

recipe, or a cricket bat to the nape of
the

neck,

but

nowhere

near

as

bumbling British character actors and
uncertificated agricultural machinery.
First of all you guide your bizarrely
star-shaped character around the
maze. Very slowly. With no map. And
corridors that run for ages before ter
minating in dead ends. Eventually,
moments before your respiratory sys
tem collapses, you may run your char

flavoursome, or dangerously waggish.
STF RATING 61%

true or false question, which are com

pletely different things. Honest.
Answer correctly, win the key, and
step back into the maze to find the
other 11 in order to escape Level One.
Sample question: "How far from the
backboard is a basketball shooting
line?" Mmmm. Does anyone care a
row of buttons? Of course not.

quite terrible game. Such a
game as, for example, Quest

acter around a final corner and at a

for Knowledge. It's a combi
nation of maze and quiz, and
succeeds in the same way as
a combination of comically

either a multi-

Everything you hate about edu
cational games in one easy-to-avoid
package. And, thanks to the marvels

pl e-c hoi ce
question, or a

of PD, it costs even less to avoid than
usual. Or something.

true or bluff/

STF RATING 17%

key. This launches the quiz, triggering

UTILITIES
SPECCY EMULATOR
GOODMAN - DISK CD2205
It

seems

most

astonishing
that
many talented peo
ple spend many
hours
emulating
one computer on

'y1
rZJ

another. Why not simply have both
computers in the first place?

m

But let us say you find yourself with
out the price of a stamp. In such a

for the emulator -

case, this new emulator would be
ideal. Alas, it impersonates only a 48K
machine, and it's vastly slower than
the real thing, but there are extensive

Gyroscope snapshot thrashes
about feebly because the inter
rupt speed is all wrong - we'll
gloss over them with this gloss.
We've no idea what hap
pens when you tire of the sup
plied games - details of loading
your own are sketchy, and if
you've access to more you've
very probably got a Speccy any
way - but it's sort of gracefully

disk loading/snapshotting facilities to
replace the original tape routines.
There's even a very smart Z80 moni
tor in there. Why, you even get a
selection of ran

You can now pick up a Speccy
for the price of a stamp: you merely
find somebody who already possesses

domly
games,

this legend of home computing and
threaten to push 25p in coppers up

staggeringly ille
gal, and (b) no

their nose unless they hand it over.

advertisement

ST

FORIU1AT
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these

chosen
but as
are

(a)

?7

the simu

lated two-channel music of the

useless fun in the meantime. It

is a silly thing, but for all the
right reasons.
STF RATING 63%

• Gyroscope. It's Marble Madness, but with
a gyroscope rather than a marble. Hence
the clever use of the word "gyroscope."

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

REVIEWS

GAMES
SHOCKER
GOODMAN - DISK GD2191

HIGH RES ONLY

Puzzle game. The phrase strikes terror
into even the stoutest of hearts. What

exactly is a stout heart? A fat one? Or
what? But anyway. Shocker is a puzzle
game, through and through. The
complicated level design. The utterly
unforgiving gameplay. The ceilingbrushing sense of achievement cou
pled with the
wobbly-handed
expectation when you complete a
screen. You know the sort of thing.

Shocker involves pushing a ball
around the screen, collecting hearts
to open the exit.
Complications arise with the
mouse control - you need an incredi
bly large desk for this game - all sorts

the ball at all but lay a path for it to
follow instead. And the killer shoes.

this once.

of perfectly evil blocks, and gravity.
And differing gameplay as the levels
progress. Sometimes you're moving
around the pipes of a maze, some
times you're bouncing around in an
arena, sometimes you don't control

And the bottomless pits. And the

isn't

exactly spot-on. There is no excuse.
And since no one has ever - ever -

managed to clone a game correctly,
it's kept us going in a Holy Grail sort
of way. Fortunately, as the notes for

.-l--..--: y^^'^cE.

• You simply would not believe the trouble
we went to in order to get this picture.

STF RATING 76%

(Pregnant pause.) Well worth it though.

the game isn't to be Pacman. It's all
just a cruel joke. Or something.
Multipakman is a two-player
maze game. You're trying to outdo
your opponent in all departments,
including that stylish twiddle of the
joystick when performing an outlandishly
compli

If you're going to clone a game, do it
properly. There's nothing guaranteed
to raise the ire more quickly than a
Skramble which

^E?::^•-•>!>'

Multipakman admit, the intention of

MULTIPAKMAN

a

null-modem cable, and so on,
and so on.

Shocker really is a find. The
unusual controls and developing
gameplay - what a horrible
phrase - lend it a special feel all
of its own. What an equally horri
ble phrase. Certainly one to play,
treasure and register for, because
some of the 100 levels are pass
word locked, which is awfully
sneaky, but we'll let it go just

MERLIN

logger or

competitive two-player mode via

cated

to the pleas of your opponent, you

The Pacman paral

swoop like a troop with a sw not a tr.

lels come with the

WING LORD

smashing the fire button, and shoving

levels, finely calculated to entice you

LAPD - DISK G35S

the

into doing extremely silly things. It's
just that the game is, well, so dull. It

The really irritating thing about this

ostriches by diving at them from
above. It was fabulously playable, and

version of joust is that either of the

easily outdid Lunar Lander in the

two players can be controlled by the
ST, and they're both better than peo
ple. The other really irritating thing
about Wing Lord is that it man

imaginatively cursing the laws of
physics stakes.
Wing Lord gets everything right
but the gameplay. Lots of enemies,
different attack waves, arbitrary
bonuses; even the deliberately
antagonistic messages between

ages to make joust dull, joust,
you may recall, is the game of

pronounced "just." It's true.

flapping around on ostriches by

^

sinister

Dark

•

reverse the joystick controls, or do

odd things, or enable you to either
collect a bushel of points or rob the
other player of a life. With hilarious
consequences. It's very good fun.
Wafer-thin, but very good fun.

• The steal-a-life bonus is best. Deaf

• The word "joust" is actually

manoeuvre.

dots, and the graphics, and that's it.
There are no ghosts. Instead, there
are randomly placed killer stones,
which you should studiously avoid.
There are also witty bonuses, which

STF RATING 64%

Riders

off

their

takes forever to get beyond insult
ingly easy, failing at almost every turn
to fulfill its potential. "Swarm wave,"
bellows the screen. "3,000 point sur
vival bonus." And then three decrepit
wasps drift through a door and sort of
waft at you for a while. Such a pity.
Such a pity.
STF RATING 26%

STORM '94

bought it did so

• Players Software,

LAPD - DISK L87

was because the

eh? That diamond

intro
pictured
the
program
mers
aiming
Trojan
Light

bloke? Silly, really.

You poke

the three people
who bought Trojan
Light Phazers in a
justly neat fashion.
Anyway, here we

aliens, buy equipment, find keys and

Gauntlet clone, but set in space,
slower and tremendously dull. Sort of

are,

gets you right there, really.

Once upon a time (1953 or there

abouts, wildly exaggerated allusion to
the history of computer games fans)
there was a game called Denizen. It

was a Gauntlet clone, but set in space,
slower and tremendously dull. The
only reason the three people who

AUTO STEREOGRAM
CREATOR
LAPD - DISK L77

Phazers

ator of those dynamic blotches of

coloured dots which some people
claim to be able to decipher as spec
tacularly revelatory 3D pictures, but
which others see as dynamic blotches
of coloured dots. Here is what hap
pens when you run the program: you
draw something using various "lay
ers" of colour, then the program goes
away and thinks for a little while, and

of

giving
them
selves away as

a

number

substantial

games later, and Denizen lives again.
around a maze,

shoot

escape to the next level, all within a
severe time limit. It is, in fact, a

of years

STF RATING 19%

then it displays a dynamic blotch of

coloured dots. Er, a spectacularly rev
elatory 3D picture. Dammit.
It's

Disappointingly free of those perfectly
glorious coloured glasses, Auto
Stereogram Creator is actually a gener

out

the screen, thus

and two eerily familiar Alien Breed

an

odd

fish,

is

Auto

Stereogram Creator. Even if you're des
perately interested in the idea, the
program leaves much to be desired.
The actual drawing is a clumsy affair.
You can only step through the screen
layers, rather than leaping straight to
the one you want, and there's no
Undo option. There's no print option,
either, even though you can display
the pictures in black and white. What,
then, is the point? There is no point.
Thank you.
STF RATING 7%

• If you squint a bit, and look at the page behind some glass, and turn down
the lights, and stare through the dots, you may just see a fish. No, hang on.
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DOMAIN

Smurf

MINIFl

who

couldn't

GOODMAN

more.

A

take
Smurf

a race is over the cars stop dead just

pushed too far.
There you go. The
game itself is standard
Super Sprint fare, and
makes laughably inad
equate use of the Fal
con, and requires you
to register in order to
get anything more

beyond the finish line, so laggards

than the Phoenix track,

Bundled with the frankly boringly

empty Laser And Men (a staggering
85% in STF 55), this attractively fool
ish Super Sprint clone really won our
hearts. Not for the pointlessly glitzy
graphical intro, which zings your cho
sen racetrack about the place in rotat
ing 3D, and not for the way that once

slam into the back of the pack caus
ing grotesque pile-ups, but for a very

• An exciting point, this. The Smurf

special thing. The lap times. The lap

is just about to speak. Clottedly.

BLACK HOLE
GOODMAN - DISK GF66
VGA ONLY

So. A VGA-only exclusive Falcon
game. Fairly sings of quality, doesn't
it? Practically sits there, taunting you
with the amount of work necessary to

provide a set-up on which the game
deigns to run. How could we resist?
28 minutes of horribly dangerous

but

level

hides

two

Smurf

is

a

STF RATING 57%

electrical fiddling noises later, and
there it was. Black Hole in all its glory.
A single-screen game where you buzz
a cursor around a blank playfield
revealing entirely random items.
Actually, that's not quite true.
Each

that

winner every time.

coins.

The

slightly ineptly explained aim of the
game is to reveal both coins at once.
An item, once uncovered, only stays
on the screen for a few seconds

• Actually, do you realise how difficult it is to type

Smurf? It keeps coming out Smurg. Curses.

before vanishing into the ether. And

to stop you buzzing around willynilly, bombs are fiendishly scattered

entirely random nature of the game,
you can do just as well swinging back

around. If uncovered, they fizz glee

and forth between a pair of squares.
Once you've accumulated a healthy

fully for the briefest of moments

reservoir of bonus time, then you go

before detonating. So you're con

looking for the coins. An endearingly
silly idea waylaid into a suspicious
building and banged repeatedly over
the head with an expensive golf club
by careless implementation.

stantly cheesewiring with tension,
zooming around madly, trying to
remember where the coins are and

keeping an eye out for bombs. Except
you aren't. For, because of the

STF RATING 39%

FALCON DEMOS

message which

choosing a topographically interest
ing chunk of earth, you can see it in
first-person, excitingly forced, or even
thrillingly raytraced 3D.
It's all very admirable, and
there's no denying the impressive
effects that result, especially as the

apologises. Sharing a disk with

program razors through calculations

it for the obvious reason is

in real-time. But. The landscapes are

JAGUAR DEMO
GOODMAN - GF67

This optimistically baldly titled demo
shows promotional pictures of jaguar

games and plays a tune. Later, there's
a scrolling

Qeotech,
scape

a

:*%*

randomly created, rather than you
loading them in or painstakingly
reproducing them with the
^
aid of the fascinatingly

land

genera

tor. After

. S, i ; l » « « -

colonial 1861 edi^

w---.

tion

of

the

Young

Victo

rian's

Wonder

Atlas, which blud-

geoningly limits its use.
Almost as pointless as the
automatic stereogram thing, but
not quite; it's prettier.

• I fs almost as

If a slice of planet
had bean served up In a

STF RATING 11%

terribly peculiar restaurant.

• Two pictures of Tiny Toon Adventures merging, yesterday. The show's on ITV,
Wednesdays, at a quarter to five. Watch it. or we'll come round and hurt you.

THE ST FORMAT PD DIRECTORY
5DG « 0232 672338

FLOPPYSHOP, PO Box 273, Aberdeen
AB9 8SJ w 0224 312756

Tilehurst, Reading, Berkshire RG3 SAN

CALEDONIA PDL 250 Oldtown Road,
Hilton, Inverness IV2 4PT

A-ONLINE ATARI CEC, 1229 East

•b 0463 225736

Mohawk Avenue, Tampa, FL 33604 USA

GL-PD 62 Colwyn Ave, Winch Wen,

t* 0734 452416

Swansea SA1 7EJ v 0792 799762
GOODMAN PDL, 16 Conrad Close,

TOWER PD, PO Box 40, Thornton

Beckham, Kent BR3 4SF

DIGITAL DISK.Steve Hill,85 Ceres
Road,Plumstead,London SE18 1HL
ELECTRIC PDL, 457 Burncross Road,
Burncross, Sheffield S30 4SE

•a 081 778 00844

•a ttJAi 466560

Trent, Staffs ST3 1SW • 0782 335650

ATARI USER GROUP(SCOTLAND),
9/3 North Hillhousefield, Edinburgh EH6

EMERALD CITY, PO Box 28,

LAPD, PO Box 2, Heanor, Derbyshire

Southhants S09 7HS « 0703 672577

DE75 7YP" 0773 761944

MAGNETIC FIELDS, PO Box 118,
Preston, Lanes PR2 2AW

ommends any of them in any way. If
you run a library not listed here and

Stirchley, Birmingham B30 2QE

FALCON OWNERS GROUP, 10 Oak
Drive, Portishead, Bristol, Avon
BS20 8QS * 0275 843241

* 0772 881190

» 021 458 4345

FaST CLUB, 2 Broadway, Nottingham

wish to be included, or if you want to
amend anything, send details and your
latest catalogue to: PD Library Direc

•b 010 813 237 1656

AQUILA, 190a Mackenzie Road,

4HU-B-031 553 1288

AWF PDL, 123 Hazelwell Crescent,

TST

it 010 3178 172 879

Kent ME2 4TW w 0634 710788

16/32 PDL, 173 High Street, Strood,

RIVERDENE PDL, 30a School Road,

Cleveleys, Blackpool FYS 3PH

Meir Hay Estate, Longton, Stoke on

BUYER BEWARE
Any library included here does not
imply that ST FORMAT endorses or rec

BLYTHE PDL, Copes Farm, Withington,

NG11 1PS-=0602 410 241FERDY

MERLIN PD, UGrange Close,
Minchinhampton, Stroud,

Leigh, Stoke on Trent, Staffs ST10 4PU

BLASET,Halleyweg 114,3318 CP

Glos GL6 9DF « 0453 882793

tory, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,

CHAOS PD « 0296 89059

Dordrecht, The Netherlands

PD4U, 4 Sintonville Avenue, Belfast, BT5

Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.
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Fiv/ii -a **o: I
MORE THAN JUST A

I

PD. LIBRARY

Endorsed by the ATARI HELPLINE U.K.
GAMES

ATARI HELPLINE

Tel: 031 332 9323
If you can't get through then
leave a message with us!

J STE ONLY

~JK

GAMES

STE-1 8

Lobolomy Invaders

STE-19
STE-25
STE-50

Blat- Falling bricks game
Grandad &the Holy Vest
Operation Garfield
MUSIC

MUS-21
STE-23

Hi-Fi Dreams: 8 original tracks
U.LM: 8 more original tracks

STE-42

Hi-Fi Dreams II: 10 tracks

STE-45

Heavy Killers: 10 NEW tracks

STE-46

CD Player: plays MOD files

STE-49

Dynamite: Superb stereo tracks

STE-21
STE-24

Grotesque: Brilliant [1 MEG]
Brain Damage: 2 disk set £3.00

STE-28

The Brutal Techno Demo

STE-31
STE-32
STE-44

Relapse: 3 diskset £4.50
The Edge of Panic
TheCorporationMegademo

STE-48

The Astro Demo

DEMO's

GAM-53

T2

Under Berkwood: Excellent

Arcade Maze/Adventure

GAM-59 Games Galore II: Dungeonz,
Grav, Maze, Life & 2 others

GAM-79

Violence: greatshoot-em-up

GAM-85

Mutant Camel + Llamatron

GAM-97

HP/Refills (Twin)

Price Breakthrough, only £4.99 per kit

Diablo, Missile Command,
Slalom, Pacman & 6 others

GAM-105 Advanced D & Dragons
GAM-114 World Boxing Champion
GAM-115 League Soccer Simulation
GAM-120 Mystic Well: DM Clone

GAM-127 Black Dawn: Mind Blowing
Graphic Adventure/Puzzle
GAM-133 Outrageous Fortune: Brill
Shareware BrainTeaser

J MIXED BAG IE
MXB-08

Prog Packer, Ramdisk, Clock,

boggling fun +2

MXB-18
MXB-19
MXB-23

MXB-26

MXB-27
MXB-30

* inc p&p excludes ail offers*

,

MXB-32
MXB-33
MXB-34

MXB-35

ART &GRAPHICS^
GRA-01
GRA-03

Energy4 U: 5 DANCE trax
Megarave 3: long rave track.
Jonesy's Disk: 18 this that can be
played via Quartet.
Playing with Knives: Brill extra
long DANCE track.
Synth Dreams: 16 tracks

TK

PSS Special: for all PSS k/b's
32 track Seq.+ 4 other progs.
Librarian: CZ & DX patch &
Library programs.
Accompianist: latest version
Composer Seq., Midisend + 2.

Recording Studio Utilities

MID-17
MID-20

Sys ExKit: 1300k+ of progs
designed to work with System
Exclusive (Roland/Yamy) kbs.
2 Disk Set-£3.00
Midimix: 7 MIDI utilities
MIDI files 1: over 70 music files
some for midi instruments.
25 older hits in MIDI files

MID-22
MID-24
MID-25
MID-28

Dr T's Omega II Demo

Master Doodle: Excellent first

GAMES RACK

4.5 MEG

£7.99

EDUCATION

4.5 MEG

£7.99

GRA-17

timeart package.
PAD: superb Hi-res art prog.

BUSINESS

4.5 MEG

£7.99

GRA-29

ArtUtilities: 18 utils, packers

ADVENTURE

4.5 MEG

£7.99

converters, viewers & editors

SOUND

7 D/S disks

£8.99

GRA-30

JIL 2D: qualitydrafting prog.

MIDI PACK

4.5 MEG

£7.99

GRA-35

Neo Tutor: as a Neochrome user

ART PACK

4.5 MEG

£7.99

CUPART

4.5 MEG

£7.99

UTILITIES

4.5 MEG

£7.99

MEGA-PACK

14MEG £22.99

Paintpot: professional art prog.

ENGLISH version 1MEG

you will greatly benefitfrom this

Award Certificates!!

GRA-37
GRA-26

tutorial.
Art Utilities 2: another batch of
those useful little files.
Crackart: Still the best PD art

£7.99

NTRACKER

any 5 disks
any S disks

DEMO RACK

any 5 disks

£7.99

STE PACK

Protracker for ST & STE

Powermonger/Timetrap/

J

Stun Runner/Time Soldier
Shadow + player
TRAX-45

ST/E Trackers with 10 Rave style
trax inc. Bells/Nrain

TRAX-51

Axel f/Dance-it/Megamix

TRAX-52

Number 1/x2 Remix
Commando/Pushit/Freshouse

TRAX-64
TRAX-60

Scoopex/STK/Mblasf + 3
Tracker& player utilities
Acid Dance/Ride me baby/
Equinoxe VIII + 2 others
FONTS

JZ

f

♦PRINTING PRESS^ A

Prints, labels, Cards, Posters, Flyersetc.

ENGLISH VERSION

EDU-04
EDU-07

now available

P-Press &Supporton one compressed disk

only £2.75
CLIP ART
CLP-02

J

JI

Scrolls 1: decorative banners

CLP-07

Viz: favourite Viz characters

CLP-08

Geriatrics Sex Guide: justfor fun
extracts from the book in clip-art
format.

CLP-11
Disney, Ghostbusters& more
We have a large selection of Calamus,
CLP-34/5/6 Weddings: 3 DiskSet £4.50
Pagestream & Gem fonts available plus some CLP-37
Holidays: 36 screens in theme.
fonteditors. Unfortunately, space does not
CLP-38
Kitchen Things: utensils, herbs+
allow us to listthem here so please send for a CLP-30/32
Religious: 2 disk set £3.00
catalogue ortelephone for more information. CLP-54
Big Mac: superb MACclip art
Our staffwill be nappy to give you more
with reviewer/converter.
details.

EDUCATION

:p

Bodyshop, Kidstory, Kidpublish
The History File: Historical
adventure using digitised pics

EDU-31
EDU-34
EDU-35
EDU-45
EDU-46

3 disks compressed to 1.
Master Time: an excellent way to
learn digital& 'hand' time.
Playtime: 6 in one play &learn
lorthe veryyoung *NOT STE*
Magic Spell: oges 6-11, uses
speech &animation.
Espanol; Spanish Verb Tutor
Chunnel: English/French-French/
English translator/game.
UTT: the Ultimate Typing Tutor.
Chemistry Set: for older students.
Geography, Chemistry, Braille.
Animal Magic: kids of all ages.
Basic Chemistry: GCSE A,B,C.

EDU-36

Math-Mix: advanced math ie,

EDU-21
EDU-24
EDU-27
EDU-29
EDU-30

BUS-02

ST Writer Elite: Word Pro

BUS-06
BUS-08

OPUS: Excellent Spreadsheet
Corner Shop video

BUS-10

Astubank: One of the better

BUS-11

Home Financeprogs.
DJ Drivers: need a driver for your

BUS-12

utilities. 2 disk set £3.00
Fastbase: best PD Database.

BUS-16

VCR Doctor: VCR diagnostic

Inkjet? Over 30 drivers and

BUS-17

Printing Press

BUS-1 8
BUS-33
BUS-34

Printing PressSupport
Fontykit: superb Font Editor
Sales Control: professional stock
and invoicing system

BUS-36
BUS-37

Newsletter Maker
Letters: 80 form letters and a
Word Pro + 8000 word Diet.

BUS-38

C.O.M.P: Compact Office
Management System
Financier & Accountability

BUS-39

Disk Storage boxes from

£5.99

Mouse Mats from

£1.99

Joysticks from

£4.99

Dust Covers from ..................£3.99

Mouse (290DPI)
Anti-glare Screen Filter
Copy Holder

£11.99
£14.99
£2.99

J'stick/Mouse ext. leads

£3.99

HARD DRIVE DEALS - POA

We also supply a full range of products
from these companies
Compo, ZZ Soft,

ST Club, Care,
System Solutions

24 HOUR HOTLINE
You can now place
orders/enquiries on this
number at any time of the day or night

£7.99

package around.
TRAX-47
TRAX-37

BUSINESS

0272 412021

GRA-22

GRA-15

Award Maker: Make your own

^TRACKERS &MODsJ <

MUS-29
MUS-31
MUS-71

GRA-14

Banner Maker

C Tutor: A self teaching aid for
the 'C Language

P&P2:6moretrax*STE*
Hardcore Dancefloor: FIVE
DANCE tracks *NOT STE*

Picswitch: pix View/Convert
Big Print: produce a 16"xl 1"
or 32 "x 22" posterfrom NEO/
Degas pics (DotMatrix)
Ani-ST: animation package

Print Master Accessories,

Monopoly + a Disk Magazine
Mono Emulator, Astronomy,
Geography + 7 others

MUS-23
MUS-28

ANY 11 disks in a Library Case
£12.99

Death of a President: A

photographic/audio database of
a 'Dayin Dallas' 3 disks £4.50
Planetarium: for Stargazers

Peeks & Pokes: 6 reallygood
original tracks.

MID-12
MID-15

GAM-208 3D Soccer

Disk Mechanic, ST Initialise

Crossword, File Selector, Zap
MOD player + 4 others

Hi Fi Dreams: 8 great trax

MID-01
MID-09
MID-10

GAM-180 Magic Tomb
GAM-1 81 Combat: 6/afanfbutgood
Operation Wolfclone

Snapshot, Drivetrack + 9 more
Professional Astrology
Vienna Street Plan

MUS-21

MUS-22

MIDI

Virus Killer + 6 others
MXB-10

V8 Music System: 99 chiptunes
Megamix: Like a prayer

MUS-77

GAM-159 Psycho Pig U: 2 disk set £3.00
GAM-164 Mono 4: Minigolf, Miner,
Invaders, Zarge & 2 others
GAM-166 Nirvana: Egyptian Platform
GAM-168 Three Realms of Suspicion
GAM-170 Soccer Management Sim.

s.

IP

MUS-04
MUS-10

GAM-153 Daylight Robbery: Arcade quality platform game with
some unique differences
MUS-72
GAM-156 Mr Tiler &Apprentice: zany mind

^PD STARTER PACK UN

+ £1 P&P

on FULL
PACKS)
1 disk
2 disks
3 disks
4 disks

MUSIC

1 MEG VERSIONS

GAM-173 Bio Hazard

NEW PRODUCT
Twin refills for inkjet printers

FREE DISKS
When you spend OVER £9
PRICE Library Disks (exc.
Over £9.00 choose any
Over £18.00 choose any
Over £28.00 choose any
Over £40.00 choose any

FRHE
C A T A L O G CJE
&
SOFTWARE
with all new orders

without order, please send £1.00
or Blank disk + SAE

POSTAGE
United Kingdom
50p per order over £5.00

Inside E.E.C. 15p per disk
Sundries 50p per item
Outside E.E.C. 50p per disk
Sundries £1.00 per item

HOW TO PAY
By Cheque or Postal Order to the address
- bottom left - or Credit Card by Phone

Algebra, Geometry &Trig.

WARPZONE PDL, 53 Ropewalk, River St, St Judes, Bristol BS2 9EG Tel:
0272 412021
Fax: 0272 553758

REVIEW

\j|

RAYTRACING

A familiar story. Maths
meets art, maths loses

art, maths finds art

again and settles down
Raytracing is a hugely powerful
mathematical process that cre
ates some of the most realistic

and magical images you are ever

going to see on your ST - the results
can be incredible. The Persistence of

Vision raytracer (POV) has long been
regarded as the one of the best ray
tracing packages available on any
computer and this version takes its
images even closer to reality.

changed. The descriptions of your
scenes are written out as text files and

passed over to the rendering pro
gram. It may seem weird, but you
write your pictures as a text file using
a word processor. The objects within
the picture are described using a sim

POV is not well known for its

ple sort of pro
gramming
lan
guage - mastering

initial friendliness and this hasn't
• POV has a wide range of basic
shapes, with a clever bit of juggling

this

almost any shape is possible

leads

to

the

and the scene files

*POV has long been

regarded as the one

incredible pictures.

of the best

comes

on

available on

zipped files includ
ing huge amounts

any computer"

floppy
does

disk.
come

ory. You need
1MByte minimum
to run it and ren

der simple scenes,

of documentation,
code

one

raytracing packages in handy is mem

three disks full of

source

whole show from
What

The ST incarna
tion

are quite small,
you can run the

and

scenes ready to render. Your fi
is to print out the manual,
won't get far without it an

you'd have to be the memory
man himself to read it on

screen and digest it all. Now

you start to wonder if it's all
a good idea; the manual is •
huge. Luckily you don't •
need

to

learn

all

of

it •

straight away, getting simple i
scenes
together
is easy
enough once you've grasped
the basics.

You don't need a hard i

run POV, the actual progra

SO WHAT IS RAYTRACING WHEN IT'S AT HOME?
At the heart of raytracing there are
some terribly complicated mathemat
ical equations. It works by taking a
three dimensional model you have
defined as text in a script file, includ

ing light sources and the viewing

M

ST
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position, and calculating where all
the rays of light from each picture
element comes from. If a ray inter
sects with an object then the paths to
your light sources are checked to see
how much light there is and where

it's coming from. It takes into account
the reflective and refractive nature of

any objects as well as the surface tex
ture and colour.

For the technically advanced POV
2 comes with the complete source

code in C. Understanding it, let alone
modifying it, is a job for experts.
Most of us want to leave the pro
gramming end of POV well alone and
concentrate on understanding the
script files.

RAYTRACING

REVIEW

I CAN'T SEE ANYTHING!
While POV is working the screen is
full of static text. At first it looks like

nothing is happening. Don't panic,
right at the bottom of the screen it
tells you how many lines of your pic
ture have been rendered so far, each
line can take many minutes so you've

all finished the picture is written
straight to your disk drive.
To see the results of your, and
your ST's, hard work you need to use
a separate graphics program to look
at the rendered pictures. POVoutputs
in 24-bit colour, that's 16.7 million

short break in the Lake District for

colours. Obviously to view the image
as is you need a beefy graphics card.

the more complex scenes. When it's

Fear not, even a standard STFM can

got time to throw a party or take a

dratics and hyper-

and

boloids.

comes with a num

You

can

also use construc

tive solid geome
try to define your
shapes - a rather
nasty
bit
of
maths.

Each

object has its sur
face
properties
defined including
colour,

uPOV has some very

powerful shapes

built-in including
blob, toruses,

quadratics and

again,

reflective properties and more. You
can also map pictures onto objects.

this means you need to pass program

The degree of control over your

size of the output file, to the program
as you run it. Using a CLI (Command
Line Interface), makes the process
easy enough, you can create batch
files with your settings and just pass
across the file names. It's the rough
end of things, no neat file selector

a buzz looking at one of your render
ings for the first time, you can never
be quite sure what's going to come

boxes and menus here.

out at the end of it.

example files need two, four or even
more MBytes. To render the really

league, it's very comprehensive
indeed. The range of textures
includes metals, lots of different types
of stone and wood as well as leopard

heavy-duty scenes you need silly

skin and other more esoteric stuff.

There are three versions of the

Anything that isn't there you can
define yourself.

program, one for STs, one for Atari
machines with an 68030 processor

stored in include files and used again

parameters, such as the name and

machines with an 68030 and a maths

complex

ones

need

to

be

Standard

definitions

can

be

left

results can be extraordinary, you get

If you're serious about raytrac
ing then POV is the ultimate program,
if you just want to tinker then some
thing simpler might be in order. The
lack of any graphical modelling is
frustrating if you're not used to it.
You need to think in 3D - using num
bers rather than simply looking at the
screen. If you can hack the program
ming and the frustration of learning,

rendering machine.

then POV gives results beyond any

POV can be ordered from any
good Public Domain library. It isn't

other program.

position, all you need to know is that
you can use it without hassle.

Don't expect any instant mira
cles, POV is definitely one for the ded
icated. Using the script files is
unwieldy at first and it's easy to leave
a bracket out or put it in the wrong
place and have to comb through your
file looking for it. Get it right and the

CHRIS LLOYD

POV 2
Available from any good
PD library

Highs
™ Unsurpassed quality of
final pictures.
Incredible amount of
control over 3D model.

It's virtually free.
Lows

Strictly no-frills interface.
Difficult at first.

What else?

for

co-processor such as the TT. The big
difference, of course, is speed, even
simple scenes take an hour, more

the

The POV render

long document detailing the legal

one

and

ing program itself

PD, the copyright remains with the
authors, but you are free to use it
without any Shareware fee. There is a

and

24-bit

to use.

with it and you soon find yourself at
the cutting edge of computer graph
ics - POV is a frighteningly powerful

Falcon

between

Falcon's 16-bit display takes close
examination to spot.

textures and stan

although some of them need a
14MByte Falcon before they behave.
A good way to learn the tricks of the
trade is to take a peek at them to see
how they are put together. Persevere

the

ference

dard shapes ready

script files supplied, ready to render

as

49 - see page 94 if you missed it. Fal
con owners get even better, the dif

POV

There are over a hundred POV

such

ery to put thousands of colours on
screen at once. It was on Cover Disk

is a TTP (TOS
Takes Parameters),

texture,

things that puts POV into the big

amounts of RAM.

which uses raster and interface trick

ber already worked
out for you includ
ing files of colours,

hyperboloids"

objects and surfaces is one of the

the more complex pictures get, the
more memory you need. Many of the

get an excellent representation using
a clever program called Photochrome,

WHAT'S NEW?
Version 2 of POV offers loads

of enhancements, many are

Automatic bounding slabs for
faster rendering

• Xenomorph, STF 93% £79,
16/32 Systems s 0634
710788, easy to use
Tenderer with

graphical

j

academic to the new user

• Background colouring.

interface, lacks the

but make it faster and more

• Improved anti-aliasing.

raw

overnight. The ST comes out surpris
ingly well, nearly as fast as the aver

realistic. Penumbral shadows

age 386 PC.

are a welcome addition,

Right, now you are ready to get
the reflective ball rolling. The objects
in the pictures are built from primitive
shapes, spheres, cubes and the like.
POV has some very powerful shapes
built-in including blob, toruses, qua-

previously the sharpness of
raytraced shadows often
gave an unrealistic look to
renderings. Improvements to
POV include;

• Mandelbrot pigment texture.
• Phong shaded heightfields.
— Smoother bezier curves.

Soft penumbral shadows.
Total internal reflection for more
realistic refraction.

power of

POV but is

very flexible.
InShape, STF 85%

10°/

£149, CGS

ComputerBild
s 081 6797307, tasty
renderer with extensive

modelling section, only
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_tLA\_V A J
How your ST, a fax modem and
Straight Fax! more than equals your
common facsimile machine
I n today's fast modern world,
everything either needs to be
done with great urgency or it
should have been done half an

File

Edit

6ener.il Prefer

1

SoundEffects

hour ago. Thank goodness for the

commonplace, it's hard to remember
they were once a novelty. At a few
hundred quid a go, you're not likely
to find them in many domestic situ
ations. However, more computer

m
n

much Cover Paae

a

fl

Auto Close HindoHS

•

1

Tine Fomat

THE STRAIGHT FACTS

1 Dau-Knnth-Ycar I
la Hour

•a*

Schedule the times of trans

mission or reception of faxes.
Sends a fax document to up
to 100 destinations at a time.

1

ssn f

Both fine and normal resolu

tion fax modes possible.

T^r

Sends
and

• There are plenty of features to
tinker with in Straight Fax! 2 and its

Direct support for images
scanned either by hand or

suit your needs exactly.

flatbed scanners.

Each fax document can be up
to 255 pages in length.

t FAX Phone List! IH:\S1FBX.PI

Calamus,

That's Write

PageStreqm
2/3 docu

ments as faxes.

many options can be configured to

buffs are going in for comms communicating via their modems
with services like CompuServe, or

Supports Atari clipboard stan
dard and alternative Desktops.

Fax! supports speeds of 2,400
to 14,400 baud send and

. iTn-tnn—
BBl-bbb BIBi

. Blsa-en07B7___

STF's own Bulletin Board Service.

JCR_EURBP£ U0_

Many newer modems now have fax
capabilities, so you can use them to

SOFTWARE IEEHH010GY UO

Has SpeedoGDOS driver for
newer programs such as

. gi81-aie-aid-lMB_
SI-flPPLICRTIOHS

SI-F0PJ1RT

,

SYS1EH SQLUIIDHS^

. aai-ua-aeaa
. aaai-esajer
. B7?s-t65iai

AtariWorks.

. IBl-CM-Oai—

Uses all

versions of GDOS,

prints faxes to any printers
supported by GDOS.

_ BJl-aF.3-0B17_

send and receive faxes in addition

Imports text as ASCII, 1st

BUses mono Degas, Degas Elite,

to

Word, 1st Word Plus and Word

GEM metafile and also uses

their traditional uses. You do

require suitable software though, and
that's where Straight Fax 2 comes in.
Send me a FAX

This American program claims to be
among the most advanced and
friendly fax software available, and it
runs on any ST, STE, TT or Falcon
machine with a minimum of 1MByte

of RAM and is provided on a doublesided disk.

• All your important contacts can be
is very easily edited and sorted.

GEM screen with all operations

and improved facilities, like the ability

accessed by clicking on drop-down
menus or via function keys.

to run as a Desk Accessory.

Beforeyou use it, Straight Fax! 2
has to personalised with your name
and address by running the Installa
tion program provided on the disk.
You are advised to make a back-up of
the master disk first, which is not

copy protected.
The installation process checks
which version of TOS your system
has, then ensures the correct patch is

put into your Autofolder to deal with

__STFBX__FU^Ed^JJlsc

the ST's flow control problems. You

Page PreFcrew

chose what drive and partition to
Pag, Heading;

place Straight Fax! 2 onto, and
although a hard drive is not essential,

Heaping
Page Hiwoer
Failed Pagea'

it certainly makes life easier.
LBrtl D.SB le

lab Width:

Right: B.!5 in

1

Verdict

So how do you send a fax? Unlike a
I Before you use the program you

should go through the Preferences
menus and select the appropriate

settings, the manual guides you.

ST
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I STraight Fax! 2 presents a standard

software, adding many refinements

The manual is a smart 148 page

the earlier and well-received vl of the

PCX images

accessed from the phone list, which

A5 sized manual which describes all

its operations in detail. It supersedes

•

before you send 'em.

The 12 most important bits
of Straight Fax! 2 s
specification

T Full Phone List 1

Date Fornat

similar machine at the other end.
The use of fax is now so

many common ST files into faxes and preview them

mac

1

fax! It enables you to send copies
of any document via the phone
line so they arrive instantly on a

I An "Import to Fax" feature enables you to convert

conventional

facsimile

machine,

which has to optically scan your doc
ument and convert it to digital infor
mation prior to sending it down the

wire, Straight Fax! accepts your docu
ments in their original disk-bound
state. So if you have a page of, say,
7st Word text, without it ever being
printed out or actually existing as a
"real" document, the program con
verts it directly into fax format and
transmits it via your modem to any
fax machine. Click on send fax, and

your file selector appears, find the file
you want to transmit, it can be ASCII,
1st Word, or some graphic formats.
Decide where you want to send it,
the fax number you want is just one
of up to 100 phone numbers you can
store in Straight Fax! 2's phone list,
just click on your number and away
goes your fax. Easy peasy!
Straight Fax! 2 is instant, much
cheaper than sending a letter, and
you can fax them, but they can't fax
you - unless you want them to!
PETER CRUSH

Straight
Fax!
£89.95, or £26 to

upgrade from vl
System Solutions
rr 081 693 3355

Highs
You can make it what

you like.
Fast and easy to use.
Good upgrade
from vl.

Lows
~ A bit expensive.
What else?
There's no real

competition.

+

,3%

QUILL

A new, easy to use, freehand
drawing program that's as
versatile as pen and ink
I f you're into sketching, hand-let
tering or cartooning on your ST,
and especially if you own the
Tabby Graphics Tablet (reviewed in

STF issue 54), Quill is the program for
you. Written by the author of the
Tabby software, it's a vector graphics
sketching and tracing program with
an unusual approach.
Unlike normal vector programs,
Quill only has one main tool - the
nib. Instead of the picture being built
from vector objects, it stores each
image as a series of "nib strokes." If
you enlarge the image, the nib is
rescaled and Quill redraws the picture
at the higher magnification, produc

ing smooth results
at any size. The
pen nib can be
reshaped to your
own design, and
even striped to
give some interest
ing effects. Zoom

ing into your work

When you're finished, hit the Space

bar to stop - it really is that simple!
Each pen stroke is held in memory
separately, so you can delete single
ones, or pick them up and move

• The pen nib can be resized, squeezed

them around if you fluffed half way

ily. If you're a Tabby owner who likes
to produce sketches in a normal art
package, Quill is invaluable. The
smooth vector graphics combined
with the intuitive pen use produces
far better results than anything else

through writing.
So what's it for?

The manual describes Quill as a tool

for producing hand lettering, car
toons and sketches. With a single
screen and one drawing tool, it looks
under-powered at first, but after five
minutes doodling with it you realise
how handy it is. The latest version
enables you to draw with the mouse,

^^^^^

but

"The pen nib can be

Quill

really

finds

its

niche

when

used

we've seen.

reshaped to your

the Tabby. Using
the tablet, pen

design, and even

strokes

striped to give some end up looking
interesting effects" exactly as if you'd
drawn them on
paper - a feat hard

rescales the image automatically
without any loss of quality. You're not
stuck with set zoom levels either -

keep on going until you have the part
you want to view closely.
Quill is as easy to use as a "real"
pen and paper. A single window with
a work area is displayed, and a click

on the pen icon starts your drawing.

tion at all.

much closer to traditional art tech

Used with the mouse, Quill is capable
of good results. If you have a Tabby,

niques than just using a mouse. Ifyou
draw on paper then scan the pictures

it's absolutely brilliant. At such a low
price, Quill fills a gap we didn't even

with a hand scanner, it gives you

know was there until now. Give your

smoother, cleaner results - and you
can chop and change them at will.
Saving and loading images is
where Quill seems strange at first

graphics and DTP a human touch

but can't export in any of the stan
dard vector formats. This might seem
a little bizarre for a vector program,
until you try it. Quill exports images in
IMG bit-image format, as used by
almost every DTP system or word

and effortless, and

tion is as easy as
dragging a rubber band box over the
area you want to magnify, and it

more polished they look. Since you
can go back to Quill and re-do the
IMG at any size you need, the lack of
vector graphic export isn't a limita

with Quill.
FRANK CHARLTON

glance - it saves its own .QV format,

fast

for close examina

this cartoon face.

Verdict

Quill and Tabby, combined, are

with

are

nd rotated to simulate a real quill,

Here we're striping the nib used to prod uce

processor,

to achieve with a mouse at the best
of times. A testament as to how fluent

but

which

can't

be

rescaled without loss of quality. Quill
gets round this niftily by giving you
the power to choose the exact size
and resolution of your IMG file before
you save it. The pen nib is enlarged
and the image is recreated in mem
ory, then saved as a bitmap.
By doing this you can produce
IMG files of the same graphic in lots
of sizes, and the bigger they get, the

the pen strokes are is to sign your
name - with no practice at all, we
produced lettering in just a few min
utes which was amazing - it looked
just like pen writing on paper.
It's not just for simple signa
tures though. If you're handy with a
set of calligraphy pens you should be
able to produce stunning results eas-

Quill
£29.95 CGS v 081 6797307

Any ST, TT, Falcon (Falcon
80-column Mode)

Highs
• Runs as an Accessory
or program.

Neater than scanning
hand-drawn images.
Fast and simple to use.
Lows
Can't mix nibs

within drawings.
Not so useful

without a Tabby.
What else?

— Nothing - it's
unique!

SIGN OIM THE DOTTED LINE
Quill's manual suggests starting
with an easy task like signing your
name. Here's how it's done
NWfltJtfc Flip

HI-Ma,

Sort

Ettport existing emport area as bit mage

OpHi

-Inage output

File enport:

®WG

O nogniricotlon

OTIF

144

X

®

Width

15.II cn

O

Height

88.27 cn

Resolution uert
horiz

38b) DPI
388 DPI

| EHPDBT I | 1'fllSil | | EhII J

• Once you're happy with your signature, click on
sing a standard nib, just sign your name as
you would with a pen and paper. Remember the

image is vector-based, so don't worry if it looks a
little rough at first.

EXPORT to save a standard IMG file. Quiff

enables you to decide what resolution to save
as, and here we're using the 300dpi setting to
produce a big, bold image.

• The finished IMG loaded into an art package,
which came out at 1,771 by 976 pixels. Quiff
scaled the vector image before saving, so the
signature is beautifully smooth even at this
huge size.
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QUARTET

DIGITAL
MANIPULATION
Quartet is complemented by a

handy digital processing
utility program. Clive Parker
uses the Digital Filter
software to manipulate
samples for use with Quartet
Y o u should have created
Filtering samples
your first Quartet tunes

:::::••:

suffer from hisses and crackles,

you can eliminate these noises
by using the filters in Digital.
Low pass filtering removes
high frequency sounds from a
sample without affecting the
low frequency sounds they are
passed through. A low pass fil
ter gets rid of excess hissing
and noise from a sample. It
takes time to get samples to
sound exactly right using filters
but the results are worth the

trouble. To use low pass filters
in Digital, select the LoPASS
button and enter the frequency.
High pass filtering works in
a similar way but eliminates
low frequency sounds, only

high frequencies are passed
through the filter. Removing
low frequency sounds elimi
nates problems caused by drift
in
sampling hardware. Use
the HiPASS button in the Digi
tal software.

sets on last month's Cover Disk,

now you can start to build your

FILE SELECTOR

Selection: ACIBCLI!2,fl«ltj
13tiff'I,,' -S'lii ;r~~?i.t.^{^;,r.:;™;;~7TT7T

S BASS
ACID1
.AVR
ACIDCLIK.AVR

AW

ALIEH
.AVR
ALIGATOR.AVR
ARH!
.AVR
BALAKCE .AVR

mwotct: lb.Binfc

town : j i.Bto
mutiw : i B.8|«t

NoRd2

uses

systems and

make new voice sets using the
sound samples supplied, create a

high

completely new voice set using the
samples on the Cover Disk or use
samples you have made yourself

Using Digital you can work on
samples up to 40K in size on a
512K ST or up to 64K in length on
an ST with 1MByte or more of
memory. Instrument samples are
almost always less than one sec
ond long, so Quartet itself only
uses samples up to 32K in length.
Almost any kind of sound
sample can be loaded into Digital

the file. Select the Excess button

Getting digital
You can use the Digital program to
load and manipulate any kind of
sound sample and save it in the
AVR format used by Quartet and

for conversion including .SAM,
.SPL and .SND files, they are not
always loaded correctly because
the way the data is stored in the file

ically loads correctly because the

other

You can even use sounds created

or "borrowed" from other sources.

If you are going to use "foreign"
samples then you need to be able
to convert them to Quartet's AVR

sample format, you can do this
using the Digital program.

Microdeal

sound

software.

versions - DIGITAL.PRG for colour

DIGITALM.PRG for

resolution

systems -

they

both work in exactly the same way.

varies between different formats.

on PCs and Apple Macs. If you
have a non-AVR sample you want
to load there are a couple of ways
you can change the setup of the
Digital software to help you import

and load the sample, when it has
loaded select the Play button. If the
sound is distorted so much that

it is unrecognisable then select the
2sC0MP button and load the sam

ple again. This time you should
be able to play back the sound
without any problems. Any sample
with an .AVR file extender automat

Digital detects the information in
the file header.

After you have imported a

"foreign" sound sample you may
notice that there is a clicking sound
at the start of the sample, this is
caused by the redundant header
information of the sample being
played as part of the actual sound.
To get rid of this unwanted data
you must cut the sample using
the sample markers at each end of
the main display window. The
marker at the left of the window

spectrum

denotes the start of the sample
and the one on the right marks
the end of the sample, use the

Anharmonic

tend to corrupt the start and the end noisy samples, select the NoRd2

reduction, select five per cent

of samples, so you may have to use the button to reduce frequencies
Cut option to clean it up afterwards.
between the harmonics.

for really noisy samples and one
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we gave you with the program and

The program is supplied in two

• Selecting NoRdl gives you a

ISSUE
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I Cancel I

single file.

Suppression to filter around the esti
mated note and its subharmonics. Both • Anharmonic Suppression is
of these methods of noise reduction another way to clean up your

FORMAT

ADjJAJLi

I

I Load up your first sample, click on the ADD button and then select your
second sample. When they are merged together you can save them as a

towards zero using a range of three
thresholds.

T

ii

own voice sets so you can create
your own unique music.
There are several ways to
build up your voice sets, you can
either edit the existing voice sets

vated by the IMoRdl and NoRd2 buttons.
NoRdl reduces noise by adjusting small
frequency

I

3fc

:

two methods of noise reduction, acti

the

\

1271
ftni

If you have a sample that is really hissy
and noisy then you can try the back
ground smoothing options. Digital has

in

_0_

.AVR

SOOTHING SMOOTHING

values

-..: |

Directory:
F:\aUARTET\SAMPLES\*,*

by now using the voice
Many samples you get from a
PD library or create yourself

r:.-i=.

choice of three levels of noise

per cent for not quite so noisy.

mouse to move the markers to the

position

you

want.

When

you

select the CUT button all data out

side the marker is lost, the data
between the markers is

retained.

QUARTET

::n-f—

|

»»-«

MASTERCLASS'

EXPLORING THE DIGITAL FILTER
Using the Digital Filter software is

r—t Disk
Disk functions:
fu

simple, the main screen
screen is
is split
split up into
into
simple,

samples to disk.
I I sample

Enables you to load and save

six main areas
:.,.

m

._,.

r*m*>: "TTne In tla-jt-Kl. frfjKKS- IBfc

1301 ;ii4M

eggp -jij)

PUT J

I

_L^JJUJ

»m^ aLJMlJ

*n^i!l am •rtf hmssJ khi|

-n i33i

ammiil «.ns$i umzJ

mm fli- ...,ic,i[

RJHj^^llJ^lL^UBjWl^KU

1 :•: 1

Secondary sample window: Dis
plays zoomed sections of the
sample or its frequency spectrum.

• Select the SET FREQN button to

alter the playback frequency of the
sample until it sounds correct.
fE.:EE

OICiTfiL FILTER V1.0 |

Main sample window: Displays
the complete sample in memory
as a graph.

'... |

J

Information:

Gives

Information

about the sample in memory and
current settings.
Frtq! 5tMH: I KHz

, L::

Mh

-L

Time functions:
Cutting and
zooming functions, set frequency

*E

^: --777]

m* :Sr ;:•%

*

Min WE] UFtSS] fcSHj

SUHFS^ BWSi HHll

ftmHCY. |16.9|khz »TIHE

LMt|JML

|iasniQTI]it»

and volume.

nfflMtt -Tifafi In s^le tra-jmcg: _lto [ft*!

i KHz

ADD A QUIT

jHtaTlm : i~8~4]«i
Frequency functions: Filtering and
frequency shifting functions.

.7,"T,i™

^T

rTf7l

%

• Select the SHIFT FREQN button to

change the sample rate frequency of
your sound, any changes you make

are saved with the sample.

Now save the data as an AVR for

mat sound sample ready to load
into Voices.

I

Playing around with sound

llW «ftl ill I I

If you want you can add samples

jgjgii

adding three slightly different gui

,'"1 Jgil

• Using the low pass filter in Digital

completely
different
samples
together to save memory - say a

enables you to combat the effects of

piano and a drum sample.
If you are going to add two
samples together make sure that
they have both been saved at the

highest frequency you can use is

same frequency and that they are
in AVR format. Load the longer file

they are not saved sequentially one

FREQN

after the other.

noise and hiss in a sample, the

the

new sound

is

added to the

sample in memory, the samples

The

answer

is

are merged together to form a sin
gle sample overlaying each other,

button and enter a

save your sample to disk, it is

saved at the new playback speed.
You can chop and change
samples in many ways to suit the
purposes of your music. Remem
ber, you are controlling what hap

new

be

higher values speeds it up. Keep
adjusting the frequency until it

cies, Quartet uses 16KHz as its
default setting, but imported sam
ples can be any frequency. It's a

sounds correct.

can

lower playback speeds you can
lose some sound quality. Now

it, if it doesn't then select the SET

caused by sounds you import
being sampled at differing frequen

problem

new frequency of the sample.
Enter the frequency you are going
to use for your voice sets and
press <Return>, the sample is con
verted to the new playback fre
quency. If you convert samples to

screen. Play your sample to make
sure it sounds exactly as you want

playback value - a lower value
slows the playback speed and a

Another

SHIFT FREQN button, a box
appears enabling you to enter the

to

played in the box on the left of the

half the sample frequency.

into Digital and then click on the
using the file selector and wait
while it loads. It's worth noting that

tings. When the mouse changes
back from the busy bee to the nor
mal pointer you can select the

to use for your voice set.
Load your sample into
Digital using the LOAD button, the
current playback frequency is dis

tar samples together or add two

ADD button, select the shorter file

be at the same frequency, if
they are different you can
get some strange effects
and your songs can sound
use the Digital software to
change the frequency of the
sample to the one you want

annnffwl Btfel
_I_ »w,i

",-

onds while Digital sorts itself out
and recalculates the current set

terrible.

13* Lqh-hss- filttr: i.Mfe BJ fttaj

together to build up a single sam
ple, you can create a chord by

good idea for all samples
contained in a voice set to

pens to

a sample and

how it

sounds, a bit of creative manipula
tion with your instrument samples

Now select the FREQN but

can make a world of difference to

ton, you have to wait a few sec

your Quartet songs, stf

CHANGING THE VOLUME OF YOUR SOUND SAMPLES
You may want to change the volume of some of your
samples to either give them more punch or to mellow
them slightly. Good sounds to make louder are drum and
J

bass samples, they can be much more effective if they are
slightly louder. Ifs just a matter of selecting the correct
option and entering a new volume setting

T

J
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fkwb«ct: :16.Btafe *
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,

Load your sample into Digital in the
usual way, the details about the file are
displayed in the boxes on the left of the

*^^^"*J —

Set uoltaie

snwtMrt

cai I ldwI'I

~gH| l*-HSSl Mill

—

—ty

iP-JSill Jjfl-1 JiMl
SETWlMl CBlmrlil
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SHIFT Faflaf liHSSl

I I To increase the sound level of your

Jsample select the SET VOLUME button.
After you select the volume option a

.MI.IIJJ

~~~| tgESSl

Blr.e'i

U T h e default volume level is 127, if this is

too high then change it to the level you
want and press <Return>. In the pic

screen. The current volume level is shown in

small dialog box appears where you enter the

we've changed the volume level from 88 to a

the second box from the bottom.

new level.

value of 100.
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lalogic Computers (U.K) Ltd
6 Ashway Centre

Mon-Fri 9am to 6.30pm Sat 9am to 5.00pm

crescent,

TEL: 081-546-9575

ston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH FAX/TEL: 081-541-4671

OFFICIAL ATARI REPAIR CENTRE

COMPUTERS • MONITORS
IEPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES

D40 ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE
chrome, Colour Monitors excludingcrtl.o.p.t

£59.95 I **>*•«
f delivery back by
£59.95

}

courier service

We pick up computers for repairs and memory upgrades for Next Day delivery

to us by Courier service for only £6.00 +VAT

lAEMORY UPGRADES
IARPET DEVELOPMENTS OFFICIiVL XTRA-RAM Deluxe INSTALLERS

*£59.95 520 STE to 1 Meg
£89.95 520 STEto 2 Meg
£139.95 520 STEto 4 Meg

F/STFM to 1 Meg
/STM/STF/STFM to 2.5 Meg
/STM/STF/STFM to 4 Meg

*£17.95
*£59.95
*£114.95

PROTAR PROFILE SERIES II HARD DRIVES
QUANTUM/MAXTOR MECHANISM WITH CACHE

Compatible withall ST/STF/STFM/STE/Mega ST/Mega STE/Falcon
50DC
120DC

£249.95
£319.95

Profile 170DC
Profile 240DC

£369.95
£479.95

• POA for Higher Range ofProfile Series II and SCSI Bare Drive

____^^

SCSI BARE QUANTUM HARD DRIVES
WITH CACHE
£149.95
£199.95

axtorl Mb

170Mb
240Mb

£269.95
£349.95

TM, STE, FALCON 030 COMPUTERS
e shall try to beat any genuine
Y.O
advertised Falcon prices
STE TOS-SWITCHER
with Hardware Switch

Solderless DIY Kit
STE TOS SWITCHER...£39.95 STE TOS ROMS...£39.95
STE TOS SWITCHER + 2.06 ROMS...£69.95

STFM TOS-SWITCHER
with Hardware Switch

S3*

Solderless DIY Kit
£79.95
including 2.06 ROMS

ACCESSORIES andEMUIATORS

3NITORS

STE/STFM Scart Lead

MITfiR

£129.95
including VAT
excluding delivery

solution Monochrome Monitor

>WER SUPPLIES
EPower Supplies (Service Exchange)

M/STE Power Supplies

'..

£29.95

;

£49.95

£14.95

STESTFM Lead toPhilips CM8833II £14.95
Philips CM8833 Dustcover
£6.95

10 BlankSony Disks

£9.95

10 Blank Unbranded Disks

Forget-me-Clock

£5.95

£19.95

Turin JoystickMlouse PortExtension Lead ...£5.95
£14.95
£4.95

ATSpeed 8

£134.95

Mouse Mat

ATSpeed C16

£199.95

Squik Mouse
: Dust Cover

£4.95

Pc Speed

£59.95

IDISK DRIVES
1 Meg 3.5' Internal Drive
High Density3.5' Internal Drive
High Density3.5" Internal Drive + Module

£44.95
£54.95
£79.95

MNTERS - HP310 / 510 / 550 Colour - POA
Allprices include VAT and NEXT DAY DELIVERY subject to availability
Fixed charge for repair does not include Disk Drive replacement & Keyboard
All prices subject to change without notice
We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair
Please allow 5 working davs for chegue clearance

VISA

PRINTER

REVIEW

B

HP DESKJET
520 PtiJj\J-T
Well, double my resolution,

• They may
be old and

familiar, but

Hewlett Packard have

using these
admittedly

launched yet another new

rather familiar

test pages

DeskJet! We check what's

does mean we
can compare

special about this inkjet machine
H e w l e t t Packard must be run

replaces

the

previous

DJ510 -

ning out of numbers, they

reviewed in STF 51. We reckoned that

have

DJ500,

was the best mono Deskjet that HP

DJ510 and now they've just launched
the new DeskJet 520! This printer

had ever produced, but the new

the

DJ310,

DJ520 is claimed to be even better.

All previous DeskJet
printers printed at a
resolution

300

ike with like

over the years!

of

dpi,

300x

but

HP

DJ520 follows on a

long
into draft or letter quality mode, carry
out test prints or load and eject paper
among other things. Connect the
printer to your ST with a standard
Centronics parallel printer lead.

claim the new model

DeskJet

looks

The

built-in

accommodate differ

feeder.

The

control

panel enables you to
switch the printer
• This is it. the
brand new DeskJet

520, looking for all
the world like a

For

printer. It's claimed by HP that this new

in the horizontal axis, but HP's

machine has Resolution Enhancement Tech

new D|520 machine gives you

nology,

600dpi in the vertical axis,

improve the look of laser printed material,

which means that your text

although the manual makes no specific refer
ence to it. This printer is so new, no specific
ST printer drivers exist yet. Not to worry, the
standard Deskjet drivers provided in a lot of
ST software operates the DJ520 adequately.
However, to get the full 300x600 graphics
resolution capabilities you are going to have
to wait until ST programmers get busy.

in

the

good, actually.

and 40 seconds in letter qual
ity. Compared with the earlier model,
the pace of printing is virtually identi
cal. The text's appearance is very
good indeed, and although all
this one seemed first-rate.

You still get the usual 300dpi

features

from the new enhanced /'

DeskJet 520 is really jolly

DeskJet 500, or

More dots for your money?
normally

used

to

PETER CRUSH

• As you can see. the

DeskJet 510, or

DeskJet Plus.

mechanical

year warranty. When some express
printer drivers are written to take
advantage of its capabilities, printed
results from your preferred ST soft

professional-looking output

DeskJets produce admirable output,

perhaps even a

detailed

and
three

before. Ifyou are looking for a budget
priced, high-performance printer, this
could be the one for you.

ent paper sizes. You
can even stack up to
20 envelopes in the

more

a

ware should look even better than

paper feeder holds
100 sheets of paper,
and is adjustable to

look

built
with

Performance

cessor.

should

solidly
comes

There are certainly no problems set
ting up the printer, just pop in the
print cartridge, load some A4 paper
and you're ready to roll. For text out
put we used Protext v6 using its
printer driver for the DJ510 which
commands the DJ520 too. The print
ing speed is quite good, it took 34
seconds to produce the test page
with 60 lines of text in draft quality,

new

when printed. As the DJ520
uses the same print-head cum
ink cartridges as all preceding
Deskjets, any extra resolution
must come from improved

HP
it's

DJ520 works at twice

identical to its prede

technique

of

this resolution.

Apart from its
name badge, the

a

line

workhorses,

the

next

test

HP DeskJet

520 printer
£304, Hewlett Packard

we

used

PageStream, SoftLogic's DTP program
- a good way to check the printer's
graphical prowess. The print speed is
serviceable, between two and a half

and five and a half minutes to pro
duce a page, depending on its com
plexity and content. Resulting quality
is excellent, in fact when comparing
DJ520 inkjet prints with those from a
HP LaserJet 4P laser printer, it is diffi

cult to spot much difference between
the two.

Verdict

HP's new DeskJet is an excellent

= 0344 369222

Highs
New lower price.
Well-built and

dependable.
Best inkjet results ever.
JWS

Mono printing only.
Lack of printer drivers
as yet.
What else?
DeskJet 310,
£235, Hewlett

Packard, -a 0344

4. j

369222.

• Canon BJIOsx,
£186, First Computer
Centre, « 0532 319444.

machine that's very easy to use. The
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FORMAT

•

REVIEWS

EXTENDOS
One of the biggest prob

discs or the Gemini Atari CD-ROM -

drives with your ST is

see the review in STF 58, which you
can order from page 94 - properly.
The images are scrambled and soft
ware copied to hard drive either
doesn't run or refuses to decompress.

that all the CD-ROM dri

ver software currently
available is either unre

liable
with

or

only

MultiTOS

works

can't use them.
Another drawback is that the

MultiTOS drivers only work with the
Falcon and the TT, if you try to use
them on your ST you get an error
message when you attempt to install
the driver. This means that many ST
owners who

filt

Uort

have

i«!i.i

>> I h k I

CD-ROMs

can't

Uin-ku

<n.so* in Ituxl <<

Driving

discs, we viewed them in high

Anodyne Software in Canada have
come up with a set of CD-ROM dri
vers that work with any ST with a
SCSI host adaptor and the Falcon,
and as a bonus, you don't have to use
MultiTOS

to

use

ExtenDOS.

This

means that CD-ROM files and images
can be used on your ST or Falcon by
installing a small Auto folder program
on your hard drive.
Installing the software is just a
matter of copying it to your hard
drive and altering a configuration
drivers and

| ... || «, «a»e |

;:>..-

UaHHMMii

.ux.mor itni-w.^!
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• After installing ExtenDOS on a

M-«I-W

= mem

ihi-w _J

4j.ert.ni btjici i« n

4MByte STE with 12MBytes of

nmt

- i 1"p''<»* 1 j'""' 11 «

it's

It

ll-ll-W

; B VOJKIB

the CD-ROM,

quick and easy to do. Apart from
being easy to use, ExtenDOS is
very fast. Using it on the Falcon

Is

1 toaimwv

! B JHM1IM

disc has a section devoted to

images taken from Kodak Photo-CD

file so the software can find the
l! |H

• Luckily for us, the CD-POM Today

installed.

When you try to use the ICD drivers
they seem to work but you often
end up with garbage in files, so you

Lin Idfia

actually use Kodak Photo-CD (PCD)

lems with using CD-ROM

1

• As usual with CD-ROM drivers,

resolution using GEM View 3.

there's a couple of lines to configure
in a text file so ExtenDOS can find

your CD-ROM drive. The example file

ExtenDOS

is extremely well documented so

£29.95 from System

you shouldn't have any trouble.

Solutions « 0753 832212.

Requires CD-ROM drive

with the latest version of Photo Show

Highs

Professional enables you to load
Kodak PCD images in around six sec
onds; using MultiTOS drivers the
loading time is more like 30 seconds.

• Easy to install.
• Compatible with all SCSI
CD-ROM drives.

• Uses caching to speed up

The final innovation is the use

access times.

of two types of cache buffers to speed
CD-ROM access times, the first cache

Lows

• Editing the
configuration file can
be daunting.

keeps track of the path tables and the
other is set for general access. You
can easily change it from the configu

What else?

~~ ICD Professional

ration file and impressively speed up
access time.

who uses their ST or Falcon with a

from CD-ROM Today into our

CD-ROM drive.

%

Utilities, £39.95

ExtenDOS is a must for anyone

RAM we loaded the Cover Disk

^4 *

Hard Drive

from System Solutions
» 0753 832212.

CLIVE PARKER

disc caddy.

EASY STITCH
If you've ever seen the embroi
dered samplers adorning many
walls, you've seen cross-stitching the art of creating pictures on fab
ric with coloured thread. The tapes

nssmni

pattern for you.
L i ne

Any size of pattern can be defined,
even up to 1,280x800 stitches - with
ten stitches per inch this would give
you a result measuring 240x300cm!

able from pop-up menus. GEM isn't
used, so you can't use any Desk
Accessories loaded without leaving
the program. Stitches are plotted
with the mouse and basic fill, line and
box tools can be used. Scrolling
around large patterns is possible, and

design, making it easy to edit

you into the design for fine work.
You can use any stitch from a

individual stitches.

selection of full cross, half, vertical or

ST

FORMAT
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Stitct

other

commer

cially available pack
ages won't handle

well make life a lot easier.
FRANK CHARLTON

half or back stitches.

a multi-level zoom function can take

enables you to get right into your

horizontal back, and

diagonal
back
stitches. Easy Stitch
makes the point that
the

workscreen, with all functions avail

• A handy zoom function

Box

lajMpL

Easy Stitch uses a single main

rm*

the standard pattern format used by
all pattern books, with a key to match
colours to symbols. The can select the
printout size, and larger patterns can
be tiled - printed in sections for past
ing together later. Printouts are fast
and the results are easy to follow.
Ifyou, or anyone you know, are
into cross-stitching, Easy Stitch could

and automatically

but creating your own designs is
often more complex than the
stitching. Enter Easy Stitch, a sort of
DTP package for cross-stitching.
Instead of using graph paper
and pens, Easy Stitch enables you to
design patterns using the mouse, so
make major changes to a pattern.

picture colours with symbols, using

your own designs

converts them to a

tries are sewn from paper patterns,

it's a doddle to correct mistakes or

• Easy Stitch imports

Get stitching

Pictures can be imported for conver
sion to cross-stitch patterns automati
cally, and the PI1 and NEO formats
are supported as well as a basic 32K
screen dump file. You define the area
you want to use, and the program
does the rest.

The finished design can be
output to your printer, and 9- and

24-pin dot matrix and NEC compati
ble inkjet models are supported
directly. If you own a printer not sup
ported, the author also offers to write
a custom driver for EasyStitch owners
free of charge. Printouts replace the

Easy Stitch
£16.95 Emerald City
v

0703 672577.

Any ST, TT, Falcon in
low resolution

Highs
• Very easy to use.
• Imports your
own designs.
Lows
Doesn't use GEM.

What else?
X-Stitch Master,
Ursa Software.

X-Stitch Designer,
ILSoft.

18%

*l U]VM\

WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE

I*

THE TROJAN PHAZER GUN

(FOR THE ATARI ST/STE)
Enter a new phase of computer entertainment -with the

Trojan Lightphazer. Unleash your imagination and take up
the challenge of the two action-packed games included in
the pack:-

(Dept 1), 6 West Road, Emsworth, Hampshire P010 7JT
Telephone: Emsworth (0243) 370600
GAMES & ADVENTURES

GM 101: Psycho Pig 2 (2disks)
GM 111: The Glass Bullock ofTharg
GM 114: Course Angler
GM 097: Fatemasier
ADV 009: PORK 2

GM 109: Colour Clash
GM 112: Rebound
GM 115: TheObscure Naturalist
GM 120: Braindamage
GM 027: Monopoly
ADV 028: ANight on the Town

ADV032: Christian Adventure
ADV038: Darknessis Forever

ADV035: Deena
ADV041: Windfall

GM 119: Insectroid

Heavy Bunch/lnvesligation

ADV 046: Storms

ADV 052:
TOWERS - DUNGEON MASTER TYPE GAME, 2 DISK SET £2.95

fin^n
ISC

CRACKART
Version VI.36
Now with full English manual kindly
translated byMr Roland Sternbauer

MUSIC AND MIDI

MUM 26: Alchime Jr, Sequencer + 200tracks

\ Deep &t?3
( forgoodhan&Btig p-v

MUM 53: Kawai KloK2, Hi-res, 1 Mb
MUM 55: Yamaha SY22 Editor Hi-res, 1 Mb

MUM 56: Guitar Professional, learn those chords
i

MUM 58: Roland'D' series Sound Banks

I:
i

ART AND GRAPHICS

PRINTING PRESS
AND SUPPORT DISK
English version compressed on one disk

AAG 29: Paintpot, best half meg package
AAG31: Metafile Format Objects
AAG 35: Creative Titles, Video titler

SKEET SHOOT: Travel the world and attempt to complete
"The International Pro Skeet Shoot". Try to better your

AAG 39: Atari Image Manager VI .96, 2 disks

score, or compete against a friend in your bid to become
World Champion.

AAG 38: Crackart VI .36NO English doc (yet), 1Mb

£2.75

AAG 05: Crackart vl.0 with ENGLISH docs, 1Mb

EDUCATIONAL

out the Earth will be doomed.

Maths Made Easy
EAC 018: The World (Quiz)
EAC 019: Planetarium
EAC21: CTA World Fadbook, Info on over 240 countries, 4disks EAC006: Shipwreck (Maths Cartoon}
EAC 29: Workout. Alearning aid
EAC 009: Chunnel (French/English)

RRP £29«ft OUR PRICE £12.99 + £2.50 P.P

WPD 01: STWriter Elite

ORBITAL DESTROYER: Reach for your Pulse Laser and
blast the aliens as you fight to save the planet Earth! Be
careful, your ammunition supply is limited - if you run

ADDITIONAL PHAZER GAMES:- FIRE STAR RRPflftSTOUR PRICE £6.99
CYDER ASSAULT RRPSMSffOUR PRICE £6.99

EAC01:MathsTest for the under 10's

EACOil:

EAC 02: Body Search, Basic Human Anatomy
EAC 20: Telltale chemistry, GCSE Levels A, B, C

WORD PROCESSING &DTP

WPD 03: Typing Tutor
WPD 22: Printing Press extras

WPD 19: Printing Press
WPD 23: DB Writer

All orders by return: Cheques/Visa/Access/POs

TRADING POST
Victoria Road, Shifnal, Shropshire TFll 8AF

Tel/Fax C0952) 462135

DB Writer support disk

WPD 24:

ENFORCER RRB£tt39 OUR PRICE £6.99

UIUIES

UTA 28: Award Maker, now with 286 listed awards

UTA 53: German Translate, 27,000words

andinstructions, create your own certificates UTA 006: Fastcopy III + 3 more
UTA 34: DB Master, create your own database
UFA 048: Sagrotan Virus Killer
UTA 38: 5 Databases, one has got todothe job
UTA 057: Astubank (Personal accounts)
UTA 51: 70,000 word spell checker
UTA 001: Hitchikers Utils with Dock Displayer 3
Latest Update April 94

Catalogue with FREE PD £1-00 or 50p with order
Disk prices: £1«75 each

SOLENT SOFTWARE
PUBLIC DOMAIN FOR THE ATARI ST
We stock a full range of Games, Demos and Utilities plus ALL the POV Compact Demo
Disks and are now authorised distributors for Powerfist Licenceware. All disks are

double-sided. For a copy of our disk Catalogue just send
a blank disk with return postage or alternatively just send £1 with SAE
PRICES - 1 to 9 disks: f 2.00 each. 10 disks or more: £1.50 each.

Powerfist Licenceware Disks £3.00 each. Catalogue Disk: £1.00

PUBLIC DO.MAIN &

SHAREWARE!

NEW, compact magazine featuring:
Mev^s, Reviews, Competitions,

Company Profiles, PD Charts,
Comic Strip Hero THE ST RANGER.
All this PLUS a

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE

STARTER KIT:- Special price of £5.00 for 3 disks - ideal for beginners. Consistsof a word processor,
Database, Address Book,VirusKiller, TypeTutor, Arcade and Adventure Games, Music and Art programs, Your
2nd ST Manual and other Utilities.
GAMES
GAME. 21

GAME. 53
GAME. 79
GAME. 93
GAME. 107
DEMOS
DEMO. 103
DEMO. 170

DEMO. 193
DEMO. 211
DEMO. 227

ADVENTURE CAMES- 7 text only adventures including the Colossal Cave Adventure.
LLAMATRON - the original megablast from JeffMinter.520 and 1 Meg versions.
CRANDAD and the quest for the Holy Vest - interactive adventure game {1 MEG)
COARSE ANGLER - good fishing simulator without the cold and the rain! (1MEG)
CARD GAMES • 10 card games including Patience, Poker,Pontoon and Cribbage.

WORD. 1

STWRITER V4.2with W.PUtilities plus 2 TypeTutors and 2 SpellCheckers.
1STWORD -still the best word processor with printer drivers and Word Counters.

VIRUS KILLERS - disk full of virus killers, detectors and immunisers.

PROGRAMMING

LANG. 28
LANG.30
MUSIC
MUS. 6
MUS.14
MUS.21
MUS.23

SOZOBON C - complete implementation of the C language including documentation.
ADVENTURE GAME TOOLKIT (AGT) - write your own 'Infocom' style adventure games.
GFAEXPERT - everything you wanted to know on how to program in GFABasic.
THE ADVENTURE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (TADS) - another adventure game creator.

ACCOMPANIST V2.5 -16 track midi sequencer from Henry Cosh, (latest version).
EMPIRE NOISETRACKER - the full version with modules, samples and source code.

PROTRACKER VI.2 - fully operationalSTE/STFM versions complte with modules.
ALCHIMIE JUNIOR SEQUENCER - the best midi sequencer available (1 MEG MONO).

ART AND GRAPHICS

ART.11

Hayes Graphics

GROTESQUE DEMO- by Omega - the fastest graphics ever seen. (1 MEG STE ONLY)
DREAMS by Animal Mine - excellent multi-part demo released in the New Year.
NO COOPERDEMOby 1984 - brilliant 'Amiga1 conversion o( special effects.
BURNING ILLUSION from DNT Crew - excellent non-stop running dentro.

28 DesktopAccessories complete with accessoryloader,includingRamdisks - etc.
6 Databases plus 2 Label Printers,good selection for your home business.

LANG.17

or direct from:

Wright &

/ Fordhouse Lane, Stirchlcv. Birmingham BBO 2NH

WHAT NOT TO DO - 8 short comical animations from the Inner Circle, Very funny.

UTIL. 1
UTIL. 4
UTIL. 41

LANG. 13

Warpzone PDL, AWF PDL, Merlin PDL
r-hftfin:.-- or postal (inter.-. r,:vuhl>- to \\'r:Klir <\; / /.-vv.-.'.v Ciiaph i

UTILITIES

WORD. 3

Crammed full of PD & Shareware
ONLY £2.50 including P+P
available from:

COLOUBURST and FINE LINE art programswith Snoopy and GarfieldSlideshows.

ART.l 3

6 excellent ArtPrograms including Van Gogh,Art. ST, ST. Graphand ST. Cad.

ART.45

CRACKART VI.36 - best Art package in the Public Domain. (1 MEG) Shareware.

LICENCEWARE • from Powerfist Licenceware at £3.00 each

POW.3

SEVEN GALAXIES - overhead space shoot 'em up in an intergalactic space cruiser.

POW.4
POW.8

HUNCHIE 1066 - arcade action platform game with multi-levels, trapsand puzzles.
POWER CUT • good 'Cybernoid' clonewithexcellent graphics and soundeffects.
;

.

SOLENT SOFTWARE
53 RUFUS GARDENS, TOTTON, HANTS. S04 3TA TEL. 0703/868882

WE SELL AT SHOW PRICES,

ALL THE TIME!!!

M*

250 DSDD DISKS pTfTliT
GRADE "A" 65% CLIP

NO QUIBBLE REPLACEMENT

GUARANTEE

WITH LABELS AND INC VAT

ONLY £70.00 + £3 p&p

DATA
MAIL ORDER DISK SUPPLIERS
WHOLESALE

t

RETAIL

Please Call for a quote on other
quantities, or see our
advertisements in other quality
magaiines.
We sell The Best The Cheapest

9 High Street South, OIney, Buckinghamshire MK46 4AA

Telephone 0234 240954 Fax 0234 240272

R S ' "computercentre (Leeds) Tel:0532 319444
COMPUTERS
THE ATARI FALCON
16Mhz 32 bit technology for fast processing, I.44 Mb floppy disk, 1,4 or 14Mb I

PRINTERS
All our printers come with ribbon/toner,
printer drivers (if available), paper & cables]

configurations. SoftwarebundlecomeswithCALAPPT personalinformationI
manager,Procalcspreadsheat,TalkingClock,plusLandmines and BreakoutI

Imb OHD

£494.99 [

4mb OHD

£689.991

4Mb 65 Mb HD

£789.991

4Mb I27 Mb HD

£889.991

4Mb 209 Mb HD

£989.99|

ATARI 520STFM 1Mb

COMPUTER CENTRE

Discovery Packs £149.99 in stock!
ATARI 520STE REFURB PACKS POAl

ATARI IMb DISCOVERYPACK£POAI

DPEN7DAYSAWEEK

EN MON • SAT
9.30AM-5.30PM
NDAY OPENING
I I.OOAM-3.00PM
URSDAY NIGHT LATE...9.30AM-7.30PM
'EN HALF DAY MOST BANK HOLIDAYS

ATARI 1040 STe

£POa|

| Microvitec Autoscan Monitor £289.99

Sharp TV/Monitor £184.99

only £29.99
£36.99

only £57.99
only £69.99

I This I meg external drive comes with Virus checker, builtin Blitz turbo and

der by telephone quoting your credit

I The Zy~F't Stereo System

£154.99

only £ I50.99 Ifbought without the colour option

only £ I 7.99

I Realtime clockthat plugsIntocartridge port. Includesa through port &
| softwareforsettingtime&date.Marpetproductscarrya 2yearguarantee

Mouse/joystick switcher
only £ 13.99 (manual switching version)
or £ I 9.99 (auto switching version)

I Monitor Switcher Box

only £ I 7.99

switches between mono & colour monitors, such as SM 144 &8B33MK2

only £324.99

Overseas orders taken
iducational orders welcome

I joystick/mouse extension leads..£4.99

suitable for VHS, VHS-C, S-VHS, S-VHS-C, Hi8 & Video 8

I Atari to TOS 2.06 Rom sharer Kit..£64.99

£39.99

Internal A t a r i disk drive

£49.99

J 2 way Parallel port sharer

£218.99

24 pin, 240cps draft, 10 fonts, quiet mode, 240cps.

£254.99

new Inkjet printer with built in auto sheetfeeder

Swift Auto Sheet feeder

£79.99

Whp% HEWLETT

£ I 9.99

| Atari 520/1 O40 dust cover

Tabby

graphics tablet

86% rated in ST Format

January issue! Requires

adaptor for the ST at
atcc-stof.C5.00

(not required for Falcon)

only £49.99
I

SCANNERS

£251.99

£469.99

NEW! HP520mono
HP 500 Colour
NEW! HP 560 Colour

£249.99
£344.99
£484.99

Courier V32bis Terbo +FAX....£449.99
Courier HST/Dual 16.8 Fax
£486.99

Armley gyratory. After "LivingWorld" at traffic lights
e a right, left, left again, & 2nd left to get to FCC.

*ws
imend you c< WW
before placing an order. E&OE

COMPUTER PRINTERS

Star LCI 00 colour

£1 19.99

VIDI

9 pin colour, 8 fonts, ISOcps draft, 45 cps NLQ

Star LC24-100 colour
Star LC24-30 Col
Star LC24-300 Col

Star LC24-200 colour

As official dealers for Rombo, we are

ableto offer this excellent packageat I
a great price. Vidi 12 ST replaces the
famous Complete Colour Solution
with a higher specification but a
lower price.'

£219.99

Colour version with 30K buffer expandable to 62K

StarSJ48 Bubblejet

12 S T

BY ROMBO

£ 126.99
£ 199.99
£249.99

24pinquality,2IDcpsdraft,67cpsLQ,39/48Kbuffer, lOfonts 8. quiet mode.

£209.99

Laser quality, ultra quiet, Epson compatibles portable

Contents include multimedia

Star SJ 144 Colour Thermal.only £349.99

digitiser, software, manuals and
phono cable

Stunning affordable colour printer. 3 PPM, low running costs

Star SJ48 Autosheetfeeder

£49.99

Main Features:

only £105.99

[ Both colour&monoimage capture, no separateRGB splitteror filters I
I required, fully functional animation workstation, mix Images to almost I
resolution, all Atari colour modes are supported, many image I
cessing effects, file formates include IMG,ART, IFF, IFF,SPU, SPC, I

CONSUMABLES
QTY

3, BMP, TIFF.

DS/DD DISKS Branded DS/DD

10

£4.49

£5.49

30

£12.99

£14.99

50

£20.99

£22.99

100

£37.99

ICD FA-ST
HARD DRIVES

£42.99

200

£69.99

£79.99

500

£168.99

£190.99

1000

£324.99

£365.99

The Power Scanner only £94.99

Disk labels 500

£6.99

;scannercomes withthe latestversion2sofware.With bright&sharpgrey I
I Options Include Clean up, embolden, resize &flip.

se drives are fullyauto bootingand auto parking. The metal case has a \

I smallfootprint, fast accessand isVERY QUIET.

I TheDCrangecomewitha builtinrealtimeclockanddiskcacheasstandardI
I that canreducediskaccessingtimeby50%. StandardwarrantyIyear.

1000

£4.991

• Citizen Swift Colour ribbon.
IStar LCI00 mono.
• MbofRAMandrunslnrrK.noonly.add £20.00 for OCR Software I I Star LC200 mono.
IStar LCI00 colour.
Migraph Colour burstScanner only £399.991 Istar LC200 colour.
is available only for the Falcon.
icludes 256k colours
I Star LC24-30 mono
I Star LC24-30/200 Colour.
I Re-Ink Spray for mono ribbons

£37.99 I

£24.99 |

Concerto

Clarity (Falcon only)
Musicom ByCompo
Replay 16 Digitiser
Stereo Master

£ 13.991
£3.69l
£4.99l
£7.99l
£12.991
£8.991
£ 11.991
£ 11.991

£34.99 I
£85.99

Video Master (falcon only)
Video MasterRGB

PREMIER Ink Refills

I save a fortune in running costs with your ink/1

I Full colour kit

| Bulk refills

(44ml)
(66ml)
(88ml)

19ms

£339.99 I
£349.99
£375.99
£399.99
£445.99
£545.99
£709.99
£959.99
£ 1345.99
£84.99 I

Market RAM

(125ml)

£38.99 I
£33.99 I
£49.99 I

£74.99 I

£109.99 |
£39.99 I

Pagestream 2.1 UK Spec

£169.99I

Thats Write V.2
Timeworks 2& IstWord Plus3.2bundle
FirstWord Plus3.2

£ 109.99 I
£84.99 I
£45.99 I

£24.991

Cartridges

£39.99 1

|HP550/500Colourcartridge
I StarSJ48 cartridge
IStar SJ 144 mono orcolour(3 pack)
Miscellaneous

I Printer Switch Box 2way-

I Printer SwitchBox3way.

Printer Stands (Universal)
save on space now only £4.99
13 Metre printer cable

|5Metreprintercable

110metre printercable

£57.99 unpopulated

£ I2.991 1I SIMMSto
Upgrade your STe orMega ST up to12Mb using SIMMS. Just add the cost of
get your price
£19.991
£27.991 I TheDeluxe rangeofRAM expansions byMarpet fortheolderSTFM mustbe

£S.99| I Canon BJ10cartridge
I Double life500cartridges

WORD PROCESSING & DTP

TimeWorks 2

£5.991
£5.99l
£5.99|

I Twin refills

UTILITIES/PROGRAMMING

VIDEO AND GRAPHICS

£4.991

ICitizen Swift/ABC
I HP 500/550/510
IStar LC24-300/30/100/200

£29.99 | iThree colour kit

DIAMOND BACK 2 backup utility

Flexi Dump II
True Paint
Video Master

COVERS

IStar LCI0/20 cover.

SPEED

FA-ST l05DC....I6ms
FA-ST 170DO... 16ms
FA-ST 21 3DC... 16ms
FA-ST290DC....I6ms
FA-ST345DC....I6ms
FA-ST500DC....I6ms
FA-ST 1.2 GIG... I Ims
FA-ST 2 GIG
I I ms
ICD Link new version 2

[bubble jet. Compatible with HP, Canon,!
£74.99 I I Star,Citizen &many others.
£43.99I Isingle refills
(22ml)
£6.99| IXTRA-RAM+8
£99.99 I
£29.99 I

ST Straight Fax 2.1

ST Basic

SIZE

I FA-ST 52DC

I Citizen Swift mono ribbon

Alpha Scan Plus only £ I 19.99

I FA-ST Hard Drive Controller...!? 189.99 |

£9.99

Ribbons

I New version of this famous 400 DPI scanner. Includes Touch up and Merge-it

Protext 4.3

2% surcharge on AMEX

Courier HST/Dual 16.8TerboFax.£556.99

4 times faster than the H P500C!.'AllHP printers come witha 3year warranty

All disksare guaranteed 100%. All brandeddiskscome with labels

MUSIC/SOUND

m the AI take the turnoff for the A64. This merges
i the A58 (by-passing Leeds town centre) which meets

£ 145.99
£243.99

WorldPort 14400 +FAX

e performance & flexible scanned image display manipulation options.

LDW Power ISpreadsheet

ti the MI follow signs for the M62I (ignore exit for

WE ARE PREFERRED USR DEALERS

Sportster 2496 +FAX
Sportster 14400 FAX
Courier HST (16.8)

£3.99

Home Accounts 2

'n centre). Take A643 EHand Rd turnoff from M62I
low signs for A58. This merges with Armley gyratory.

nobotics

*add£3.IJ0 to standarddelivery Ifyouintendto purchaseOne boxonly

BUSINESS

ids/York. This will merge with the Armley gyratory,

£64.991

£229.99

90 cap Stackable banx Box
•"9.99
I SO cap Stackable Posso Box...*£ I 8.99

SOFTWARE

m the M62 take the M621 and follow the turnoff for

Su/uMfiO

HP 310 portable

I softwareenablingyouto alterandmanipulatehighresolutionimages.NeedsI

ARMLEY_

£119.99

Even faster than the standard 2400 from Supra with auto dial & auto receive.
9600 bps Hayes comp. V22Bls, V42 Bis, MNP 2-5 & auto adjust to maximise
transmission speeds. Includes free modem comms (not Fax) s/w & cable.

£ 181.99

1 I00 cap disk boxes (lockable)...£5.49

tandard Delivery
£ 1.50
guaranteed 2 to 3 day (week days)
lelivery
£2.95
•uaranteed Next Day (week days)
lelivery
£4.95

.*

SupraffMMi PIUS

only £36.99

|STFM/STe power supplies

EASY ACCESS FROM M62, M I and the Al

MNP2-5, V.42. V42bis, Class I & 2 commands, 9600/14400 Group 3 Fax.
Includes free modem comms (not Fax)s/w & cable

£ 156.99

Swift 240 Colour

iwn power supply the Zy-Fi system can also be powered by batteries

HAMA TRi Genlock

I62/M62I

This modem has full 14400 baud, includes V.32bis, V.32, V.22bis, V22, V2 I

"his is apowerful speaker system with built in stereo amplifier. Itwill plug into
n Atari STE, Commodore Amiga or Acorn Archimedes. Complete with its

•Jl prices include VAT
inance available, phone for details
.arge showroom with free parking

rier pickup at an additional cost of £ 11.00.

SuprajpmmXModem v.32bis \

boat switch for drive B. Includes PSU

I Forget-me-Clock 2

visit our showroom. We can also arrange a|

Citizen printers have a 2 year guarantee

New! ABC Colourprinter

mi/im PACKARD

or £ I 4.99 for 400 Dpi version

HOW T O ORDER

offer a FREE quotation on your Atari or any

£49.99

j>nly £209.99

90% rating by reviewers 290 Dpi. Our best selling mouse

I Zydec Trackball

I meg external drive, high quality low noise drive. Inc PSU

ipheral (monitors, printers etc). A delivery I
ffof just £5.00 ischarged or alternatively youI

BJ 10 Autosheetfeeder

only £ I 2.99

I Power 720B 3.5" Drive

TARI REPAIR CENTRE

new bubble jet from Canon

Projetll

| Zydec 3.5" Drive

UK MAINLAND

£532.99

Same out put as the 240 but with less facilities

Golden Image Trackball

DELIVERY TARIFFS

Canon BJC600 Colour

Excellent value 9 pin colour. Highly recommended

ARK COURT, OFF CECIL ST,
STANNINCLEY RD, LEEDS,

any correspondence please quote a
one number & post code. Do not forget
include the delivery tariff. Allow 5
irking days for cheque clearance.

only £159.99

BJ300.M64.99

Swift 200 Colour

Alpha Data Mega Mouse

"F/RST COMPUTER CENTRE"

ie classic V32Bis Fax modem. Features as below but class

Desktop bubble jet with near laser quality. BJ330 Wide carriage version of the

High resolution 14"mono monitor. 640 ' 400
resolution. Stable image and razor sharp quality.

OTHER PERIPHERALS

the:

V.32 bis (14400 baud.')

£419.99

Comes with built in tilt & swivel monitor stand

)EPT. STF, UNIT 3, ARMLEY

dnumber.Pleasemakechequespayable

Canon BJ300

Swift90 Colour

£129.99

319444

LSI22AE

£231.99

3 page a min speed, 360 dpi, small footprint & 80 page sheetfeeder
BJ230wide carriage version of BJ200 only £364.99

P r i m a Trust Hi-Res

HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE 6 LINES.'

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:

Phone for more details Only £284.99

SuprapmMModem 144LC \

simple (as easy as ABC) to use 24 pin printer. Comes as standard with 50 sheet
Auto sheet feeder. Tractor feed optional at £27.99

iriitor. Capable of all the ST modes.

FAX: 0532 3 191 91

£ 184.99

Laser quality output. Large buffer

Canon BJ200

SupragaMMModem 288
NEW Super fast! 28,800 bps+ 14,400 Fax |

MONITORS
IAN our monitors come complete with a lead &are UK spec.I

ELEPHONE LEEDS

0532

Canon
Canon BJ IOsx

SUPRA MODEMS

£18.991

£24.991

I the bestavailable on the Atari.Expandible to 4 Mbbythe useof I*8/9SIMMS
| modules,the 512kexpansionisidealforthe user whomayneed more RAM

°STFMDeluxeSIMMS modules
£24,99
£34.99
£92.99

14 Mbunpopulated
£24.991 |4
Mb populated to512k
£18.991
|4Mb
populated to2Mb
£21.991 14Mbpopulatedto
4 Mb

£12.991

£17.991

Prima RAM expansion
1512K STe

12 MbSTe
14 MbSTe
£6.991 114Mbunpopulatedforthe Falcon

£8.99l

£12.991

£159.99

Marpet products come with a 12 month warranty.

£9.99

£67.99
£134.99
£84.99

;s SIMMboards for RAMso just add the cost of SIMMSto get
yourpopulated price

Prima products comes with a full 2 year guarantee

STARTS

HERE

SCREENPLAB

IMP LAY
A brand new bumper games section sits

snuggiy in the middle of the magazine and

HE w IB WW 39

stars new writer, Jonathan Nash

GAMES NEWS
• Great news - there are still plenty of ST games to come out this
year! Page 54

Rock n' Roll Clams (ST, Falcon)

• Jaguar wins its sixth award this year - but what on earth are
Atari playing at? Page 56

The first pinball-like game for the
ST from new developer
and publisher,
Caspian Software,

X "*| .' "^

• First reported sighting of Jaguar CD-ROM unit at the European

®e

plus your chance

\Wf TpJ ; to win your very
) own rockin' and rollin'

Computer Trade Show. Page 57

furry clam! Page 68
_

eene

• Charts - this month's best-selling ST games. Page 55

• BUS •:**&

V

vv

PREVIEWS
Football Tactician 2 (ST)
Does the world need another football

management game?

Tempest 2000 (Jaguar)
Cited as the best game ever,
anywhere, here's Minter's latest. Page 64

The Battle of Britain (ST). Page 72
Muzzy (Falcon). Page 73
Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker
(ST). Page 73
MaMMas i n

I rt-

• First, there was Lemmings. Then there
were two of them. Here are four of those.

PRESENTING...
ID Software, developers of Doom, are
under scrutiny this month. Discover
who they are on page 79

•

GAMES
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UPDATE

Yippee! more
espite
Atari
putting all their
efforts

into

the

in which you have to find seven
jewels that have carelessly been

tact Silmarils on «

071

328 2762.

mislaid or take over the world with

Another

footie

Jaguar and the

the

activities

sim, if one was needed,

software houses

including inventing and trading
and, above all, keeping ahead of

ST courtesy of Gremlin

concentrating their development
endeavours into cartridge and CD
ROM formats, there is still a com

paratively healthy selection of ST
games - both full price and com
mercial - to come out this year. So
that's good news if you're sick and
tired of us harping on about the
Jaguar and Falcon.
Of the big software publish
ers, Mindscape are releasing the
German adventure game, Cenesia,

usual

selection

of

the Joneses. You can expect to see
Genesia soon, but don't hold your
breath... Call Mindscape on f 0444
246333 for more details.

is also to come to the
after

some

indecision.

Expect to see Premier
Manager 2 within the
next couple of months.

Also from Europe come more
adventure games from Silmarils Robinson's Requiem, a game of

The i n d i e s

human

ing very interesting JS • Rock 'n' Rof/ Cfams is reviewed fully on page 68

survival

and

endurance

and Ishar 3 (unsurprisingly the fol
low up to Ishars 1 and 2) which are
poised for imminent release. Con-

One

trend

that's

look

the
development
Of and is the first in a long line of games to come
independent
Software out from real ST enthusiasts who are determined
houses who are creat- to continue providing support for the platform.

GAMES SNIPPETTY BITS
Comms gossip

be readily ported to the Jaguar for

There were some interesting com

home use."

ments from Atari's director of com

But

munications. Bob Brodie, sighted
on CompuServe this month...
"The signing of WMS Industries
is very significant. They are the
leading arcade game manufacturer

there's

still

no

word

on

what could be the most exciting
releases to come for the Jaguar so
far are going to be.

We do love computers

out on the Williams platform. This

And Brodie's still attempting to
claim allegiance to Atari's com
puter business: "It is not our inten
tion to abandon the computer

means that future Williams hits can

business,

in the world. Some of the finest

arcade games, like NBA Jam, Mor
tal Kombat and others have come

however,

we

must

be

sive at $49, it enables you to use

successful with the Jaguar, which
means doing the right things in the
right way at the right time." And
judging from their total absorption
into the Jag, doing the right thing
is to forget all the forays they've
made into the computing world,
leaving Falcon and ST users at! the
mercy of third parties...

your Jaguar with your TV and get a
monitor-clear picture.
Call Mars Merchandising on
^

0101

708

627

7462

for

more

details - and since they're in the US
don't forget the time difference!
EA and Atari?
Rumour has it that Electronic Arts

Jaguar extras

are poised to sign up with Atari to
develop for the Jag... interesting
considering EA's 3DO allegiance.

Jaguar peripherals have started to
appear with the JagDapter. Expen

First glimpse of Jag CD
S T FORMAT has been able
to catch a little more than

Jaws springs into life
accompanying monitor.

a glimpse of the Jaguar
CD-ROM drive at the ECTS cour

tesy of Bill Rehbock, director of
software applications of Atari US.
The drive, all exposed circuits

an

"It's MPEG [video CD com

pression standard] running at 30
frames
per
second,"
reveals
Rehbock as Roy Scheider blows up
Bruce the shark with a lucky shot.

and twisted wires, is still in the dis

"But

traught state of hanging from the
back of a Falcon. The sort of thing

Jaguar's
so
powerful, you

that it's capable of can be seen as
Rehbock deftly pushes a few but

could

tons... and the climax of the film

on

because the version
shown

is

a

have

see, with the
screen moving
around

-

and

still be playing
a game such
Crescent

Galaxy in the
background."

demonstra

-'It's MPEG/ reveals
Rehbock, as

data

ference

rate

•

There was a demo of Creature Shock on

the PC at the European Computer Trade

Show. And very nice it looked too.

of 300K per sec
ond, can handle

film sequence ends with Bruce dis
solving in a cloud of blood. "That's

lucky shot"

a screen of 320

the

by

absolute worst image you can get

companies to sign up to develop

Jaguar CD games, practicalities aside...

59

trans

shark with a

'/ • Argonaut was one of the first

ISSUE

dou

ble-speed

blows up Bruce the

200

pixels

with

65,536

colours.

The video guality is very
good, with sharp images and negligibly-pixellated edges. "The soft
ware

FORMAT

tion
pur
poses. The
Jaguar CD,
with a

Roy Schneider

to explain why you should want
to be playing Crescent Galaxy at
all, however, though that's not

ST

movie

designed for Apple Macin
toshes,
ported
across
for

He fails

•

of Jaws

Quicktime

the

that running -

as

really the point. But what of the
frankly piddly screen size?
Rehbock explains this is

that

runs

this

-

the

decompression,
the
translation
and so on, is only 6,000 bytes
long," comments Rehbock. The

on

absolute

this,"

worst

Rehbock

case

adds

-

as

the

the

image unsupportively blotches and
flares momentarily.
And the games?
The games that are ready to run on
the CD ROM unit are conspicuous
by their absence. Rehbock drops
some very impressive names, such

UPDATE

GAMES

NEWS

I
ing their own games, distributing,
marketing and packaging them.
We are going to be taking an in-

the Amiga version - and reports
from Amiga enthusiasts have been
very positive so far. Then there's

and includes four warp tunnel
sequences with two special mis

depth look at these entrepreneurs
next issue, but for now they're par
ticularly interesting because the
people behind the games tend to

Fusion

haven't actu

be ST enthusiasts who feel that the

who

are

based

in

the

Netherlands. They've almost fin
ished Spherical, the demo of
which we put on STF 54's Cover
Disk. Despite Spherical's amazing

sions.

can

We

have

Virgin

are

"Bloodhouse say that

capable of -

Stardust is one of the

so let's just
hope
they

have

don't include

gameplay, Fusion still haven't
managed to find a publisher who
wants to support them, so they're
going to do all that work them

Software

selves. Look out for a review of the

Rock 'n' Roll

games

within the next few months.

full game shortly - or you can con

Clams

expected

There's Bath-based Binary
Asylum who are working on Zee

tact Fusion on •" 010 31 10 4180348

(see page 68

for more info.

for

machine -

especially the STE -

hasn't been used to its full poten
tial.

There

should

be

some

extremely interesting material to
come from the following softies

wolf. At present they're developing

From

Finland

hail

house

of

the

really

use

STE's

that

it

and

a

architecture"

fame

be

real

coin-op feel to it.

• Cannon Fodder is going to be released on budget for
the ST in the coming months and later on the Jag.

as

if

the

game is going to
look and play bril
liantly - it has ray
traced
graphics

as Ocean with their Lobo licence,

official

and coin-op supremos Williams
with the supposedly quite fabu
lous Double Dragon 5, gained after
buying Tradewest - "It's no coinci
dence,"
he
comments,
rather
grandiosely - and also brandishes

yet, there is nothing concrete to
see. Stranger still are the discrep

"my personal list of developers,"
implying there are some heavy
weights not yet revealed in the

announcements,

but,

Obsession.

That

too

should

be

available shortly and sounds good.
In fact, if everything goes to plan,
we hope to have a demo of it on
next month's Cover Disk.

as

And the budgets
Excellent news on the

and it's almost finished. Well, how
about Return to Zork? "Yes." (No,

say Activision.) He and Darryl Still
blame a

those

cation

the

developers

them

breakdown in communi

between

companies'

months

US

selves. ST FORMATtalked to Inter

and UK branches.

play, who told us they are
definitely not programming for the
Jaguar. Not so, insists Rehbock;
they're working on Battle Chess,

August launch
"Atari expects to deliver its Jaguar
CD peripheral later in 1994 at a

Kixx

include

Archer

XL also

continue

with

market with

more mid price games to add to
their substantial catalogue of ST
golden games. During the rest of
the year classics like Winter Gold,
Cadaver and the golfing sim World
Leader

Board

are

to

be

added and should be ready for
appraisal soon. Call Kixx XL for
more information about any of
theirtitles on •

021 625 3311.

suggested retail price of $200,"
dickers the official press release.
Rehbock reckons the company is
looking at an August launch.
A
major developer, who
prefers not to be named, told us
that they still hadn't received their
Jaguar CD development kit. But
that's probably a breakdown in
communications.

STF Rating

Last month

Came

1

NE

Cannon Fodder

2

1

Frontier: Elite 2

3

NE

Lotus Trilogy

Gremlin Graphics

£29.99

91%

Sensible Soccer 92/93

Renegade/Mlndscape

£25.99

91%

Publisher
£29.99

93%

£29.99

91%

5

3

Championship Manager 93

£29.99

80%

6

NE

The Greatest

Beaujolly

£32.99

91%

7

NE

Steve Davis World Snooker

Blue Ribbon

£7.99

N/A

8

NE

£9.99

79%

BBC TV's Match of the Day

and

their assault on the

This month

4

to

released

832 6633 for more details.

Class

budget
game front is that the Hit Squad
have signed a deal with Virgin to
. put 12 of their top titles, including

ancies between Atari's views and

of

are

over the next

the

As well as this, it
sounds

the

These

comes the STE-only pinball game.

advanced

has

deal.

to

the

architecture

in

first

Star

ever

of

buggy

Goal!

McLean's Pool, European Football
Champions,
The
Games and
Realms and are expected to cost
£12.99. Call the Hit Squad on » 061

they say that it's
games

STE's advanced

Caspian

the

on the way later this year, the
details of which are very sketchy,
save to say that it's going to be a
1MByte STE-only game.
And finally, from Sweden

dust for the STE,
one

first games to use the

next month.

few

are

developing

more details

review) also has another release

Blood-

who

a

taste of what

ally seen the
game at all
yet, but we
should

the stunning Cannon Fodder, onto
their budget label so that everyone

Zeppelin Premier

Street Fighter 2

ISSUE
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Atari ooze confidence
T h e best hardware of the

year

award

went

to

Atari for the Jaguar at
the
European
Com

puter Trade Show. This bumps up

behind the scenes were discus

both

sions with potential new develop

machines so they're con

NTSC

and

PAL

centrating their efforts on

ers.

the American NTSC format.
The official line

its number of accolades received

Darryl Still, Atari UK's marketing

this year to six, following the five it
picked up at the Las Vegas CES.
This must have been the icing on
the cake for the company who
were having a buoyant ECTS, prin
cipally an event for the computer
industry to showcase its latest

manager, particularly, was confi

Taking

dent about the Jaguar's future,
sticking to his expectation that

face value (just assuming

software and hardware releases.
Atari

haven't

attended

the

show at all in recent years but this
time they were there with a
vengeance - even Sam Tramiel,
president of the company, came
over from the States to be there.

100,000 machines will have been

sold in the UK by Christmas.
He

explains that Atari

The company were showing off
the
Jaguar
and preview
ing 11 games
"Their selection o f
which are due

games wasn't as wide

to come out in
the

as they'd anticipated

next

month or so.

with some games

Atari's
selection

of

games wasn't
as

wide

apparently still stuck

they'd antici
pated,
how
ever, with some games apparently
still

stuck in

customs or on the

plane. Even those that were there
- like Kasumi Ninja - were some
way from completion. Ninja, for
example, lacked many of the char
acters

the

finished

version

is

expected to include. Also going on

unable to

meet the

at

you do...) you would sup
pose that since Atari are
putting all their eggs into
the independent retailers'
baskets

that

these

indies

would be keen to enthuse

• This is a picture of Sam Tramiel, but it

about Jaguar sales. But no, wasn't taken at the ECTS. It was one
while NASCR (the National lying around. It's still him though.

Association of Specialist
Computer Retailers) agrees that if
they could get hold of Jaguars
they would undoubtedly sell very

is

also left a little to be desired - their

sales

hospitality
suite
was
closely
guarded by Atari staff who made
sure they couldn't get close to
shop owners who, understand
ably, wanted to be able to see for
themselves the products they were
supposed to be selling. The route,
apparently, was for the shop own
ers to go through the only con

The idea

behind
decision

people

in

chain stores
are

claims

this

in the UK.

that

Atari's

quickly, the truth of the matter is
that most independent shops sim
ply haven't had any Jags to sell.
And Atari's personal relation
ship with the independent retailer

computers,

less

to
the
com
to
Sega and Nintendo machines. The
States-wide Jaguar push has con
centrated on the larger retail chain
stores like Toys 'R' Us, however, to
achieve the high levels of distribu
tion they claim they're getting.
It seems likely that IBM are

on the plane**

as

are

specifically
targetting
present
games players and so, he reckons,
the best way to reach them is
through the independent retailer.
This is despite the fact that the
Dixons Group (which includes
Curry's and PC World) account for
around 40 per cent of home elec
trical appliance sales, including

The realistic v i e w

likely
push
Jag
pared

demand for

firmed UK distributors, SDL.

Thornley had also been dis
tributing the machine, but now
appear to have ceased - Atari's
theory was that they couldn't
afford the investment necessary to
guarantee the minimum delivery

we had

although it is more likely that they
got fed up waiting for deliveries of
Jaguars that never came.
What the softies know

Atari's other major announcement
included the fact that almost 100

developers have now signed up to
work on software for the Jaguar and discussions with other devel

opers took place during the show.
This fact doesn't appear to
have filtered down through the the
representatives of the cited com
panies who were present at the
ECTS.
Interplay, for
example,
denied everything although they
have been expected to produce
Battle Chess for the Jaguar from
almost the launch of the machine

last November, and Ocean too
were distinctly unhelpful - they
suggested we looked to our sister

magazine, Edge, for any details we
needed. And Kick Off 3 which was

THOSE JAG GAMES THAT ARE ALMOST HERE (BUT NOT QUITE)
The Atari representative (or the
marketing manager, Darryl Still, as

you probably have heard of him
before) is grinning maniacally. He's
just performed an extremely nasty
death move, involving the character
on-screen seizing his opponent and
breaking him in half across his
knee. The game isn't Mortal
Kombat, but Kasutni Ninja, one of a
handful of new Jaguar releases
unveiled at the ECTS.

The version being displayed of
the new beat-'em-up is very early.

1ST

zapping his opponent with a fireball
or teleporting across the screen to
appear beside him unexpectedly.
And, of course, there's blood and

gore all over the place.
Playing the game is fairly fun the problem is with the Jaguar
joypad. With only three buttons (if
Atari think the dreaded trimphone

keyboard is of any use at all,
they're frankly mad) the chances of
hugely complex fighting moves are
somewhat remote. In the demo

game, A+C launches a fireball,

an oddly dispiriting experience. The
scenery of the game, all battlescarred wall panels and failed light

ing, is undeniably impressive. Both
speed and detail are tremendously
high. It's just things look scrappy.
Movement feels floaty and dis

can read what we think of the fin

where you play the Marine, has a
dangerously military rifle waving in
the centre of the screen to suggest
you're swaying as you walk. But it
just looks like a dangerously
military rifle waving in the

ished game next month. Probably.

while B+C makes Vernon teleport -

centre of the screen. And as

sort of hooded rogue with glowing

what a shame if this were to mean

red eyes. Atari are expecting the

each character had only two moves.

for the gunshots and
explosions, they're miserably
poor. Your gun flashes half
heartedly a few times, and
then the target fades away.

But the mechanics are there - it's

expected 12 characters, typically
just after the show closes.

slick, and it's fast - and with

The parallels with Mortal
Kombat are lawsuit-promptingly
obvious: large, digitised sprites
fighting before larger, digitised
backgrounds. The character in the
demo - probably called something
like Mangier, or Vernon - can
perform all the usual punches and
flying kicks, with special moves like

looking less and less likely, Kasumi
Ninja may well fit that beat-'em-up
gap. You can judge for yourself
when it comes out in August.
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Acclaim's official Mortal Kombat

weeks away from completion. You

tanced - the scenario on view,

Only one character is available; a

latest revision, with three of the

It's not fair to judge a game on only
a five-minute jaunt, but the demo
version is rattlingly unnerving.
Maybe our expectations have been
heightened by playing PC Doom.

Tempest 2000
Some fools wanted to throw us off

the display Jaguar to play this game

It also looks as if

Rebellion are still having
trouble fitting their preferred
samples into the game apart from some clunks,

Alien v s Predator

whirrs and clicks the demo

Also being shown was the game
everyone, but everyone, is talking

version is silent. Further

about. Apart from when they're
talking about Tempest 2000. The
extremely quick go we had proved

bugged. At one point we
were attacked by the disem-

Everybody who has aaen or heard of AVP
•• Eve
reckons Ifa really quite good. But our short
recko

bodied right arm of an alien,

on it wasn't actually that impressive.
go on

more, the demo version is

UPDATE

cient machines to make it worth

Although

on

surface

"Atari's other major
announcement

Atari is a rosy
you

included t h e fact

don't have to

scratch

t h a t a l m o s t 100

very

far beneath to
find

some

rather

major

cracks

in

developers have

now signed up**

the

woodwork
and

everyone

Atari

Atari for their

livelihood,

would
port

the wor-

INTERPLAY

Battlechess (CD ROM)
Another World

Charles Barkley Basketball
Jack Nicklaus Power

ACTIVISION

JALECO

Challenge Golf
Bubsy

LIMELIGHT

Return to Zork

LUCASARTS

(CD-ROM)
ALL SYSTEMS GO

LLAMASOFT

AMERICAN LASER MASTERS

Mad Dog Mcree
ANCO SOFTWARE

Tempest 2000

KRISALIS SOFTWARE INC

Soccer Kid (for Ocean)

Jukebox

Horsenose and Booger
(CD-ROM)

MANLEY AND ASSOCIATES INC
MAXIS SOFTWARE
MEDIA INC

MICROIDS

Commando

Navy Commando

Kick Off 3

World Cup

Evidence

ANTHILL INDUSTRIES

MICROPROSE

ARGONAUT SOFTWARE LTD

Gunship 2000

MIDNIGHT SOFTWARE

Creature Shock

Car Wars

sup
their

(CD-ROM for Virgin)
Bid-spfear

Dungeon Depths

ASG

viction that the States is the place

Chaos Agenda (CD-ROM)
Crescent Galaxy

OCEAN

Club Drive

ORIGIN

soning being that the rest of the
world usually follow anyway.

Tiny Toon Adventures

at least, that Atari are going to be
in the future of games machines
in some way or another - he
seems relieved that they're not
being discounted completely.
Despite the teething trou

Brutal Football

Apes
Lobo

PARK PLACE PRODUCTIONS

Batman the Comic

Rechin, Atari's Euro

pean marketing director, is a little
more optimistic when he talks
about Atari's future. He believes,

MILLENNIUM

NMS SOFTWARE LTD

ATARI

to be to lead the world. The rea

Jean

Hardball 3

Freelancer 2120 (CD-ROM)

it

apparent con-

rying thing is that the concerns
come from people very close to
the company.
One source suggested that
as few as 112 Jaguars had been
sold in the UK, and even went as

Battlezone 2000

Space Pirates

American Football

PHALANX

Phong 2000

PHOTOSURREALISM

Galactic Gladiators

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

Cybermorph
Battlemorph

Blue Lightning (CD-ROM)
Cybermorph 2 (CD-ROM)
AUDIO VISUAL MAGIC

PIXIS INTERACTIVE
READYSOFT INC

Dragon's Lair (CD-ROM)
Dragon's Lair 2 (CD-ROM)
Space Ace (CD-ROM)

BETHESDA SOFTWORKS

REBELLION

BEYOND GAMES Battle Wheels

Red Line Racing
Legions of the Undead (for Atari)

bles that Atari have had for sev

Mech tiles

eral months, they're still way
ahead of the competition since

BJORN JOOS/KRIS VAN LEER

Sega or Nintendo's 64-bit offer

BLACK SCORPION SOFTWARE

Ultra Vortex

AVP

REST ENERGY

RETOUR 2048

Zozziorx

Indiana Jags

ings haven't yet seen the light of

BORTA AND ASSOCIATES

SCULPTURED SOFTWARE INC

BRAINSTORM

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE

who was also at the ECTS, though

day. The word on the street is
that the Jaguar could succeed -

he wasn't there here. See?

in spite of Atari's best attempts.

BRODERBUND

•

Bob Gleadow, the MD of Atari UK

Jaguar development system

Theme Park (for Ocean)
Syndicate
with a view to

,-'

worldwide distri

bution, or something, but we

SUNSOFT

COMPUTER MUSIC

TEAM 17 SOFTWARE LTD

they went away.

TEAM INFINITY

TECHTONICS

CYBERWARE

TELEGAMES INCCasino Royale
European Soccer Challenge

DELTA MUSIC SYSTEMS INC

X

DIMENSION TECHNOLOGIES

Now

'

DOMARK

You can read

\y

about the other

\

'_

• Tempest 2K..This is .

Wolfenstein 3D

*brilliant.
Tempest
2K'
Turn to

in the previews

64 to discover
discover why.
64to

b""'ant' Turn 1

page

on pages 60 and
61. But we can't leave the Atari
stand without

mentioning the advertising cam
paign running unnoticed on a video
in one corner.
It's a series of about half a

dozen designed for US audiences,
and they're startlingly bad. Most of
them revolve around a Typical
Teenager, called Vernon, or Man
gier, or something, playing either
Cybermorph or, er, Crescent
Galaxy. You see a montage of
cleverly presented scenes from the

games that ingeniously fail to

TECHNATION DIGITAL WORLD

CYBERVISION

Stop it.

w

Ultimate Brain Games

TEQUE LONDON LTD

DTMC

Lester the Unlikely

ELITE

Power Slide

THRUSTMASTER
TIERTEX LTD

EPIC MEGAGAMES

TITUS

EUROSOFT

TRADEWEST Double Dragon 5

GAMETEK INC

Troy Aikman Football

GENUS MICROPROGRAMMING

TRIMARK INTERACTIVE

INC

UBI SOFT

is amazingly grim, then cut back to
the Typical Teenager.
They're suitably astonished,

GREMLIN GRAPHICS
H20 DESIGN CORP

US GOLD

and either fall over, comically

HANDMADE SOFTWARE

V-REEL

crispy-haired from the almost
physical shock, or else vomit copi
ously over the camera. Cut to

Aero the Acrobat

Brutal Sports Football

CROSS PRODUCT

SNASM development system

reveal Crescent Galaxy

Star Trek: the Next Generation

CLEARWATER SOFTWARE

kicked them in

and Flashback -

SOFTWARE CREATIONS
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE

CONSULTING

^

the shins until

games on show -

Cannon Fodder

SILMARILSRobinson's Requiem

BULLFROG PRODUCTIONS LTD

buying it for

S

INFOGRAMESAlone in the Dark

Brett Hull Hockey

com

puter of any
description,
and any com
pany
who
depends
on

Mortal Kombat

ACCOLADE

who owns an

the future for
one,

ACCLAIM

for

Rumours

the

ACCENT MEDIA PRODUCTIONS

far as to say he expected Atari UK
and Europe to be dissolved
within the next couple of months.
Although this would be poten
tially disastrous for the European
distribution of Jaguars, and at the
very least a major inconvenience

their while to rush it.

IM E W

JAGUAR DEVELOPERS

at ECTS
expected to be released by Anco
in the next couple of weeks has
been put back because, they say,
Atari simply haven't sold suffi

GAMES

Zool 2

Jimmy Connor's Pro Tennis
Flashback

Arena Football

Kasumi Ninja (for Atari)
HIGH VOLTAGE SOFTWARE

Horrorscope
VIRGIN

HISOFT

VIRTUAL XPERIENCE

ture of cool, who slouches in a seat

ICD INC

VISUAL CONCEPTS

and growls disinterestedly out of

ID SOFTWARE

lethargic animated jaguar, the pic

the side of his mouth.
Excited announcer bellows

horrible slogan and then collapses
from respiratory failure. Yes. We'll
take two, please.

WILLIAMS BROTHERS

Doom: Evil Unleased

WMS INDUSTRIES

Wolfenstein 3D

ZEPPELIN GAMES

IMAGINEER

IMAGITEC

Centre Court Tennis

Bubsy

Evolution Dino Dudes

3D GAMES

Rainbow Warrior

21ST CENTURY SOFTWARE

Raiden

Pinball Fantasies
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Four Reasons not to Stay Single!
No, we haven't set ourselves up as a dating agency
... yet! In fact our latest product bundles may have
just the opposite effect - HiSoft presents a range of
brand-new MultiPacks that will sorely tempt you to
stay quietly at home with your Atari computer.

1

u

Business Applications

Spread 2

These bundles are only available exclusively from
HiSoft, for a limited time, and represent

Personal Finana

Manager Plus

powerful, flexible spreadsheet

tremendous value for money.

with a host of features

keep track of your credit cards,
gas/electricity bills, bank account etc.

Ordering
Details

The Home Office
MultiPack

' Ybti can order-any MuLtiPack by telephone,
using Access, Mastercard, Visa, Switch;.
Connect etc. or by mail with a ch.eque.or
postal orders. All prices Include UK VAT.'
Please add £2 postage and packing, (we.
normally despatch within 5 working days)
or£5 for a guaranteed, next-day delivery.
(subject toavailability).-If you live

!£>

norm £169

K-Graph 3

kin 2

easy-to-use, yet powerful charting
program for pie charts, line charts etc.

complete set of essential utilities,
including mini word processor

outside the UK, please' call

£79.95

or faxfor correct,

pricing.

|
m

rogramming

I •

I••'[>•
m.

-

mm^L m 1 § I i-i w 7J k i l l r*1 I <P"sB &"•*':' •*-fib

f -4'• '- -1

-

HiSoft C

Tempus 2

VideoMaster

ColourMaster

great for learning the Clanguage,

super-fast and very configurable

the fun, real-time video system

includes full K&R tutorial

programmers' editor

for your ST/STe computer

the RGB splitter for VideoMaster for
superb colourstills

The Coders'
MultiPack

The Media
MultiPack

£79.95
norm £124

£129
norm £229

Devpac 2

Power BASIC

Replay Stereo

Concerto

standard 68000 development system
with assembler/editor/debugger

interactive, standard BASIC

compiler with full ST libraries

8-bit stereo sampling and
playback on all STs

music with this complete MIDI system

compose &arrange any typeof

Credit Card Orderline - phone 0525 718181

Diamond Edge
advanced hard disk optimiser
with medic facility

KnifeST

Diamond >

The Disk
MultiPack

easy-to-use disk recovery

system for floppies and hard drives

£99.95
norm £144

complete hard disk backup
systemwith supportforfloptical

DataLite 2
online compression system, saves

up to 50%valuable disk space

All offers are subject to
availability and expire on
31 May 1994.

' [' i ' \ i •, i1' !•
mm
The Old School Greenfield
Bedford MK45 5DE UK.

All products on this page should be available separately from your local Atari dealer
or directly from HiQoft. If you need any further information on any product (such as
its memory requirments) please call us or write to us before ordering. Ask for our
new 32-page Atari catalogue.

Tel +44 (0) 525 718181
Fax +44 (0) 525 713716
© Copyright HiSoft 1994. E&OE.
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FOOTBALL
TACTICIAN 2
PREVIEW

Surely the ST has enough
football management sims to
keep every would-be manager
happy for ever? Do we really
need another one?
PUBLISHER: TALKING BIRDS

t> 0702 523607); ALSO

• Right - Trevor Peako la Improving all

DISTRIBUTED BY KOMPART

the time. There la satisfaction at Luton

PRICE: £22.96

Town. Apparently.

Changing names is a tricky
and agonisingly confusing
business, just for the record,

• Left - So Sherldan'a been tackling
recklessly again, eh? He simply

Football Tactician 2, which is avail

One of the features that you proba
bly won't have seen before (but
don't quote us on that until 2,000
years have passed) is something

won't be told. Have hla dog shot.

able through mail order from the
programmers Talking Birds Soft
ware, is exactly the same program
as Tactical Manager, the commercial
release from Kompart. The only dif

called "flow."

ferences, as far as we can see, is
that Football Tactician 2 comes in a

are some of the

small plastic bag rather than the
typically ridiculous box, lacks the
enormous manual of Kompart's
version, and is continuously being
updated and therefore may be
slightly more up-to-date, at least
that's according to the information
received by the marketing depart
ment. Have you got that?

features to whet your appetite.

Quandary

the program with a view to run7
ning a play by mail game.
The game features all manner
of insanely complicated mathemati
cal calculations in the typical man
agement game approved manner.

Previewing

footie

management

games is a tricky and agonisingly
confusing
business.
Reviewing
them is bad enough - it's usually
only after about 2,000 years that
you finally manage to get to the bit
that's different from every other
footie game on the market. There
fore,

we're

not even

going

to

attempt to pass judgment on this
before time. Not one vaguely
authoratitive statement is going to
be
made
until
some
lucky
reviewer's played this for 2,000
years. Bearing that in mind, here
I Stop whimpering, Sheridan. If you'd
%. paid attention and tempered your
aggressive playing. Scrappy would be

nllve today. You boar responsibility.

Football Tactician 2

uses this to nudge you into playing
more attractive

You know how you get the
feeling management games are run
up on some sort of fanatically
guarded universal editor? You get
Football Tactician 2's editor with the

game, so if you're not particularly
happy with the supplied setup, you
can do your own. There's also pro
vision for completely customising

a tactical game. It describes
through how many plays you have
to keep possession before a shot at
goal is favoured.
Other things Talking Birds
reckon are unique (and who are we
to argue at this appetite-whetting
stage?) include notes for players interest in a text file, link it to the

there's much more.

player, and there you go: top libel
lous revelatory action. Alternatively
you could use it to store useful stats
and other things that might prove
handy at some point in the future.
You can also switch to rough play with a greater chance of fights
between famously antagonistic

WOODS

ID

I

R

JDNES

ID

I

.

O

HRLKER

.

C

PHLMER

N

HDRTHINGTDH

H

5INTON
E.HILLIRH5

C

HRDDLE

the referees are rated as well. Cun

ning. And, as they say with no
regard for people's sensibilities,

c

C

players - but only if you think
you can get away with it, because

you just bang out something of

FITNE5S
1

• A Hat of numbers. Yesterday. (Long
pause.) They're very good numbers.
Look at that aevan. (Pause.) Lovely.

Suspense
Annoyingly, this version only con
tains English clubs. If the Amiga
game can manage Scottish, Bundeslige and Italian leagues as well,

why can't the ST? Surely that's a
foul, ref.
wordplay
aside,
Twittish
there's plenty to recommend Football Tactician 2 looking at it at this
early stage. As ST football manage
ment games seem to have refined
play mechanics just about as far as
they can possibly go, it's the extra
features and comprehensive statis
tics that make the difference. Football

Tactician

2

contains

920

players, 46 managers and clubs, 12
famous matches and 88 referees. It

quite drips numbers. But is it any
fun? A fine link, you have to agree.
Next month, eh?
JONATHAN NASH
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REENP

In which you too can shoot
Erich von Stroheim and George
Sanders. In a way
PREVI
3LISHER

Happily, jaguar Wolfenstein
remains true to PC original.
In the war movie-staple
plot, you're a ludicrously
beweaponed soldier sent to

ID

PRICE: £45
RELEASE DATE:
END OF JUNE

he good news is, the Nazis
are in. If you're unfamiliar
with the Great Nazi Fiasco

assassinate

Hitler,

Castle

Nintendo licensed

game starts just as you

the SNES, they insisted that all Nazi
references and imagery were
removed. So, for example, you still

• Stop offending me with that

Wolfenstein.

dreadfully ill-fitting suit, you
uncouth, rumpled peasant.

The

escape from your cell, and £

SCORE

castle, decimating everyone you

damnably outrageous phrases, now
drawl, "Stop," in heavily American
voices. No one quite knows what
Nintendo are thinking of, but the
message that comes across is that

A bit rascally

meet with that ludicrous weaponry
and indulging in a spot of lucrative
looting on the side.

but

not

stranger to your
fair city. I have a

pocket full of
__<

£-T-

version makes them look etc et c etc.
•

quite, competent caretaker, you
The annoying thing about the

If you're a PC owner, you can't
move without falling over yet
another texture-mapped 3D blast
ing game. Wolfenstein is the game
that started the whole thing. (Prob
ably.) If you imagine, say, Alien vs
Predator, but more cleanly pre
sented, as if you're running around
hospital corridors
maintained by an

• Hello, I am a

W*1

• These screenshots. are a mixtjure of
. PC and! SNES pictures. The Jagi lar

have Wolfenstein. Sort of.

almost,

fir. i *.*.»£•

ITEM

you have to move up ' —i •
through the levels of the

find portraits of Hitler on the walls,
but it isn't really Hitler because
they've coloured over his mous
tache. And the guards, previously
shouting "Halten," and other such

it's all right to shoot people
through the head with a chain gun,
but they mustn't be Nazis for fear
of offending, er, Nazis.

•'-

money and I appear

Jaguar version is that it's a straight
PC port. Judging by what John
Romero says about the capabilities
of the machine (page 79, corrobo
ratory evidence fans) that's a scan
dalous waste. As it

stands, the

exceptionally zippy. Too much so,
Wolfenstein

smarter officers with sub-machine

Wobble, where you round a corner
and spin out of control as you over-

guns, large dogs, begoggled scien
tist types and, er, radioactive zom
bies. Apparently some sort of
genetic experimentation is going
on as part of the war effort, and it's
gone horribly wrong. What larks.
If things get too tough, you
can always duck into a secret room.
Secret rooms play a very large part
in Wolfenstein - after completing a
level, you're rated on kills, looting,
and the percentage of secret rooms
discovered. Up to half a level can
be concealed behind marginally
suspicious walls or false paintings,
and this is where the good stuff is
stashed - the disgracefully large
machine gun, the rocket launcher,
and so on. It's not a game you nip
through once and then discard,
which can only be a good thing.
If you can hold on until next

in fact.

The famous

compensate in trying to get back
on course, is frighteningly ampli
fied and rather shabby. You get the

feeling Wolfenstein is being rushed
trate on the Doom conversion.

top game it always
was. The feeling of
ghastly danger as
you sweep through
the
complex
is
unparalleled. It's not
really
paranoia,
because

there

usu

ally is somebody
behind you. And
those
umpteen

I doors don't really
ITCH

• Taught you to offer
to help the person
lost in the caption

^-

I QQ/

24

just above, didn't it?

Oh. hang on.

• Multiple caption, time. 1. Hi

Sorry. 3. Bet that surprised you, pal.

out to let the programmers concen

0ft£

HEALTH AM

4. Society's to blame. 5. Stop that.

help me? Aarghh.

• Ifs one of those special secret room

HUES

down in order to work, and it's still

to be lost. Can you

things. The effect is rather muted from
your point of view, but take it from us,
• it's an exciting find. Yes it is.

CORE

original code had to be slowed

But it's still the

FORMA

ITEM

but

you've been captured and
imprisoned in the sinister

connected with this game, when
Wolfenstein for

SCORE

r*i help - the Nazis can
open them as well,

month, Wolfenstein should be fair fit

but

the

for public consumption. Although

accompanying
whines giving you a vital clue as to
which direction they're going to
spring from next. Apart from the
hopelessly ineffectual soldiers, Cas
tle Wolfenstein is guarded by

you might do better to wait for the
superior Doom, but saying that here

at

least

would be dashed unsporting. So
sort of pretend the last few sen
tences never happened, eh?
JONATHAN NASH

GAME
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FLASHBACK
the extra vim and verve of

PUBLISHER: US GOLD

the Jaguar really shows it
off. The graphics are actu
ally smaller than other

• Hang, Conrad. Hang like the innocent '
Derek Bentley. Swing, Conrad. Sw

PRICE: £45

RELEASE DATE:

versions', but none of the

Is, King of the Swin

detail has been lost. The

AUGUST

effect

In the beginning there was Prince of
Persia. It featured a magnificently
animated central character spring
ing around cellars and palaces,
indulging in the sort of balletic
swordplay that would put Basil

to every computer and console ever
in the history of the world. You
could ask anybody at all about
Prince of Persia, and they'd know.
incoherent ones.
Now comes Flashback. It's sort

your memory and been somehow

Rathbone to shame, if he wasn't
dead. The game became the most

of a follow-up to Prince of Persia,
because it, too, has a magnificently

popular thing ever in the history of

animated central character. And it's

the world, because it was converted

been converted to every computer
and console ever in the history
of the world, except the ST,
but that's another story. The

transported to an alien planet, and
untangle the plot as time passes
and because it's been seen by
everybody everywhere, all the sur
prises have been given away. You'd
have thought the publishers would
have twigged, and perhaps re
jigged the story for the different

it's really a mystery story - you
start the game having lost

versions, but no. Tsk.

• The Jaguar game makes this

That Jaguar, eh?

SNES version look ill. It really

The main selling point of the game
has always been the animation, and

does. 256 colours? Pah.

r

RICE: £45
PRICE: MID SUMMER

There's a funny story attached to
this. According to Anco, who are
programming the game for Imagineer, Jaguar Kick Off 3 is very nearly
finished. The month of June sees il
all done, but the release date has

put

back

because

Atari

haven't sorted out the launch of

bluffing? It's a fine guessing game
for all the family. But anyway.
Kick Off 3 is the fantastically
obvious sequel to Kick Off 2. We
only mention this because everyone
thought that was Virgin's Goal! (It
was by the same programmer, you
see.) Fortunately, especially consid
ering the astonishing ineptness of
Coal!, Kick Off 3 is a different game
altogether. Anco reckon to have
modified the basic play mechanics.

the machine itself. According to
Atari

make

the

The other main selling
point is the gameplay.
No, really. Flashback looks
like a platform game, but
it plays like something else. For a
start, you've got a gun. Never mind
all this jumping on heads nonsense;
flick open your jacket, driiw that
pistol and blaze away in the
approved manner. Just the thing to
take your mind off the puzzles,
which are of the take object W to
location X to get object Y and
snazzy animated cutawiiy Z variety.
Truly a classic, and not just in a
bludgeoning, converted to every
computer and console ever sort of
way. It's out in August. We love it.

ICK OFF 3

PUBLISHER: IMAGINEER

been

to

the animation more fluid.

They would. Even the dramatically

problem with Flashback is that

is

colours seem richer, and

themselves,

however,

the

game isn't very nearly finished at

fi Not quite sure
why those
cherries are on

Previous

to

Off

kick

the

ball:

when

a

player touches the ball, the ball is
knocked away. So you have to time
it so you kick as you touch the ball.
Mmmm. This time round, though,
things should be a spot easier.

^

all. Hardly started, in fact. Who's

Kick

games use a mindbogglingly tricky way

Otherthings

Rathbone could muster for another

mealy villain role, which would be

quite a lot except he's dead, the
game shall be leaping out of Anco's
special bag in June. Or possibly
August. Who can tell?

The presentation's also
been beefed up. The
I player sprites are much
larger, and the view
point's been changed to
a sort of side-angle
thing. There are ani
mated

D Hello birds hello sky it is

Fotherinflton-Thomas who
is a wet and a weed and

bits

whenever

something happens and an
enigmatic sounding practice
(noun) option. Gosh.
Whether you find the fact it's
Kick Off 3 amazingly promising, or

look forward to the prospect with

s Upset by Henry's arrogantly
'assured control of tho hall. Kenneth

about as much enthusiasm as Basil

;ind the others* feigned horedom.

SCREENPL

Jason Kingsley of Rebellion is shouting across a
room. "Is it Redline Racing, or Redline Racer?
Racing? Racing. Racing? Racer sounds better. All
right." He turns back to the telephone. "It's now
called Redline Racing."
^£vj£

EVIE

^^n~L.-:

f ;-:..;-v:.:/- ^i.;^_;
• ';^.';ju:-~^C r„u.. J

• It's got different viewpoints and

PUBLISHER: ATARI

don't have to worry about the stag

PROGRAMMERS: REBELLION

geringly

PRICE: £45

spelling any more.
"It's a homage to Virtua Rac

tedious engine whiny growl for the

e's talking about the game
that used to be splashed
over glossy Atari brochures
as Checkered Flag 2, but which has

ing," explains Kingsley by way of
describing the game. Virtua Racing,
if you didn't know, is a spectacular
polygon car game wowing them in

colour lightsourced polygons slam
ming around the screen at a rate of

now undergone a slightly confused
name change for no adequately
explained reason. At least you

the arcades even at this very
moment thanks to its terribly high

irritating

American

speed and witty manner of zoom
ing the camera in and
around the car at the

most

l^j

inopportune

moments. Sega have
converted

it

to

the

p-^9

|

everything. Let's hope they manage

silS "..}.'.<'.': rZifdi1- 1

to do something other than the usual
sound, though.

• Your car. With a sort of white thing

knots. There are ten tracks to race

on the front. Not that we mean to

on at the moment in either a one-

demean your powers of observation

off contest or a championship,

or anything. But it's nice to be sure.

weather

added

with, the slightly unusual ability to
change the car's livery, and... a
two-player mode?
"There's
no
two-player
mode," admits Kingsley. "That's
the only negative point. But, to be
fair, that wasn't part of the original
commission. They just wanted a 3D
car game for one player. We'd
eventually like to get a two-player
link-up for Redline Racing 2."
The game's almost finished;

a

hell

of

a

lot

more

recently," says Kingsley. "We're
very pleased with it. It's awesome."
There's a horrifying silence. Birds
drop from the sky. "Let's try

Mega Drive with the

another word. It's good. I'm a mas

aid of an extra maths

ter of understatement." Quite.

chip in the cart, and
New things

very nice it is too.
Redline Racing
has changed quite a

The game is a hybrid of Fl and
Indycar racing. Starting life as a

bit since ST FORMAT

straightforward

last

evolved

saw

it.

"We've

into

simulation,

more of an

it's
action

they
drive

the

com

one," beams Kingsley.

bridges there?
can stand on

them and wave

hopefully.

game.
body

car,"

"Every
com

ments Kingsley.
( "We said,
of
course

• You're freefalling through space in the

exciting Level One sub-game. Press fire
to open your parachute and aim for
your car. An obvious lie.

all that remains is to fine-tune the

plained

have those

Those mountain ranges look a bit

•

contend

couldn't

• Why do they

J

to

intelligent computer drivers. "In
most racing games, if you're no
good at the game, the computer
drivers leave you behind. Similarly,
if you're a good player, you leave
them behind, and there's nothing
to do but drive around an empty
track. It gets boring. But with Redline Racing, some of the drivers are
better than you, and some are
worse. They're self-adjusting, so
you're always racing against some

I Where is this supposed to be?

JU E*i*

conditions

you

can't. It's a real

Fl car. If you tried to drive a real Fl
car you'd smash it to bits." So out
went all the convoluted statistics.

Instead, you've got tons of 65.000-

Punchline

Entirely expectedly, a demo version
of the game for the ECTS failed to
make an appearance. But you'll see
it in June, but not before we do.
because we're clever like that.
JONATHAN NASH
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44a/b Stanley Street Bedford MK41 7RW
Tel 0234 273000

Fax 0234 352207
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Power

Drives

v.32

bis

PC720B, the award winning

External fax and data modem

external disk drive which includes a

including these many features:
Supports upto 57,600 bps
Full Haynes AT command set
supported
Call back security
Optional power onauto-dial
Supports error correction +detection
All cables and power supply included

virus blocker, built-in Blitz Turbo
and is able to boot from drive B.

PC720B

£60

PC720P (inc.PSU)
PC720I(internal)

<<JZ

CalCom

£55
£39.95

(360K upgrade drive, needs case modification)

PC720 OI (official)

£45

(720K interna! replacement drive)

Calcom v.32bis
Drive

B

Cable

If you have an internal dtive thatis
not compatible with 'boot from
drive B', this cable will solve your
problem.

j j3

^SaJ

Drive-B cable

£9.95

-^J.
Blitz

Requires: At least 1MB, Atari ST/STE or Falcon030 series,

Turbo

Back-up disks at lightning speeds,
Blitz copies from theinternal to the
external drive and cleverly by-passes
your ST's controller chip. In

double sided disk drive, 1 or 2 joysticks &colourdisplay

around 40 seconds you can back-up
POW6R PAD

rf?§Sj^\

Atari Enhanced Controllers for use
^

with STE and Falcon030 optional

SuperMon

SuperMon comes with all the

features of the 'Ultimate Ripper'
and more. Some of the features

included with SuperMon are:
Program switcher- allows toprograms
to bein thememory simultaneously
and switched between at the touch

ofakey, Printer spooler- allows files
to be printed at the same time as

other tasks, Comprehensive
debugger- disassemble programs
and step through them, intercept
OS calls, search memory or find

an ST disk, what's more you can
switch between your disk drive and
Blitz Turbo without disconnecting

where a routine is called from

your Blitz interface.

automatically,

(1988

•^s..

BlitzTurbo

Diagnostics

function- check the internal

Copyright actapplies)
COMPATIBLE

£169

Includes modem software

£25

functioning of your ST disk
analyser, custom format disks,
read/write sectors, hide files,

;R

^F

Payment by Cheque, PO (allowing 28 daysfor delivery)
or phone our Credit Card Hotline

/i

Utilities- the SuperMon also has
many utility functions available,
including reset proof RAM disk,

X

mouse trap function, time display,
screen snapshot and 50/60Hz toggle.

r~"

(071 263 8584)

Jlelp. QaifUiA, Qtam and Band dttake, IcdUe
and noil titein, wan •yiom the Bottom atthe
Qcean tothe *7op o^ the GhantA.!
Qet out oji ifout iitett and nana o*t to yxudA
fieasilb aA, nou, tend tke Record BudineM
into a tyUn, p4cklna up, noun, initswwventi,
alana the wan toclaim noun, yame.

Power

Scanner

SOFTWARE
Caspian Software Ltd (Product Services)
1 Florence Road, London N4 4BU.
Rock 'n' Roll Clams © Caspian Software Ltd 1994
Atari ST/E, Falcon030 and Power Pad are trademarks of Atari Corporation.

£25
£35

The award winning scanner from
Power Computing allows you to
scan up to 400DPI in real-time
greyscale, with autoscan rate detect.
The scanning softwate included
allows you to edit and manipulate
anyimage youscan.

The LQ-150 is a fast quiet 24-pin
colout dotmatrix printer
Tractor unit
Black ribbon

£29.95
£5.95

Power Scanner
£99
Power Scanner with OCR £149

Colour ribbon

£15.95

Ring Interruption

Ewngm-^BuBLtd

Ultimate Ripper
Including SuperMon

Epson Printers

Epson LQ-150 +cable

£229

Epson LQ-100 + cable

£209

Miscellanous

Use with Ultimate Ripper or
SuperMon. Stop games or programs

Atari Mouse

£15

Power Clock

£17.99

in their tracks, search for infinate

Optical Mouse
£29.95
Replacement optical mat....£10

lives andhack with code. A press of
thekey andtheprogram isrestarted.

Ring Interruption

£15

100 Branded disks + box ....£49
10 Branded disks
£5

£35

Intruder 1joystick
Maverick 1 joystick
Apache 1 joystick

Memory
1MB Simm

£29.99
£15.99
£7.99

delivery: next day £5.00 2-3 days £2.50 Saturday £10.00
deliveries aresubject to srock availability, allprices include VAT, E & OE
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First, there was Tempest.

a path, while the background goes a bit "odd." It all boggles the mind.

for a really fantastic picture is lost
because of a reflexive twitch at just
the wrong moment, and
i
eventually resorting to

And now there are 2000

£29

• The bonus levels are ludicrous. You move through things, or try to keep on

of them. Or something

which enhance your dots and really
show the enemy lines where to get
off. Some lights flash while you are
doing this. You can also play a copy
of the original Tempest, which is
quite similar to Tempest 2000,

except there are no flashing lights.

here's no denying the usefulness of the pause button in a
game. Whether unexpectedly called to the telephone or

time began
is
why,
when
you
pause a game,

suddenly reminded that a favoured
radio programme is about to
start... Or if you ring for the butler
to be faced by the Hooded Tiger,

does it print
the
won
"Paused" in ex
ely large letters? Surely

Dammit. Look, the problem
with Tempest 2000 is this: there is

I A fuseball
on the rim is a

very bad thing. You
can't shoot it without the jump

power-up, and it follows you. O-ho.

fisticuffs in a disagreeable and
entirely avoidable manner.
But anyway.

Preliminary things

Tempest 2000 is a game of flying
around some lines, shooting dots at
some lines. Periodically you can
catch some dots arranged in a ring,

no problem with Tempest 2000. The
game's unblemished presentation
and frankly amazing payability
make a mockery of the whole
reviewing process. It demands, in
fact, a complete abandonment of
traditional critical faculties and the

adoption of a slightly demeaning,
unquestioningly adulatory tone,
with special dispensation from the
Pope to use the word "superb" in
public. But we must at least keep
up appearances, so here's a reason
ably objective overview of the
game just to get in the way.
Your ship sits on the rim of a
well of a web, snapping between
the corridors and always firing

225370
I If s the first red web. You've got two of the three warp icons, and there's a
demon head attacking. You're reading ST FORMAT, and this is page 64. Sigh.

only the most
unattractively stu

arch-criminal

thought
when

killed

his

ranean

subter

mountain

headquarters

destroyed

was

by

a

secret task-force of
disaffected

"The problem with
Tempest 2000 is
this: there is no

would

be

say,
just

the screen
froze. This

would mean rev

problem with

iewers could cap

Tempest 2000*

ture illustrative an

Middle

European nobility
led by Captain Jack

pid

come alarmed if,

screenshots

their

Thorpe and your
self in an advisory

leisure,

instead of becom-

capacity, the pause function is

ing obliged to enlist the help of a

invaluable. But one question that
has baffled the keenest minds since

harried colleague and shouting
unpleasantly when the opportunity

FORMAT

ISSUE

59

• Tricky blighter, Johnny polygon moving web. You can lock the view, as if
you're looking down on the screen from the head of a valley. This is good.

GAME

inwards. Bad things skitter up the
web towards you and try to kill
you. The basic monster walks optimistically in your
general
direc
tion, aiming to
reach

the

And you thought we just made it
up as we went. To your credit - and
that's you as a player, rather than

"Vase-damaging

rim

techno music

where it can cart

danger

ous fashion, but
before
long

move through things, or try to keep on
a path, while the background goes

.

a bit "odd." There's lots of oozing,

/

some horribly... wait a minute.
Ifs broken my brain. Help me.

screen smart bomb.

real-time. The screenshots / „ • „„

And!

placed so lovingly on / . .._
these pages, while full of /
impact and fetchingly / • •

power-ups

bursts in your ears. periodically whizz
a vulnerable but voices of authority out of the web,
awarding a stupidly

congratulate you on vicious gun, lots of

you're
fighting
things
which
swim freely around the web, or
expel two other monsters when

points, a smart little
drone ship, the abil
ity to leap away
from the web for a thrilling
moment, or an instant escape to

shot, or invest laying spikes against

the next level. In addition, if you

your skill**

idLJhduLiiauXaLXiJL

.1 The bonus levels are ludicrous. You

as a reader; keep
up, keep up - you
have a once-per-

wheel around in

craftily

REVIEW

/

/

/

devoid

of

«*I

"Paused" /

signs, entirely fail to A •
convey the feel of the /
game in action. / . ;y
When you shoot
• %|
something,

it

vj

explodes in a bliz- . "• "•

zard

of

Bonuses

worse

dots.

and

of

the

the

bad

things blurt gigantic

^"
"

A

•

.y..:>»\

"*-.5"

scaling numbers that I
fill the screen and \
"_
comically obscure the \
view. Colours cycle. \
Shapes pulse. The web \ •
swings wildly on its axes \
to follow your ship. Vase- \
damaging techno music \
bursts in your ears, voices of \
authority congratulate you on \
your skill, and the screen \

•;.

sweeps round to centre the fatal \
explosion while a large message

wv
• The bonus levels are ludicrous- You move through things, or try
to keep on a path, while the background goes a bit "odd." There's
lots of oozing, some... horribly... inconvenient... hang on.

the

moment when

you zoom

through the web to the next
screen, or electrify the whole of a
corridor, or survive several shots,

flinging the damaged bits of them
selves at you disturbingly, or fly
around outside the web, impervi
ous to your hostile attentions. And
your gun fires some dots.

Actually, things aren't quite as
bad as all that. That long, rather
ominous description of your foes
was deliberately skewed to present
an excitingly dramatic picture of
hopeless odds. It's a standard liter
ary device to interest the reader.

v«

collect three warp rings,
you get to play a terri
bly special bonus screen
where you can rack up
bags of points and
allow the nurse to prep
you for cardiovascular
surgery. You lucky peo
ple you.
Right, descriptive bit
over. Opinions.
Good things

The frightening thing __„____
about Tempest 2000 is

that it's calculating everything in

• Even this terrifying cat head screen pales beside the genuinely evil red
poppy level. Old Morally themed webs? You know what should happen to you.

Frankly embarrassing ways to get killed in Tempest 2000
The caught-you
You're on a ludicrously difficult

level.

You've

collected

the

jump

power. You zap a tanker, creaming
the two pulsars before they can even
fire. You flip the length of the web,
jitterbugging across the path of the

demon. You snap upwards, snatching
the final warp ring. A dull, insignifi
cant, arthritically-articulated flipper
sits there quietly and yo

5

The victory roll

zooming through the web to the next
level. Self-satisfied, you barrel-roll

high score. You've crowed to your
friends, and, because it's your cart,
you've refused to let anyone play
until everybody knows how great you

around the screen. But -

are. You're cut down by a .50 calibre

You've cleared a screen. You're

oh no! -

you've forgotten about a spike, and
crash into it. You have to do the

round fired from a
advantageous position.

strategically

whole screen again.
H T The
h e terrible

m

The assassin's bullet
've

beaten

the

all-

You'r
You're
no good, whatsoever,
he game

E T h e out-of-body
experience
You're watching a pulsar with vague
interest. It's slipped on to the playfield. It's coming towards you. You
continue to watch it detatchedly as it
fries you. Your brain then returns
from a short holiday, tanned, rested
and full of energy. It then has the
insensitivity to enquire politely after
your health.

GAME

REV

waves its contempt by highlighting
exactly how the monsters got you.
It's your brain, hotwired by a ,
professional.
Playing the game really is
like nothing else, ever. Noth
ing. Really. Veterans of the
original Tempest may recognise
the underpinning ideas, but the I
fresh treatment adds immeasur

ably to the game.

UW1

• Our special Jaguar grabbing lead was smashed to bits and before we
could get it repaired, Darryl Still, Atari's marketing man, demanded the
return of Tsmpest 2000: "We can't use any other on our Jaguar."

• Actually, all these
screenshots were taken

from a very large bunch
collated when ST FORMAT

originally went to see

.

Minter at home.

.•

•,

Tempest 2000 is intense. It's incredibly intense. You know those games
which boast that there's always
something happening? In Tempest

2000, there's always everything
happening. That's intense. It's sort
of like trying to solve a booby-

trapped Rubik's Cube while hyperventilating in a diving suit at a
depth of overfive atmospheres and
realising you're slightly claustrophobic. But fun.

through giant coloured dots.

you're actually controlling. Tempest

Tempest 2000 takes that mildly
tedious phrase "just one more
go," and mutates

Duel is a head-to-head game which
nobody plays. You've got a mirror
to reflect your opponent's shots,
and it really doesn't work at all.

For, make no mis-

take, tnis
this game
game is
take,
is

appallingly

play-

able. It tests your
reflexes. It
chalreflexes.
It challenges
lenges your peripperipheral vision. It
rains
enquiries
upon your special

perception,

and

it into "Get away

*|t's like trying
to solve a

booby-trapped

from

instant.

me

tnis

If you

Let me Play TemPest 200° a9ain-

Oh, go on.

touch this mach-

ine ' sha" hunt

Bad things

T
Rubik's Cube while

you down ancj
shoot you like a

oh, all right. But really quickly. First
of all, why is there no two-player

itilating
hyperventilating

dog." There are

option on Tempest 2000? Secondly,

TOO levels in the

why is the joypad so unutterably

in a diving
rig suit**

game,

and

detestable? Thirdly, because there

beyond Level 17
every odd-num-

are only four keys - you enter a tag
to associate yourself with one -

bered screen completed yields a
key so you can return to that point
later on. Or carry on immediately,
criminally threatening everyone

why can't you selectively delete
them? There we are. Piddling quibbles, really. Now get away from me
instantly. Ifyou touch this machine,

who wants to have a go.

I shall hunt you down and shoot
you like a dog.

gives you
you the spespe
gives
cial power to
to see
see
cial

More things
And there are other games
on the cart as well. Where

Tempest 2000 is all soft edges
and velvety panic, the origi
nal
Tempest is angled
monofilaments

and

JONATHAN NASH

TEMPEST 2000
£44.99 • Atari

• « 0753 533344

razor

terror. Or something. Any-

_A

way, it's a fine game, and

• Our protests and arguments were waved aside. Still cared nothing for our
Mtnter-beating top score, won by accompanying the game with some very

harder than the remake. For,
you see, there were no such
things as power-ups when

Absolutely spect

the coin-op first appeared.

clumpy
Clumpy techno
techno a
and fabulously loud e

So you have to rely entirely
on your wrist-twisting skills.
Tempest Plus is a twoplayer version of Tempest.
Basically. It pales beside Tem
pest 2000, but does have
a perfectly great bit where
the incomprehensible may
hem on the screen

makes

you utterly forget which ship

CAPABILITY
n, or die.

STF RATING

Lowest Priced Top Quality
Ribbons, Inkjets, Toners & Disks
Printer Ribbons
BLACK

lair

Amstrad DMP 2000/3000

2.80

2+

5±

2.65

2.45

BLACK

Ilk

2.25 Panasonic KXPI123/1124/1140

luff

2±

S± M±

3.46

3.31

3.11

2.89

2.74 2.54 2.34

5.75

5.60 5.40 5.20

5.70

5.55

2.29

2.14

1.94 1.84

2.85

2.65 2.45
2.51

Amslrud DMP 4000
3.66 3.51 3.31
Amstrad PCW8256/8512/LQ3500 2.85 2.70 2.50
Brother M1009/1024/1109/1209
3.90 3.75 3.55
Citizen 120D/LSP10/Swift24/9
2.85 2.70 2.50

3.11
2.30
3.35
2.30

Panasonic KXP1080/1180/90/1592
Panasonic KXP2123/2180
Seikosha SL90/92/95
Star LC10/20/100

Commodore MPS1220/1230

4.50

3.95

StarLC200

3.00

Epson LQ100
Epson LQ400/500/800/850
Epson FX/MX/RX80/FX/LX800
Epson FX/MX/RX100/FX/MX 1000
Epson LX80/86/90
Mannesman,! Tally 80/81

4.10 3.95 3.75 3.55 Star LC24-10/200
3.45 3.30 3.10 2.90 Taxan Kaga KP810/815/910/915
2.90
3.36

4.35

4.15

2.75 2.55
3.21 3.01

2.35
COLOUR
2.81 Citizen Swift 24

NEC Pinwriter P2200

2.12 1.97 1.77 1.67 Panasonic KXP2123/2180
3.90 3.75 3.55 3.35 Star LC10/20/100
3.03 2.88 2.68 2.48 StarLC200

OKI ML182/183/192/193/195

3.17 3.02 2.82 2.62 StarLC24-10/200

5.35 5.15

2.86

2.71

3.14

2.99 2.79 2.59

lull

2±

DS/DD

DS/HD ,

±5

£8

100 Cap.
Lockable
Disk Box

25 Disks

£12

£18

50 Disks

£21

£31

100 Disks

£36

£56

250 Disks

£5.99
with
orders of

£128
£83
£10+
500 Disks £162
£238
Preformatted (MS-DOS) disksavailable
vailable at 2p
2p extra/disk.
All Disks Certified 100% Error Free and
INCLUDE FREE Labels.

0480 498889

5± ittt

Fax: 0480 496379

12.81 12.6612.4612.06
10.63 10.48 10.28 9.88
6.00

5.85

5.65 5.25

9.78

9.63

9.43 9.03

9.63

9.48

9.28 8.88

Ring us and WE WILL BEAT all other Ribbon prices I
10 Disks

TELEPHONE

2.31

Ring For Ribbons Not Listed.

31/2" Disks & Disk Boxes

aurope

2.91

ST FORMAT GOLD
SCORED AN
AMAZING

Inkiets. Ink Refills & Toners
Canon BJ-10/20 Cartridge
Commodore MPS1270 Cartridge
HP Deskjet Cartridge (Double Cap)
HP DeskJet Tri-Colour Cartridge
HP Thinkjet/Quieljet Cartridge

i7.^4 each
12.13each
24.24 each
28.89 each
12.13 each

HP Deskjet Tri-Colour Cartridge Refill
16.00 each
Inkjet Refills(Twin Packs) for Canon BJ-10/20, BJ300,HP
Deskjet. Available in Black,Cyan. Magenta,Yellow, Red,
Blue, Brown, Light Green, Dark Green and Gold..

RELEASED IN
THE UK 24/3/94
ORDER NOW

£17-99

1 Pack ,£11.00. 2+Packs £.10.60 ea, 5+ Packs ,£9.95 ea.

HP Laserjet II/III Toner Cartridge
HP Laserjet IIP/HIP Toner Cartridge

44.51 each
53.14 each

Ring For Inkjets & Toners Not Listed.

Miscellaneous Items
Roll 1000 31/2" Disk Labels

8.99

31/2" Disk Cleaning Kit
Parallel Printer Cable (1.8m)
Mouse Mat

2.99
3.99
2.99

CPU & Monitor Dust Cover
Monitor Dust Cover

80 Column Printer Dost Cover

Amiga 500 Dust Cover
Amiga 600 Dust Cover

5.49
4.99
3.99
3.99
3.99

MEMBER OF

DIRECT MARKETING ASSOCIATION

Amiga 1200 Dust Cover

All Prices INCLUDE VAT (@ 17i/2%) & UK DELIVERY

0543 250377 Ring us or send cheques to: 0543 250377
Owl Associates Ltd, Dept 211, Owl House,
5 The Brambles, Lichfield, Staffs WS14 9SE L
Official Government & Educational orders welcome

The
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Era

Limited are pleased to announce the launch of a new
operating system for thf atari st range of computers.

is2 turns even the lowi3|siof st's into a real-time sys'i em

5MS2 is an object-c

eady operating system.

udes majwadvanc

i aii intelligent graphics user
!-directable I/O,

P\,-"' built-in system access program.!
MS2 seems to be unusual in that you simply
Ige port of your ST, switch on and ten secon<

AMlANDSIbiJiasffiiftSiiiajs-R!
+DUNGE0N MASTER/CHAOS
DYNABLASTER
EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS

F1 (WILLIAMS)
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2

;it into the
er the system is
ire and yet it is

for use. There is no complex installation pr<
highly configurable to suit your own parti
needs.
F
52is supplied on PEROJvI (Programmable Erasable
te Read
Only
>ry) so that any upgrades to the system software can
an be recorded

tto thePtROMS enablingyoursystem to be easily u
Applications:

>2 is not GEM or TOS compatible but is a distinct an

brig system, which provides a different form of camp
are already a number of commercial programs
and a good range of PD software
which is available now and is SMS2 compatible

FURST

ADDAMS FAMILY
ANCIENT ART OF WAR IN SKIES
ANOTHER WORLD
+AT0MIN0
AWARD WINNERS
+AWES0ME
AV8B HARRIER ASSAULT BAHLEHAWKS1942
BITMAP BROS. VOL 1
+B0NANZA BROTHERS
•BLUE ANGELS
CAMPAIGN
CAMPAIGN MISSION DISKS
CANNON FODDER
CARRIER COMMAND
CHAMP MANAGER 92/931 MEG
CHAMP MANAGER 94 DATA
+CHA0S STRIKES BACK
CHASE HQ II
CIVILIZATION 1 MEG
CRUISE FORA CORPSE
CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA
D-DAY 1 MEG
DOGFIGHT
+D00DLEBUG
+D0UBLEDRAGON 31 MEG

with Workstation capabilities.

sys

|+3DCONSTRUCTION KIT 2
7.99
13.99

10.99
7.99
16.99
7.99
10.99
16.99
4.99
7.99
22.99
11.99
17.99
7.99
16.99
7.99
4.99
7.99
19.99
11.99
4.99
20.99
22.99
8.99
4.99
15.99
17.99
18.99
18.99
16.99
12.99

F29 RETALIAT0R
FACE OFF
FALCON
FINAL FIGHT
FiREHAWK
+FIRST SAMURAI

POPULOUS/PROMISED LANDS
9.'
POWERMONGER &WW1 11.S
•PREMIER MANAGER 2 CAl
PRINCE OF PERSIA
6.!
+PSYCH0'S SOCCER SELECTION
5.S
7.!
PUSHOVER
QUEST FORADVENTURE 16.1

+F0RMULA0NEG.P,

+RACEDRIVING INC VIDEO

FUTURE WARS
+G-L0C
GOAL 1 MEG
+G0LD OF THE AZTECS
GRAHAM GOOCHS CRICKET
HERO QUEST
HILL STREET BLUES
HOYLES BOOK OF GAMES VOL
•*JDY LAST CRUSADE ADV 1MEG
1'iTEMIlM
+ ISHAR
+ISHAR2
JAMES POND
+J0HNBARNES FOOTBALL 1MEG
KICK OFF 2
KILLING GAME SHOW
KINGS QUEST 1
KNGHTS0FTHESKY1MEG
LASER SQUAD
LAST NINJA 3
LEGENDS OF VALOUR
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2
LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK
LEMMINGS 21 MEG
LETHAL WEAPON
+LETHAL WEAPON 3
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1
LOOM

REACH FORTHESKIES
•ROBINSONS REQUIEM
ROBOCOD
R0C0C0P3
ROCK'N'ROLL CLAMS
•R0URKES DRIFT
SABRE TEAM 1 MEG
SCRABBLE
+S.D.I.
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND 1
SHADOWLANDS
+SHAD0WOF THE BEAST
+SILENT SERVICE 21 MEG
SIM CITY/POPULOUS
SOCCER STARS
SPEEDBALL2
STREETFIGHTER
STREETFIGHTER 21 MEG
STRIKE FLEET
STRIKER
+SUPERFIGHTERS
•SUPERLEAGUE MANAGER
TENNIS CUP 2
TERMINATOR 2
TEST DRIVE 2
+THE CHAOS ENGINE
•THE FINALCONFLICT
+THE GREATEST
THE IMMORTAL
THE PATRICIAN
THE SIMPSONS
+THEIR FINEST HOUR
TOKI
+TRANSARTICA
TURNING POINTS
TURRICAN 2
WIZKID
+W0LFPACK
WWF-EUROPEAN RAMPAGE
ZAK MC KRAKEN
+Z00L

STEALTHFIGHTER

LORDS OF CHAOS
+L0TUS TRILOGY
•LUREOF THE TEMPTRESS
MAGIC BOY
MANCHESTER UNITED-EUROPE
MANIAC MANSIONS
METAL MUTANT
MIDWINTER

MIDWINTER 2
MIG 29 FULCRUM
M1 TANK PLATOON
+M0T0RHEAD
•NIGHT SHIFT
ODYSSEY
ONE STEP BEYOND

OPERATION HARRIER
OPERATION STEALTH
-•- PACIFIC ISLANDS -TEAM YANKEE 2
PANZA KICK BOXING
PINBALL MAGIC
PIRATES 1 MEG
POLICE QUEST 1

Ail itemsaresubject to availability.

19.E
18.!
7.S
8i
CAl

7.5
14.E

17.9
4.E
12.E

7.9
27.9
14.E

19.9
16.9
7.9
7.9
10.9
9.9
7.9
12.9
16.9
7.9
5.9
6.9
13.9
7.9
17.9
9.9
17.9
7.9
14.9
7.9
14.9
23.9
6.9
8.9
4.9
7.9
9.9
13.9

JOYSTICKS
MAVERICK
8.9
QUICKSHOT PYTHON 7.9
QUICKSHOT STARFIGHTER
7.9
SAITEK MEGAGRIP 10.9
SPEEDKING-AUTO FIRE
8.9!
TAC2
5.9!
THE BUG
10.9!
10.9!
ZIP STICK

Pricescan be subjectto change. E&O

Post andpacking: UK =75p peritem 2nd Class; £1.50 peritem 1stClass; £2.00 peritem 1stClass Recorded.
E.E.C. =£3.00 peritem; Non-E.E,C. =£6.00 peritem;

Swift Air E.E.C. =£5.75 peritem; Swift Air Non E.E.C. =£9.00 peritem

_| Next DayCourier=£5.00 per consignment (Up to5kg. Deliveries Mon-Fri Only)
VISA

^"'es mari<ed with a• may not bereleased attime ofgoing topress.

Please telephone for availability and afull copy ofour terms and conditions.

_^_

Titles marked with a+ are available atthe price shown while stocks last.

OPEIU A L L DAY SATURDAY
NAME L_
ADDRESS

POSTCODE^
ITEMlZ

PHONE

PRICE

ITEMf

PRICE

ITEMf

PRICE
(Please indicate ifyou require Diskor CD-ROM)

POSTAGE

Visa/Mastercard/Switch Number:

TOTAL

Make cheques payable ti
European Computer Use
Switch issue No:

Card Expiry Date:

& send to:

Units A2/A3 Edison Rd,

SIGNATURE:

St Ives, Huntingdon,
CAMBS PE17 4LF

GAME

REVIEW

ROCK
Fishy puns and jokes about seafood diets make
up a large proportion of the review of this
near-pinball game from new commercial
programmers, Caspian Software

no fur and no discernable faces, as

1MByte

on

Caspian the Clam was bored, he
was listening to classical music on a
school trip. Although he loved
music, he didn't dig classical. Then,

such. They are roughly round,
though. A highly important fact, as
you are about to discover.

everything from an STFM to the

from above the waves, came the

Falcon.

groovy sounds of rock 'n' roll.
Sneaking off to investigate, Caspian
and his friends are caught in the

Shellfish don't usually rate very

to original ST games. Top marks to

highly on the list of cuddly
animals - they have no limbs,

Caspian for supporting the full
Atari range; providing you have
of
It

RAM Clams runs

uses the BLITTER and

DAM sound chips if you have an
STE or better. It also supports
Atari's power pad and is hard drive
installable. Using the extra capabili
ties of the STE earns Caspian Soft
ware extra special bonus points it's a far more capable game play. __ ing machine.
The plot is, as
usual, relatively
unimportant,

Rock 'n' Roll Clams features

Caspian the clam in his first
\ major role. The game hails

j from a new outfit called
Caspian Software, dedicated

nets of the mackerel, Mac. It looks
like Clams 'U' Like is in store for

them, until Caspian escapes. His
mission is to free his friends, get
some musical instruments, form a

rock 'n' roll band and get a record
contract. There, we told you it was
unimportant.
It all boils down to eight
worlds of between six and eight

but here goes.
• They look Innocent enough but
these blue faces oan be awinee to

navigate around. You have to
watch your spin and angle when
you hit them.
MM

HAT TRICK
There are four hats for Caspar. He doesn't have a head, as such, so they go

over his whole body. Using the right one in the right place is vital. In an
amazing stroke of luck the right hat is often to be found just before the
,„„«. ,.,i,e,™ ;*,-„„,eaS jn handy, amazing stuff.

IASH HAT - Don this and

steamroller your way

through the level, hurrah!

^

JJ
O

orks in all directions.

• Two-player mode. If s always •
level H you've stuffed someone <

HAT - Aha, shooting at

e fun completing a
i while doing It

You can blast some of

II
^•""w
^tmm^

addies.
the ba«

It fires in all
directs
directions,
too.

'

OOOatCOO

w

tOPELLER HAT - Caspar flies

HI

•jit/

OOQOi

m

1

>m

".
u

'.

rough the air like a bird, well,
jore like a clam with a propeller
" head, actually.
-••

m

-;

mm

_

*
m

m

-

START BLOCK - Not a hat, as such,

m

touch this and if you get killed you
start back at this point rather than

mm

wi

m

m

m

-

".

eei

the start of the level.

m

•

TIME EXTEND - Not a hat

either, extends the amount of
me you get for the level.

•

m
•

m

m

m
HAT - Delivers a

•i

• , • .

lessage. Only works

. . .

m

mi

g".

1m

i a distinctly beachy theme, well, you are a clam after all.
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GAME

REVIEW

ROLL CLAMS
levels apiece. On each level there is
a goal - you either have to get a

The final level takes place in the

him left and right and move him
upwards against gravity. When he
runs into an object the speed and
angle of the deflection depends on

record company's office. Rock V

his rotation. It sounds a little on the

Roll Clams - or Clams as we shall

tricky side and it is. Controlling the
little tyke can be a very frustrating
business; misjudge the spin and he
tends to cannon off in the wrong
direction altogether.

band member or an instrument.

now

refer

to

it

because

we're

already sick of typing in the Rock
V Roll bit - is a bit like pinball,
only different.
You control Caspian as he
careers around each level under

the force of gravity. You can spin

The

levels

are

vertical

and

very smooth scrolling with a paral
lax scrolling backdrop. It moves

pretty fast on the
Falcon,

but

it

plods along a bit
on

an

ST.

Once

you've played it
moving fast you're
spoilt.
The graphics
are fun and func
tional. Each level is

full

of

bonuses,

obstacles and the

odd budgie. You
have to reach the

exit

before

the

NO WAITING ON THE PLATFORM

clock reaches zero. There are no

Towards the bottom of the first level, called Tom's Bar, you

lives - it's a race against time. You
can either hang about collecting

find this little lot. The clam you need to collect is below these

bonuses or race for it and collect

platforms. It all looks easy enough but negotiating these
platforms quickly can be very ticklish indeed

the time bonus.

The options screen enables

• The title saya It all - you're a clam
and you're Into rock 'n' roll, what
more do you need to know? Let*s
form a band and make loads of

money with our new mualc, clam
rock. Sorry about that Joke, we
couldn't raslst It - at least we didn't
do the one about the seafood diet.

you to jump to different worlds,
• Tapes and
galore. This Is the
first bonus bit of

the game from
Level One; time Is

p

*

ticking away so
grab as many as

Theexit to the next level, j' 4Z

you can and still
leavs In time.

•:•

I
w

Or

%-H> •*&

^i

°J
1 ^

1
Extra time bonus.

.ffrll

AJ % H> c£.

C'l

^
j_

An orange juice machine. "What.J55S
St*

for?' we ask. Well, why not?._ 1

ft»r

ou need to bounce on this table

'A
rt'c

>get back up through the
platforms. It can be a trifle tricky

[if you don't watch your spin.

pa
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REVIEW

DO YOU LIKE FLUFFY CLAMS?
Does the sight of a cute little clam make you

go all gooey? Do you long for a cuddly clam
of your own to take home? Well, if you do,
you're in luck. We've got ten fluffy clams to
give away. Each comes with his own personal
stereo, which he might let you use, if you talk
to him nicely. It's an Aiwa and has something
called super bass as well as treble and bass

I Win your very own Caspian
clam (complete with handy
headset) by answering the few
simple qustlona belowl

controls and some other buttons and things
on it. All you have to do is answer a few

simple questions
Those clam winning questions
Q

What's the Latin name for the round clam?
a. Roundous claminara.
b. Venus mercenaria.

c. Sillious sodus.

S l f someone "clams up" what do they do?
a. Co silent.
b. Bend double.

c. Wibble frequently.
S W h a t is a clam bake?

a. Cooking clams on hot stones.
b. A type of seafood cake.
c. A very hot clam.
S

Which of these is also known as a clam?

a. A style of sweet pancake.
b. The smell generated by chip shop.

c. The noise made by ringing two or more bells.
HWhat is the hinged part of the reverse thruster in a
gas turbine called?
a. Reverse thrust-o-meter.
b. A fish.

Read the rules and make sure you abide by them or else you don't stand a
chance of winning anything
1. No multiple entries please, it doesn't impress anyone.

2. No entries from employees of Future Publishing. We know who you are and we see you around
the office ail day, what do you think we are, stupid? Yourfamilies are right out, too.
3. Entries to reach the editor's desk before Friday 10 June.

c. A clam shell.

4. Send your answers to: Fluffy Clams, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW.

• This Is the office world and

thlnga get really hairy. You need
careful and accurate control of

the little chap to avoid dozens of
unpleasant deaths.

bearable. When you've collected
them, they appear at the side of
the screen - you can select which
to wear and when.

The two-player mode is a
hoot. It's on a split screen and
the players race it out to the end
of the level. As well as all the

tricks and traps of the one-player
game, you also get weights and
umbrellas. Drop a weight on the
other player and he gets squashed.
Use the umbrellas to protect your

self from your mate's clam-squash
• Not a pretty sight. This blighter with the mallet belts you every time you

get anywhere near him. We've got unpleasant names for clams like him.

you can also use passwords to get

levels there are also start blocks. If

to the individual levels. You earn

them by trading gold and silver

you get zapped you start at the last
start block you touched. Neat, that

tapes you get while
singing
around

- it's so annoying to be sent back
to the very start of a level when

the level for the

password,

Now, to the important matter
of which hat to wear. Along the

Clams
£14.99

Caspian Software
» 071 263 8584

you get it out of the box. The con

Highs

trol method is difficult to get to
grips with and there are some frus
trating sections where you get

•" Lots of wacky
bouncing.

killed too often. You need skill to

get through it, which means prac
tice. Once you're proficient at
steering Caspar about, the game

Loads of levels.

Smart two-player
option.
Lows

Rather repetitive
gameplay.

comes to life. Arcade fanatics with

A trifle slow on

a dexterous touch are bound to go
far and enjoy themselves. The rest
of us are likely to flounder a tad.

an ST.

Scattered

way you find hats to pick up. These
appear as icons next to the game
screen. To get anywhere you need

through the

to suss out which hat makes things

CHRIS LLOYD

rather than

by getting
points.

FORMAT

you've nearly made it.

ing weights.
It's not a game that's going to
knock your socks off the first time

Rock *n' Roll

ISSUE

59

Pretty difficult to
control at first.

*
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Fast-response Mailorder
10am—8pm 7days aweek *

fantaSTic prices
HUMANS

Games

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2

3D CONSTRI

39.95

3D POOL
ADDAMS FAMU

8.75
8.75

24.95
6.96

No credit card surcharges fL ,10am—4pmSaturday
2 minutes from Old St. Tube station, take exit 2
i person—never an

PIRATES

12.30

PIT FIGHTER

INDIANA JONES & L CRUSADE(ADV)

12.95

PIXIE & DIXIE

INTELLIGENT STRATEGY GAMES 5
INT'L RUGBY CHALLENGE

21.95
21.95

PLATINUM (COMP)

INT'L SOCCER CHALLENGE

8.75

Games Centre
10am—8pm Monday to Friday

PLATOON

6.96
8.75

21.95
6.96

PLAYDAYS

20.95

TREBLE CHAMPIONS 2

17.65

TURRICAN

6.96

TURRICAN II

6.96

TUSKER

29.45

UTOPIA

8.75

ADI MATHS (13-

21.95

ISHAR 2

24.95

POLICE QUEST 1

14.95

VIDEO KID

ANCIENT ART OF WAR IN THE SKIES

29.45

ITALY 1990

6.96

POLICE QUEST 2

12.95

WAR INTHE GULF(1MB)

24.95

ANOTHER WORLD

12.95

JAMES POND

6.96

POPEYE 2

WINTER GOLD

12.95

WIZKID

11.40

6.96

APOCALYPSE

21.95

JIMMY WHITE'S Whirlwind Snooker

12.95

POPEYE 3

AWARD WINNERS(COMP)

21.95

KIDS RULE OK

12.95

POPULOUS II(1 MEG)

24.95

B-17 FLYING FORTRESS

2945

KINGMAKER

30.30

POPULOUS/PROMISED LANDS

12.30

BARBARIAN II(BUDGET)

6.96

KINGS QUEST 1

12.95

POSTMAN PAT

KINGS QUEST 2

11.40

KNIGHTSOF THE SKY (1MB)

14.95

POSTMAN PAT 3
POWERMONGER PLUS DATA DISK

BATTLEHAWKS 1.942

12.95

BIG NOSE THE CAVEMAN

BITMAP BROTHERS - VOLUME 1
BLUE ANGELS

BULLYS SPORTING DARTS (1MB)

6.96

8.75

USER SQUAD
LAST NINJA III

8.75
8.75

PREDATOR 1 (NOT STE)

8.75
8.75

LED STORM

6.96

PREMIER MANAGER

21.95

PREHISTORIK

BUMPER QUAD PACK

12.95

LEEDS UNITED CHAMPIONS

21.95

PRINCE OF PERSIA (NOTSTE)

CADAVER + THE PAYOFF

12.95

6.96

6.96
12.95

6.96
8.75
21.95

6.96

3.5" Disks

6.96

TWILIGHT 2000

8.75

WORKS TEAM RALLY

^&

6.96

WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD

8.75

WWF EUROPEAN RAMPAGE

14.95

WWF WRESTLEMANIA
X-OUT
XENON II

8.75
6.96
8.75

Z-OUT
ZAK MCKRACKEN

6.96
11.40

ZOOL

21.95

w
Qty

DSDD

DSHD

10
20

5.30
10.35
12.65
14.75
16.90
18.95
21.10
22.95
36.35
39.95
49.40
60.95
78.75
97.30
116.30
154.50
184.65
223.50
364.30

7.80
15.35
18.25
21.80
25.20
28.60
32.10
34.40
52.30
61.90
72.40
90.25
115.75
143.30
170.75
221.70
269.65
320.60
524.40

LEGENDS OF VALOUR
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1

31.95
12.95

6.96

25

8.75

PRO TENNIS TOUR 1

6.96

CAMPAIGN ^ ^ ^ I

29.45

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2

12.95

PUSH-OVER

8.75

CAMPAIGN MISSION DISKS

13.95

LEMMINGS (ORIGINAL)

21.95

R.B.I. BASEBALL 2

6.96

CANNON FODDER

24.95

CARTOON - DOUBLE PACK
CARTOON COLLECTION

14.90

30
35
40
45
50
80
100
120
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
1000

CALIFORNIA GAMES II

6.96

CASTLES |

CHAMPIONSHIP Manager '93 (1MB)
CHAMPIONSHIP Mgr '94 Season disk
CHAOS ENGINE (1MB)
CHASE HQ II

Pixie & Dixie

24.95

REACH FOR THE SKIES
RICK DANGEROUS I

25.99
6.96

21.95

RICK DANGEROUS II

20.95

RISKY WOODS

8.75

ROADBLASTERS

21.95

9.60

CIVILIZATION (1MB)
COLONEL'S BEQUEST (1MB)

12.95

COMBAT AIR PATROL

24.95

CONQUEROR

29.45

6.96

COUNT DUGKULA
CREATURES

6.96
21.95

CROSSBOW - THE LEGEND OF TELL

6.96
6.96

21.95

16.85

CHUCK YEAGER 2

RAINBOW ISLANDS
RAMBO III

RAMPART

8.75

CHESS CHAMPION 2175

PRINCE OF THE YOLKFOLK

6.96

8.75
11.40

6.96

ROBIN HOOD (1MB)

11.40

ROBIN HOOD-LEGEND QUEST

ROBINSON'S REQUIEM
ROBOCOD
ROBOCOP I
ROBOCOP 111
RODLAND
RVF HONDA
SAVAGE
SCRABBLE

6.96
24.95
8.75
6.96
11.40
8.75
8.75
8.75
23.50

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE

12.95

SECRETOF MONKEY ISLAND (1MB)

14.95

CRYSTAL KINGDOM DIZZY

16.85

CYBERCON[_

SENSIBLE SOCCER 92/93

21.95

11.40

SHADOWLANDS

CYBERSPACE (11

29.45

SHADOWORLDS(IMB)
SILENT SERVICE II(1MB)

21.95
24.95
24.95
8.75
21.95
24.95
6.96
6.96
6.96
6.96
16.85
8.75
14.95
11.40
8.75
6.96
8.75
21.95
27.75
8.75

12.95

DALEK ATTAC!
DEMON BLUE

8.75

DICK TRACj"

LEMMINGS 2 (1MB)

24.95

LEMMINGS DOUBLE PACK

24.95

STREET FIGHTER2 (1MB)

8.75

DIZZY COLLECT
DIZZY PANIC
DIZZY'S EXCELLENT ADVENTURES

DOCCROC'S Outrageous Adventures

20.95
6.96

6.96
29.45

DOODLEBUG
DRAGON NINJA

21.95

J

30.95
14.95

ELITE II-FRONTIER(1MB)
Escape from Planet of Robot Monsters

24.95

ESPANA - THE GAMES '92

24.95

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS '.

21.95

F-15 STRIKE EAGLE II

mmwmi

6.96

DREADNOUGHTS- BISMARCK
DREAMLANDS (COMP)

DRILLER BmJ-IHB

only £8.75

20.95

DOG FIGHT

DREADNOUGHTS

SIM CITY/POPULOUS
SIMPSONS
SIMPSONS: BART VS THE WORLD
SLEEPWALKER
SLIGHTLY MAGIC
SLY SPY
SMASH TV
SOOTY & SWEEP
SOOTYS FUN WITH NUMBERS
SPACE CRUSADE
SPACE QUEST 1
SPACE QUEST 2
SPEEDBALL 2
SPELLBOUND DIZZY
STARGLIDERII
STONE AGE
STRATEGY MASTERS
STREET FIGHTER

6.96

24.95
6.96
6.96

14.95

•All prices include VAT &UK delivery
•hTO credit card surcharges
•We NEVER charge credit cards until
the goods are despatched

F-16 COMBAT PIL(
F-19 STEALTH Fl

14.95

LETHAL WEAPON(1MB)

8.75

F-29 RETALIATOl

11.40
21.95

LOMBARD RAC RALLY
LOOM

6.96

F1 (DOMARK) (1MB)

8.75

12.95

FACE OFF - ICE HOCKEY

8.75

FALCON

8.75

LORDS OF CHAOS
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE II

8.75

LOTUS TURBO TRILOGY

24.95

8.75

M1 TANK PLATOON

12.95

MAGIC BOY

21.95
24.95

- COUNTERSTRIKE DATA DISK

-FIREFIGHT DATA DISK

FANTASTIC WORLDS (COMP)

30.30

FINAL FIGHTtaJpr |

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

6.96
8.75

MAGIC STORYBOOK
MAGICLAND DIZZY

FIRE 8 FORGETajjBBB.

8.75

MANCHESTER UNITED

FIRE AND BRIMSTONE

8.75

8.75
8.75

STRIDER
STRIDER 2

6.96
8.75

STRIKE FLEET
STRIKER
STUN RUNNER
STUNT CAR RACER
SUPER ALL STARS
SUPER CAULDRON
SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER

6.96

SUPER MONACO G.P.

8.75

SUPERCARSII
SWITCHBLADE I
SWIV

8.75
6.96
8.75

FIRE AND ICE

21.95

FIRE HAWK

16.85

MEGA TWINS

8.75

TACTICAL MANAGER - ENGLISH

6.96

MERCS

8.75

TENNIS CUP 2

8.75

FLIGHT OF

12.30
8.75
6.96
6.96
21.95
21.95
21.95

8.75

MANIAC MANSION
MCDONALD LAND

FIRST DIVISION MANAGEI

8.75

12.30
21.95

TERMINATOR II
TEST DRIVE II

24.95

Educational
ADI ENGLISH (11-12)
ADIENGLISH (12-13)
ADIENGLISH (13-14)
ADIENGLISH (14-15)
ADI FRENCH (11-12)
ADIFRENCH(12-13)

21.95
21.95
21.95
21.95
21.95
21.95

ADI FRENCH (13-14)
ADI FRENCH (14-15)
ADIMATHS(11-12)
ADIMATHS(12-13)
ADIMATHS(14-15)

21.95
21.95
21.95
21.95
21.95

ANSWER BACK JUNIOR QUIZ (6-11)
ANSWER BACK SENIOR QUIZ (12-AD)
BETTER MATHS (12-16)
BETTER SPELLING (8-ADULT)

17.95
17.95
19.35
19.35

CAVE MAZE
FRACTION GOBLINS
FRENCH MISTRESS

12.95
12.95
17.95

FUNSCHOOL 2 (6-8)
FUNSCHOOL 2 (OVER 8)
FUN SCHOOL2 (UNDER 6)

FUN SCHOOL 4(7-11)

6.96
6.96
6.96

W$f>*-

20.95

JUNIORTYPlST(5-10)

14.95

MAGIC MATHS (4-8) /ae^^^\ 19.35
MATHS ADVENTURE (6-14)
\ 22.95

MATHS DRAGONS

I

MATHS MANIA (81B2) ^^

12.95

19.35

MICRO ENGLISH (8-GCSE)
21.50
MICRO FRENCH (BEGINNERS-GCSE) 21.50
MICROGERMAN (BEGINNERS
GCSE

BUSINESS)

lS

-~>

MICRO MATHS'fH-GCSE) '
PRIMARY MATHS COURSE(3-12)

21.50

REASONING WITH TROLLS
SPANISH TUTOR

12.95
17.95

THETHREEBEARS (5-10)

19.35

TIDY THE HOUSE
TIME FLIES

12.95
12.95

27.00
13.75
22.00

Navigator A/F
Python 1 (QS130F)
Python 1M(QS137F)

13.75
9.25
9.75

DataGEM

Quickjoyl Turbo(SV121)
Speedking A/F

7.95
11.00

Star Probe
Supercharger (SV123)

13.50
9.00

The Bug(blackor green)

13.50

Topstar (SV127)

21.50

8.75

6.96
6.96

24.95
6.96

27.75
6.96
11.40

has supplied computer
hardware and software to tens

8.75

THE PATRICIAN
THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE
THOMAS'S BIG RACE

TOKI
TORNADO
TOYOTA CELICA
TRACKSUIT MANAGER
TRANSARCTICA
TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

8.75
29.45
6.96
6.96
30.30
4.45

customers siiice 1987

21.95
24.95

GUNSHIP

11.40

NIGHT SHIFT

11.40

GUNSHIP 2000

29.45

NINJA REMIX

8.75

HARD DRIVIN' 2

8.75

HARDBALL n

8.75

HARRIERASSAULT (1MB!

29.45

NODDYS PLAYTIME
ONE STEP BEYOND
OPERATION HARRIER

HEIMDALL

29.45

OPERATION STEALTH

HIGH STEE1

HILL STREET BLUES

HOOK

pBatpH

20.95
16.85
12.95

ORIENTAL GAMES

8.75

OUTRUN EUROPA

8.75

8.75

PACIFIC ISLANDS
PANG

24.95

11.40

HOYLES BOOK OF GAMES - VOL 2
HUCKLEBERRY HOUND

11.40

HUDSON HAWK

21.95

8.75

PANZA KICK BOXING
PARASOL STARS
PINBALL MAGIC

of thousands 'ofsatisfied

AmigaAtari PC Sega
Trust us tt> bare nil you need

Printer Ribbons
STARLC10/20/100 black (LC9)

STAR LC10/20/100 colour (LC9CL)
STARLC200black (ZX9)
STARLC200colour (ZX9CL)
STARLC24series black (Z24)
STARLC24-200/XB-24series colour (X24CL)

4.50
6.80
6.25
12.30
6.50
13.75

8.75

6.96

HOYLES BOOK OF GAMES - VOL 1

Joysticks
9.00
13.75

MOONWALKER

N. Mansell's Wld Championship (1MB)

5.60

&*• 12.95

Freewheel-digital
Maverickl (QS12BF) or 1M (SQ138F)
MegastarA/F(SV133)

MOONSTONE

NICKY 2

4.95
6.30

125+
Competition Pro 5000-black

6.96

8.75

.-

6.80

6.96

24.95

Slimpack

13.95
8.75

11.40
6.96

GRAHAM TAYLOR'S SOCCER

10

21.50

THE IMMORTAL
THE MUNSTERS

G. Gooch World Class Cricket (1MB)

Disk Boxes

12.95

14.95

6.96

7.65
6.99

PICTURE FRACTIONS

MIDWINTER II(1MB)
MIG 29 FULCRUM (1MB)

8.75

Monitor

MICRO SCIENCE (8-GCSEJ

29.45

NEW ZEALAND STORY

Atari

STARLC10printer
STARLC24printer

—--ft .50

11.40

MURDER

14.75

-^2fl50

FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

21.95

2.95

Dust Covers

FUTURE WARSzaJ^^
GO FOR GOLD

2.95
6.80
9.99

Roboshift(auto Mouse/Joystick switch)

27.75

GOAL

14.75

Mouse House
Mouse Mat

17.95

THE GREATEST(COMP)(1MB)

GAUNTLET R
GHOULS 'N'GHgj

3.75

Mouse

17.95

2945

11.40

mat, house &dust cover) 36.95

Head Cleaner {3.5")

GERMAN MASTER
ITALIAN TUTOR

11.40

6.96

Miscellaneous
Workcenlre (includes

20.95

MIDWINTER

8.75

Our sales staff and computerised
systems can help you-tny them!

FUN SCHOOL 4 (UNDER5'S)

MICROPROSE GOLF
MICROPROSE SOCCER

FOOTBALL MANAGE!

Can't seewhat you want here?

Parallel port extension cable
Parallel printer cable (5m)

21.95

FUMBO'S CM

All our disks are fully
guaranteed and include labels.

8.75

6.96
8.75
8.75

0716080688

Department STF, 23-Pitfieid St,

Orders against cheques with italid guarantee cardifllmbers will t\
ttely, otherwise uporEeheque clearance.

postage and VAT and are effective untiptHst I
On overseas orders, postage is charged at cost. New titles will be sent as released aricU , -subject to
manufacturers' price reviews. All orders taken subject to our standard terms and condrt ns. E.&O.E.

GAME

REVIEW
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THE BATTLE

OF BRITAIN
In the warground of the skies there can be only
one winner. In most cases it happens to
be the plane manufacturers
ut of the sun they came,

0

gigantic
filled

metal

with

machines

men

wearing

large jackets. Fearless they were,
and ever so slightly stupid, too, but
good to their mothers and per
fectly willing to have their limbs
blown off to show Jerry a thing or
two. We are talking the Battle of
Britain,

recreated

here

by

the

• The gunner gets to see all the Interesting
things, such aa his Mends In other

planea getting their heads blown off.
What a lucky chap.

goes wrong it's entirely your fault.
A good option if you have an inferi
ority complex, then.
Paradoxically, because WW2
fighter planes are much simpler
than the modern equivalent,

strictly impartial LucasArts.

they're more difficult to fly, in sim

It's standard flight sim fare
with the added twist of being able

ulation terms anyway. You can't

to fly for either good old Blighty or
those despicable Huns with their
strangulated vowels and unnatu
rally efficient economy. Four types

the afterburners; there aren't any.

.Above - Meanwhile, the

hapless pilot haa little to do but
at some blooky ships up front.

just pull off a 9C turn or switch in

H I G H ! BRIEFING HAP

In a F-117A armed with AMRAAMs

with a MicroProse offer

and Sidewinders, you don't need to
see the enemy. In fact you don't

of mission are available: training

even need to be in the same coun

flights, combat flights, custom mis

try as him; all you do is lock on,

sions and entire campaigns.
Training gets you used to the

loose off a missile and wait 20 min

ing, and the sound's not
going to worry Infogrames, the gameplay
can easily give some of
the young 'uns on the

utes before it hits him. It's hardly

scene a good kicking.

planes, the Spitfires, Hurricanes,

edge-of-the-seat stuff.
Here, you haven't got any of

nothing

Dorniers, by giving you simple tasks

the

modem

ing about the game. You

such as bombing a runway to com

pilots use, it's just you, your plane,
and a pair of reinforced under
pants. To be successful your flying
skills have to be up to scratch, or
rather up to scratching another
Hun from the sky. You're forced

see, The Battle of Britain

Messerschmitts,

Junkers

and

plete. Once you're sure where
"stop" and

"go"

are, you

can

progress to a single combat mis
sion, plucked from history and lov
ingly reassembled in binary. Most
of these involve taking out enemy
factories and armament sites, or

piddling little places like Dresden.
Oops, mustn't mention Dresden.

technical

widgetry

into close combat, which in the end
makes for a more exciting game. So
while the graphics can't compete

Then for the real aces there's

But there was, and is,

ground-break
[eriefingH roster JK cancel 1!go flight!

is now getting on for four years
old, and it really shows sometimes
in the clunky graphics and occa
sionally primitive presentation. No
matter how great the gameplay is,
if there's a similar offering on, er,

offer with equally great gameplay
but up-to-date graphics - say F-15
Strike Eagle 2 - then sooner or
later you're going to return

games must go on, why can't
some

of the

more

innovative

titles appear again, eh? Tower of
Babel, or The Sentinel, or Virus they're all fabulous games which
you can't find for love nor
money. (Incidentally, if you hear
a crashing sound it's us falling
off our soapbox.)
|BS3
• Hit the Hun where tt

hurts - on their bodies,

generally. War la hell.

• Marvellous views of the

wings are available for
the avid planeapotter.

FORMAT

ISSUE

53

got lost, land somewhere In Clacton
and retire aa soon as possible.

developers in the world. It just
looks a teeny bit wizened and grey
around the temples these days, and
like a few old folk, sometimes it's

just not interesting enough to be
worth your time.
ED RICKETTS

to that. If this re-releasing of

the full campaign, 25 missions of
derring-do in a row. Here you con
trol everything, from the flight
groups to the plane types to the
actual mission plans, so if anything

ST

• The brief: take off, fly about a bit.

The Battle
of Britain
US Gold/LucasArts £16.99
*? 081 960 2255

Highs
No poncy high-tech
stuff to help you
out - it's fly
or die.

Verdict

The Battle of Britain doesn't pretend
to be anything amazing, and as
long as you keep that in mind while

playing you won't be disappointed.
It's a perfectly competent flight sim
from

one

of

the

best

software

Slow and jerky
graphics which are
getting on a tad.
Sometimes looks as if

it could do with a cup
of tea and a nap.

6%

GAME

REVIEWS

MUZZY
You might think that for just
under six quid you're not going
to get a great Falcon game.

Well, you'd be mistaken. Muzzy
costs just that and is 72 levels of

glorious puzzling - and it's
worth every penny, really.
You play Muzzy and your mis

five levels.The harder levels

sion is to collect lots of shiny

really keep you hooked, you ™

objects through levels of various

grit your teeth with grim determi
nation and an "I'm going to get
through this level if it kills me"

elements; fire, water, air and earth.
And all within a time limit. The lev

ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft
ft ft
•
•
ft **********
ft
•
•
* r i t ! » f r f i t t f ft
•
m ********** «
•
*
ft

•
ft
ft
•
*
•

els vary from outrunning the bad
dies to getting down to some
serious puzzling. Things get a little
more complicated later on when
Muzzy starts multiplying and you
have to control all of them. You are
• Zap through the heavily glazed buna
to find tho teleport. So why has

iftftftftftftftftftftftftCAfift w\

Muzzy only got eight Angers and

also helped out by being {
given passwords every v

are a little on the small '
side and it's difficult to I
spot Muzzy at times - V
especially on some levels he ""'
tends to blend in with the back

ground. The controls are a bit sticky
and are on the slow side, you find
yourself shouting at the screen will

: ^FFv'F
r r r r rr

DEBORAH COOK

different from the ST version,

Muzzy

the sprites are a lot sharper
on the Falcon but it certainly

£5.99 Holburn Software

doesn't make full

Highs

w 0224 211866

use of the

It's great fun and
horribly addictive.

256 colours.

I*

r~r rr r
.I
* Es»
ir r r r r

with

are times when you get frus-"'" trated and want to throw your
joystick at the screen but persevere,
Muzzy is great fun and it's easy on
the pocket.

Muzzy is so addictive you
always find yourself having
"just one more go." An addic-

r

puzzler

) plenty of payability. There

This Falcon version isn't very

nn*nr n~

1111

\ tive

ing Muzzy to go faster.

rrrrr

~ it

'!,

type of attitude. The sprites y

eight toes? Just a thought.

T

(^

Excellent value

for money.
•ows

[}.:
fw
'
rrrrr

• When you actually find Muzzy right of centre - collect all those
sparkling objects and move on to
the next level. Easy, eh?

=1

Jerky controls.
The sprites are on
the small side.

JIMMY WHITE'S
WHIRLWIND SN
Once, snooker was the sport of
champions. Now it bolsters a
Saturday evening quiz show

ball, the table whizzes around

again so you can see things from
the ball's point of view. Even
when you've got into the swing

where demoralised contestants

entirely fail to attack Jim David
son with cue sticks.

which

overcomes an

How the

initial

awk

wardness to emerge as something
really rather fun.

KER

but still the best game of its kind,
and whether there is another game
of its kind is neither here nor there.
JONATHAN NASH

of things, it seems unnecessarily
flashy. Still, eh?

mighty have fallen.
Archer Maclean's game Jimmy White's involvement goes
beyond nothing more than a
mugshot on the box and the lend

ing of his name to a computer
player - returns some of the dignity
lost by the noble game. Or some
thing. It's a mouse-controlled game

• It

Options abound in the game.
There's

• Snooker tables originally had no
banks at the sides—

The

awkwardness

comes

in

the

even

that

chess

sim

favourite, a "suggest play" but

Snooker

ton. And a trick shot mode, so

£14.99 Hit Squad

now everyone can pretend to
slap a ball out of someone's mouth
as they lay on the table for the
amusement of the TV audience.

control method itself. Rows of icons

litter the screen, each lighting up

Fun

with a helpful legend as you pass
over it, but actually setting up a

It's a lot of fun. The only problem
is, you feel you should be practis

shot involves rotating the whole

ing intently in order to perform all
those snappy curve shots, but
instead all you do is zoom around
the table and whack things as hard
as possible. It's a game that lends
itself more to a quick, silly, twoplayer blast than a serious competi
tion, but there you go. Years old,

table with one mouse button and

zooming in or out with the other.
Awfully confusing to start with,

especially as, when you click on a
—so the balls would fall off a lot and

auae terrible, terrible accidents.

Whirwind

» 061 832 6633

Highs
— Friendly icons with
on-board help.
Jolly fast 3D - that
table really zings.
_ More options than you
could complain at for
parking in front of
your house.
Lows
The mouse

control is a mite

picky.
It's really not going
to last you that long.

3°/«

.:

;^:V,,;.-^,:,

Gamebusting galore this
month with loads of handy
hints and tips for the classics
Lemmings 2, Chaos Strikes Back,
Civilization... and much more!

LEMMIIM
Manuel de Mey of

Polar "stay frosty" level

Antwerp in Belgium sent

This is much easier than you might
think - stay up.

'•f us these tips for the
brilliant Lemmings 2
and wins himself £25

These tips really work, not like the

tip in STF 50 which sounded really
good but is crap, really. It's true,
you do get a shiny gold talisman
after a bit of effort (though not all
levels can be completed with one
lemming), but what do you get
after the shiny round thing? A
"good effort but not good enough"
message - you have to rescue at
least half of every tribe... Now, one

lemming out of 60 may be half
mathematically-retarded people's

• You can shout oggie oggie oggie oi! oi! oi!

as many times as you like but it won't get
you outta here. Just give you a bad throat.

1. Attractor (fourth lemming)
2. Twister (make a ledge!)
3. Icarus wings
4. Clue pourer
5. Flame thrower

5. Club basher (first lemming)
6. Platformer (first lemming)
7. Jumper (second lemming - this is
necessary to stop digging)

6. Clue pourer

8. Filler

7. Flame thrower (twice)

9. Filler

8. Jumper (to free attractor)

10. Filler

11. Stomper

Highland "eat my
shrapnel" level
1. Attractor (fourth lemming)
2. Ballooner (and immediately
after...)

4. Jumper (to free first lemming)
5. Rock climber

Classic "what's it like up

6. Jumper (jump on wall)
7. Mortar (lemming only stops
climbing for a split second, so

there?" level
You have to know how...

1. Climber (going left, let's call him

3. Exploder (try and fan him to the

watch it!)

Fred for the sake of it)

wall on zero)

8. Jumper (return)

2. Climber (go right, he's Barney)

minds, but it isn't in everybody
else's, is it?

Anyway, it's difficult to describe
what the lemmings have to do to
solve a level, so here's the right
order in which to use the skills,
which makes it much easier to solve
the levels - and since there are 120

levels in total and only 100 pages in
STF, I have only given the solution
for the last level of each tribe.

Some levels can be solved in differ

ent ways - but all these are tried
and tested solutions.

• In the depths of the night you never know quite what's going on. Little did
you think there were hundreds of green hairy things lurking under the roads.

9. Platformer (twice - above pool)
10. Jumper (to free attractor)
Circus "swings and
roundabouts"

'"***

I "Here comes the sun. it's all right, everybody, here comes the sun." That's
what the dear little lems are singing as they try to escape. Probably.

This is an easy one
1. Scooper
2. Pole vaulter (twice, using two
lemmings)
3. Stacker (in order to make second
lemming return)
4. Scooper (second lemming)

3. Builder (Fred, doesn't want to go
home yet!)
4. Basher (Barney)
5. Miner (Fred, still going left)
6. Basher (Barney)
7. Miner (Fred, going right now)
8. Basher (Fred)
9. Digger (call this one
Wilma perhaps?)

10. Basher (Barney, four
times)
11. Builder (Fred)

M

E

B

U

S

\r\r ~]i~ fr ~ *j
• Before any clever train spotter points it out, we'd just like to point out
that we know these pictures aren't from the final levels. OK? Thank you

Medieval "Just jousting
around" level

1. Runner (Lancelot)
2. Stacker (Lancelot)
3. Pole vaulter (Arthur)

4.
5.
6.
7.

Roper (Lancelot)
Floater (Arthur)
Clue pourer (Arthur)
Bomber (anyone)

3. Jumper
4. Jumper (jump in pool)
5. Kayaker
6. Platformer (twice)
• This might look like a simple matter of leaping from pipe to pipe. But it's not, it's
damned hard. In fact, even we can't find a decent solution. Sorry and all that.

7. Bomber

Beach "surf lemming" level
1. Runner (first lemming)
2. Filler (second lemming, to slow

8. Ballooner (use him to rescue the

him down)

last lemming)

3. Filler (third lemming, to slow
him down)
4.
Scooper

This level can be solved in many
different ways

10. Fencer

1. Attractor
2. Builder

Space "frontiers of
surreality" level

3. Clue pourer

Red Dwarf stuff, this

4. Planter

1. Jumper (twice)

5. Scooper (not too
quickly!)
6. Archer (just shoot

5. Builder

2. Bazooka (stand as far right as
possible, face right)
3. Bazooka (same spot)

6. Glue pourer
7. Super lem (fly to ledge, right and
then down)

4. Bazooka

return point, works some
times)

8. Builder

5. Climber

9. Glue pourer (on last step)

6. Jumper (don't want to be shot

7. Archer (twice)

10. Builder

8. Filler

11. Stomper (to free attractor)

now, do we?)
7. Jumper
8. Bazooka (two or three times)
9. Jumper
10. Glue pourer

to

create

9. Builder

• Come on down, move along, get
outta here. What a wacky life.

Remember that you could use a
shimmier to jump.

must be going right!)

downwards

Egyptian (pyramid of
despair) level
1. Hopper
2. Clue pourer (twice)
3. Sand pourer (twice)

(lemming

Shadow "moonswings"
level

Cavelem "Ah'm no done

Sports "take
up archery"
Bloody
impossi

yet" level
But I am!

11. Club basher

12. Bazooka (this is how you save
all the other lemmings - blast them

5. Shimmier

anyone have a better
solution - this only
seems to work every fifti
eth time (approximately).

1. Attractor (fourth lemming, on
mushroom)
2. Glue pourer
3. Jumper (on skeleton)
4. Jumper (just before tail sweep)
5. Jumper (from mushroom to

6. Sand pourer

1. Runner

mushroom)

makes

7. Shimmier

2.
3.
4.
5.
to

6. Jumper (on last mushroom)
7. Platformer (on the little ledge)
8. Stomper (just above exit)
9. Jumper (to free attractor)

jump

4. Rock climber

8. Sand pourer
9. Shimmier

10. Sand pourer
11. Clue pourer
12. Sand pourer (though this may
not be necessary)
13. Jumper (to save last lemming)
Outdoor "garden of stone"
1. Runner (first lemming)
2. Stomper (second lemming)

ble, this level. Does

Jumper
Archer (twice)
Jumper
Roper (from red and white block
pipeline)

6. Archer (to opposite wall, as high
as possible)
7. Roper (to arrow)
8. Spearer (five times)
9. Archer (six times)
10. Jumper
11. Archer (backwards)

to salvation)

Or you might want to turn your
lemming into "
runner.

but

This
him

further
it

control

makes

a

lot ''

more frantic.

JAGUAR - CYBERMORPH
James Trubridge of Chester sent in the
first jaguar cheats for Cybermorph.
They enable you to skip levels

Level Two
Level Three
Level Four

1328
9325
9226

Level One

Level Five

3444

1008
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FROINJTIE
Frontier's a massive game and
there are so many ways to
approach it that there are
some hints and tips that help
you more than others,
depending on the way you like
to do things. Steven Dick from

Glasgow suggests the
following strategy if you're
new to Elite 2

Start in the Lave system, where you
receive a Cobra mark 3. Immedi

ately sell the Cobra and buy the
Viper defence craft available on the

market. Fit the ship with an autopi
lot, 1MW beam laser and atmos

pheric shielding. Unfortunately you
can't get a scanner at Lave.
To start trading set a course
for Zaonce and launch. Save your
position before you go through

Zaonce and Arex

ack. Narcotics and
slaves

Hnrlf at a

the

cnare ' Oops, watch out, that looks like the sun, that does.

.

hyperspace because you want to
reach Ridley Scott unchallenged
because fighting without a scanner
is a bit on the tricky side. Having
removed your atmospheric shield
ing and fitted a scanner you can
now start making a profit by trad
ing in illegal goods between

make

biggest profit, it is
worth saving your
place before you
.

Get too close and you frazzle to death.

Arexack system as you can reload
your position if you get fined for
smuggling - after about three
attempts you land somewhere that
won't charge you.

enemy ships there are two methods
you can choose from:
1. If the enemy ship is faster than
you, use the autopilot to bring your

In combat, missiles are useless

enemy ships stop firing at about
0.5km from you. This is the point at

ship towards them. Note that all

so sell them for cargo space. To kill

TflTH

CHAOS STR
Matthew Dixon of Co Durham

• If this was a submission to Pixel

sent us the full solution to the

Painting we could talk about the good

Dungeon Master followup.

12. Flying eyes - cast fireballs.
13. Oitu - spiders that shriek.
14.

>of the different shadea of red In

More next month

Shriekers -

mushrooms

that

shriek; edible.
15. Golems - use fireballs and light
ning.

palette. But it's not.

Big bad Lord Chaos is back, but
with my solution he should crawl
away whimpering in Chaos Strikes

16. Blue antmen - use fireballs.

17. Gigglers - sneak thieves who
take your best weapon and scarper.
They usually steal what's in your

Back. Here are some of the basic

things you should know about the
game - next month you can see the

hand first.

18. Skeletons - carry a shield which

full solution.

can be useful. Use fireballs.

19. Black ghosts - cast fireballs and

Tips

poison clouds. Use Kill Ghost spell.

Problems with teleports? Use blue
footprints spell. Magic vision spells
reveal what's

behind

doors and

20. Green blob - hurl poison at you.
Lightning or fireball.
21. Rives - ghostlike mouths. Use
Kill Ghost spell.

>

walls so use these if you're anxious
about what's coming next. Check

open. The Golems take a long time
to kill, so if you can run past them.

5. Devil dogs - breathe fire; edible.
6. Death knights - have to fight

that you can't fireball/hack or use
open lock spells on doors you can't

All other monsters are best slaughtered immediately. Gold keys open

with them; their

dead ends containing

7. Rock monsters

treasure or food.

-

Effisi|

armour is cursed.

use

HafF

r "'-"'-r^H

fireballs;

131

poisonous.
The bug ugiies

8. Demons - cast

1. Mummies - use fire

fireballs.

balls.

9.

2. Scorpions - use the
fireballs, they're poiso-

sters

3. Worms -

use fire

balls. They are poiso

Flame

use

Kill

Ghost Spell
Vorpal Blade.

or

10.

-

Munchers

Ba-T

•
•

mon-

1 4k,

"
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use fireballs; poi-

nous and edible.

1M
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• Well, this is all very blue, isn't it? And you can

4. Dragons - aren't
partial to gas clouds;

wizards; cast the

• This is the sort of selection of champions you get

hardly read the red text. Makes your eyes go funny,

breathe fire; edible.

fireballs.

when you click randomly- Not recommened.

.*.' •^~\ >~~* 7"

i
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11. Vexirks-little

Round and round

of software over here in the last

Have you got any cheats for
Magicland Dizzy?

few years and although most of it is
pretty old, I'd appreciate any help

Brian Wilson, Aberdeen

you can give me for the games
Prince of Persia, Hammerfist or Weird

CB: Simple - just type in

Captain Blunder the ST gaming wonder has

Ross Hemmings, Dharan,

for infinite lives anywhere
in the game. Remember to

Saudi Arabia

press <P> to unpause.

been round at PJH Publishing's offices to

get some hints and tips for your ST gaming
problems. If you want a comprehensive list of
hints, cheats and solutions, get in touch with
them on a- 0480 433455

Dreams. Thanks.

DIAMONDS AND PEARLS

•Out of the way

As you can see I live in
Saudi Arabia where it is dif

ficult to keep in touch with
things. I have bought a lot

CB: Sure, Ross, here are some hints

and tips I hope can help you. In Prince
of Persia hit <Shift> and </> to skip
levels. This should make the game a
lot easier. If you're feeling adventur
ous and brave you could make
changes to your saved game file so

which you want to be able to get
them in your sights.
2. If you're faster than the enemy
then lock on to their ship and jet
away from them. Once you reach
about 12km, activate the autopilot

away (the maximum range of any
laser) then blow them away.
Always save your position

and it lines up the ship in your
sights. Wait until the ship is 8.5km

after killing an opponent. It helps to
have two saved game files - one
which you save only when you're
docked and another as you travel to
a destination. This way if something

_______________

goes wrong on a journey, you

"——'-..^^ don't lose everything.
• What planefslthrae?
Any answers on a

When

you

>i upgrade to a larger

postcardplease.

\ ship,

make

sure

J you sell all your
IT equipment

first.

Also make sure that I
you're going to have
enough cash to trade
with after buying and
upgrading your new
ship. All sizes of ship can

dock in the space station. •
When you're qiven clear- * This looks like an industrial estate in Widnes.

ance simply click on the three
arrows on the three arrows symbol
on the Stardreamer control and you
land easily assuming you're using
the autopilot.
And one last tip - don't
bother working for the Federal or

Imperial Navy until you've made
your fortune because it isn't worth
trying to trade and complete missions at the same time. This also
means you can arm your ship for
combat without leaving any space
for goods.

• If these hints aren't enough for you, wait
22.

Water

Elementals

-

use

until next month for the rest of the solution.

Kill

Ghost spell.
23. Lord Chaos - do your best to
fight him off or run away!

Level Eight - invisible wall pas
sage/pull the lever (gigglers/death
knights/rock monsters
Level Nine - Onyx door/start
(Mummies)

The dungeon has ten levels set out

Level Ten - worm regeneration

like this:

maze/teleports (worms)

General

Neta section

Level One - Fulya pit. (Demons,
worms, Lord of Chaos, black ghost)
Level Two - Corbum level (Golems,
devil dogs)
Level

Three

-

Demon

Level One - Fulya pit

LevelTwo - Fireball passage
Level Three - Demon director
Level Four - coin in slot

Director

Level Five- gas trap
Level Six - blob rooms (green

(Demons/flame monsters)
Level Four - Coin in slot. All sec

blobs/gigglers)

tions access this.

CFftM^TE

Level Five - start supplies for quick
HEfiLTH

(worms/flying eyes)

£5£V-_

CflHCEL.

Level Six - junction of the ways

(munchers/shriekers/oitu)
LOflD

A

0 • 3/

HIS

KG

Ku section

Dain section

Level One - Fulya pit. _
(Demons, worms, Lord of /

\

-

J Level Seven I Passage (blue
antmen)

Level Three - Demon Direc

Coin in slot/BBBD

Six

J ofKu

Level Two - Corbum pillar I , ".
(Golems, devil dogs)
fj
tor/dead end (Demon/rock
monsters/death knights/golem/
flame monsters)

Level

\ Junction/start

Chaos, black ghost)

Level Four -

Level Seven - Trap the mummy
(mummies)
Level Eight - Muncher maze/start

Level

Eight

-

Passage (Oitu)
Level

Nine

-

Execu

Level One - Fulya pit
LevelTwo - Corbum bomb pillar

Ros section

Level One - Fulya pit
Level Two - Corbum
puzzle one

pillar/pit

Level

director/

Three

-

demon

Level Three - Demon director/value
for valuables

zoomer/pit puzzle two
Level Four surprise
attack/pits/coin
in
slot
(dragons)

Level Four - coin in slot

Level Six - Possible start/teleporting fireball (rives)
Level Seven - Start/

laughing pit/ watery

tioner/no fireballs/possible start
(mummies/death knights/munchers/vexirks/giggler)
Level Ten Mongor's level

Level Five - Death row/fire

death (rives/ water

level/dragon's den (dragons/skeleton/giggler)
Level Five - Start/supplies for quick

ball trap (scorpions)
Level Six - passage
Level Seven - possible

elementals/blue

passage (Scorpion)

(dragon/worms)

start/torch (mummies)

make sure you

bytes to F6 10 (hex) to reset the time

createa backup
of this filefirst.
Using a disk
or file editor,
such as Knife

remaining to 60 minutes. The next
two bytes are the level and your
energy. Change byte three to 01-OC
(hex) for Levels One to 12 and byte
four to a suitably high hex number

ST, you can edit

such as 44.

the

first

four

Now save the amended file and

bytes of the file
to gain extra
time and so on.
Set the first two

simply reload it into the game and
carry on. Be careful not to change
anything else in the file because the
game may not then recognise it In

antmen)Level Eight Spider crossroads/
start (spiders)

Hammerfist just get a high score and
type your name in as TAEHC OT
TNAW I, then hit <F7> which takes
you to the next level.
And finally, in Weird Dreams,
while halfway you're in the mirror and

half in the hallway, tap out "SOS" on
the Help key in morse code. That
comes out sounding something like
dit-dit-dit-daaaah-daaaah-daaaah-

dit-dit-dit.

We cannot reply personally
• What an attractive pair of people. His eye make-up is
especially fetching, don't you think?

Can you send me some tips for F-19
Stealth Fighter and Robocop?
Matthew Fuidge, Bristol

FORMAT

* CIVILIZATIO
Mikko Siukola of Helsinki in

2. Swapping sides

Finland thinks Civilization is

Sometimes you become almost too
powerful - perhaps you wish your
opponents had more guts - or your
opponent becomes too powerful,

brilliant, let him tell you...
"Civilization is the best

strategy game for the Atari ST
or any other home computer.
Period. While waiting for
Civ 2, here are a couple of
neat things you can do:

or you just want to do some extra
spying. Well, just swap sides, com-

1. The efficient settler

Sometimes you hope to be able
to develop without having to
rely on robbing inventions
from

other

• Athough this might just look like a mass of pixels to you, it is, in fact,

nations,

what the Earth used to look like a long time ago. Honest.

although that's a great idea
in some circumstances. Your

you missed it). Load

cities grow a lot faster if
they have developed mines,

Knife

Read File. Load CivilO

roads

(which is in position

and

means a

so

on

which

1

lot of work. You

•

don't really have to wait up to
15 turns for a

' ff_

|jat'

Civill.SVE

' (position two) and so

to

edit.

Choose

Com- I

mands/Edit Buffer. Now j;

settlers to work, then reactivate it,

for instance.

or

Moscow founded: jijUU U€.

Choose

on, depending which of
the saved games you wish

settler unit to

accomplish any project on a
square - just leave one nearby unit
blinking and awaiting orders, put

put it to the same thing again
and so on. Keep doing that and
it finishes the job in one turn
instead of many - no more wasting
time turning swamps into fields,

one)

ST.

peting thereafter with the civiliza
tion that you built. For that you
need the program Knife ST - we

you're in edit mode. In the
first page of a cluster,
change the fourth two- i
number group in the first • This space is just begging for a caption

gave it away on STF 42 (ring STF

TOW into: 01 (Romans or which starts "I remember this place wheal

Back Issues department on b 0225
442244 for details of availability if

or Zulus), 03 (French or Germans),

does not write the whole file.
fil Be

04 (Egyptians or Aztecs), 05 (Amer-

sure to choose a civilisation that
is
t

icans or Chinese), 06 (English or
Creek) or 07 (Mongols or Indians).
If you want, on the right you can
also carefully edit the nation and
ruler names. When you're saving

still active in the saved game situation otherwise time might pass
without you having to do anything.

flOVIBapRS

WOULD

dVH-DPEDIA

Russians), 02 (Babylonians "as all fields..."

the

edited

buffer

(the

current

page), you must use the same
Game Save disk that you loaded
the saved game from because Knife
ST writes only to the location in

14)90 BCC
50o 0.5.5
Russian

Make sure, when you're u

Knife ST, that you only —
saved game disks,

disk where the edited cluster is; it

Lfcv.es: L»
H'JHC

C.Plctir_>

DCICHCE

REPORT

Enpi--e at the Russians
Emperor

Bi-o-ae Wer- ft=

I Civilization really is a brilliant game. And if you're confused about anything
you can just look the answer up in the Civilopedia. Handy, that.

CB: Can't send you any, unfortu
nately, but try this... When you're fly

can give me?
Andrew Radon, Bucks

ing at night in F-19, you mightfind it
hard to see where you're going, just

press <Alternate> and <N> to make
your life a little brighter. And as for
Robocop, pause the game, type BESTKEPT-SECRET and unpause for infinite

energy. Alternatively, hold down
<Help> <Undo> and <Backspace>
while typing AXELMURPHY and hit
the left mouse button for extra energy.

CB: Walk right until you come to
the first man. If you ask him for
about ten pints, he rewards you
with invincibility.
Funny thunder
I have just one humble request. Is
there a code for Rolling Thunder
that gives me infinite time or lives?
James Creen, Sussex

Drink for your life
I'm a bit stuck on Shadow of the

Beast 2. Is there a cheat that you
ORMAT

ISSUE

59

CB: As soon as the sampled piece of
laughter has been played - and make

com Thusfe: .t>JtMJ DC

The Uleel

I If you decide, after a while that you don't want to be the Emperor of Russia
any more you can always swap sides. Shame life isn't quite so simple.

sure you wait for that, type jIMBBBY.
You now have infinite lives and you
can skip levels by pressing either <1>
or </>.

If you have any ques-

tions you want to
ask Captain Blun
der or any tips,
hints, cheats or v

That's magic, that is
Do you have any cheats for Axel's
Magic Hammer?
Paul Kennedy, Leamington Spa

solutions

you

CB: Ah yes, indeed we have... when
the "Continue" message appears on
the screen, take the disk out of your ST
and press <Fire> to start again. Allof
the blocks you destroyed in your last
game don't reappear.

at 30 Monmouth

want to submit

/J

to Gamebusters,

MM

then send them
in to ST FORMAT

Street,

Bath,

Avon BA1 2BW -

don't forget, you
could

even

some cash!

win

jmfi

r? y

Id (as in the sum total of the

primitive instinctive forces in
an individual subserving the
pleasure-pain
principle
as

They're much nicer than their

games would have you

believe. Really they are

on

have

been

around since 1990, first pro
gramming the Commander Keen
series for Apogee. The tenstrong Texas based company
fame

that

fine?

Id's

John

• You can tell Id are a

questions

with

Wolfen

you,

pleasant bunch

want answered

ST

FORMAT

Romero

the

the

readers,

because they've got

STF: Can you name the members
of the Dirty Dozen?

Warner Bros

Romero: Er, no.

cartoons on the walls.

STF (prompting): The fat one was
Telly Savalas. He came back as a
different

are): Do Atari want to censor the

games, as Nintendo did with the
SNES version of, urn, Wolf?
Romero:

Atari want

Deadly
And

using the serial port to link two Jags
together (like the Lynx could). But

two players are probably the most
we'll
support.
Multiplayer sup
port is not writ-

Mission.

fatter in that one.

Romero:

We've

really no idea.

toom sells ten
We hope Doom

in
stone,
either-we might

million
n Jags
aa »"•»•
t's priced
because it's

notdo it

STF: "We"?

STF: It's just that

Romero: Icame up

entertainment,
entertJ nment,

Dave Tavlor tak_

with the general

jf pri
perly
iff
properly

staple plot...

really do capture the
flavour of home. Er.

storyline

^

for

the

game. John Carmack

^^^aaa""^'*'

created

Carmack is doing
Doom port, with

m9 up the slack.
John is convert-

programmed"
nmed
progr.

ing aM of Wolf

the

3D technology.
STF
(adopting
standard

• John Romero.

Probably. "He's got a
'

beard." "They've all

§

;.N. 'JjL*

utterly unable to
express it lucidly. It's

going to be so good.

*r -

V

the

STF: What do you think of the Jag?

machine): How will the Jagwah

Romero:

machine. We hope Doom sells a
million Jags, because it's priced to

and size of screen?

result of some hardware tricks we

sell and can deliver some great
entertainment, if properly pro
grammed. Doom's graphics look
much better on the Jag than they do
on the PC - we're also pulling some
very unique tricks in the Doom port

want to pull to make it very speedy.

to get the speed up there.

Romero: The Jaguar versions of
Wolfenstein and Doom will be full

screen. Doom will most likely have

J

with
MIDI

on

sound drivers.

for

fun conversation.

6
about Doom, we're

term

himself,
Dave

versions compare with the PC
games in terms of graphic detail

a

• We re so excited

US

got beards." It was a

L_

John

about 75% of the

has

such a war movie-

cheap Polaroid shots

Romero:

to sell
*°
sell and
md can
can
deliver
s
line
deliver some great

Wolfenstein

these chaps. These

blood

Romero: Well, we are planning on

character

he was even

more

and guts than the PC version, if pos
sible. They're very cool about the
"mature" subject matter.
STF: The sly dogs. A great asset of
PC Doom was the multiplayer
mode. Will it be there on the Jag
game? If so, how many players will
it support?

in Dirty Dozen: The

studio photos for

is

of the textures in Doom, as well as

Isn't

dramatically bacfclit

PC

simplify the level maps by taking
out lots of line segments.
STF (slightly worried about
what line segments actually

identification)

asked

• None of those

the

for

stein, following up with the
game described as "Dawn of
the Dead on a bad day," Doom.
Both are coming to your Jaguar.

framed animation

Doom

11MBytes and we get a 2MBytes
cart for the Jag. This means we
have to strip out and simplify a lot

opposed to the chummy term

blasted to

drawings from

Romero:

status bar at the bottom as a

Wolf's graphics are at twice the res
olution of the PC, so it looks great.
It's also a very smooth 30 frames
per second. We're using all the
Jag's resources for these - the Blit

ter, GPU, DSP, Object Processor and
68K. Everything.
STF (attempting to keep up
with the slangy familiarity): Any
problems fitting everything into the,
er, Jag?

What

an

excellent

STF: What next for Id?

Romero: We're currently working
on Doom 2 for the PC and will port
it to the Jag if Doom sells well.
Then, we begin our next master
piece, Quake. Doom will look like
Wolfenstein next to Quake.

STF (fiercely defending the Eng
lish language by finishing with
an incomprehensible exclama
tion of our own): Crikey.

ISSUE
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ISU
Get an extra jam-packed
Subscribing to ST FORMAT
gives you absolutely
amazing value for money,
just look at what you get
• A special subscriber's disk
jam-packed with
software
• Full instructions for the

subscriber's Wonderdisk

GET

LOOK WHAT
When you subscribe to
ST FORMAT, you receive a special
disk complete with full
instructions - not just once but
each and every month. We

THE BBS DIRECTORY-^.
SETSEAHCH LOCATION
RAMUS BBS SEARCH
SEARCH FOR ABBS

' CODE SEARCH

include software that wouldn 't

SHOW

h.

normally reach the main Cover
Disk, making it even more
exciting, fust look at this

ALL

tti$K FUNCTIONS

month's selection
• Just look what STOS is actually capable

off in World League Soccer Manager!

Sill

_.

• Just twist the hexagons and get them
lours.

consult the BBS

Directory for the nearest BBS.

I

~l World League Soccer
Manager - Excellent soccer
management sim with
tonnes of options
-\

s

I Termadroid - Fast and

• Frantic shooting action with Termadroid.

CD Player - Play those funky
MOD files in stereo on your

furious shoot-'em-up that'll
keep you absorbed for hours

STE with this CD emulator, two

on end

tunes supplied

disk every month!
•

A

brilliant

r

Cover Disk
each month

• Your copy
o f t h e world's

toouTH

SUBSCRIPTIONS ""
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ANSWERS

This month we solve your usual ST problems and
bring you a two page special on Before Dawn
back with the same complaint, we

Cover Disk virus?

_flB^ I'm writing to let you

checked them all and found that the

9j know that there is a virus

Ultimate Virus Killer (UVK) found each
Cover Disk 100 per cent safe. The

^ H f t on the Cover Disk of 57
FOfi/VMrissue 57.1 found it using my
virus killerprogram before any of my

Cover Disk of issue 57 was "immu

other disks became infected. I find

nised" using UVK 6, some older virus
killer programs don't recognise the

this ironic considering you had a fea

new immunisation method and think

ture about viruses in the same issue.

that they have found a virus. There's
no need to worryabout it.

Danny Davis, Luton

A ~k

Why are Atari making
the

CD-ROM

drive

for

ithe Jaguar a three inch
drive, smaller than the five inch

drives supported by Philips CD-I,
Sony and 3DO?

. |1 111" aila!

Abdul Aziz AM Jabr,

' aethod,,.

Saudi Arabia

A E r , they'renot! TheCD-ROM
drive for the Jaguar takes
3

III II.II,mi •

3

standard five inch CDs, so you can use

• It's not a virus after all - i fs the

extraordinary safe Cover Disk 57,

handcrafted by techy supremo Clive
"I've immunised it!" Parker.

tor so NVDI can find the fonts.

Conflicting software

_0K^% I can't install GDOS

JBSjtflJ because itinterferes with

^^SSI NVDI. I think that

Another way is to disable the
GDOS functions of NVDI using the
NVDI CPX or DeskAccessory, if you do
this you lose your Desktop and win-

it's because both programs
use ASSIGN.SYS files that are

incompatible

with

each

file for GDOS installed NVDI

Wrong size

Cover Disk of issue 57 - it's perfectly
safe. Several people sent their Disks

uaiied using the

GD05 fonts in your NVDI folder and
alter the ASSICN.SYS file in a text edi

other-with the ASSIGN.SYS

Sony to disappoint you, but
there wasn't a virus on the

three inch CDs in any CD-ROM drive
by using an adaptor.

it for jaguar CD games, audio CDs,
Kodak Photo-CDs and - by using a
special digital video cartridge Philips Digital Video CDs. You can use

cannot find its files. How can

I get around this problem? I
use a hard drive and twin

floppy drive system.
Chris Brown, Harrow

A

There are a couple
_ of ways around
your problem. The easiest way
to avoid the problem is not to

• Use the NVDI CPX to switch off the GDOS

functions of NVDI if you don't want them or
need them.

use GDOS at all because NVDI

has a replacement version of GDOS
built in. This means that you can run

dow fonts but you can then use GDOS
in the usual way.

NVDI and any GDOS program should
work perfectly - without loading
GDOS. All you have to do is put the

boot manager program in the Auto
folder of your hard drive, you can

The final method is

to use a

Sk MUSIC AND MIDI
Andy Curtis attains escape velocity in his

quest to sort out your MIDI queries
A question of velocity
I have a Roland |uno 106, a Technics SXK700, an
Alesis SRI 6 drum machine, a Roland Dr Synth GM
Sound Module and I need help! They are connected

to my 2MByte STE running the Rove sequencer. The
problem is that no matter which keyboard I use to
input MIDI data the note velocities always come out
at a uniform 64. Is there a way to enter notes at a

default velocity of 127 or a way to force all notes to
register as 127 on the sequencer?

samples with no problem. Are you sure you have the
Plus version or is it just Sequencer One that you have?

shows a Damper Pedal event. Then set Value 2 to 127
for on or 0 for off. Easy when you know how.

Stereo in mono?

Minims and things
I have difficulty understanding the quantise values

I own a 520 STFM with 1MByte and I would like to
know if the Stereo Playback cartridge is still available

in my sequencer. They are all expressed as musical

and if it is, where can I get it?
David Walsha, Reading

notes which I can't read very well. Actually, I can't
read them at all. Can you explain?
Anthony Washburn, Derby

stf: We're very pleased to be able to tell you that
Stereo Playback is alive and well and living at
Hisoft/AVR. Give them a ring on v 0S2S 718181 for
further product information.

Patrick Lanigan, Pershore
shf; We have tested Rave in the office and it does

Problems with insertion

respond to the note velocities input into it. Both your
keyboards are outputting note valuesof 64. See if there
is something in their respective manuals to vary this. It
is possible, within Rave, to raise all the note velocities
using the block operations page, give this a try if you

I have recently upgraded to Cubase vi and I am hav
ing trouble inserting controller events into my
music. I often need to inset a sustain pedal event
but I'm having no success at all. Can you help?
Lyall Daniels, Dorchester

are still stuck.

stf: Edit the part you need to add to using the list edit

page. Select the song position af which you need to
IMon-plussed

insert and then move the mouse pointer up to top right-

Please could you tell me how to convert AVR sam

hand corner of the screen. There is a sub-menu entry

ples on Replay 16 to IFF format on Sequencer One

labelled "Ins" and it normally displays "Note." Click on

Plus because this is the reason I am buying it.

"Note" and hold down the mouse button. A pop up
menu appears, select "Controller" from this list and

Aaron McClelland, Co Antrim

stf: Good news - no need to convert samples to IFF
format if you have Sequencer One Plus. It handles AVR

1ST
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then press the <lnsert> key on your Atari keyboard. A
controller event is added in the event list. Simply edit
the event number to 64 for a Sustain event and Cubase

stf: This is quite simple, really. You may be more
familiar with seeing quantise values as equations, for
example, 1/1, 1/2 and 1/4. The musical notes mean
just the same really. The semi-breve (empty circle with
no stalk) is the same as 1/1. The minim (empty circle
with a stalk) is the same as 1/2 and the crotchet (filled
in circle with a stalk) is the same as 1/4. If you think

about it you should be able to workthe rest out.
MIDI guitar
I have a acoustic guitar and I've heard that I can get
a MIDI guitar pickup for it. Is this true? If so, can I
use it to write music on a software sequencer on my
1040STE? It all sounds too good to be true.
Alison Brierley, Halifax

stf: You can purchase a MIDI guitar pickup that
functions with any acoustic guitar. One example is the
Shadow SH07S MIDI Guitar pickup which should be
available from most good music stores at round about
£300. Having bought the pickup you can use it to input
MIDIdata into any MIDIsequencer you choose.
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GFA CORNER
5o, u/Zio is that Mac'd man? It's
Mac Marsden, delving into your CFA

programming problems

code is required to makea Desk Accessory work. Take a

I am trying to write a program that requires a pass
word entry, is there a GFA Basicroutine that enables

me to input a secret code (say of five characters)
without having it displayed on the screen?

sectors
34

2

SSECT first sector

ap_id&=APPL_INIT ()

36

2

SECTCNT number of sectors

me_id&=MENU_REGISTER(ap_idS;," abc ")

38

4

(LDMODEoO)

DO

~EVHTJMESAG(0)

PRINT "ENTER YOU PASSWORD :";

Pa*aS$=INPtjT$<5)

FNAME filename (nnnnnnnn.
eee)(LDMODE=0)

Behind the scenes

exit I=FALSE

Wherexyz is the size of the accessory including space
for any DIM statements or pictures, abc
is your
name for the Accessory, this appears in the File drop
down menu.

Virus v s virus

Could you please explain what a cluster is and is
there anyway using GFA Basic in which I can detect
whether a floppy disk has either executable code or
a virus held in the boot sector?

John Thompson, Somerset

Remember the PRINT command is held in one table

I am having a little bit of trouble with a GFA Basic
program I have written to format floppy disks, I
cannot seem to get the boot sector right. Please
can you help?
Charles Letterby, Scotland
which should

OFFSET

LENGTH NAME

0

&H6038 = branch to

2

fetches a routine for printing and then adds your data
to it. It does this with each command you have typed in
until no more code is left, just leaving as the finished
product your .PRG program ready for you to run.
If you look at the picture we have included it may
clear things up a little, all you really need to know is

BEHIND

boot routine

t
»_J compiler
moretnan one .

II

2

Accessories

13

1

I have a requirement for a small data file program

BPS bytes / sector (512)
PC sectors / cluster (2)

14

2

RES reserved sectors

16

1

NFATS number of

+

pass.

—•:

Object

Tnis is your source code
compiled Into toDle rorn

code

so

tnat

celt

In

the

1 inker nay

already Dul 11 funct ions.

\

| U.mcr |

T

FATs (2)
2

SCENES

code

SERIAL serial number

17

THE

Source

|

FILLER fill bytes
of disk

stf: A lot of people think that all they need to do is to
compile it under the option of .ACC, in fact, some extra

and "Hello World" in another table. The Linker now

help you.

virus, virus protector or even a games disk boot sector.

program while running other software, so it must
be compiled and linked as a Desktop Accessory.
When the program was compiled as an .ACC and
placed in the root directory and loaded, it continu
ously resets the computer and I have to switch off.
Please can you offer a solution to my problem?
Roy Davidson, Netherlands

stf: Your source code is broken up into tables (Object
code) from where the Linker takes each command you
verts it.

&H1234, the boot sector is executable, this could be a

that I have written in GFA Basic. I need to access the

Can you explain how GFA Basic takes my program
code and makes it into an executable program?
Darren Young, Sunderland

have entered, such as PRINT "Hello World," and con

stf: Here is a table of the boot sector

stfz A cluster is a storage unit for data you save to
disk, normally consisting of two sectors each sector
being 1024MBytes or IK in size. By adding all of the
bytes of the boot sector, if this sum &HFFFF equals

Executable
program

NDIRS max entries in

Tne finl*ned product which may be
run without

being dependant

on

tne

Editor.

main directory
19

2

NSECTS total sectors

21

1

MEDIA not used

22

2

SPF sectors/FAT (5)

24

2

SPT sectors/track

26

2

?R

7

NSIDES sides (1 or 2)
NHID ignored
EXECFLAG start of boot code

there a problem with the upgrade
or is my STE just starting to fail?
David Gowdy, Newtownards

• The steps GFA Basic makes to transform your
source code into a stand alone program.

that GFA Basic produces a program from your source
code and that you really do not need to worry about
what It is doing.

Un-editable

_•»

Are there any PD clocks

On manual from Compo Software,
give them a call on &0487 3582.

_mJH which run in the back-

'^^^•Hl ground when I am using
A

judging by the symptoms
_ you have described you do
have a memory problem; screen cor
ruption is a classic indication. It's
most likely that your two 256K SIMMs
you have installed are not inserted

upgrade for my STE so I
now have 1MByte of
RAM. Although the upgrade tests
OK, using the supplied software,
we are now getting some strange
symptoms when we run software,
both games and serious. Many
games now suffer from screen
problems with the picture becom
ing corrupted and the programs
crashing. The Desktop itself some

just the original 512K of memory. If it

times "bombs out" for no reason

does work without the new SIMMs

and the mouse pointer leaves a trail

then they may be faulty, get a
replacement from yoursupplier.

when moved around the screen. Is

FATBUF address of FAT-buffer

11

ENDIF

Putting the boot in!

I have installed a 512K

4

IP MEND(1)=40

Now place your password checking routine here.

Screen corruption

42

46

' place your program here

stf: If you enter the following code and then enter
five letters or numbers followed by the <Return> key
you can check if the entered code is correct by examin
ing pas$.

SYS files. The best manager for thejob
is XBoot 3 from Hisoft/AVR (- 0525
718181), it costs £34.95 plus £2
postage and you can enable or dis
able DeskAccessories on booting.

LDADDR load at this RAMaddress

exit I=TRUE

Brian Whyte, Tyne and Wear

then use it to choose between NVDI or

LDMODE 0=FNAME, <>0=load

2

$m xyz

Secret code

GDOS and between different ASSIGN.

32

look at the listing below.

into the sockets.

Take the lid off your ST and
gently make sure that the SIMMs are
firmly in place, each SIMM should be
held in place by a clip at each end. If
the SIMMs are fully inserted and you
still have problems, remove the two
new SIMMs -

the

first

and

third

SIMMs counting from the front of
your ST - and see if it works OK with

Write On from Cover Disk 33? I have

tried several but when they are on
screen I am unable to edit any text,
do I need multi-tasking? Where can
I get a Write On manual so I can
learn some of the other functions

of the program?
James Lee, Selby
A

No, you don't need multi_ tasking to run a corner
clock on your ST. Corner clock Auto
programs and Desk Accessories work
correctly with almost all software
except - you guessed it - Write On
and That's Write. The code used by
the clock programs interferes with the
functioning of these two programs, so
you'll just have to use the clock on the
Control Panel. You can get the Write

Any colour you like

_Mp»* I have a Panasonic KX-

|B) P2123 colour printer but
'S^^Hli am unable to produce
anything in more than one colour
at a time. I have tried several paint
programs including Hyperpaint 2
but to no avail. What is it that I'm

doing wrong?
David Sullivan, Lyme Regis
A

Nothing, the problem is that
_ you don't have a printer dri
ver for a 24-pin colour printer. All you
need to do is buy Imagecopy Colour2
from the ST Club, it enables you to
print Degas, Neochrome, GIF and TIFF
images in colour with your printer.
You can contact the FaST Club on
a 0602 455250.
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Disk

edi

tor, Clive Parker,
says: "We tested the
games on both of

Old disk!

Epson

•

Our Cover
_

•

our STs

S9.SU3S

•

&8.SUBS

•

flrcJn

three bombs on the screen and stop
working. Is this because the games
aren't original copies?

resource file editor, but I don't

Jack! Davies, Saltash

have a RSC file on my boot disk to

equipped

edit. You also stated in the article

with TOS 2.06, a
4MByte Mega STE

that you have to switch off your ST
before switching between TOS

and a standard STE

versions, is this true?

with
RAM.

David Moffat, Glasgow

1MByte of
The games

failed to run on both
of the test machines

• Using Imagecopy Colour 2 you can produce colour
images on your printer, even if you only have a mono

ST FORMAT 47 you mentioned in
the TOS upgrade feature that you
can edit the Desktop icons using a

A

_^ If the games you bought in
_~'L Cyprus are pirate copies and it sounds like they are - then
there are no guarantees about the
quality of the disks used by whoever
made the copies. With original copies
of games you can get replacement
disks if you have any problems.
There's not much you can do about

You should have had a file
called DESKICON.RSC with

_

so
we
naturally
assumed they were

the TOS 2.06 upgrade, TOS 2.06 spots
this file in the root directory of your

not TOS 2.06 com

boot disk and loads it into RAM when

sure you buy your games from rep

patible. As you do."

booting up. Issue 48 of ST FORMAT

utable sources.

monitor. Er, you do need a colour printer.

your Cypriotsoftware. In future make

Screen-dumps

_Ba| Can you tell me how get

Wiped disks

jjjH my Commodore MPS
^si^Hfil 1270 to print outascreen-

_Mp-* I have an STE and I am

•ft having problems with

dump of what's displayed on my

"^HSSlgames that have a save

mono monitor?

option. After I have saved data to
the disk it doesn't work again. I
have checked the disks and they do

David Lee, Chesterfield

A

If your printer is Epson com
patible then you should be
able to get a screendump by pressing

not contain a virus.

Dave Allen, Bradford

<Alternate> and <Help> at the same

_^

Your problem may be that

time. We contacted Commodore, and

M™W you are saving data to a

while they had no information on
your specific printer because it is quite
old, they assured us that Commodore
printers are Epson compatible. Take a

game disk instead of a blank data
disk. Whenever you have to save data
using a commercial game you should
always use a blank formatted disk,
saving data to the game disk may
overwrite the game code and erase
the game. This is especially true if
your game formats a disk before it

• Holocaust really, really, really does run on TOS 2.0G after all - sometimes.

look at the manual for details of

switching to Epsonmode.
Desk driver

contained a DESKICON.RSC file com

Where can I get a GDOS
Dodgy PSU
My Mega 4 ST some
times shuts itself off for

A

driver for the Deskjet

Sometimes bumping the table can
trigger or solve the problem.
What's causing the difficulty?
William Beaupre, Minneapolis

David Fielder, West Yorkshire

Desk

A l t sounds like you have a
_ dodgy connection of some
kind in your Mega ST. The solution
could be as simple as changing the

power cord or there may be a loose
connection

inside

your

ST.

Contact the FaST Club on

%

saves information to it.

500 inkjet printer?

fi no apparent reason and
then it turns itself back on again.

prising 100 new icons for TOS 2.06
along with a pair of programs to cre-

n 0602 455250, they have

File

Edit

CodcHead Icon Juggler - C:\DESK1C0N.RSC
Total: 164 I Selected; B I Pastel 8
DD

a wide range of GDOS support disks

H „. H ,„ Q „. 1
mi

FaST Club disks are £1.75 each.

*

Upgrade path

My STFM has finally died

-5

.*

IHOI

IICROSCOPE

have loads of ST software but I am
concerned that it won't run on an

STE. Is this true? Should I buy an

WHUT

12-

THE?

CB
~

I repair is so high that I
have decided to buy a new ST. I

Try

El

•*•••

Digital

on me and the cost of

another power cord, if that doesn't
work then take yourSTto a reputable
repair shop. Sorry, we can't recom
mend anywhere in Minneapolis.

WHAT?

126

,„

—

FILEMHI L.ICN

FORUMS.1CN

m
SMOLI.MflC.ICN

STFM or an STE?
• You don't have to use a resource file editor to make new icons, just use

Anthony Medd, Morpeth

Icon Edit and Icon Juggler from Cover Disk 48.

All ST software written since

Compatible or not?
On the April issue
ST

FORMAT Cover

~k the STE was introduced in

of
Disk

lyou gave away the
games Holocaust and Tri-Heli. In the
Cover Disk pages it states quite
clearly that the games work on all

1988 is STE compatible. There
some games - very few in fact were not compatible with the
Most of these were older games

were
that
STE.
writ

ten when the ST was first launched.

problems at all, can you please
make sure you get your facts right
about Cover Disk software compati
bility in future.
David Allenby, Humberside

ISSUE
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Can

flLi

I fit a

MiniS

hard

drive from System Solu

tions

into

the

Falcon

your ST to switch between TOS
versions, it's quite safe to do it with

Tower case with an internal stan

your ST running.

Max Muinos, Spain

dard CD-ROM drive?

Buy an STE, it's easier to upgrade and
A

Crashing games

I have TOS 2.06 in my STE
and both games work without any

FORMAT

94 to order a back issue.

has better sound capabilities.

STs but not with TOS 2.06.

IT

Internal affairs

ate and edit your icons. Turn to page

_flHtak I bought my ST and most
Icons for all

I have recently upgraded
my STE to TOS 2.06

fi using a switchable unit
from

Analogic

computers.

In

m) of my games in Cyprus.
~4l=^HHlMost of the games I
bought in Cyprus are not the original
copies - even though I bought them
in shops - and some of them display

The MiniS drives are exter-

. nal SCSI drives, it's a bit

pointless buying a drivecomplete with
power supply and case just to strip it
down and fit it inside a Towersystem.
All you need to do with a Tower case
for the Falcon is to get a large inter
nal 3.5inch IDE (Intelligent Drive

ST

Electronics) hard drive,

you can connect this
directly to the Falcon
motherboard.
You can fit a CDROM drive in

case

a

Tower

but you should

CD-ROM drive are not

orientation independent
- they like to be in a hor
izontal position.

the Falcon, and has extra Falcon
enhanced features, then we'll review it

between £25 and £30.

on both machines.

The big picture
have

Backwards?
Cheltenham

_»
• A MiniS external hard drive, yesterday. Why strip

it down when you can buy a bare drive Instead?

No,

we are

_•%. going to review
ST games on STs and

with

a

Jload Image format clip-

altering the size of Image files so I

ory upgrade for my STE?
All

I

have

_»

Larry Niven,

STE

art the picture is always larger than
the screen. Is there any way of

Upgrading STEs
Where can I get a
2MByte or 4MByte mem
seen

advertised

can see them on screen?

F Edmundson, Burnley

are

_m Image format clip-art is norM^m. mally created in high resolu

All you need to do to

M^m. upgrade

you

to

an

colour monitor, when I

backwards?

m 3| going

!

Check out this

month's Falcon review of Muzzy on
page 73.

Why go

*«9_Hbi review
ST
games on the Falcon
using ST emulators like

P

tuates quite a lot, but you should be
able to get 1MByte boards for

upgrades for the STFM.
Lee Holding, Flint

_mm* Are

L

Falcon games on the Falcon. If a
game is compatible with the ST and

make sure that the drive

you buy can work in a
vertical position. Most

E

ANSWERS

your

STE

to

2MBytes is buy two 1MByte SIMMs,
open your STE, remove the two 256K
SIMMs and plug in the two new ones.
To upgrade your STE to
4MBytes you just buy four 1MByte
SIMMs and put them all in your STE.
Contact Marpet Developments on
a- 0423 712600 for their latest prices
for STE upgrades, they supply kits
with complete installation instruc
tions. Thepriceof 1MByte SIMMs fluc

tion on a 640x400 pixel screen, when
you run your STin medium resolution
you only have a 640x200 pixel screen.
One way around this is to use Hyper
paint 2 - it was on the Cover Disk of
ST FORMAT issue 54, if you have't got
a copy then turn to page 94 to order
a back issue.

Hyperpaint enables you to load
Image files in any resolution, so you
can load high resolution pictures in
medium resolution and save them as

Degas files.

ASSEMBLY CORNER
Tony Wagstaff examines more of
your incomprehensible assembly
language questions
STOS boot up
I'm a beginner in assembly and am interested in
writing a program into the boot sector, as seen in
assembly pointers issue 48, that fades in a Degas
picture and runs my compiled STOS program. Can
you help me?
Bob Kenny, Hereford
stf: Running a boot program, if it exists on the boot
disk, is one of the first things the your ST does during its
boot up. This means that a lot of system variables are
not set up, and your STOS program may not work with
out these variables. However the same effect can be

achieved by using the Install Application option, if you
let the STOS program load the picture. Simply install it
with Auto boot status, and save the desktop onto your
boot disk.

If your TOS version is less than 1.4 then you need
the PD Startgem program. If your STOS program is
non-GEM, then even simpler, place it in the Auto folder.

a label in the file selector, informing the user what

move.w int_out+2,button

action is to be taken.

Both calls need to be passed a path specification,

bss

which should be at least 128 bytes long, 200 bytes for

path ds.b 128

CD-ROMS, and takes the form of dr/Ve.'\path\mask, as

file ds.b 13

in the example path below. Thefile selector initiallydis
plays the files matching this specification. You can use

button de.w 1

the two wildcards, * which displays any files containing
any number of characters in place of the asterisk, or ?
any one character. Also needed is a file buffer, of at
least 13MBytes which is displayed on the filename line.
For fsel_exinput, pass a label of up to 30 charac

data

aes_version ds.w 1

my_path dc.b 'A: \POLDER\*.*'
my_file dc.b 'TEST.S',0
label dc.b 'Select a

File',t

ters. All of these should be null-terminated.

On return, the path and file buffers are updated to
specify the user's choice, you need to strip the mask

from the path specification, and int_out+2 contains 0
if the Cancel button was selected, otherwise 1 if the user
clicked on OK, or double-clicked a file.

-.=i=.

_.

FI\CD8N39_lSHIu12\«.«L.

Sfloctloni HEM.HICE.PRGl
[•) MICE

First we set things up:

s

FILE SELECTOR

Directory I

flUTDMiDUS.PRB

Hm-ii

-dec

MM.11

,m

HKILII

F~

JOS

appl_init

+

move.w global, aes_version

K CROSS

lea path,a1

lea my_path,a2

mm

•

nmtt

ttmm\i

load_path move.b (a2)+,(al)+
bne loadjpath

Select a number

the file selector using assembly language code.

Could you explain how to use the file selector, I am

lea file,al

using Devpac 2.
| Johannesson, Iceland

lea my__file,a2
load_file move.b (a2) + , (al) +
bne load„file

stf: You can take advantage of the AES macros con
tained in the gemmacros file that comes with Devpac.
All you have to do is include this file towards the begin
ning of your listing.
Firstly, you need to tell the AES that you exist,
using the appl_init call. Once you've returned from
the call, the first word of the global array contains the
AES version number of the computer that's running.

• A file selector, yesterday. It's dead easy to call

Now we check the AES version number, and call the rel
evant file selector routine:

Game routines

Could you recommend any books which show me
how to achieve the various techniques used to write
games in assembly, screen-scrolling, joystick com
mands and so on?

Darren Vine, Exmouth
cmp.w #$0130,aes__version
bge .aesl30

fsel_input #path, #file

You need to store this as there are two different calls for

bra .notl30

the file selector. The first, f sel_input, is used on ear
lier versions of the AES. From version 1.30 of the AES,

.aesl30

the new, improved fsel_exinput became available,
and should be used in preference. Thisnew call displays

fsel_exinput #path,#nle, #label

stf: Budgie UK, a group of programmers dedicated to
the ST, have produced a disk full of routines that are
particularly useful to games writers. It contains 85
macros covering everything from sprites to sound to
mouse and joystick handling. Thedisk is available from
the FaST Club on «r 0602 455250. Ask for disk BPR.01.

.not130

Budgie themselves can be contacted at 5, Minster Close,
Rayleigh, EssexSS6 8SF.
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The crack of dawn

I've been having terrible
trouble with the

Before

put

the

WATCH

DAWN-

DAWN.RSC,

Setting up
It's dead easy to set up Before Dawn
to install and run from your boot disk.

...

•
U

Kl Mouse

[g] Joystick

DAWN.

Moden 1
Moden 2

D
•

LAN-port
Midi

All you

1 Serial 1

OTHER

root directory of my boot disk, the

your boot

SWITCHES

any other disk. All I get is a blank
screen when the animation is sup
posed to run. What am I doing
wrong? I have a 1MByte STE and a

Reserve nenory

: 0_ KByte

Sound.by ...
Change vectors

Crazy Sounds
1 always

A

Cancel

OI
;l

Set || OK

parts of the system that Before Dawn watches while it's active, so if you like

A

-

or

drive

B

how you've set it up -

animations

won't

run.

Alternatives

and then save the DAWN.INF file to

include setting up the animation to be

DAWN.ACC,
to

the

in the same way. You choose the mod
ule you want to run from the Before
Dawn Accessory screen and simply

the same disk. When the Screensaver

loaded from a RAM disk held in mem

that's

for the animation on the work disk

if

disk and

All of the modules are selected

you can set it up to watch for keyboard and mouse movement only.

or the

tions inside must be on the disk in

drive

copy

when your ST boots all the Before
Dawn files load into memory. All you
have to do now is set up the individ
ual sections of the program from the
DeskAccessory.

• Use the Options menu to set up how Before Dawn reacts. You can select the

ory or from your word processor disk
itself. You don't need to copy all of
the Before Dawn animations to your
working disks, just the one you want
to use with that specific application.
Use the Before Dawn Accessory to look

the IMAGES folder with the anima

is

the Before Dawn disk in the drive,

for the ST.

they are required. That means that

do

root directory. If you're not sure about
Auto folders and the root directory
then turn to page 90 and take a look
at our feature on file management.
Once you have the files in the
correct places then reset your ST with

Mouse sensitivilty : 5_

single floppy drive.
Craig Matthews, Merseyside

animations load from the disk when

to

DAWN.INF and DAWN.RSC

IS] Timesharing
M Center dialogs
• Change color index 0 into black
Make-/sleep con ier: 5| pixel

animations refuse to run when I use

Here's a few of the basic princi
ples of Before Dawn. Although you
have the DeskAccessory and the main
program loaded into memory, the

have

DAWNAUTO.PRG to the Auto folder of

INF and the IMAGES folder in the

We've had a few queries
about running Before Dawn
on floppy drive based systems so
here's a special ST FORMAT guide to
using the best Screensaveryou can get

from the disk and loads the anima

tion. Simple.

[x] Keyboard

AUTO.PRC in the Auto folder and

DAWN.ACC,

'Before DaHn1

Options

gave away on Cover Disk 55 (turn
to page 94 if you missed it).
I

kicks in it reads the DAWN.INF file

1*1

IDawn Screensaver you
Although

v

RNIPIRTION

GRID

FOR

BEFORE

DRUN

URRP

5

IHODULE

• Ahh, isn't it sweet'
X

You too can create

Jp" cute furry
..

animations with

.". Before
Dawn.
ft
BeforeDawn.

M&&&

.,j&&&*z*&*s*&&>.

•:•:
jSfflSS38SSSS^

iiJr

v
RNIP1RTION

y

v
GRID

v
FOR

Y

V

BEFORE

¥

Y

Y

~f* ***

DRUN

URRP

V

5

FlODULE

I We created a grid to make a Star Trek™ Warp 5 module. We used ten of the

II frames for the sequence, the image is white on a black background. The
mask below is black on a white background, you must cut out the ten frames
and masks as a single GEM Image file with the animation above the mask.

• i7±V.'JkMMEcWiVA7J.H.Hi5?
1.

Don't use

Before Dawn with

1st

Word Plus - it just doesn't work.

2. You can use Before Dawn in any res,
although it looks best in high res.
3 If you use a floppy based system
keep animations and images on your

5. You can create 256 colour anima

tions on the Falcon or by using a
graphics card.
6. If you have enough memory in
your ST then you can store and run
your animations from a RAMdisk,
they load much faster.

8. You can create your IMG files in
Hyperpaint 2 using the Save As com
mand in the block menu.

select the number of frames in the ani
mation and the number of times the

9. Or if you have a hard drive use
that. Obviously.

4. Before Dawn uses lots of RAM, don't

7. If you have the Paula MOD file
player or CrazySounds you can play

10. Always make sure the images you
design to use with Before Dawn halve a
black border or else parts of the ani

be too ambitious on a 512K ST.

samples along with your animations.

mation remain on-screen.

work disks.

select the specific animation you want
to use from that modulesSetup dialog
box. The only module that's any dif
ferent is Warp 5 - Mr Sulu, here you

animation appears on screen in the
"Number of stars" option.
Making Warp 5 animations

Warp 5 is the name given to the
screen

module

that looks

like

the

viewscreen in Star Trek™ when travel

ling at warp speeds. You can create
IT
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SETTING UP WARP 5
Desk

File

view

OptIt

Desk

>^

File

view

Desk

Options

\^

<—W

b_J

.'ri

' '

b_J

•—O

C_3

File

View

m

i" fi — —

3 Keyboard
] House

Setup 'Maro 5'

'Before D

Setup

0

I'«!"' I CUE] It""' I I if I I E
^T

a

IT

I
~3

| IflfO |

I D:\...\flDBREflK.HSH

House sensitivity : L
Reserve nenoru.
I 0_ KByte

_!____

! fancel I I Set Kl | OK |

mi

-=-

"

[

-7

5K

"iDIKl'l l!IJ . . .

1

I

Call the Before Dawn Desk Accessory

q»

UsEKl ESDI

Now you must select the Image file of

Click on the Set button, then the OK

I the animation you are going to use for

option from the Module button.

•B

Change vectors

H.

—

•

! and select the "Warp 5 - Mr Sulu"

0 Center dialogs

D Change color Index B into black
Uake-/slcep corner; 5 pixel

>

I

TJnestiariitfl

El '[efo

Franes in IMS-file: IB

I Info I

Under! 1
Hoden Z

I Serial l

j

D Rando
{•J 'pefore DaHn' active after 5_ ninutes!

•

. Joystick

The galaxg has 2B) stars!

H-We)

Options

•__?

I button to exit. At the main menu select
the Options button to go to the Options

the Warp 5 module. Click on the box

Because Before Dawn uses pop-up menus you

labelled Image-file Selection and use the file

menu. Select the options to cancel the

may not be used to selecting items, all you

selector to select the image file. You can also

animation including the keyboard, mouse and

have to do is move the mouse over the module

select a MOD or HSN sound file if you have

joystick. You can select your sound module

you want and then release the button.

Paula or CrazySounds installed.

player, select Set followed by OK to store.

You then call this file from the Before

Desk File View Options

DEUICE

DEVICE

DEVICE

Dawn Accessory.
Basically it's best for you to just
play around with Before Dawn and

DEVICE

m
Drive

LI

set it up to your own preferences, it's
fun designing your own animations

'Before Dawn1

Hec

'Before t

'Bouncing Hole1

D

| Setup

ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth
Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

and star fields using a paint package.
You've got the software, so why not
get designing? stf

'Warn 5 - Hr. Sulu!1

Module: H_______SI_HB—EJ

THE STF ADDRESS

Send all your ST related
problems to ST Answers,

|

Randon selection

Please indicate the type of

problem on the envelope.

E3 'Before Dawn' active after 5_ ninutes!

ukk

rue

vieu

upTinns

Info

<s»
IOptions | | Save I ICancel | | Set | |
l

W

Cor>s<ert

"rST

-T>

Pacer

|

FLOPPV DISK

^r

Cr»iaC<jnvcr

i Ju^91 c r

(Sb
•

OK

H>

Sou i tr*c r

ffi)

SI

fS

iffi)

i__3

DEVICE

DEVICE

DEVICE

DEVICE

DEVICE

jSl

(3l

a.

'Rp-fnrp Dawn1

Setup 'fit the Movies'
Module;

Setup screen...

• Rando

I C;\,,,\EICHHORN,BDI-

13 'Befo

MOD-FILE

INFO-FILE

BV

File

View

you actually use. Create your
sequence of pictures using Hyper
paint 2 - high resolution is best, but
you can do it in medium resolution-

UHE

POLIfiK
SELECTION

I Di\,,,\N_BUTTER,HSN

7]

Info

Options

RtcovfraDle

&

n^iiii nir\ n r n

OK

and then create a mask for each

frame in your sequence. The mask
must be the exact opposite to the
original frames. Cut out the anima
tion sequence and the mask and
save it to disk as a GEM Image file.

Pes*

Options

H

M

1
Cold Boot

mi

BES Convert

CrazyCoi

v

[Q D0 U

wSix

fitari

Hock*

:<n

Freeie-

Juggl-r

©

File

Vie*

5^5:

t£>

a
Waste

Paper-

Replay

IS

DC Fori

UVK 5 . 7

The

Zipper

Packers

Zi|

<5b

m

Se—a 'to—icing Bole'

'. 'Before Oaua1 active after 5_ ninutes!

LSI 'Befo

Info 1

I Info

1 C:\...\HLBH_B05.IrHi-

D:\-..\FnRCFELD.HSH_

I mix* I fljii"! I Cancel I lleTll
W

~~'

*%?

•

SK

I

IOptio

_.

r^cTTi r i e r i n r n
-^7~

~w

"Ga

•
I

Call the Before Dawn Desk Accessory
and select the "Bouncing Hole" option
from the Module button. This takes you

to the Setup dialog menu box where you can

select the Image file you want to use as your

I

Fastcopy Fri

• ...and choose the animation you want to run using the file selector.

Options

D Bando

Squii

&

Module

ft,

stuff

SELECTION

BOUNCING HOLE
Desk

Otner

Setup

• Select At The Movies from the Before Dawn menu screen to go to the

Si,.. '.Sl. i§

files

'Before D

RepIJ

your own animations to use with the
Warp 5 module with as many anima
tion frames as you like. You must
specify the correct number of frames
in the Setup menu or the animation
doesn't run correctly.
To create your animation set up
a grid and decide the number of
frames you are going to use, your
basic grid can have more frames than

Sound

'Before Dawn'

^

>

i_2)
DEVICE

FLOPPV DISK

Click on the Image-file Selection button
to search your disk for the Image file
you are going to use, use the file

selector to select the file. You must always

select the Set button before you leave a menu
to store the information.
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ART FXR effects
♦

Sub-f2,000 samplers
♦ Korg M1 workstation
♦ Maui soundcard for PC

Phonic PMG1602B mixer

Telephone

Dear Newsagent, please reserve me a copy of
Future Music every month, starting with issue 20,
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HARDWARE

FALCON

B

DSP DECODED
uen-vum

run

wui'n u.iir.i Mimm—•

You've heard of the

• GEM View 3 uses the DSP to

process image information when

GEM-UieH'

Falcon's DSP chip by now, but

converting pictures from one format
to another or dithering images

Verbose 1 1 DriginaFI

a

what does it actually do?

Version

Support

before displaying them on-screen.

_ Clean Up ICON'S

X] RGB scaling
Bypass

Clive Parker takes a closer

2)

UDI-Transf Mono
Load SDOS-Fonts
IB* Zoon/Shrink

UDI-Order

TC Align

D

476x264

\BM,BIT2,BIF

PCD: Base Size

look at the DSP56001
O n e of the big selling
points of the Falcon is
the DSP co-processor
chip, a standard part of the audio
sub-system. So what exactly, is the

else giving another boost to the sys
tem's data processing capabilities.
In many ways the DSP56001
is rather like a 68030 microproces

DSP56001?

RAM, it can load and run programs
to its memory and can receive,
process and output data. This
makes the DSP very versatile and
capable of perform
Desk File Block Edit rflCT Filter Configure
f 'a
RmMM
_"_'
_u~—
ing almost any kind
Cj
111 HIIIII
ftaffl
BHH
of processing, all
you have to do is
Special Effects
load your DSP soft

A Digital Signal Processor is a
high-speed, single chip micro
processor specifically designed to
perform extremely high-speed dig
ital data processing. Because it has
been included as part of the Fal
con's audio sub-system it has been
generally assumed that it has been
installed purely for processing

sor, it contains 96K

. lea

ware

into

its

RAM

sound, in fact, the DSP can be used

and

run

it.

This

for other kinds of digital data pro
cessing - it's not just restricted to
processing sound data.

makes

MPEG

MPEG

2

task for the

Falcon

When you combine the processing
power of the DSP chip with the
general processing power of the
main Motorola 68030 CPU, you get
a powerful combination that is
capable of some incredible feats of
processing. The DSP in the Falcon
is a very high speed device that
can actually process three items at
once in parallel using its three
address buses, the Program mem
ory bus and the X and Y data
buses. This type of design is called
Harvard architecture and is a major

to
perform,
the
Philips CD-I and the
machines

What uses the DSP?

ensue.

Some software already takes
advantage of the amazing pro
cessing power of the DSP chip
within the Falcon. Most of the

I ECHO I

packages
Depth : 99

Speed : 99

01 : 99
DZ ; 99

UI J 99
U2 ; 99

a

That's fast

processor is working on something

iBaTttt.

1.2<3455 of

video

decompression

3DO

Lenoth

1,

simple

tastic processing speed of 27MIPS.
It's this high
processing
speed that makes the DSP such an
important part of the Falcon, it can
process data while the main 68030

mui

1 REUERO |

relatively

contributor to the DSP56001's fan

of its own

DSP's

| PLAY J

have add-on

car

tridges to perform this kind of data
processing for playing Compact

use

the

routines

for

sound processing; DigiTape,
Clarity 16 and Falcon D2D all
incorporate DSP access into
their programming.
Some graphics software
uses the DSP to decompress
JPEG images at high-speed -

I SFX to, Fll7~l j.ExltJ

"-•-4345- |
0,00800! |@

®cs®

available

built-in

• Using Clarity 16 you can create 16
bit sound samples using the Falcon's

Brainstorm's JPEG

built-in sampling hardware and a

one example - while other
graphics software use the DSP
for
generally
speeding
up
image processing, GEM View 3

good audio source like a CD.

Disc Video films.
ers of colour scanners. JVC and

decoder is

DSP hardware access

Excelsior are working on a DSP

has a DSP option switchable

There are already several pieces
of hardware that plug directly
into the DSP port of the Falcon.
Clarity 16 uses a dongle to ensure
that you are using an authorised

interface enabling the Falcon to be
linked directly to JVC consumer

from

version of the software while D2D

the

DSP
to

products like CD, CDV and DAT

Globals

can

menu.

also

increase

be

the

The
used

calculation

time of raytraced images and
chaos imagery.

players. When these DSP add-ons
appear, the Falcon looks set to take
another leap forwards, stf

Systems have developed 41/40 - a
hardware

interface

that

enables

you to input and output four
channels of digital stereo sound
through the Falcon at the same
time, freeing you from the restric
tion of the single stereo channel

times, what with DSP and

DSP: Digital Signal Processor,
the Motorola 56001 chip used in
the Falcon.

audio CD.

The DSP is capable of
using the DSP port as a

CDV:
Compact
Disc
Video,
better known as Digital Video.

Per

high speed interface for

CPU: Central Processing Unit -

fax modems, laser print-

the

phone and the head
phone ports on the back

9

DSP acronyms explained.
All these acronyms can
get quite confusing at

JPEG:
Joint
Picture
Expert
Group, an agreed international
format for compressing and
storing still images.

available from the micro

I"

ION BUSTERS

JPEG. Sort this little lot out

CD:

Compact

Disc,

standard

of the Falcon.

Falcon

uses

a

Motorola

MIPS:

Millions

Second,

instructions

of

the

a

Instructions

number

processor

of

can

deal with in a second.

68030 chip.
~

MPEG

1 4TFX from D2D System
generate its special sound

DAT: Digital Audio Tape, a digi
tal recording medium using

effects in real-time while

small cassettes.

uses the DSP hardware to

1

and 2: Motion Picture

Expert Group, an agreed interna
tional format for compressing
and storing digital video images.

the music is being played.
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MANAGEMENT

Even the relatively simple task of copying a
file from one disk to another can be a

complex operation on a one drive system,
Clive Parker offers some practical advice
games and software, you turn to
the Cover Disk pages and find that
you must copy files and folders to

Y o u ' v e just bought your
copy of ST FORMATand
ripped the disk off the
cover to get to grips with the great

a blank disk. How the hell do you

do that with a single floppy drive?
Don't panic, it's not as diffi
cult as you may think, it's just a
matter of practice and getting to
know your ST and how its file man
agement systems work. Because so
many Cover Disk programs need to
be copied to other disks to be
decompressed
or
run,
we've
included a step-bystep
walkthrough
::::::::::::::::n giving a full descrip

MEL

Desk

File

Uiew

*TiS*.<

M

364733

FLOPPV

FLOPPV

Qp-t i oris

bnt.es

used

in

9

j-terus

BACK-UP
CHEATS
POTHOLE
QPLAV3
UPDATE
U-MASTER

DISK

DISK

253875
78901
31957

TOS
TOS
TOS

DEM02

disk a directoryis created which
stores all the details

folders you create*

It's a lot find it easier to work

§

'LOW OtSt

to a blank disk. You

Auto Folder - A special folder

can

are

use

the

to

same

transfer

any file or folder
between any two
disks, not just from

often

referred

Desk

31-13-1)

:lc*bv oisa

:•; update

medium resolution, you can
see a lot more detail in any
windows you may open.

SSU E

other

7 skou

as Icons"

:•: CHEATS

HsRFH

59

IMM

253875
71)11

2)-0!-)4
20-83-94
28-83-94
29-83-94

31)57

29-83-94

sc:

I MP.STEP,
1EB02
TOS
iint.it
us

l

Sort by Date
Sort by Size
Type

a

364733 butes used ir 9 itetts.

your ST if you set it to

FORMAT

by

Uptions

l-iie

Sort btj

:•: pothole

• It's even easier to work on

ST

to

names such as directory or sub
directory. The other type of file

•HiT.1.1—i-«m?ii

8I\».«=

:•: mm

<9_

TOS

11:30 an

11:30 an
10:05 an

t

11130 an

LOPPV DISK

02:12 pel

02:12
02:12
18:2!
89:59

disks and file

that the operating system uses
to load small programs into
memory when booting up.

Auto Program - A small utility
program
that
loads
into
memory before the system
loads GEM, only runs from the
Auto folder.

Booting - Initialisation sequ
ence that takes place when
you switch on your ST.
Desk Accessory - Memory resi
dent GEM program you can

on
on
an
an

•,
1

il,,.

Jargon busters jargon associated with

iff
EK

with files if you view them as

an

same way as a real folder because
you can store data inside it. Folders

31-13-1)
31-13-1)
28-83-M

text, not icons.

read

files of a similar kind, it acts in the

:L0PPV DISK

I letup

you

this

from

upuons

hi

When

month's Cover Disk

hundreds of times, it's the ST

Desktop in low resolution.

directory.

There's all kinds of

• Sort bs Nane*
viev

you create, this is called the root

weird and wonderful

to

• You've all seen this
rue

When you format a disk a
directory is created which stores
the details of any files and folders

of any files and

the Cover Disk.
uesK

referred to as files.

disk where you can group together

how

method

_s

••When you format a

stored on disk consists of computer
data, this can be any type of data
ranging from executable programs
to picture files and text. All of these
types of information are generally

move

tion
files

MKM_II
MORPH

Basics of the system
There are two types of file stored
on your disks, folders and data
files. A folder is just an area of the

14

i

I To switch to text mode go to the

access

View menu on the Desktop and

from within any program that

from

the

Desk

menu

select the Show as Text command,

uses a menu bar.

the files in the window then change

Desk Menu - The first drop

to text display.

down

menu on the

Desktop

FILE

MANAGEMENT

mST
• Once you

Desk File Bg Options

have sorted out
your

BACK-UP

S BACK-UP
:•: cherts
k pothole

background
colours and set
up your

preferred
window layout,

go to the

Your file selector looks different depending which version of the

TOS

:•: HPLAV3

operating system you are running, if you have an older STFM or
Mega ST then your file selector doesn't have buttons enabling you to

:•: UPDATE
SC3
Si UJMSTER
DEM02
TOS
MDLII
TOS

swap between disk drives or hard drive partitions. The only way to
change drives is to edit the search path line at the top of the file
selector by hand and enter the new drive letter by hand. Thankfully,

HDRPH

Desktop

DIFFERENT FILE SELECTORS

A:\BACOP\».»
12728 bytes used in 1 i

364733 bytes used in

AIMLMSTERMM

64982 bates used in 2 ite

TOS

Atari took notice of some of the PD file selectors available and modi
fied the built-in device, slightly.

UID1PLAV TTP
ILMASTER TOS

Options menu...

• This is the original file
selector built into early STs,

~rrrr

it's adequate but selecting
•...

Desk file lien ____
364733 bites used in 9

±

;•: back_up

12778 bytes used in 1 t
BACKJP TOS

:•; chests
S IPLA»3
:•: UPDATE

DEN02
lim.II
MORPH

♦

IE

Save Desktop?

ask if you want to save
the Desktop while older

:•: JPLAV3

.

H UPDATE

.SC3

versions just do it!

8 UJ10STEH.
DEB02
11101.11
HORPH

JOS
.TOS
.TBS

into memory when
you switch on your ST.
You can use these pro
grams by selecting them
from the Desk menu.

the file must not be inside a folder.

Generally, the only programs that
need to be in the root directory are

"If you are using a
word processor all
you have to do is
create separate
folders for each

type of document"

x.* =

M BACK-UPK CHEATS .
K POTHOLE-.

Selection:

the top line under the

0

Directory label.

•nit

Desk File Oiev flptions

0

folders

it

makes

sense

to

group similar files into one

Selecti

31.13.11

11:38 a

j CHEATS

31,13,1! 11:38 an
20,03,14

02:12 pn

K 0PLAV3

31,03,1)

11:38 an

• POTHOLE

| UPDATE .SC3
K UJIASTEH
DEH02
JOS
nrjL.II
NORTH

formatting and file renaming.

JOS
JOS

70101 21,03,14
31957 21.63.14

lo

1Renane

1Delete 1

file selector available from
PO libraries. It has more

functions than selecting files
31-03

could have folders called Let

...JOLE

1IPLAVI
i UPDATE .SC3
! UJIASTEH
DEH02
.TBS
J1BL"

such as creating folders and
stamping files with She

31-03
29-03

current date.

28-83
253875

20-03
23J1

4t£7jjjjijtes in 0 itens

Desk File jjw Options

create folders

inside other folders, so your
Letters folder could contain sub
directories called Work and Private

to keep different kinds of corre
spondence separate. Another idea
is to store similar files, such as
Degas pictures, into folders sorted
by type. One folder for low resolu
tion and one for medium resolution

ending with .ACC and loads them

pictures, with more folders inside

• Newer STFMs and all STEs have the new

improved version of the file selector with

a column of drive buttons on the right,
you can just switch drives by clicking on
the drive button.

everything you ever wanted to know about files
enabling you to run Desk Accessories, also

GEM - Graphic Environment Manager, the

available within GEM programs.

program that controls the windows, icons,
menus and mouse pointer on your ST.

Desktop - The display that appears when you
switch on your ST enabling you to configure
your system setup and appearance.

Directory - The directory is an area of a disk
that lists the name of all the files stored upon

Options Menu - The fourth drop-down menu
on the Desktop enabling you to set the screen
resolution, add disk icons to the Desktop,
save the setup and install applications.

it, the index. Folders are also called directo

Resolution — Your ST has one mono and two

ries or sub-directories.

colour resolutions, you can switch between
low and medium resolution using the Set
Preferences command of the Options menu.

Executable Program - A program file that
loads and runs when you double-click on it's
name or icon.

Root Directory - The main directory of the

File Menu - The second drop-down menu on

disk, an index of all files and folders is stored

the Desktop enabling you to open and close

in the root directory. Files copied straight to a

files, get information about files, create fold

blank disk - not in a folder - are said to be in

ers and format disks.

the root directory.

File

Uieu

LOPPVDISK

Options

GEM, Graphic Environnent Manager
TOS

DISK

A

AMI
Copyright 8 1985,86,87,88,89,98,91
Atari Corporation
Digital Research, Inc.
All Bights Reserved

r~r~

the root directory or inside another folder.

•3 Desktop '
-and
from the Desk menu you get the Atari
copyright message. The newer your version
of TOS is, the longer the list of dates in the
dialog box. This is the copyright message

available as PD or Shareware.

TOS - The Operating System, the program
that controls the operation of your ST. There

View Menu - The third drop-down menu on

Folder - You can store files and programs

have been several versions of TOS for the ST

"inside" a folder. It's also is also known as

ranging from TOS 1.0 in early STs to TOS
2.06 in the Mega STE.

Selector - The GEM dialog box that

enables you to load and save data files from
within programs. Alternative selectors are

a sub-directory.

/

• Seiectric is a Shareware

Selectric* 01,10

31-83
28-83

Desk Accessories, this is because
the operating system looks in the
root directory for program files

File

1 Cops 1
»

each type of document, you

with each folder containing

1 Hove 1

10:23 an
01:59 an

nftsj

Desk File jjw Options

the relevant file type.

|tance!|

28,63,14 02:12 pn
253075 20,03,14 02:12 nn

PI CI

ters, Faxes, Work and Private

m

20.03,14 111:85 an

in

processor all you have to do is
create separate folders for

can

t,H

;•: BACK-UP

commercial program that completely

folder. If you are using a word

You

PPG PI1 DOS I

Ifrl
• The Universal Item Selector 3 is a

other options built-in such as disk

Be neat and tidy
Because you can store files

Ilorwatl [To

Universal" I ten Selector III

Directory:
Ai\K.«.

replaces the GEM selector, and has many

JjLX

instruction in a magazine or a doc
ument file that tells you to copy a
file to the root directory it means
you just copy the file to the disk,

a problem - you have to edit

01

Later versions of TOS

k pothole

i VJMSTEj

ft:\«.»

Desktop command.

A:\BACK_UP\»,n

alternative drives is a bit of

Directors:

and select the Save

Sub-Directory - Any folder on a disk either in

for TOS 2 06.

the Desktop enabling you to display files as
text or icons and decide how they are sorted
into order.

:

p.

E

MANAGEMENT

HOW TO COPY FILES FROM ONE DISK TO ANOTHER ON A SINGLE DRIVE SYSTEM - IT
Fi e Uiev Options
364733 bijtes used it

364733 bites used in 1
!•: BACK-UP

K
B
X
:•:
:•:

:•: CHEATS
:•: POTHOLE
:•: 0PLAI3

:•: update
:•: vjiaster
DEW
hdlii

S VJIASTER
DFJI02
TOS
NBLII
IIORPH

H0RPH

Get your backup copy of your Cover

telling you to put disk B into the drive, do so
and click on OK.

from one window to the other.

as disk B. Now double-click on the

floppy disk B icon. An alert box opens

in the disk drive and double-click on

containing abstract, portrait and
other subjects. If you are churning
out reams of business letters you
can sort them by date, creating
folders for January, February and

so on, and you could even split the

The file selector

files into folders for each week of

It's easy to get confused when you
are using the file selector because
it doesn't always "remember" the
last directory where it loaded or
saved a file, it sometimes defaults
to the last directory used before
loading the current program.
This means that if you are
using a different disk drive to save
files you have to changing the

the month. It makes everything
much easier to find.

Of course, you have to know
how to make a folder before you
can start all this superb organisa
tion of your filing. It's dead easy,

just put a blank formatted disk

J

into the drive and double-click on

the floppy disk icon to open the
drive window. Now go to the File
menu

and

select

the

Create

Folder command, a small alert

J

TOS
TOS

I I A window opens for disk B, your ST
I treats this window as if it were another
J disk drive. You can now move files
from one disk to another by dragging them

U G e t a blank formatted disk and mark it

Disk and mark it as Disk A, then put it

the floppy disk A icon and wait for the window

B«CIC_UP
CHEATS
POTHOLE
0PLAV3
UPDATE SC3

search path - not too much of a
problem if you are using a newer
ST or a replacement file selector,

there is to it, if it was any simpler

but if you have TOS 1.0 or 1.2 then
you have to edit the directory line
every single time you save a file.

your ST could do it by itself!

It's not the fault of GEM file selec-

box opens where you enter the
name of the folder. That's all

tor, the program you are running
should keep track of current direc
tory and pass the information to
the file selector. Replacement file
selectors

the

Universal

Item

current events.

Informed your Desktop
An excellent way to keep your sys
tem organised is to use the Save
Desktop
command
from
the
Options menu. When you have

arranged the Desktop to suit the
program you want to use you can

save the information to your boot
disk, it stores the information in a
file

called

DESKTOP.INF

on

STs

using versions of TOS up to 1.62

CHANGING RESOLUTIONS

and as NEWDESK.INF on TOS 2.06
and above.

It's always best to change the resolution
of your ST to medium if you are using a

3 (vstaJ l

It's a good idea to have differ

Aj>j>1 i t atri on -

ent boot disks for different jobs,

colour TV or monitor, ifs much easier ti

each

keep track of everything thafs going or

with

different

Desk

Acces-

•/ Bl i n t e r

in the various windows on-screen.

Another tip is to view files as text,

like

Selector 3 and Selectric run as pro
grams in memory and keep track of

FLOPPV

DISK

"You can set up the

everything becomes easier to understand

other Desktop
Desk

File

parameters like

View Iir^sE-I

displaying files

rflL

as text, sorting

• Go to the Options menu of the Desktop
SET

PREFERENCES

Confirnation

required for:

File Deletes: myH
File Conies: BKH
File Overwrites: HJQ
Set

screen

Low
1

Ok

1

No
Ho
No

resolution:

5H
sU#b
t
1 Cancel 1

files by name*

and select the Set Preferences command,
this takes you to...

sories and Auto folder utilities. You

iTK+aHiT-

could have a boot disks for word
Fl nRFV

processing and DTP that boots in

O I -t-'

SET

medium resolution, and one for

PREFERENCES

Confirm
Conf Irn

Deletes:

MTi'T HI

I Wo

T

Copies:

KZ=^_a

I Wo

T

Set Screen
J Low I

Resolution:

Udiii
TRRSH

using art programs that boots in
low resolution. It's simple to set up
your Desktop so that you no longer
have to put up with the awful green
colour Atari picked when you boot
up your ST.
Let's take it one step at a

• ...the Set Preferences menu. Select the

Medium button and then click on OK, your
ST switches to medium resolution.

ST

FORMAT

ISSUE

59

• If you have an older STFM, your Set Preferences
dialog looks like this, it's a bit different but it
does the same job as the later versions.

time.
and
want
disk,

Copy the Desk Accessories
Auto folder programs you
on your boot disk to a blank
remember you can only load
six Desk Accessories into memory
at once. Next, copy the CON

FILE

MANAGEMENT!

REALLY IS A LOT EASIER THAN YOU MIGHT THINK, HONESTLY!

Click on the file you want to copy and

An alert box appears telling you that

hold the button down and, keeping the

you're about to copy a file or folder,

— button pressed, drag the file over the
drive B window then release the button.

TROL.ACC from your UK Language
disk that came with your ST to your
new boot disk. With your new boot

"It's a good idea to
have different boot
disks for different

jobs, each with
different Desk
Accessories''

the

medium

resolution

screen

appears use the Save Desktop
command to save the informa

tion to disk. Press the reset but

the disk drive, do so and click on OK.

' Your ST tells you every time you have

click on the OK button to start the file

to change disks until the job is complete.

copying process.

background colour of your Desktop
to something a bit easier on the

eyes, pale blue is very soothing
and relaxing.
You can set up the other
Desktop parameters like displaying
files as text, sorting files by name
and opening up a drive window you can even drag the floppy disk
icons to different places on the
screen by clicking on them once,
keeping the mouse button pressed
and moving around the screen.
When you use Save Desktop all of
this new information is stored in

disk in the drive press the reset
button of your ST.
Your ST boots up and loads
your Accessories into memory,
change the resolution to medium
using the Options menu - when

L I An alert box tells you to put disk A into

the DESKTOP.INF file ready for use
the next time you boot up.
So now you're sorted out
your disk collection, you need
never lose a file again, stf

MAKING AN AUTO FOLDER
Some utilities or small

programs can only run
when your ST is first
switched on, they load
into memory from a
special directory called
an

Auto

folder.

11

HEH FOLDER

You

Hone: AUTuj.

make an Auto folder in

the exactly the same

I il I ICancel I

way as you make any
other folder

important

with two

qualifica

tions, the folder must
be named Auto and it
must

be

in

the

_s

root

directory of the disk. The pro
grams you are most likely to use
in an Auto folder is a utility or

• Auto folders must be in the root

system enhancement such as a
replacement file selector.
Programs that use GEM windows, icons, menus and the
mouse - do not work if they are
put in an Auto folder, this is

you boot up your ST. Just open the

ton again and your ST now
boots straight into medium reso

folder

lution.

loads from ROM - yes, GEM is

Next,

use the

Control

ft:\».« -~H

0 bytes used in 8 iten

directory of your boot disk or the
programs in them won't run when

disk window, go to the file menu
and select the Create Folder
command. When the alert box

appears just type in Auto and click
on OK. Easy-peasy.

because programs in the Auto
run

before

GEM

itself

just another program running on
your ST.

Panel Accessory to change the

ISSUE

53

ST
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Treat your ST to one of our amazin
lOO AMAZING PUBLIC
DOMAIN PROGRAMS
FROM ST FORMAT

FRONTIER:

STAR feU

ELITE 2
GAMETEK

£14.95

FUTURE PUBLISHING

Four disks crammed with nearly
6MBytes of full programs,
utilities, games,

Join the hordes

of people who
have already

STAR feU
£25.99
STF RATING

experienced the
joys of wandering around space, doing
absolutely anything you fancy while
you're there - the choice is yours. All
you have to do is order Frontier: Elite 2.

productivity and creative
applications, all
explained with a
special booklet from
STF. Amazing value.

DESCRIPTION: FRONTIER

DESCRIPTION:
100 PD PROGRAMS

RRP: £29.99

STF PRICE: £25.99
ORDER No: STFFRO

STF PRICE: £14.95

ORDER No: STF4DP

SEQUENCER
UVK v 6
DOUGLAS

COMMUNICATIONS

iwUSI

mu.es

-,<./l£3

OOS

ONE PLUS

£39.95

UPGRADE

STF RaOTINGiHi

£9.95

A beautifully updated
and easy to use version
STF RATING
of this comprehensive
virus killer - it can repair over 700
commercial titles and can identify over

KIT
GAJITS

Upgrade to Sequencer One Plus tor
extra features like the unique Diamond

wl\o

Drag note-editing system, improved
sample playback, tempo maps and a
handy auto count-in!

1,500 bootsectors.
DESCRIPTION: ULTIMATE VIRUS KILLER
RRP: £12.95

DESCRIPTION: SEQUENCER ONE PLUS

STF PRICE: £9.95
ORDER No: STFUVK

ORDER No: ST395

STF PRICE: £39.95

jgi
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MAY 1994

APRIL 1994

Disk: Quartet;

Disk: Demo, _

Cannon Fodder demo

v6 and Thought!, plus

Inside: Piracy - your

Tri Heli and Holocaust
Inside: direct to disk

views; DIY monitor
switcher; CDOS

exposed; AVP
previewed; DA's

DECEMBER 1993
Two disks:

2 demo; Stomp;
Before Dawn, DM

Spherical, Nova.

graphics program
worth £130 plus a

Inside: Over 100 ST

Editor. Inside: Your

Inside: Frontier: Elite

tips; image process
ing; Cubase Audio

ST's future; Atari-

and Cannon Fodder

2 previewed; best
buys of 1993; Vidi

reviewed; move the

review; Coal!

recording; Chagall
ST's mouse port.

ISSUE 5

JANUARY 1994
Disks: KCS Omega;
Hyperpaint 2;

lite

children's colouring
book; plus 5 utilities

v»

review; Jag pages.

Works; Cybermorph
reviewed. 16 page
Jaguar section.

Arabesque, a vector

useable demo of

ST and Colorburst

Raystart. Inside:
Falcon special plus

scanner reviewed.

the index of 1993.

ISSUE 51

JUNE 1993

NOVEMBER 1993

OCTOBER 1993

SEPTEMBER 1993

AUGUST 1993

Two disks:
Wordflair - a whole

Disk: Zool demo;

Disk: Civilization

Disk: POV

Disk: B77demo,

Disk: Legends of

Fractal Playtime;

demo; Supercard
database; Mega
Depack; Runes
Inside: 50 inspiring

Raytracer complete

program and the

the complete Prism
°aint and Composer

more games,

Chaos Engine demo.

Two. Inside: Make

DynaRAM, Picture

program; Magic Boy
demo; Inside: Five

DIY upgrades;
scanning, digitizing
and sampling;
footie games.

STOS extension
Inside: Games test

ing; colour printing;
high and low end
DTP; using fractals

ULY 1993

Valour demo, three

Inside: Discover

musi

c on your

Monitor. Inside:

ideas; Photo CD; 50
techie terms;

the power of
raytracing, and take

ST

jmmer sports,

Legends of Valour.

a look at MultiTOS.

Adventure games,
upgrade your TOS,
Xenomorph review.

s

revie w
Arts'

of Digital

mag
THE BEST OF

BREAKTHRU A N D

BREAKTHRU PLUS

SAVE £20

FUTURE PUBLISHING

GAJITS

STF RATING 90%

Features, beginners' guides, huge jargon busters
section, techie tips and reviews - plus optional

MIDI and sample sequencer, 64 tracks,

11.40

S T FORMAT

disks - it's great!
DESCRIPTION: THE BEST OF

STF WITH TWO DISKS

note-editing system. Plus version includes hardware for 16 additional
-«$

**S.-

STF PRICE: £15.40

score editing, drum editing, a jukebox feature and Diamond Drag

t\'.

ORDER No: ST BOOK D

MIDI channels.

DESCRIPTION: BREAKTHRU PLUS.

£«.~V*

RRP: £159.95
STF PRICE: £139.95
ORDER NO:STF438
DESCRIPTION: BREAKTHRU
RRP: £129.95
STF PRICE: £109.95
ORDER NO: STF437

*L-_F^

DESCRIPTION: THE BEST OF STF
WITHOUT DISKS
STF PRICE: £11.40
ORDER No: ST BOOK

ST FORMAT BINDER

:.:;.„:

' Name

£5.95

ST FORMAT

Keep your
collection of the

binder!

jMppi

Address
a

world's most exquisite ST
magazine together in this quality

.nHgK

Postcode

I Telephone
Description

Order number

DESCRIPTION: ONE BINDER
STF PRICE: £5.95
ORDER NO: ST112
DESCRIPTION: TWO BINDERS
STF PRICE: £10
ORDER NO: ST1122

Price

TOTAL ORDER.

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

O Access

J Visa

O Cheque

•

po

IG£3_£

Credit card number

MUSIC IN

1. nt/c-i

• Ml.-/ «t««»fi—

SEQUENCE

£12.95

Expiry date

MUSIC SALES

This very easy-to-follow book
shows you how to write songs

Please send me the following back issues at £4 each:

on a sequencer.

DESCRIPTION:
MUSIC IN SEQUENCE
STF PRICE: £12.95
ORDER NO: ST398

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited.
Customers outside the UKplease add £4 for overseas delivery
SENDTHIS FORM TO: ST FORMAT Mail Order, Future Publishing, FREEPOST, (BS4900)
Somerton, Somerset, TA11 6BR. Vou don't even need a stamp if you post it in the UK!

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive direct mailfrom other companies D
MAGIC BOY
EMPIRE

A brilliantly simple
and addictive

SAVE£30
£69.95

platform game
STF RATING 84%
featuring very
attractive graphics - and
Cool Croc Twins as an
extra bonus.
DESCRIPTION:
MAGIC BOY
STF PRICE: £21.99
ORDER No: STFMG

HURRY!
ORDER NOW
Just make a note of the name of the package you want to buy and the
I order number next to it. Then fill in the handy coupon above. Please
ensure you order from the latest issue of the magazine.
• If you wish to order by credit card or have any queries, all you have to
do is ring the Hotline on...

I Customer Services can be contacted on " 0225 822510

FEEDBACK

YOUR

LETTER

FEEDBACK
Hello, Feedback here. Your chance to argue,
complain, rant, rave, shine - or even win some
cash! Keep those letters rolling in
The fun of war?

Oh dear, I feel myself unable to
avoid rising to the bait. As I sat
reading Andy Nuttall's review of

Cannon Fodder I kept thinking back
to the opening paragraph. The
message I received was that war is

a fact of human existence and that

it is not worth worrying about.
That's fair enough, Mr Nuttall,
it's a nice easy argument that
enables people to rationalise away

stf: Pointtaken, Richard, though I
don't believe thatAndy was saying
that the fact that war exists is
something not to be worried about.
War happens and that's a fact of
life. It wasn't intended as a debate

about whether war is right or
wrong - apart from anything else
most people, apart, perhaps, from
your industrialists and politicians

youngster it's not quite the same

Comic Relief's Sleepwalker to

game up off the shelf.

name but one, although there are a

Jayne and Thomas Nock,
Nottingham

but if you have an STE the game

stf: STs weren't being made at
the time you bought your ST until
Atari had the brainwave they did

about a year ago when they
decided to re-release the STFM at a

pened at the most politically oppor

something evil. Perhaps we should

bargain price. Because many peo

tune moments - would agree that it

adopt the same attitude towards

is fundamentally wrong; surely

murder. I shall restrict myself to

there are more civilised ways of

saying

ple still had STs when the STE was
released, software houses wrote
games that would be compatible

sorting out disagreements other
than killing each other.

war

is something

uniquely human and it arises not
because of evolutionary factors but
through political, cultural and eco
The

rich

industrialists

politicians who

have

and

My son Thomas and I have owned

benefitted

a 520STE for about two years. He
has lots of games but for the last

from war this century would no
doubt applaud you, although, of

"Since the ST games
scene is decreasing
rapidly couldn't you
put some old full

course, none of them had to lock

and fewer Atari games available

horns

and those few that are in the shops

price games on your

Mr Nuttall's

proverbial wildebeest.
Richard Mussett,
Brighton

Cover Disk?"

seem to be for the ST model.

When we bought our STE we

Engine is one such game.,
The bad news, however, is
that we're unlikely to see more ST
games available in the shops you'll still be able to get ST games
but mail order is going to continue

to be the main method of getting
hold of them.

Since the

ST games scene is

decreasing rapidlycouldn't you put
some old full price games on your
Cover Disks as you did with Inter
phase on ST FORMAT issue 18. I

do not mean every month, just
now and again to break the mould

of all your competitors. I find that

between you there are too many
art packages, word processors, util

were led to believe that ST models

were no longer being made and all

STE included.

new models would be STEs. So

games, therefore, run on the STE

Virtually all ST

ities and so on to warrant some
thing different.
Lee Butler,
Hampshire

why are STE games so difficult to

whether or not the

get hold of? Does it have to state

specifically that they do so. The

STE to be STE compatible?
Also could you tell us
whether we are going to see more
Atari games in the shops or do we
have to stick to ordering mail

problem arises when STE owners

stf: We'd love to but unfortu

feel, quite rightly, that there should
be games specifically created for

nately ELSPA's (European Leisure
Software Publisher's Association)

the STE, taking advantage of its
enhancements giving you better in-

order? You have to admit that to a

game sound and graphics. There

6. To reload the saved game just

regulations do not permit maga
zines to give away full games on
the grounds that it is too damaging
to software publishers. After all, if
we started giving away games, you
would be less likely to spend
money on them which, so the argu

click on Load in the main menu and

ment goes, would damage soft

box states

LEMMS DON'T WANT TO BE SAVED!
I had Lemmings 2 for Christmas

notices and is enhanced with better
sound, for example. The Chaos

with all the versions of the ST- the

six months there seem to be fewer

like young

few which are written for the ST

Something for nothing
The very beginning

nomic conditions.

are very few STE-only games -

as going to the shops and picking a

for whom maybe war has hap

that

: IS::H

and I have tried and tried in every

1. Get ready a blank formatted disk
and play as far as you want.

way I can think of to save the
game. I have followed the instruc
tions but they are not clear. The

game when you've finished a level,

2. Instead of continuing through the

load the saved game you want.
Simple when you know how.

return to the main menu.

on-screen instructions refer to a

3. At the menu choose the Save

Lemmings 2 saved game disk. Was
I meant to have a second disk in

option, the program then asks you
to insert your saved position disk

the package? I have tried a blank

into drive 0. lust put your formatted

formatted disk as the saved game
disk but this did not work either. I

disk into your disk drive and click
on Ready.

wrote to Psygnosis but they did

4. Name the saved game you want

not reply. What should I do?
Ashley Tuck, Hertfordshire

by typing over where it says

stf: Youshouldn't have any prob

5. Click on Save and then re-insert

lemssaving yourgame by following

work - you don't want to wast

the Lemmings 2 disk when it asks

these simple steps.

do you? Just follow our step by

you to.

"Unsaved position" and call it some
thing so you remember what it is.

**%gfl$m>r ^^^

ware house's profitability. And it
probably would as well.

Customer service?
I read with interest John Titch-

marsh of Bristol's letter to Captain
Blunder regarding his problems
with The Secret of Monkey Island. I
have had the same problem on a
520STFM with TOS 1.4 and the
• You've done all that hard

step instructions.

Xtra-RAM Deluxe 1MByte upgrade.
On 15 February I telephoned
Kixx XL to tell them of the problem
and was told they were aware of it.

Further, that if I returned my disks
ST

FORMAT
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YOUR

LETTERS

FEEDBACKI

SEX, PERVERT AND OTHER RUDE WORDS
I normally have nothing but
praise for ST FORMAT but the

out and features you ask your

April issue has got me going!
Why oh why did you permit
the Leisure Suit Larry article to
take up so much valuable space

his contribution is "ignored,"
particularly when you say that
you want our programs and feed

back. Finally a big thank you for

when there is no ST version and

some excellent disks even if this

so the solution is therefore irrel

month my Little Green Selector

selves how a

reader feels when

we pick those that are most
interesting and relevant for pub
lication. Sorry, but that's the

think we would see far more of

way it is.
And finally there is no prob

evant to 99.9% of readers? What

made me see red, but I am con

these apparently thrilling words.
After all, Andy was writing
around 25 pages a month.
Third, we took your advice
and at one of our meetings we

possible interest is it other than
it uses naughty words like "sex"
and "pervert" which, we are
told, sell magazines? Or was it

vinced that it is a code problem
and not a faulty disk, so I shall
await the patch.

contribute feel when they don't
get a response. Unfortunately,

JP Turnbull, Norwich

merely a vicarious thrill for the
features editor?

You

stf: Phew! One or two crossed

say that you

have

no

time to reply to subscribers pri
vately and can only do so
through your editorial columns.

I'm sure you are all very busy,
but I suggest that one morning
when you are having your regu
lar get-together discussing lay

to them they would send a replace

ment.

On

24

March

I finally

received a replacement, which was
exactly the same version as the

faulty one, v1.
I telephoned Kixx Customer
Service (?) department to be told

that v1 was the only one available
and that Monkey Island would
never
work
with
memory

wires here, methinks. First off,

you can get hold of Leisure Suit

Larry for the
recently been

ST - it's just
re-released for

the disk returns

address on page
9 if you don't
want to hang
around waiting
for the patch.

picture! Perhaps
we'll sell a few

arious thrills that he insisted on

Cover Disk submission and then

upgrades. When I mentioned your
magazine's statement that a fixed
version was being arranged, I was
told that this was incorrect and that

they would never respond to pres
sure from the computer press.

I then asked why,~*f this was
the case, that the package did not
carry a warning that the software
would be incompatible with certain

STs. The reply was non-committal,
but I suspect that Kixx's reluctance
to do so may be due to potential
loss of sales. Upon being told that I
would publicise this matter, the
response of the man at the other
end of the 'phone was, "that's fine
by us, go ahead."
I am sure you will agree that
companies with Kixx's attitude

before Christmas but things got
busy and now it's your early '94

this issue 'cos of

Puke virus problems
have just returned
my
copy
of
ST

FORMAT

Cover

Disk

which

seems

be

infected

57
to

by

the Puke Virus.

towards customer relations do not

deserve

present

virus killers if the disk has been

I for one will

immunised. Using the "Display
Boot Sector" option of the Profes

success

in the

economic climate.

never buy any of their products
again and I am sure they must
have a great many other dissatis

sional Virus Killer I have been able

to identify my infected disks and

fied customers.

virus kill them all. The virus seems

Nick Tucker,

to hide behind the immunisation

Stoke on Trent

code which could be the reason

matter and this is what Brid-

to get this finished last year just

m

more copies of

I have had pre
vious experience with this virus
which seems not to be spotted by

stf: / gof In touch with Kixx
XL on your behalf to see what
they had to say about this

• Gavin Langley of Suffolk sent us

±

• Look! a naughty

magazine. I do read every single
letter that comes into the maga
zine, we look carefully at every

this pic explaining "I was trying

gett Hirst, the PR manager for
US Gold, had to say:
"Further to your fax and our
subsequent telephone conver
sation, have spoken to Craig John
son, the Kixx Brand Manager, as
well as our helpline staff. Firstly,
please pass on my apologies to

why some virus killers don't spot
it. Unfortunately one result of
using your Cover Disk was the wip
ing of another disk containing my
other virus killer programs, the
virus did not come from my sys
tem because I always keep my
disks write protected.
I look forward to receiving a
"clean" copy of the Cover Disk
from you.
Chris Eddington,
Melton Mowbray

greeting." And Happy Christmas

Nick Tucker for the inconvenience

you, too Gavin.

caused; his comments have been

stf: We tested the Cover Disk you

taken seriously.
"To clarify the situation
regarding The Secret of Monkey
Island, it is apparent that there are
occasions where the product is not
compatible with
memory up
grades. The incompatibility app
ears to be completely random
rather than linked to any specific
upgrade and so no fix is available.

sent us using the Ultimate Virus
Killer and found that it registered
as "100 per cent safe, immunised
using the new method." We exam

aO'Vv'-'v m

v,.. v-.;'V-''.,7«*'.;

however, doing that didn't create
any more time in which we were
able to reply. We empathise with
you, we do want your feedback
but if we replied to everyone
who contacted us we simply

tor. It's a great program which
has been around for years and
certainly doesn't have a code
problem. Send your disk back to

£12.99 by Kixx XL (v 021 625
3311). Second, if our features
editor was so desperate for vic

A slightly off-beat Pixel Painting
this month with a couple of autostereograms from Paul Jonathan of
South Wales and a Christmas greet
ing. To see the images in the autostereograms Paul explains that you
can see the 3D effect by not
focussing your eyes on the actual
plane of the picture but relaxing
them to look beyond it. This is best
achieved by viewing it on a moni
tor and looking at the reflection of
light that's behind it on the screen.

mW®

thought about how people who

lem at all with Little Green Selec

wouldn't have time to write the

PAownniN'

:'

typing out long cheats for com
puter games just so he could use
the words "sex" and "pervert" I

v"- '/•"'

>V :' -Stix'SrU'-

• This is a picture of something
that would reaffirm JP Turnbuil

of Norwich's belief that we try
and sell magazines via

so-called "naughtiness."

"It is no comfort to Nick, but

Apparently. Though Clive
Parker is the only person in the

• This stereogram's not as interesting as

STF office who can see it.

the other one (again going by Clive's
cross-eyed vision). If you can tell us any

more about these things then please
write and let us know.

ined the boot sector of the Cover

Disk and discovered that the words
"PUKE 88" are included in the boot

sector of our Cover Disk, but this
does not mean the disk is actually
infected with the Puke Virus.

In fact, every disk immunised
using UVK has PUKE 88 written in

our records show that only one in
several hundred games players
have experienced a similar type of

the boot sector because this is part
of its protection against that spe

software failure."

cific virus. The Puke Virus looks for

Best regards, Bridgett Hirst

its own name at that address in the
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disks because the Cover Disk you
returned to us is 100 per cent clear
of all known viruses, so it's clearly
not to blame. If anyone has been
getting reports of viruses from ST
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ESSE NTIAL. CONTA CTS
Academic Software
Acclaim

Alternative Software

suggest that you invest in the latest

Analogic Computers
Aquila PDL

version of UVK, turn to page 94 to

Arnor

get it at a special price.
Incidentally, please ensure
you return your faulty disks to the
returns address on page 9.

everywhere.
•

So that's it for this month

081 977 0880
0942 488174
0977 797777

Advanced graphics

FORMAT Cover Disk 57 then we

Atari UK

081 778 0844

Ladbroke Computing Int'l

0772 203166

LAPD

0773 761944

0737 222003

Llamasoft

0463 225736

Loriciel

081 679 7307

Microdeal

Codemasters

061 707 7080
0926 814132

MicroProse
Millennium

0666 504326
0223 844894

Coktel Vision

010 331 46 30 99 57

Mindscape
Mirage
Monolith Enterprises
Music Pro Import
Ocean/Hit Squad

0444 246333

Electric Distribution/GST

0753 549442

Electronic Arts

0753 549442

you have lost data on any of your

2BW. We look forward to hear

ing from you.

Michtron

0487 3582

Daze Marketing
Digita
Digital Integration
Dolphin Software

071 328 2762

Domark

Douglas Communications

0344 853195
0234 843388

Premier Mail Order

0268 271172

081 780 2222

Pro Music

0284 765765

061 456 9587

Psygnosis
Q Logic

051 7095755

Q Tek UK
RC Simulations

0382 200808

Renegade
Roland
Rombo

FaST Club

0602 455250

0532 319444

Star Micronics

0386 765500
081 244 0077

Owl Associates..
Planet Data

51

Aztec Software

30

Caledonia PDL

30

Power Computing
Silica Systems

63
99

Gasteiner
GFA Data Media

081 345 6000
0734 794941

51

Golden Image UK Ltd

081 365 1102
0782 335650

USGold/KixxXL

63
71
21

Furst

67

Gasteiner Technologies
Intermediates/Spec Reserve

16
13

Solent Software

67

The Upgrade Shop
Trading Post

30
51

Tumble Vane Ltd

51

Hisoft/AVR

Warpzone PDL

41

ICD Inc

We Serve

14

Ladbroke Computing int

10

Wizard Games

21

MT Software

21

Wright & Hayes Graphics

51

L.A.PD

2,3

Standards Officer
iding

,me Street
yytown
3stcode

The need for

mail order
increases as

high street
shops
with ST

peripherals
get scarcer.
Heed our

Gremlin Graphics
Harman Audio
Hewlett Packard

ImageArt
Impressions
Infogrames

System Solutions

0224 586208
081 573 4444
010 1 303 791 6098
061 236 2515

0344 369369

0252 816181
0506 414631
071 381 8998
081 309 1111
0462 480000
0279 600204
0494 471111
0753 832212
021 442 2050

Titan Designs

021 414 1630

Titus Ltd

071 278 0751

Titus Software

071700
081 343
021 625
081 960

Virgin

0742 753423

071 481 9214

Thalion

UBISoft

081 207 5050

0382 25311

0272 550900

2119
9055
3366
2255

WeServe

0705 647000

WTS Electronic
zzSoft

0582 491949
0254 386192

16/32 Systems
0634 710788
• If you would like to correct or add to any of
the entries, please write to us at Essential
Contacts, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,

0525 718181

010 1 815 968 2228
081 767 4761
071 351 2133
071 7388199

Bath Avon BA1 2BW.

ST FORMATS GUIDE TO
BUYING BY MAIL ORDER
When you're buying from
any mail order company,
it's worth following our ten
sensible guidelines

buying by

Goodman PDL

The Producers

061 832 6633

0603 617602

2,3
48

Evesham

0983 867377

Power Computing

1st Computer Centre
Analogic Computers

Caspian Software
Datagem

0260 299909
081 78988641

Panasonic

First Computer Centre
Floppyshop
Fujitsu
Gadgets by Small
Gajits

..67

0525 713671

0395 270273

Rubysoft
Silica Systems
Sound Technology
Special Reserve

ExNet Systems

051 521 2202

010 1 313 334 57

0276 684959

0462 480000
EMagic
0268 541212
Empire
0268 541126
Empire/Readysoft
0625 859 333
Europress Software
Everglade (software, books etc) 0463 240168
Evesham Micros

ADVERTISING INDEX

0423 712600

CGS ComputerBild

tion at ST FORMAT, 30 Mon
mouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1

Meedmore

0734 814478

010 331 46 88 28 38

Cheetah

to worry about if you use UVK to
immunise your disks.
why

Marpet Developments

0923 894064

of UVK, Richard Karsmakers, who
assures us that you have nothing

understand

010 617 437 0414

021 625 3399

and Atari activity. If you want
to get involved in any of the
debates in Feedback or any
other section of the magazine,
drop a line to the relevant sec

don't

0734 844335

Care Electronics
Centresoft

0272 244395

We

0709 372290

Lexicor Software (Europe) 010 43 1 36 75 92

Cambridge Business Software 0763 262582

0332 297797

confirmed all this with the author

Lexicor Software (USA)

0753 533344

Creative Sounds

from this hotbed of frantic ST

081 427 5377

081 546 9575

081 424 2244

Caledonia PDL

021 625 3311
0525 873942

0733 68909

Audiogenic Software
Beaujolly

0734 452416

Kixx

Korg
Kosmos Software
Krisalis
Kuma

Compo Software
Core Design

boot sector, if it spots it then it
ignores the disk because it thinks
that it is already infected. We have

JCA Europe

0296 82524
0962 877788

Accolade

•

s

By far the best method of pay
ment is by credit card. If you're
ordering goods which come to

El

ber, the date and the exact

value. Make sure you know the

more than £100 in total value

remember that you are legally
entitled to claim compensation
from some credit companies if
the retailer goes bust. Check
your credit card company's pol
icy. You can also try to get

Before you send any money,
ring the supplier to make sure
the item you require is in stock.
Ask questions about the com
pany's policy on delivery and
returns of faulty equipment.

name and some details of the

mail order company.

s

extra insurance in advance.

Make sure there are no hidden

costs such as postage and pack
aging. Find out when you can
realistically expect to receive
your goods.

0
H

If you're not paying by credit
card, pay by cheque. Never
send cash, and avoid using
postal orders.

EMake sure you always read the
small print on adverts.

Always keep a record and keep
it somewhere safe. If you are
buying by credit card keep a

Beware of companies that do

and ask for an order number.

not

When ordering anything over
the telephone, always doublecheck the price before you part
with your money.

note of the time of the order
include their address

on

their adverts. Also, avoid com
panies which do not answer or

return your calls.

If you are sending a cheque
keep a note of the cheque num

m

When you receive your goods,
check them carefully. If any
thing is missing or faulty, con
tact the supplier immediately.
Always order from the most
recent issue of ST FORMAT.

7T] If a problem does arise, contact
the supplier in the first
instance. Calmly and politely
tell them your problem. Most
problems turn out to be minor
hitches or misunderstandings
that can easily be resolved. If
you think you have a genuine
grievance, contact your local
Trading Standards Officer. The
number is in the 'phone book.

advice
T,.«9S»"««is0",Ce'
SomeStreet
ftny town

SEIKOSHA / PRICES FROM ONLYMflQ

QUALITY PRINTERS / FREE DELIVERY* FREE PRINTER KIT ™£ Jto 11 %mW M,\
S FROM
i SILICA

_ O-TI fl/CDV
m UCLI IfCn 1

Nextday - anywhere
IntheUKmainland.

HELPLINE

during office hours.

Technical helpline

•AMIGADRIVER SS^st:r,er
For extra high quality output. Features include:
• Definable DitherRoutines
• 16-point ColourAdjustment

• Upto 256 Shades of Grey
• EnhancedPrintSpeeds

• InkCompensalion Correction • Controls Printer Typefaces,
• Workbench 2/3 GUI

Graphics/PaperSize. Margins

Every Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica comes
with a FREE Printer Kit, worth £29.38 eevar.

3'A"Disk with Amiga & ST PrinterDrivers
1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

200 Sheets of DualityContinuous Paper
• 50 Continuous Tractor Feet Address Labels
• 50 Continuous Tractor Feed Disk Labels

Seikosha SL-96

Seikosha SP-1900 Plus
9-Pin Dot Matrix
80 Column

A SAVE £80

24 pin - Dot Matrix
240cps SDraft, 84cps LQ
42K Printer Buffer

2 Scalable Fonts + 8 Bitmap Fonts

PRINTER RRP

£249

PRINTER KIT.

£25

Parallel Interface

TOTAL VALUE: £274

Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360 dpi
EpsonLQ870Emulation Colour Function

192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

SILICA PRICE: £169

£65

£109

Automatic SheetFeeder Option
AutoPaper Load, Paper Parking

+ VAT= £198.58 maw

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

SAVING:

SILICA PRICE: £109

compatible using Epson/HP drivers
included as standard in Windows 3.1.)

£169

Friction Feed/Push Tractor

£149

TOTAL VALUE:Tm

Graphics Resolution: 144 x 72dpi
Epsonand IBM Emulation (Windows

Colour Windows Driver as Standard

OptionalAutomaticCut Sheet Feeder

PRINTER RRP

PRINTER KIT.,. _£25_

1K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel Interface

SAVING: £105

Colour Printing as Standard (Includes
Colour Ribbon - Black Ribbon Optional)

m SAVE £40

+ VAT =£128.08 maw

FREESilica Printer Starter Kit

180cpsT SPECIAL VALUE INKJETS T30cps|24in 240cps 80column
S"l">-*z&-ljfu

PRINTER STAND
FOR SEIKOSHA 80 COLUMN
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
•
•

Adjustable twopiece printer stand
Helps keep pace withSeikosha printer's
powerful paperhandling
• Saves space and protectscontinuous
stationery from dustanddamage
• Compatible with bottom andrearfeedprinters

LESS THAN HALF PRICE!
When purchased with a Seikosha Printer

£4

NORMAL
RRP

• SpeedJET 200 • Inkjet Printer
• 50 Nozzle Inkjet Head

• 180CPSOraft,120CPSLQ(10cpi)
• I28KPrinterBuffer- 3 Built-in Fonts

• 1xlCSIotforBuffer Expansion/Fonts
• Parallel Interface - Graphic Resolution
300 x300dpi
• HP Deskjet Plus Emulation (PCL3+)
• Windows Driver Standard

»'

-

£235

TOTAL VALUE: EZ35
SILICA PRICE: £159

,5/

*Cp—TO

buyit.Consider what itwill be like a

,ew months after you have made

y°ur purchase, when you may require

additional peripherals and accessories,
or help and advice. And, will the company
you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica,

we ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. With our
unrivalled experience and expertise, we can meet our
customers' requirements with an understanding which is second
to none. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest
FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Service".

NEW LOW
PRICE!

• 24k PrinterBuffer- 3 Built-in Fonts

• Large Ink Tank - upto4.2Million Characters
• 300CPS Draft - 300CPSLQ (100)
80% Faster Than Most oftheCompetition
• 2ICCard Slots forBuffer Expansion +Fonts
• Parallel Interface - Optional Serial Interface
• Graphics Res. 300x300dpi
• HPDeskjet Emulation PCL3-

• Economical toRun - only 1.3p perpage

CROYDON SHOP:

Wehavedemonstration and trainingfacilities at allour stores.

GLASGOW SHOP:

THE FULL STOCK RANGE:

IPSWICH SHOP:

Will be mailedto you with special offers and fulldetails of hardware,
peripherals and software.

PAYMENT:

Weaccept mostmajor credit cards, cash,cheque or monthly terms
•APR 29 &\ - written quotes on recuest

£150 I

•

Seikosha SL-90PLUS

NEW LOW
PRICE!

• 24-Pin Dot Matrix
•

RRPEtSS

80 Column

SAVE

• 240cps SD. 192cps D. 84cps LQ

£75 j

• 20K Buffer + 9 Fonts
PRINTER RRP £359

• Parallel Interface

PRINTER KIT

TOTAL KUIfE.'S3E9

• Graphics Resolution:360.< 360dpi

TOTAL VALUE: EZ14

SAVING- E15Q

• Epson L0850 Emulation
• Windows Driver as Stardard

£209

• Semi-Automatic Sheet Feeder.
PaperParking. Optional Automatic CSF
• FREESilica Printer Starter Kit

£139

*VAT=f163.33- PRI 8293

Debenhams'2nd fioom. 27 High St. Chelmsford, Essex. CM1 1DA

Tel: 0245 490654

Debenhams 12ndFloor). 11-31 North End, Croydon. Surrey. CR91RQ Tel: 081-688 4455
Debenhams (5ih Fioori

97 ArgyleSt. Glasgow. StrathcTyde. G2 8AR Tel: 041-248 3896

Oebenhams •?••(! Floor' Waterloo House, Westgate St. Ipswich, IP1 3EH

Tel: 0473 287092

LONDON SHOPS:

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P0BA Tel: 071-580 4000
Selfridges (Basemen Arena). Oxford Street, London, W1A1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
MANCHESTER SHOP: Debenhams 3ro noon. Market St. Manchester. Lancashire. M601TA Tel: 061-839 3654

1-4The Mews. Hatherley Road, Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

SIDCUP SHOP:
SOUTHEND SHOP:

Keddies <2na noon. High Street. Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 1LA Tel: 0702 468039

To: Silica. STFOR-0694-84, 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE SEIKOSHA RANGE

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY:

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE:

Ateam oftechnical expertswill be at your service,
•

PRICE MATCH:

•

ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS:
Wehavea proven trackrecordin professional computersales.

PART OF A £50M COMPANY (with over zoomm:

•

CORPORATE & EDUCATION DIVISION: Volume

We are solid, reliableand profitable.
discounts are available. Tel: 081-308 0888.

Initials:

Company Name (if applicable):

| Address:

Wematchcompetitorson a "Sameproduct- Sameprice"basis.

•

£75

SILICA PRICE: £139

Onall hardware orders shipped in the UKmainland.
•

_£25

SAVING-

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Road. Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX Tell 081-309 1111
CHELMSFORD SHOP

SHOWROOMS:

FREE CATALOGUES:

SAVE

•VAT=£2(5,58-PRI 8030

• Ultra Quiet- 46dBiA)Maximum

All ofyourrequirements areavailable from onesupplier.

RRprass

SILICA PRICE: £209

(Windov/s compatihle using Epson/HP
drivers included asstandard inWindows 3.1.)
• Built-in Auto Sheet Feeder-100 Sheets

ISC', ^
6022 J

{:••••' •

• SpeedJET 300 • Inkjet Printer
• High Capacity 128Nozzle Head

THE SILICA SERVICE

V>y xfeA_5£?«4p

•

PRINTER RRP

• Ultra-Quiet- Less Than45 dB/A

Before you decide when to buy your
new printer, we suggest you think
very carefully about WHERE you

\tfL-

RHP IMS

SAVitJG: £76

• SemiAutomatic Single Sheet Feeder
• Optional Automatic SheetFeeder •
70 Sheets(£35 *VAT)

+VAT=£4.70 PRA8700

S1LIC4

NEW LOW
PRICE!

Postcode: ..

IK 081-309 1111

| Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon tor the latest inlorn
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